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Introduction 

Welcome to The Best of SQLServerCentral.com – Vol. 6 
 
Once again SQLServerCentral.com had another fantastic year and we decided to reprint some 
of the best articles, the most popular, and the most read in dead tree format. We wanted to 
give all our authors a chance to see their names in print as well as give you an off-line 
resource that you can take with you wherever you may need it-most likely at your bedside to 
help you drop off at night :), for commutes, holding your coffee cup, whatever. This is our sixth 
volume and it's become an annual tradition. 
 
We would also like to thank everyone for their support both on the website as well as by 
purchasing this book. Your visits to the site, clicking through to advertisers, purchasing 
products, registering for PASS, all help us continue this community and provide you with a 
valuable resource that hopefully helps you learn, perform better at your job, and grow your 
career. We’d like to encourage all of you to submit an article in 2009! This is a community that 
includes all of you and we aren’t looking for only the gurus to contribute. We love hearing 
about the real world you all live in and deal with on a daily basis. We plan to get at least one 
article from each author and send you a couple copies of the book. Great for your bookshelf 
and they make a great Mother’s Day present. 
 
Once again, thanks so much for your support and we look forward to another volume next 
year. 
 
Steve Jones 
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Administration 

This is what we do: administer servers and databases. Everyone has their own set of tricks, 
tips, scripts tailored to the quirks of their own systems. We can each get sidetracked into 
dealing with our own systems and miss out on understanding some other sections of SQL 
Server that we don’t work with. 

Here’s a selection of articles to impart a little more information about the server, Autoclose, 
AWE, Traces and more. As we compile this 3rd edition, Microsoft SQL Server is a very mature 
product that is mostly being limited by its architecture as hardware continues to grow in power, 
loads increase, and many different stresses occur. Nothing earth-shattering here, just some 
good information that might help you save the day. 

A Story of the Deleted Transaction Log.............................................................................. 7 
Audit Trails and Logging Part I ........................................................................................... 8 
Changing a Non-IDENTITY column to IDENTITY and Vice Versa................................... 12 
Configuring SQL Server 2005 Failover Settings in Windows Server 2003....................... 16 
Custom Log Shipping ....................................................................................................... 19 
Database Snapshots ........................................................................................................ 21 
Deadlock Notifications in SQL Server 2005 ..................................................................... 25 
Differential Backups Internals........................................................................................... 28 
Dynamic Partitioning and Dynamic Indexing .................................................................... 29 
Improved Drive Space Monitoring .................................................................................... 33 
Introduction to the Transaction Log .................................................................................. 35 
Job Execution System ...................................................................................................... 41 
Monitoring on a Budget .................................................................................................... 42 
Multiple Server Queries with SSMS 2008 ........................................................................ 46 
Operations Manager and SQL Server .............................................................................. 49 
Querying the INFORMATION_SCHEMA ......................................................................... 53 
Scripting Traces for SQL 2005 ......................................................................................... 57 
So You're the New DBA ................................................................................................... 61 
SQL 2005 vs. SQL 2008 Part 1 - (Backup File Sizes & Times)........................................ 62 
SQL Server DBA Fights a Demon .................................................................................... 66 
SQL Server Scalabilty - An Introduction ........................................................................... 68 
Tracer Token .................................................................................................................... 69 
Using SQL Management Objects to create and restore SQL Databases......................... 72 
Virtualization for Database Development ......................................................................... 74 
What do you do with a new SQL Server?......................................................................... 77 
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A Story of the Deleted Transaction Log 
By James DiMauro 

I was lying in bed one Saturday night when my phone rang. It was one of our team leads on 
the other end. The conversation began something like this; "Hey, this client ran out of disk 
space so we deleted the transaction log for the database as it was over 100GB." Well, I wasn't 
quite asleep but I certainly wasn't awake and my initial thought was that this guy thinks he is 
having a little fun with me. Before my mind could fully envision the animated balled up pieces 
of paper dematerializing as they were thrown towards the recycle bin I heard the funniest thing 
of the night come out of the lead’s mouth: "Do you think that is related to the application not 
functioning?" 

After rubbing my eyes and placing the jack back under the bed that I often use to get my jaw 
back into place, I asked if the LDF file was in the Recycle Bin. I am sure you know that the 
answer to that question was "No," mainly because the file is too big for most bins, and 
secondly because nothing is that easy. Obviously the next question was, "When was the last 
backup?" Wouldn't you know there wasn't one- go figure! 

To fill you in on a little detail, the company I work for develops software. Our support model 
includes support of the applications, and we often get involved with database issues but we do 
not own or maintain databases. The client had called the support line and stated they were out 
of space and asked if we could help them. This particular client does not have a DBA on staff, 
so our technicians were trying to help them. Certainly the wrong route was taken but at this 
point it was too late to look back. I am the sole DBA on the support side of the company, and 
since this was now a DBA issue that was caused by our technicians, I had to come up with a 
solution. The solution I came up with was the best for this particular issue based upon all the 
factors, specifically no backups. 

After getting over the ridiculousness of the issue I began researching how to resolve the 
problem. I ran into a few hints in BOL and then other hints on the Internet. After all the 
research, I determined the best issue would be to use the DBCC CHECKDB with the 
REPAIR_ALLOW_DATA_LOSS option. BOL stated this option could repair a transaction log. 
Well, what could be more broken about a transaction log than not having one at all? 

Once I determined I would go down this path the first problem was that the db would not go 
online, not even in emergency mode. So what I did was to stop the SQL Server service and 
then I renamed the MDF file. Let's say that the database name was DbLive and I renamed the 
MDF from DbLive.mdf to DbBad.mdf. I then started the SQL Server service and created a new 
DbLive db with a corresponding DbLive_log.ldf file. I then stopped the SQL service again and 
deleted the DbLive.mdf file. I then renamed DbBad.mdf back to DbLive.mdf. I then started the 
SQL service again. 

You can imagine that these steps didn't fix the problem. The db did not come on line, but at 
least the db now had a transaction log, albeit one from a different database. But as far as SQL 
server was concerned the log was there now. It was just in a jacked-up state (yes that is a 
technical term). 

The next thing I did was run ALTER DATABASE DbLive SET EMERGENCY. This put the db 
in emergency mode and allowed SQL server to work with the db at an emergency level. Next I 
ran "sp_dboption 'DbLive,’ 'single user', 'true.'" This set the db to single user mode preparing it 
for the DBCC that I would run next. Finally I ran "DBCC CHECKDB ('DbLive', 
REPAIR_ALLOW_DATA_LOSS)". After about an hour the db was ONLINE! 

I took the db out of single user mode by running "sp_dboption 'DbLive', 'single user', 'false.'" I 
then ran a few queries against the database and all was fine. I am not totally sure what data 
loss there was, if any. Since the MDF was intact and the SQL service was taken off line and 
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then the LDF file was deleted all data should have been committed to the MDF. Therefore, I 
believe there was no data loss. This happened several months ago and there have been no 
reported db or application anomalies so I must assume all data was present. 

Oh, and yes, I slapped a maintenance plan on that system and sent the backups to an 
obscure folder. If they run out of space again it will probably be due to having too many 
backups! What I meant to say was that I explained to the client how important backups are. 

Script: 

/* 
Stop SQL service, rename DbLive.mdf to DbBad.mdf. 
started SQL service, created fake DbLive db (with log etc) 
Stopped SQL service 
Deleted DbLIve.mdf  
Renamed DbBad.MDF to DbLive.MDF 
Started SQL service. 
Ran following script: 
*/ 
ALTER DATABASE DbLive SET EMERGENCY 
sp_dboption 'DbLive', 'single user', 'true'  
DBCC CHECKDB ('DbLive', REPAIR_ALLOW_DATA_LOSS) 
sp_dboption 'DbLive', 'single user', 'false'  

Audit Trails and Logging Part I 
By GSquared 

The subject of audit trails and logging data changes often comes up for DBAs.  One of the 
common solutions to this is to set up triggers that log every change in the data in one or more 
tables.  The purpose of this article is to go over that idea, and some variations on it, as well as 
some other means of auditing the database. 

First, there are questions to be asked about the purpose of the auditing.  How will it be used? 

Some common uses include: 

• Blamethrower Audits: I hate the idea, but it has to be mentioned in this subject.  This is 
where the audit trail is primarily going to be used to point the finger of blame at 
people who mess something up.  Sometimes a manager will demand this 
functionality and the DBA will have no choices but to set it up, or find employment 
elsewhere.  I don’t like this use, but it can be unavoidable. 

• Management Reports: By this I mean reports on workflow, as tracked by the database.  
I’ve found this very useful.  One company I worked for used this and found that 90% 
of orders took 3-5 days to get through a quality control and customer review step, 
while just over 9% took 1-2 days, and less than 1% took less than a day.  Analyzing 
the differences in how the orders were handled at this step took the average down 
from 4 days to 6 hours; this just about doubled production capacity. 

• Undo Functions: A stored procedure can read the audit trail on the data, and another can 
restore a row to a prior state from the audit trail.  Normally, once a transaction is 
committed, going back means either re-editing all the data, possibly from a paper-
trail, possibly from someone trying to remember what it was.  With an audit trail, it 
can be very simple to review all of the states that a row of data has been in and 
restore it to any prior state with one command.  Given a simple front-end, a manager 
or employee could be given access to this, without having to go to the DBA just to get 
this done. 
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• Nothing at All Useful: Sometimes there might be a regulation or law that requires an audit 
trail or a manager or executive insists on it without having any tangible reason for it.  
These audit trails must be created, but might never actually be used for anything 
except possibly in the case of a court necessity. 

In the case of “Nothing Useful” audit trails, the DBA may have no choice about how to set it 
up.  The manager or regulation may stipulate a specific methodology, and “nothing else will 
do.”  I can’t really help on those; it’s pretty much up to the DBA to figure out how to implement 
what’s being demanded. 

In other cases it’s important to review what the audit trail will be used for, and some important 
considerations on the effects of various methods of implementation. 
 
If it's meant to provide legally defensible audit trails, which might end up in court, then triggers 
may not be the route to go (other options are discussed below).  The whole idea of such 
triggers is that they insert data into a set of tables.  Those tables, like any others, can be 
inserted into, deleted from, or updated by anyone with adequate access.  Depending on the 
authentication requirements, this kind of audit log can be bypassed by a DBA or system 
administrator with the right privileges.  If that’s an acceptable risk, then triggers could be a 
solution.  You’ll need to check the laws that apply, as they are beyond the scope of this 
article.  (Basically, legal compliance isn’t something I can help you with.  You’ll need to consult 
with lawyers, et al, on that.) 

Audit logs that are meant for reporting and/or undo functions generally need to be stored in 
tables that can be easily queried and on which stored procedures can be run.  Depending on 
the complexity of the reporting, it might even be desirable to load the data into a data 
warehouse on a regular basis, possibly even Analysis Services cubes. 

Once it has been determined what the audit trail will be used for, including combinations of 
uses, it is necessary to determine how to go about accomplishing those ends.  Some 
possibilities include: 

• Trigger-Based/Active Logging: This is logging by using triggers. 
• Log File/Passive Logging: This uses the SQL Server log files instead of triggers. 
• Proc-Based/Inline Logging: Stored procedures used to insert/update/delete data also log 

the changes. 
• Mixed Logging: This means some actions are logged by triggers and/or procs, and the 

rest of the logging is left up to the SQL Server log files. 

For most purposes, for most databases, I highly recommend passive logging.  This means 
leave the database in Full Recovery mode, backup the log files regularly, and use those for all 
auditing. 

Passive 

Passive logging has several advantages: 

• No cost to the code: There is no extra overhead in the database.  Everything goes into the 
log files anyway, so transactions don’t take any longer. 

• No introduction of errors: Triggers can have buggy code in them, or can become buggy 
when other things are changed in the database.  Errors in triggers can cause failed 
transactions. 

• Low maintenance: There is no maintenance on these except the actions that should be 
done for disaster prevention anyway.  Log files need to be backed up, etc., but no 
more than they would otherwise be. 

It has a few disadvantages: 

• Cost: Some of the log parser products have a price tag on them. 
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• Availability: Usually, log parsing programs have a limited number of user licenses.  Even if 
everyone who needs access to the audit trails has a license, these programs aren’t 
as easy to use as building a query on a table in a log database.  That means the 
DBA is going to do almost all of the work in the audit trail. 

• Reporting and Data Mining: Table-based audit logs can be queried.  They can be loaded 
into Analysis Services cubes.  They can be the basis for Reporting Services reports.  
I don’t know of a way to do that with the SQL log files. 

If you aren’t doing a lot of reporting on the data and aren’t doing a lot of undo functions, and 
can afford about $1,000 in your budget for a parsing program (or get a free one), this is by far 
the easiest method of logging to set up.  It’s also the most accurate, and has the least (zero) 
impact on database performance.  You don’t have to maintain the code yourself.  And so on.  
It’s pretty ideal in these circumstances. 

If this sounds like the right way to go, RedGate (http://www.red-gate.com/products/index.htm), 
ApexSQL (http://www.apexsql.com/sql_tools_log.asp), and Lumigent 
(http://www.lumigent.com/products/audit_db.html) all have products that can read SQL Server log 
files. They range in price (RedGate’s is free per their web page, but only works on SQL 
7/2000, Apex’s costs about $1,000 per their page, but you can get a free trial, and Lumigent’s 
says “call to talk about pricing”). Even at $1,000, if it saves you a couple of days of work over 
the following year or so it’s probably worth it.  (It’s hard to argue with the RedGate price if you 
can use it.) Of these, I’ve used the Apex and Lumigent versions, and both are easy enough to 
use.  They are a bit slow on large log files, but that’s to be expected. 

One caveat on using them, which wasn’t obvious to me until I tried it: you may have the clever 
idea of moving a backup of the database to another server, restoring it there, and using the log 
parser on that copy to avoid overhead on the main server.  Don’t.  SQL Server doesn’t restore 
log files that way, and it won’t get you what you need.  If you need to do something like that 
back up the log files, and then scan the backups.  Apex and Lumigent will both scan log files 
that are in SQL backups.  I assume the RedGate one will do the same. 

Here are some screen shots from the Apex product: 

 

On this screen you pick which logs you want to scan.  It can include the current log file, as well 
as backups.  It can scan log file backups in full, differential and log backups.  You can pick 
which ones you want to scan.  Because it works from the backup history stored in SQL Server, 
it can show backup files in this list that don’t exist anymore if those files have been moved or 
deleted outside of SQL Server. 

10 

Not shown here, on the screen prior to this one, you can pick which server to scan logs on, 
and which database or databases you want to scan logs for. 

http://www.red-gate.com/products/index.htm
http://www.apexsql.com/sql_tools_log.asp
http://www.lumigent.com/products/audit_db.html
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Once you’ve decided which database or databases, and which log file (or files), it gives you a 
lot of options what to look for in the log.  You can narrow it down as far as a specific 
transaction, whether the transaction was committed or rolled back, and it can be everything in 
the file, or anything in between. Quite often, the most useful scan will be to select the Field 
Values folder and specify a specific primary key in a specific table.  That will show you all the 
transactions for that row. 

Everything up to here is fast.  The next part, actually parsing out the log files and showing you 
what you’re looking for, often takes quite a while.  While writing this I have a parse of all 
activity in a table in a specific database running.  It’s been parsing for 10 minutes now, and it 
still isn’t done.  It will finish (I’ve done this before and it often takes an hour or more).  Right 
now its progress bar is showing 1% progress about every 10 seconds. Once done, it presents 
you with the log view: 

 

This includes data about which log file it came out of, which database and table, what data 
was inserted / updated / deleted, the type of transaction, etc.  It also includes functions for 
creating an “undo script,” which will undo that particular transaction. 

There are a ton of other features, but since there’s a free demo available I’ll leave it up to you 
to discover which ones you most want to look at and play with. I haven’t used the Red Gate 

11 
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version.  I assume it’s similar.  As mentioned, it only works for SQL 7/2000.  I’m also told it’s 
being discontinued and won’t have a 2005 or 2008 version. The Lumigent product has very 
similar functionality. 

Summary 

In summary, passive logging adds no processor or other overhead to your database.  It can 
see every change made, as long as you have the backups and/or log files available.  The main 
disadvantages are that it isn’t something that can be readily used by anyone other than a 
DBA, it’s a bit on the slow side (and that’s on my small, hundreds-of-transactions-per-minute 
databases; I can only imagine what it’s like on large, heavy-transaction databases), and it 
does cost money to get a parser. 

Changing a Non-IDENTITY column to IDENTITY and Vice Versa 
By Thomas Pieries 

In my career I have come across many situations where it was required to include/remove the 
Identity Property to/from a column at a later stage of the development cycle due to some flaw. 

If a sequence number is manually maintained, it would require the application to have a 
separate logic. The change-over will require extra effort and additional over heads. The 
obvious workaround for this would be to introduce an Identity Column to the table which will 
not require any additional effort or cost. The main disadvantage is that it cannot be updated. 

Before SQL Server 2005 was introduced there were only two methods to add an Identity 
Column to a table through TSQL. There is no DDL statement that assists with altering a 
column to an Identity and vice versa. The two methods are as follows. 

I will be using the following table structure in the explanation: 

CREATE TABLE SOURCE_TB 
( 
  ID INT NOT NULL  
  ,DATE DATETIME  
  ,COST MONEY 
) 

100,000 records were inserted to the table SOURCE_TB when testing was carried out 

Method 1 - Adding a new Identity column to the existing table. 

The thinking behind this is to introduce a new column (SOURCE_TB.ID_II) to the 
SOURCE_TB table with the Identity and remove the column SOURCE_TB.ID. 

Following are the steps that could be followed: 

1. Add a new identity field SOURCE_TB.ID_II 
2. Drop all related objects ex. Indexes, Foreign Keys, Primary Keys that have been 

created on SOURCE_TB.ID 
3. Drop the field SOURCE_TB.ID 
4. Change the name of SOURCE_TB.ID_II to SOURCE_TB.ID 
5. Recreate all Foreign Keys, Primary Keys and other constraints that were dropped in 

step 2 
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The Code 

ALTER TABLE SOURCE_TB ADD ID_II INT IDENTITY(1,1) 
ALTER TABLE SOURCE_TB DROP COLUMN ID 
EXEC sp_rename 'SOURCE_TB.ID_II' ,'ID','COLUMN' 

 

The following counters were gathered from the profiler: 

  Duration CPU Reads Writes 
Adding the column Source.ID_II 7,957,414 7,422 38,657 451 

Dropping the Column Source.ID 20,089 0 28 2 

Rename the Column Source.ID_II to 
Source.ID 

296,194 0 194 0 

 

Disadvantages 

• Depending on the size of the row there could be a possibility of a page split 
• The columns will not be in the original order when SOURCE_TB is created. Originally 

the order of the columns would be ID, Date and Cost and after including the Identity 
column the order will change to Date, Cost and ID. Assume that the application code 
didn’t explicitly specify the column name when retrieving data from the Data Base 
through a record set. As the fields are not retrieved in the same order as before, the 
application may generate an error. 

• If there are any gaps in SOURCE_TB.ID field, this could create a referential integrity 
problem if it is a referenced key 
The work around for this would be a cumbersome task: 

• Before the SOURCE_TB.ID is dropped you need to identify existing gaps 
• After the SOURCE_TB.ID_II is renamed to SOURCE_TB.ID an update needs to be 

done on all the referencing tables to avoid any integrity issues. 
• If all the fields do not reside in a single page the operation would fail. 
• If the field SOURCE_TB.ID was a clustered Index and you plan to continue with it, it 

will take a long time to create the Index 
• There will be a down time in the Production Environment when implementing this. 

Advantages 

• Only a column change will take place 
• System dependencies will still be intact as no changes have taken place on the 

SOURCE_TB 
• It will not require a large amount of additional hard disk space to implement this 

compared to the next option. 

Method 2 - Create the destination table with the same schema as the source table 

The thinking behind this is to transfer all the data from SOURCE_TB to DESTINATION_TB 
and rename the DESTINATION_TB to SOURCE_TB. Here are the steps that could be 
followed: 

• Create DESTINATION_TB table with the same schema as SOURCE_TB 

• Transfer the data from SOURCE_TB to DESTINATION_TB 

• Drop all the Foreign Keys referencing to SOURCE_TB if any 
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• Alter all the objects with schemabinding if any 

• Drop the table SOURCE_TB 

• Rename the table DESTINATION_TB to SOURCE_TB 

• Recreate all the Foreign Keys to refer back to SOURCE_TB 

• Recreate all the Indexes on the SOURCE_TB 

• Recreate functions and views with schemabinding 

• Create all other constraints 
The same steps could be followed if the change is done by the Enterprise Manager Tool. 

CREATE TABLE DESTINATION_TB 
( 
  ID INT IDENTITY(125006,1) NOT NULL 
  ,DATE DATETIME 
  ,COST MONEY 
) 
 
INSERT INTO DESTINATION_TB (ID, DATE, COST) 
SELECT ID ,DATE, COST FROM SOURCE_TB 
DROP TABLE SOURCE_TB 
EXEC sp_rename 'DESTINATION_TB' ,'SOURCE_TB' 

The following counters were gathered from the profiler 

  Duration CPU Reads Writes 
Creation of the Destination table 855 0 64 17 
Insert to Destination Table from Source 3,856,785 719 115,957 396 
Drop the Source table 6809 0 279 17 
Renaming the Destination table to 
Source 

362,363 0 171 0 

 

Disadvantages 

• If the SOURCE_TB is a large table you have to be concerned regarding the disk 
space availability. 
As we are going to copy all the data from one table to another, you need to be aware 
of the temporary disk space requirement. Therefore you will need to know the exact 
space required for the table. 

• As the data is physically moved to the Destination_TB it may require more than just a 
simple “Insert.” 
You may need a batch wise “Insert” to the Destination_TB. This will avoid any locks 
from taking place and daily operation can proceed without any effect. 

• There will be a down time in the Production Environment. 

Advantages 

• All the columns will be of the same sequence as the original Source_TB. 
• In SQL Server 2005 you can do this in a much more efficient manner. 

It is expected that you have the basic understanding of partitioning. Have a look at the 
following links: 

http://www.databasejournal.com/features/mssql/article.php/3640891 

http://www.databasejournal.com/features/mssql/article.php/3640891
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http://www.sqlskills.com/resources/Whitepapers/Partitioning%20in%20SQL%20Server%202005%20Bet
a%20II.htm 

The most important and interesting aspect of SQL Server 2005 is that a table belongs to a 
partition by default even though the table is not physically partitioned. 

You can verify this by going through the sys.partitions table 

SELECT * FROM sys.partitions 
WHERE [object_id] = OBJECT_ID('SOURCE_TB') 

Following are the steps: 

• Drop all the Foreign Keys referencing to SOURCE_TB if any 

• Alter all the objects with schemabinding if any 

• Drop all the Indexes from SOURCE_TB 

• Create the new table DESTINATION_TB with same schema as the SOURCE_TB 

• SWITCH the data between the tables 

• Drop the table Source_TB 

• Rename the table Destination_TB to Source_TB 

• Recreate all the Foreign Keys to refer to SOURCE_TB 

• Recreate all the Indexes on SOURCE_TB 

• Recreate functions, views with SCHEMABINDING 

• Create all other constraints 
The code 

CREATE TABLE DESTINATION_TB 
( 
  ID INT IDENTITY(125006,1) NOT NULL 
  ,DATE DATETIME 
  ,COST MONEY 
) 
ALTER TABLE SOURCE_TB SWITCH TO DESTINATION_TB 
DROP TABLE SOURCE_TB 
EXEC sp_rename 'DESTINATION_TB' ,'SOURCE_TB' 

Following counters were gathered from the profiler: 

  Duration CPU Reads Writes 
Creation of the Destination table 0 0 64 17 
Do the switching of the partitions 2 0 54 0 
Drop the Source table 1 16 100 0 
Renaming the Destination table to 
Source 

259 140 519 2 

 

What you need to know 

At the time of making the switch, both source and destination tables should be having the 
same schema (This does not apply to the identity column). 

No data will be physically moved from one location to another but the pointers will change, 
which sorts a lot of problem locks from taking place. 

http://www.sqlskills.com/resources/Whitepapers/Partitioning%20in%20SQL%20Server%202005%20Beta%20II.htm
http://www.sqlskills.com/resources/Whitepapers/Partitioning%20in%20SQL%20Server%202005%20Beta%20II.htm
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Each time you SWITCH data from one to another partition, the data from the source partition 
will be zero. 

Disadvantages 

• It’s only available in Enterprise Edition and Developer Edition. 
• Sysdependencies will be affected as the object IDs will be swapped. 
• All objects with schemabinding will have to be altered. 
• All Foreign Keys will have to be created to repoint to SOURCE_TB again. 

Advantages 

• Requires the least down time in the Production Environment compared to the 
previous options 

Conclusion 

Taking the resource usage and cost into consideration, using table partitioning will be the 
safest and best option. 

Configuring SQL Server 2005 Failover Settings in Windows 
Server 2003 

By Richard Lu  

Overview 

Clustering SQL Server 2005 Services in Windows Server 2003 has been greatly enhanced 
from SQL 2000 on Windows 2000 clusters. There are quite a few excellent articles on the 
internet offering guidance on cluster topics ranging from preparation, installation, and 
configuration to post installation maintenance. On the other hand, the enhancements by the 
new versions also created certain confusions regarding cluster group failover behaviors due to 
the fact that the new failover behaviors are significantly different from what we used to expect 
from the older versions. The proof is that there are some questions posted in news groups 
complaining about something such as, "My SQL Server 2005 database engine failed last 
night. But the resource group didn't fail over to the passive node. Is the failover cluster not 
working? Why? Help! "  

To answer these kinds of questions, we need to drill down to several basic Windows Server 
2003 cluster concepts. There are several configuration items within the Windows 2003 Cluster 
Administrator tool that we need to explore in more detail in order to get a better understanding 
about how the cluster failover works according to these configuration settings. This is 
important because it can help us take full advantage of the new failover mechanism offered by 
Windows Server 2003 and SQL Server 2005, to design a better failover solution to fit in 
individual Service Level Agreement (SLA) requirements. 
 
About Cluster Administrator (CluAdmin.exe) 

Cluster Administrator is a Microsoft Windows administrative tool used to manage clusters in 
 

ck 

a1e4-

your domain. It is not part of the Administrative Tools programs by default. It is available after
the Windows Cluster services are installed in your servers. It can also be installed in your 
Windows XP professional workstation as part of the Windows Server 2003 Admin tools Pa
(adminpak.msi) installation. The pack can be downloaded from Microsoft website 
(http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=c16ae515-c8f4-47ef-
a8dcbacff8e3&displaylang=en) 

http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=c16ae515-c8f4-47ef-a1e4-a8dcbacff8e3&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=c16ae515-c8f4-47ef-a1e4-a8dcbacff8e3&displaylang=en
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Configure Cluster Properties 

Once you have this tool ready for use either in Cluster node servers or in your local 
workstation, and you have administrative privileges to the clusters in your network, then you 
can launch it to examine, configure and manage a wide variety of cluster properties. This 
article will only focus on the following two levels of properties that have significant impacts on 
SQL cluster resources failover behaviors. The two levels of cluster properties are Group level 
and Resource level. Group properties have impact on all resources under the group, while 
Resource properties can have impact on its own resources most of the time with the exception 
of the "Affect the group" option, which will be covered in more detail later in the article. 

There are a number of Group and Resource cluster properties available for us to configure. 
However, we only focus on the ones that matter regarding the failover behaviors. You will find 
these properties with a right click on a Group or Cluster Resource and select Properties. 

Group Level Properties  

Failback: The properties can be found under Failback tab of a group properties window. It 
specifies what should happen when the group comes back online and finds itself owned by a 
node other than its original primary node. Choose "Prevent Failback" to prevent the group 
from failing back to a failed node that returns to online status. Choose "Allow Failback" to 
enable failback. You should also specify that the failback will either occur immediately or within 
a specified span of hours. 

What does this mean: In most cases, we should stick with the default setting of "Prevent 
Failback" to prevent an additional unnecessary failover. This will leave you more room and 
time to determine what caused the service failure and plan on a better time to fail it back once 
the root cause of the problem gets resolved. Otherwise, you will find your SQL services may 
have to be interrupted twice as the cluster service tries to go back to its original primary node 
during an unpleasant time ( for a 24x7 server, any time could be unpleasant time unless it is 
scheduled ). 

Resource Level Properties  

You can find these properties with a right-click on the concerning Resource, and then select 
Properties. The following properties are under the Advanced tab in the Resource Properties 
window. 

• Restart: to specify whether or not to restart the resource if it fails. 

What does this mean: For most resources, the Restart option should be selected because you 
want all cluster resources to be kept online. 

• Affect The Group: If selected, the group will fail over when the resource fails. The 
Threshold and Period values determine how many times the Cluster Service will 
attempt to restart the resource for specific attempts within a specified period of time 
before the group fails. 

What does this mean: This may be the most important single item to configure. There are only 
a handful of resources that should have this option turned on. And if it is turned on for the 
resource, the Threshold and Period values control whether you want the Group to fail over to 
the other node(s) immediately or try to recover on the same node for the specified times within 
the period of time. Usually we would want it to fail over to the other node immediately because 
trying to recover on the same node could possibly be a waste of time without knowing the 
cause of the issue. The following Resource should usually have the "Affect the group" option 
turned on: 
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Figure 1 - SQL Server database engine service 

You may want to disable "Affect the group" option for the following resources to avoid 
unessential resources bringing down the entire group and the SQL engine. 

• SQL Server Agent Service  
• MSDTC  
• Backup drives  
• File share folders  

In case these resources fail, investigations and manual restart should be performed without 
impacting the SQL engine service. 

Below are the steps to configure SQL Server Agent Service so that a failure to the SQL Agent 
resource does not affect the group. 

• Log on to any node of the cluster.  
• Start Cluster Administrator.  
• Under Groups, click the cluster group that includes the SQL Server Agent Service 

resource.  
• Right-click the SQL Agent Service resource and then click Properties.  
• On the Advanced tab, clear the Affect the group check box, and then click OK.  

• Polling: Use the Looks Alive and Is Alive parameters to specify how often the Cluster 
Service polls the resource to determine if it is up. 

What does this mean: Usually we should use the default values of "Use values from resource 
type" unless you have a compelling reason not to. 

• Pending Timeout: specify the amount of time a resource can be in a pending state before 
the Cluster Service fails the resource. 

What does this mean: Same tactic as Polling should be applied to Pending Timeout. If there 
are issues with your cluster that require adjusting this parameter to avoid certain problems, 
you may want to tackle the root cause rather than playing around with the number unless this 
is your last resort. 

• Dependencies: This property is under Dependencies tab in the Resource Properties 
window to specify what other cluster resources are required online as a prerequisite 
for the resource to maintain online status. 

What does this mean: This is the cluster resource internal integrity checking mechanism and it 
is a very important property to configure. For example, if the master database resides on 

18 
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cluster share H drive, then we have to make sure SQL Service has a dependency on H drive, 
in such that SQL Service will wait for H drive being online before trying to bring itself online. 
Otherwise we will see an error message if H drive is still in the process of bringing online when 
the SQL service resource is trying to start up. 

On the other hand, we should eliminate unnecessary dependencies for SQL services. We may 
want to remove SQL dependencies to resources not essential to database engine. For 
example, a dump/backup drive may not be a good candidate as a SQL dependency. (Noted 
that some database backup software does require this explicit dependency to make the drive 
available for operations) 

File Share in Cluster 

In addition to the above two levels of properties, share folders used by critical SQL 
functionalities such as log shipping and snapshot replications should be made as cluster 
resources. Local Windows folder share names on each node may be lost when failover 
occurs.  
For example, you create a folder share named "My_File_Share" on share drive F of the active 
node. If you don't defined the share folder as a FileShare cluster resource, the share name 
"My_File_Share" may not be recognized in the cluster after drive F fails over to another node. 
So the best practice to keep your folder share names is to make them cluster resources in the 
same group of the SQL engine services. To create a Clustered file share, please see the KB 
article, How to create file shares on a cluster (http://support.microsoft.com/kb/224967), for 
detailed steps. 

Conclusions 

The above provided basic descriptions and configuration guidelines of the following 
configurable items: Failback, Dependencies, Restart, Affect Resource Group and its child 
parameters. All of the items could have significant impact on the SQL cluster group's failover 
behaviors. Users should be aware of the implications before implementing any of settings and 
should test the adjusted environments to see if the changes match with your design 
expectations before roll out to production environments. 

Custom Log Shipping 
 By Girish Bhat 

Many times we feel the need to implement a solution to create a synchronized copy for our 
Production database. This may be required for various purposes such as implementing a 
warm standby server, synchronizing test databases with production databases or simply to 
verify the validity of the production database backups. Log shipping in SQL Server 2000 and 
2005 can be used for such tasks. While Log Shipping is a good solution, it often requires 
experienced DBAs to setup and maintain and may not be suitable for small SQL Server 
setups. This article presents a way to implement a simple solution to synchronize database 
with another one using Database Maintenance Plans and T-SQL - sort of a custom log 
shipping solution. 

For the purpose of this article, we use SQL Server 2000. In the example, the primary database 
is called EPH located on server SQLSVR1 and the database to be kept synchronized is called 
EPH_Standby on server SQLSVR2. The EPH database has one data file - EPH_Data.mdf and 
one transaction log file - EPH_Log.ldf. The following steps are used to implement the custom 
log shipping solution: 

Step 1: Database Maintenance Plans in SQL Server 2000 and Database Maintenance Tasks 
in SQL Server 2005 SSIS offer a convenient way to set up routine tasks like backups. We 
create a Database Maintenance Plan for the EPH database on SQLSVR1. This plan will take 
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a full backup every hour and a transaction log backup every 15 minutes. We leave the default 
options unchanged for file extensions in the plan - BAK for full backups and TRN for 
transaction log backups. At the end of Step 1, we will have two SQL Server Agent jobs - one 
to take full database backups and another to take Transaction log backups. The schedules 
may have to be tweaked a bit to ensure that the full db and transaction log backups don't clash 
with each other every hour. These files can then be applied in the proper sequence to create a 
synchronized copy of the database. 

Step 2: Next we create a new database called dbDataMirror and its tables on SQLSVR2. Run 
the script DataMirror_Objects.sql (in the Resources section below). This script will create two 
tables - DataMirror and Parameter_Lookup and will also add the records containing the 
parameters used by the main script - DataMirror.sql. [DataMirror] is the table used to track the 
progress of applying the backup files. Parameter_Lookup is a generic lookup table used by the 
mirroring script. 

Following are the parameters used by the synchronizing process. These can be customized 
per requirements. The PL_Type field contains a constant value ”DataMirror” to identify the set 
of parameters required by the script. The PL_Name field contains the below parameters - 
each parameter as a record in the table: 

Parameter _Lookup - PL_Name Field 
Parameter Description 
Database Name of the synchronized database (EPH_Standby) on which 

the backups from the primary database are to be applied 

Backup_Directory Full path of the directory containing the backup files. This can be 
a local or a network path 

DataBackup_FilePattern The file naming convention of the Full DB backup file till the 
timestamp 

LogBackup_FilePattern The file naming convention of the Transaction log backup file till 
the timestamp 

Physical_Data_File The data file of the synchronized database (EPH_Standby). This 
is used in the WITH MOVE commands during restore 

Physical_Log_File The log file of the synchronized database (EPH_Standby). This is 
used in the WITH MOVE commands during restore 

Logical_Data_File The logical name of the data file of the primary database (EPH) 
as contained in the backup 

Logical_Log_File The logical name of the log file of the primary database (EPH) as 
contained in the backup 

 

The PL_Value field contains the values of each of the above parameters. 

Step 3: Then we create a scheduled SQL Server agent job on SQLSVR2 called 
EPH_Standby_DataMirror. This can be done manually or using the script 
EPH_Standby_DataMirror.sql (in the Resources section below). The job invokes the osql 
command-line utility to execute a T-SQL batch file called DataMirror.sql. 

The script DataMirror.sql (in the Resources section below) is the main script, which performs 
the syncronization by restoring the backups in the correct sequence. It performs the following 
tasks: 
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• Checks if new files have arrived in the backup directory by comparing the files with those 
present in the DataMirror table. This is done by executing a 'dir' command on the backup 
directory through the xp_cmdshell extended stored procedure: 

Select @strCmd = [PL_Value] From [Parameter_Lookup] Where [PL_Type] = 
'DataMirror' and [PL_Name] = 'Backup_Directory' 
Set @strCmd = 'dir /b /s ' + @strCmd 

1. The listing from the above command is taken into a temporary table. The 
DataBackup_FilePattern and LogBackup_FilePattern as supplied in the 
Parameter_Values table are trimmed and only the remaining part - the timestamp 
onwards - is left. This enables the script to determine the correct sequence in which 
to apply the logs. 

2. Verify the validity of each backup file with RESTORE VERIFYONLY statement. 
3. If the backup file is valid, the script applies the full or transaction log backups in the 

proper order. With SQL Server 2000 Database Maintenance Plan, full DB backups 
are created with the file naming convention: <DB 
Name>_db_YYYYMMDDHHMM.bak. Transaction log backups are created with the 
naming convention:  
 
<DB Name>_tlog_YYYYMMDDHHMM.trn. The timestamp in the filename is used to 
arrive at the correct sequence of applying the backups. The RESTORE contains 
WITH MOVE clauses in case the database being synchronized does not have the 
same logical and physical names as the primary database. As we have seen, these 
can be customized using the Parameter_Lookup table. 

The restores are done with the NORECOVERY clause so that subsequent logs can be applied 
automatically in the next runs. If any errors are encountered, the script exits with failure, 
causing the job to fail. In this way, the EPH_Standby database is synchronized by applying 
backups from the EPH database - similar to what is achieved using Log Shipping. 

Conclusion 

Log shipping is a great mechanism with which to implement a warm standby server. But in 
SQL Server 2000, log shipping is supported only in the Enterprise Edition. Organizations with 
other editions, such as Standard Edition, can take advantage of the solution presented here to 
achieve similar results. Similarly, for simple tasks such as maintaining a test or development 
database synchronized with data from a production database, a full scale log shipping solution 
may not really be required. In such situations, the simple solution presented in the article can 
come in handy. 

Database Snapshots 
By Basit Ali Farooq 

Introduction 

Microsoft introduced database snapshots with SQL Server 2005. A database snapshot is a 
static, read-only copy of a source database that gives you a consistent view of a database as 
of a certain point in time. You can use the snapshot for operations supported by a read-only 
database, such as reporting applications. You can create multiple database snapshots on a 
source database. You can recover the source database to the point when the snapshot was 
created from a database snapshot. However, when recovering from a snapshot, the source 
database must be available. 
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Database snapshots are available only in the Enterprise Edition of Microsoft SQL Server 2005 
and all recovery models support database snapshots. 

In this article I will explain exactly how this new feature works, why you may or may not 
consider using it and how to get started using it. 

Snapshot file structure 

Database snapshots manage database data at the page level. SQL Server doesn't physically 
create a separate database file when you create a database snapshot. Instead, SQL Server 
creates a special file called a sparse file. Sparse file filenames are specified when you create 
the snapshot, and the initial file contains no data and is allocated minimal disk space. Space is 
allocated to the sparse file as needed. 

As a page is modified in the source database, the original (unmodified) version of the page file 
is written to the sparse file. The process of writing changed files to the sparse file is known as 
copy-on-write. This allows SQL Server to create a record of the database as it existed at the 
moment of creation in the sparse file. Unmodified pages are stored only in the source 
database. Because of this, the source database must be available when you recover a 
database from a snapshot. 

You can retrieve the actual file size of the database snapshot sparse file with the 
fn_virtualfilestats system table-valued functon the sysntax of the command is: 

fn_virtualfilestats (databaseID | NULL, fileID | NULL) 

To find the maximum sparse file size, locate the file in the Windows file system and view the 
Windows file properties as shown in the following figure: 

 

The maximum size is also saved in sys.database_files and sys.master_files system tables. 

How do Database Snapshots Work? 

When the snapshot is first created, the sparse file is empty as shown below. 

22 
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When the first update operation happens, the original data is copied into the sparse file. The 
database engine then updates the data in the source database. 

 

 

During read operations on the snapshot, the original data is read from the source database. 
For the data that has been changed, the snapshot reads the information from the sparse file. 

Using database snapshots 

You can use a database snapshot in nearly any situation where you could use the database 
file, except when you require write access. Typical uses include: 

When you query a snapshot, you will not experience blocking due to update/insert operations 
that you might have to contend with when querying the source database (assuming snapshot 
isolation is not in use).  

Initially the snapshot data files are small and are very quick to create. They should only 
become large if your database is subject to frequent modifications.  

• Data source for reporting applications.  

23 
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• Data source for data export operations.  
• Historic data source.  
• Redundant file copy for data redundancy or archive.  
• File copy for test and validations.  
• Database snapshot limits 

After you create a database snapshot, and while the snapshot exists, there are limits on what 
you can do with the source database. You can't: 

• Move the snapshot to another server. Because of the reliance on the source 
database, the snapshot has to exist on the same server as that source database 
which in our case is fine.  

• Include data changes from transactions in process. Snapshots are read-only and 
doesn't include source database uncommitted transactions.  

• Keep the snapshot if you must restore the source. If the source database becomes 
unavailable, all snapshots of the database become unavailable so can't drop or 
detach the source database  

• Separate performance. Where data pages have not changed you will be accessing 
the source database file, which may cause contention at the file level since both the 
source database and the snapshot will be accessing the same MDF.  

• Prevent the overhead of the snapshot. Every update/insert transaction on the source 
server potentially bears the overhead of the page copy operation to maintain the 
snapshot(s).  

You cannot grant a new user access to the data in a snapshot. Permissions are inherited form 
the source database as it existed at the time of snapshot creation and subsequent changes to 
security in the source database do not filter down to the snapshots.  

Full text indexes are not available on snapshots so if you require full text searching for your 
reporting then snapshots are not an option.  

Managing database snapshots 

Your only limit on creating database snapshots is available disk space. As a way of avoiding 
confusion, use database snapshot names that identify the: 

• Source database.  
• File as a snapshot.  
• Date and time when you created the snapshot.  

Creating snapshots 

You can't create database snapshots with SQL Server Management Studio. You use the 
CREATE DATABASE command with the AS SNAPSHOT OF clause. The general syntax is: 

CREATE DATABASE database_snapshot_name ON 
(NAME = source_logical_filename, 
FILENAME = operating_system_file) 
AS SNAPSHOT OF source_database_name; 

You must specify a snapshot file for each database file, except the transaction log file, any 
offline files, or the files in the process of being restored. When specifying the snapshot file, you 
must: 

• Include each logical file in the source database.  
• Specify a unique path and filename for the snapshot file.  
• Enclose the operating system path and filename in quotes.  
• Enclose each logical file/physical file pair in parentheses.  
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• Separate multiple files by commas.  

For example, the following statement creates a snapshot for a database with a single data file: 

CREATE DATABASE TestA_snap ON 
(NAME = TEST,  
FILENAME = 'C:\Snaps\snap.ssf') 
AS SNAPSHOT OF TEST 

The following statement creates a snapshot with multiple data files: 

CREATE DATABASE TestB_snap_morn ON 
(NAME = Spice,  
FILENAME = 'C:\Snaps\snapmornA.ssf'), 
(NAME = Spiceix, 
FILENAME = 'C:\Snaps\snapmornB.ssf') 
AS SNAPSHOT OF TestDb 

Revert to snapshot 

Reverting to a snapshot is the same as a restore to the point in time when the snapshot was 
created. To revert to snapshot you use RESTORE DATABASE as shown below: 

Example 

RESTORE DATABASE TEST 
FROM DATABASE_SNAPSHOT = 'Test_snap' 

Conclusion 

I welcome snapshots with open arms to my DBA tool box and think they can be used in many 
situations. I do believe it's a pity that this is an Enterprise edition only feature, but I do see it as 
a tool I will make good use of when doing system upgrades on my Enterprise edition servers. 
Snapshots are in their infancy but I feel that with a little more work they will become a widely-
used tool. 

Deadlock Notifications in SQL Server 2005 
By Patrick LeBlanc 

Overview 

A client, running SQL Server 2005, recently contacted me because they were experiencing 
deadlocks. This client wanted to be notified, via email, whenever a deadlock occurred. 
Normally, to get this, I would run the following: 

sp_altermessage @message_id = 1205, 
                @parameter = 'write_to_log', 
                @parameter_value = 'true' 

However, in SQL Server 2005 you receive the following error: 

Msg 15178, Level 16, State 1, Procedure sp_altermessage, Line 20 
Cannot drop or alter a message with an ID less than 50,000. 

In both SQL Server 2000 and 2005 you can create alerts, but in SQL Server 2000 you were 
able to run sp_altermessage against any message in the sysmessages table, including a 
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message with an ID less than 50,000. The effect of sp_altermessage with the WITH_LOG 
option will cause the message to be written to the Windows NT application log. This will also 
cause any SQL Alert that is associated with that message to fire. 

However, in SQL Server 2005 you can only run sp_altermessage against messages with IDs 
greater than or equal to 50,000. Therefore, associating a system message with an Alert that 
does not have WITH_LOG specified will not fire the Alert. As a result, I have written a 
workaround. 

Prerequisites : Please note that you must have Database Mail configured, SQL Server Agent 
must have the correct Alert System Configurations set to utilize this method and Traceflag 
1222 must be on (DBCC TRACEON(1222, -1). 

To make this work, first you will need to create the stored procedure that performs several 
steps, which are outlined below. Run this script to create the stored procedure: 

IF OBJECT_ID( 'dbo.usp_DeadlockNotification') IS NOT NULL 
   DROP PROC dbo.usp_DeadlockNotification 
--GO 
CREATE PROC dbo.usp_DeadlockNotification 
   @FilterBIT = 0, 
   @Minutes INT = 30 
AS 
DECLARE @ErrorLog TABLE  
( 
  LogDate DATETIME NOT NULL, 
 ProcessInfo  VARCHAR(75), 
 LogInfo VARCHAR(MAX) 
) 
 
DECLARE @Count INT, 
        @StartDate DATETIME, 
        @EndDate DATETIME 
 
SET @Count = 0 
 
SET NOCOUNT ON 
 
-- Step I: Import Errorlog 
INSERT INTO @Errorlog 
  EXEC xp_readerrorlog  
 
---- Step II: How to search Errorlog 
IF (@Filter <> 0) 
BEGIN 
   SELECT @EndDate = GETDATE() 
   SELECT @StartDate = DATEADD(mi, -@Minutes, @EndDate) 
 
    SELECT @Count = COUNT(*)  
     FROM @Errorlog 
     WHERE LogDate BETWEEN @StartDate AND @EndDate 
     AND LogInfo LIKE '%Deadlock%' 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
    SELECT @Count = COUNT(*)  
FROM @Errorlog 
      WHERE LogInfo LIKE '%Deadlock%' 
END 
 
---- Step III: Send Email 
IF (@Count > 0) 
BEGIN 
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   EXEC msdb.dbo.sp_send_dbmail 
 @profile_name = 'SQLTestCluster', 
 @recipients   = 'pleblanc@lamar.com', 
 @subject      = 'Deadlocks', 
  @body = 'Please check errorlog for Deadlocks' 
END 

The stored procedure can be divided into four basic steps, and they are as follows: 

Step I: Import Errorlog 

The SQL Server Error Log is imported into variable table using the xp_readerrorlog 
undocumented stored procedure. I will not go into much detail about the system stored 
procedure, but you can get more information from the following 
blog:http://blogs.sqlservercentral.com/blogs/robert_davis/articles/SQL_Server_Error_Logs.asp
x 

Step II: How to Search Errorlog Variable Table 

At this point the current errorlog has been imported into the variable table. The stored 
procedure has two optional parameters, @filter and @minutes. If @filter is set to anything 
other than zero a restricted search is performed on the Errorlog variable table. The filter is 
based on how many minutes have been specified for the @minutes parameter. If you set 
@minutes to 60, all the rows that were logged to the errorlog within the last hour will be 
searched. If the @filter parameter is not set the entire errorlog is searched for deadlocks. 

Step III: Send Email 

Finally, if the local @Count variable is greater than zero an email is sent. Note in this part of 
the stored procedure you will have to change the @profile_name parameter and the 
@recipients parameter. 

Finally, create a SQL Job that runs at intervals during the day, specifically when you think the 
deadlocks are occurring. Add one step to the job that runs the stored procedure. An example 
of the stored procedure execution is as follows: 

EXEC dbo.usp_DeadlockNotification 1, 60 

Then schedule the job to run as needed. 

Further research revealed that another possible method of detecting deadlocks 
programmatically would be to use the sys.dm_os_performance_counters dynamic 
management view. Replace the above dbo.usp_DeadlockNotification stored with the following: 

CREATE PROC dbo.usp_DeadlockNotification 
AS 
DECLARE @NumOfDeadLocks int 
 
SELECT @NumOfDeadLocks = SUM(cntr_value) 
FROM sys.dm_os_performance_counters  
WHERE counter_name like '%dead%' 
 
SET NOCOUNT ON 
 
IF(@NumOfDeadLocks > 0) 
BEGIN 
  EXEC msdb.dbo.sp_send_dbmail 
 @profile_name = 'SQLTestCluster', 
 @recipients = 'pleblanc@tsqlscripts.com', 
 @subject = 'Deadlocks', 

http://blogs.sqlservercentral.com/blogs/robert_davis/articles/SQL_Server_Error_Logs.aspx
http://blogs.sqlservercentral.com/blogs/robert_davis/articles/SQL_Server_Error_Logs.aspx
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 @body = 'Please check errorlog for Deadlocks' 
 
END 

I did not use this stored procedure in my example because I am still researching the behavior 
of the sys.dm_os_performance_counters dynamic management view. I am unsure of how 
often the data is reset or refreshed. Using this method could yield unwanted Alerts. 

Conclusion 

The client was not sure when the deadlocks were occurring; therefore, we searched the 
errorlog every 30 minutes using the following stored procedure call: 

EXEC dbo.usp_DeadlockNotification 1, 30 

We were notified after the first run of the Job. I added an index and modified the two stored 
procedures to ensure that the operations (UPDATE, INSERTS, DELETES) on the objects 
were executing in the same order.  

Differential Backups Internals 
By Ken Kaufman 

One of the fundamental questions I ask perspective DBA candidates is, "Can you perform a 
differential backup under simple model?" This is a 50/50 chance of success, yet the majority of 
candidates get this wrong. For those who get it right I follow up with, "How does SQL make 
this possible?" Only one candidate has ever successfully answered this question. This article 
explains how differential backups occur under the covers, with the help of the dbcc page 
command. 

If you're following along with this article, put your Adventureworks database in simple recovery 
mode; then perform a full backup for a clean start. Select a table and use the undocumented 
command dbcc ind command. 

dbcc ind(adventureworks, [Production.TransactionHistory], 1) 

What you’re looking at here is a list of datapages for index 1, or the clustered index in this 
case. Explaining this command is outside of the scope of this paper but you want to find a row 
whose PageType = 1. This indicates the page is a data page (root) as compared to an 
intermediate index, or an IAM page. Find the corresponding PageFID (File ID), PagePid (Page 
Number) results in this row. 

Once you grab these numbers, execute the undocumented command dbcc page. The Syntax 
is dbcc page (dbname/ID, FileNum, PageNum, 3 optional commands). For the case of this 
article, put a ”1” where the optional commands sit. In order to return results sets to 
Management Studio, turn on trace flag 3604 prior to running the command. 

DBCC TRACEON (3604) 
DBCC PAGE ('adventureworks', 1, 6608, 1) 

Troll the results until you find "Diff" in the text. Notice that next to “Diff” it says "Not Changed." 
This tells you that this page had not been marked for a differential backup. Now go ahead and 
update the table and run the command again. 

update Production.TransactionHistory 
set Quantity = 100 
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go 
DBCC PAGE ('adventureworks', 1, 6608, 1) 

The DIFF result now equals "Changed," obviously meaning that the page is marked for a 
differential backup. Go ahead and run a differential backup and issue the DBCC command 
again. 

Backup database adventureworks to disk = 'c:\testing\ad.diff' 
with init, differential 
go 
DBCC PAGE ('adventureworks', 1, 6608, 1) 

The output of this command is expected: the "Changed" value remains, because only a full 
backup or a restore can change this. However, I did prove that you can do a differential 
backup in simple mode. Run a full backup to set this back to "Not Changed." If you want to get 
a little wild, use the "copy_only" option of the backup and look at the results. 

Based on these results you would think that this value in the data page is a form of a flag bit. 
This isn't the case at all. If this were the case a differential backup would require a full scan of 
every page in your database. You would end up doing almost the entire work of a full backup, 
without the disk writes. SQL Server gets around this by using a bitmask structure inside the 
sixth page of every data file called the DCM. It takes on a similar structure of the GAM and 
SGAM by holding pointers to 64,000 extents or 4GB of data. As with the GAM, every 4th GB a 
new DCM appears for tracking the following 4GB. 

When a change to a data page occurs the DCM is updated for the changed extent in which the 
page lives, to indicate the change. When a differential backup is kicked off, rather than 
scanning all the pages in the database it simply scans the DCM, which points to the needed 
data. The backup process then only grabs the changed extents, speeding up the process. 

So if you happen to be interviewing at Zillow and you’re asked if differential backups can occur 
in simple mode, the answer is yes. 

Dynamic Partitioning and Dynamic Indexing 
By Narayana Raghavendra 

Introduction: Dynamic Partitioning and Dynamic Indexing, the Concept 

The idea of this article is to improve or increase the usage of database partitioning and 
indexing features and to make it work dynamically.  During performance tuning, data partitions 
and indexes play an important role. The idea here is to make the data partitioning and 
indexing concept work more smartly/intelligently based on the immediate need of the data, 
and also based on trend changes. This results in changes in the requirements of 
viewing/processing of data from time to time.  This can be achieved by frequently changing the 
priority/ranking/importance/grouping of the data.  Dynamic partitioning and dynamic indexing 
concept focuses on contributing to the performance of the application by catering to the 
changes in the current set of data.  

Definitions of Partitions and Indexes 

Partitioning - A partition is a division of a logical database or its constituting elements into 
distinct independent parts. Database partitioning is normally done for manageability, 
performance or availability reasons. The partitioning can be done by either building separate 
smaller databases (each with its own tables, indexes, and transaction logs), or by splitting 
selected elements; just one table, for example. 
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Indexes - A database index is a data structure that improves the speed of operations in a 
table. Indexes can be created using one or more columns, providing the basis for both rapid 
random lookups and efficient ordering of access to records 

Need of catering to constant change in the demand of data 

For illustrative purposes, let us consider the Online Share Market as a case study.  The data 
reading and data processing in a share market application is varied throughout the year.  
There might be some particular shares or types of shares based on "industry / market / 
market-caps / segments/political decisions / government decisions / key players' 
decisions/etc." that become interesting for some reason. Suddenly thousands and thousands 
of users are dying to look or browse for information and also to trade their shares.  

From the database point of view, we can observe three points. The first point is you are not 
sure what type of shares people would look for, meaning that this is unpredictable; data 
partitioning/grouping cannot be determined firmly on specific data ranges, and it varies from 
time to time. The second point is that suddenly there is a huge amount of hits and the 
database has to cater huge amount of read operation for a specific set of data.  The Third 
point: suddenly there is a huge amount of inserts/updates hits, and database has to cater data 
manipulation plus read operation as fast as possible to a same or similar groups/sub-groups of 
data.  

Similarly, consider a Garments shop.  Garment product sales vary throughout the year 
depending on the season.  In summer it is more of cotton clothes such as shorts, etc.  In 
winter it is more of woolen clothes, and in the rainy season it may be more of rain-proof and 
rain-resistant clothes.  In this case you are sure that most of the people would be searching for 
a few particular product types in every season, for a period of 2-3 months of the year.  Now, 
this is a predictable data demand.  From the database point we can observe two points. The 
first point is you are sure that on particular months, the transaction hits would be more for a 
few particular types of garments. The second point, after 2-3 months, other types of products 
come under a heavy transaction load while the current product types go out of scope.   

Need of a Dynamic Partitioning/Indexing 

By keeping the above two scenarios in mind, the data reading/processing requirements would 
change from time to time. The current trend may hold good for a few days or weeks, and the 
data of this current trend becomes more important and demands high priority in its servicing.  
Since these trends are unpredictable and/or varied with time, it may not be possible to come 
out with a suitable data range partitioning on the tables.  In this case, it requires frequent 
checking of data to decide which data (rows) are more important.  Here, if we can introduce 
some kind of a process for analyzing the database reads and data manipulation through 
database internal logs and for analyzing physical table data changes; the result of the analysis 
gives clarity on the heavily transacted data sets.  The process should then come out with a set 
of recommendations pointing out which data/set of data was very frequently used.  Also, as a 
next step, process should partition and/or index the data based on these observations, thereby 
logically and physically grouping the most used data in one place like clustered data.  By doing 
this you are sure that from the very next moment the database is able to cater to the current 
trends/needs of data in demand. This automated process should be executed frequently as 
needed. 

Implementation of Concept 

Now, let us get on to an implementation of the concept and also address issues and things to 
keep in mind during implementation. Let us discuss two types of data demands - predictable 
and unpredictable demand of data.   

Please note that this is one of the methods of practical implementation of the dynamic 
partitioning/indexing concept being discussed; there may be much better ways to practically 
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implement this concept. This article’s focus is given more to the concept than its 
implementation.   

Predictable demand of data 

Assume that you are sure about the demand of data and that it depends on some 
set/range/category.  Data demand may also depend on a particular period of 
week/month/quarter of the year, where a particular set of data becomes very important during 
that particular period of time.  In this case, we create a table which can assist to change the 
priority/ranking of the rows/data of the table(s) by considering the time periods.  An automated 
process should run periodically to check for the current time period, and the 
partition/priority/ranking of the data set in the tables should be changed accordingly.  This is 
illustrated below. 

Let us take up the Garments shop example.  The "tblGarmentsDetails" is a table that stores all 
information about all garments in the shop in a denormalized structure.  A table 
tblPartitionDecision is created for recording the data range changes to be made in the table 
partitions with the table name, the column on which the partition is defined, the defined 
partition name, data range values, effective from date, and effective to date. 

A scheduled process should be designed to scan through tblPartitionDecision table, 
dynamically recreating partitions with data ranges defined in the colValues column on the 
column defined in colColumnName column for the table defined in colTableName 
column. Some demonstration data is given below. 

colTableName colColumnName colPartname colValues colFrom colTo 
tblGarmentsDetails colProductType parGarment1 14,15,16 01-Apr-07 30-Jun-07 
tblGarmentsDetails colProductType parGarment1 7,8,9,10 01-Jul-07 30-Dec-07 
tblGarmentsDetails colProductType parGarment1 1,2,3,4 01-Jan-07 31-Mar-07 
... ... ... ... ... ... 

Table 1 - tblPartitionDecision table 

A scheduled automated process should process each row in the tblPartitionDecision table, 
change the priority (i.e. partitioning of data) of the colPartition column in the respective 
"colTableName" table based on "colColumnName" (column name in the table) and "colValues" 
(values to be considered for partition on colColumnName columns) for a time period of 
"colFromDate" and "colToDate" column values.  It should reset the priority to general if the 
priority of rows is moving out of specified time period focus.   

Create two partitions for "tblGarmentDetails" table, one small partition to store the top few 
product types which will be in use as per parameters defined in "colFrom" and "colTo" 
columns. Let the other partition store all other product types.  By using this, data 
retrieval/manipulation can be much faster because the required data for the defined time 
period is sliced/filtered and grouped together in one partition. 

Materialized view / Indexed view approach 

We can even consider using a materialized view for this purpose.  Let us keep one 
materialized view for the above example.  Create a materialized view by selecting all columns 
from tblGarmentsDetails table; in the where condition, provide the filter condition data; i.e., 
"colValues" values on the "colColumnName" column.  By this, optimizer can make use of 
materialized view when retrieving the commonly used data. 

Unpredictable demand of Data 

Let us take up the online share market example that is presented above.  Since the current 
data needed may cut across segments/types/industry/market-caps/etc. of the share market 
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world, it may not be possible to identify a specific column(s) to use for database 
partition/index.  We need an automated process to constantly check the current data 
requirements, as illustrated below. 

Let us assume there is a data warehousing project on Share market. These points also 
assume the following points for discussion’s sake. 

• Shares Data warehousing database, which stores the daily transactions of each 
company in a fact table. The fact is surrounded by few dimensions  

• There is a dimShareDetails dimension table with other dimensions.  This 
dimShareDetails contains properties of each company like the company's Sector, 
market cap, sic code, year end, etc.  

• It is a read intensive database; a lot of reads are expected from BI tools and from 
stored procedures of other customized tools.  

There is a stored procedure created where all the reads have to go through this stored 
procedure every time data is required from the Shares database. This is to make an entry 
about the type/category of data being queried.  Let us call the table that records the queried 
data count "tblSharesReadClass."  It records the queried counts in a table for each day 
against data classification like sector, market cap, sic code, year end, etc., of the queried 
data.  This table can be summarized to find out what classification of data is more in 
demand/accessed at any point in time.   

Now, based on the analysis of "tblSharesReadclass," identify the top x classification or type of 
data, and re-create the partition or index based on this analysis.  We can include more rules 
for analyzing the read counts; if possible include the database system tables/logs in the 
analysis.  An automated process can be created to work on the above steps and the process 
can have its own set of rules to determine data priority.   

Later, based on the ranking or priority of the category of data, the specific data partition can be 
supported by appropriate disk/memory configurations OR simply data can be divided into 
multiple partitions for better performance without any ranking and hardware support.  For 
example, in recent days in a few sectors like "IT Sector," "Steel Sector," etc., transactions may 
be heavy compared to other sectors. The process then simply partitions this particular group 
of shares' data as priority one data.  

The whole process can be automated, including dropping and recreating the partitions with the 
assistance of a few more tables as discussed in the "Predictable demand of data" section. OR 
we can restrict the process to performing the analysis, and then later, with human intervention, 
further steps can be taken to change the partitions/indexes. 

Points to be considered before going ahead with this idea in the live projects 

Consider the Database Caching or Statistics mechanisms/concepts before thinking about the 
Analytical Dynamic Database Partitioning approach. 

Consider the facts about its implementation, like running scheduled batch jobs, column 
addition and data updates if any.  

Enhancements to Database Internals 

The implementation of this idea can be considered in databases by developing the logic in the 
database internals itself.  A parameter can be provided at database/session level to 
enable/disable this feature.  If the Database has the internal logic to regularly assess and 
prioritize the priority data, this concept may yield more benefits. 
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Conclusion 

Using analysis of the behavior of the data requests, giving importance to the time-to-time trend 
changes, and introducing intelligence within the application, we can achieve more productivity 
with existing infrastructure and improve the user's productivity and satisfaction. 

Improved Drive Space Monitoring 
By Mark Nash 

 Several years ago I submitted the article, “Monitoring Drive and Database Free Space,” which 
described a method we had developed to monitor and report on space usage at the drive and 
database level. Since then we have worked to improve and adapt it for implementation on 
SQL 2005 Servers. 

This article describes changes made to the drive monitoring aspect of this process. The 
changes are simple; 1) eliminate ‘xp_fixeddrives,’ and 2) use SQL 2005 ‘Database Mail’ for 
email. 

I will present this process as a 2005 SQL Server Agent Job. Job execution requires that, 

1) “xp_cmdshell” and “Database Mail XP’s” be enabled, and 2) a “Database Mail Account”’ 
and “Database Mail Profile” be created. 

The basic job steps are: 

Step 1 – Create DrvSpace Table.  

Step 2 – Get Drive Space Data.  

Step 3 – Bulk Insert into DrvSpace  

Step 4 – MonitorEmailLowDriveFreeSpace.  

Step 5 – Erase Old Drive Info File  

Step 1  

Create DrvSpace Table. This step simply creates an empty table “DrvSpace” intempdb for 
each run. 

use tempdb 
go 
if exists (select name from tempdb..sysobjects 
                     where name = 'DrvSpace' and type = 'U') 
begin 
   drop    table DrvSpace 
end 
Create table DrvSpace ( 
  DriveLetter    char(02) null, 
  MB_Total       int       null, 
  MB_Free        int       null 
) 
Go 
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Step 2 

Get Drive Space Data. This is the first part of replacing ”xp_fixeddrives”: it’s a VB Script that 
gathers space information on local drives and writes that information into local file 
”c:\Monitor_Capture_Drive_Space_Info.csv.” 

EXECUTE master.dbo.xp_cmdShell 'cscript.exe 
\\LocalServerName\c$\Monitor_Capture_Drive_Space_Info.vbs' 

Step 3 

Bulk Insert into DrvSpace. This is the second part of replacing “xp_fixeddrives.” This Bulk 
Insert gets the local drive information into tempdb..DrvSpace. 

use tempdb 
go 
Bulk Insert DrvSpace 
            from 'C:\Monitor_Capture_Drive_Space_Info.csv' 
            with 
             ( FIELDTERMINATOR = ',', 
            ROWTERMINATOR   = '\n' 
           ) 
Go 

Step 4  

MonitorEmailLowDriveFreeSpace. This step executes the Stored Procedure 
sp_Monitor_Email_Low_Drive_Free_Space. As executed here, it will look for local drives with 
under ten percent (0.1) free space. Email notifications are sent, identifying these drives. This 
procedure is actually more flexible than displayed here; the C: Drive is handled separately with 
a fifteen percent free space limit and any other Drive can be specified as an “exception,” with 
its own specific free space limit. Documentation embedded in this Stored Procedure details its 
operation. Note that this procedure must be edited to reflect a valid “Database Mail Profile” 
(XXXXXX DBMail Profile) and email address (XXXX@YY.ZZ). 

EXEC msdb.dbo.sp_Monitor_Email_Low_Drive_FreeSpace 0.1 

Step 5  

Erase Old Drive Info File. This just deletes the drive info file for the next run; it is an Operating 
system (CmdExec) command. 

Erase c:\Monitor_Capture_Drive_Space_Info.csv 

That's it.  The code is attached in the resource section below. 

http://www.sqlservercentral.com/Files/Step%201%20-%20Create%20DrvSpace%20Table.sql/383.sql 

http://www.sqlservercentral.com/Files/Step%202%20-
%20Get%20Drive%20Space%20Data.abc/384.abc 

http://www.sqlservercentral.com/Files/Step%203%20-
%20Bulk%20Insert%20into%20DrvSpace.sql/385.sql 

http://www.sqlservercentral.com/Files/Step%204%20-%20MonitorEmailLowDriveFreeSpace.sql/386.sql 

mailto:XXXX@YY.ZZ
http://www.sqlservercentral.com/Files/Step%201%20-%20Create%20DrvSpace%20Table.sql/383.sql
http://www.sqlservercentral.com/Files/Step%202%20-%20Get%20Drive%20Space%20Data.abc/384.abc
http://www.sqlservercentral.com/Files/Step%202%20-%20Get%20Drive%20Space%20Data.abc/384.abc
http://www.sqlservercentral.com/Files/Step%203%20-%20Bulk%20Insert%20into%20DrvSpace.sql/385.sql
http://www.sqlservercentral.com/Files/Step%203%20-%20Bulk%20Insert%20into%20DrvSpace.sql/385.sql
http://www.sqlservercentral.com/Files/Step%204%20-%20MonitorEmailLowDriveFreeSpace.sql/386.sql
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Introduction to the Transaction Log 
By James Rea 

Summary 

Transaction Log is probably one of the most underutilized, underappreciated, and least 
publicized part of SQL. This is probably due to its simplicity, but this also makes it one of the 
most misunderstood parts of SQL Server. The transaction log can actually help to lower the 
server’s resources and increase productivity, all the while providing a method of an additional 
safety layer for you to fall back on! 

Transaction logs are not just for the big boys (OLTP, OLAP and databases with large amounts 
of activities/transactions); this is for everyone…even the small shops with only 1 database and 
10 users. Before we get into how to use transaction logs to their best abilities, we need to 
understand why they exist and how they work. 

Lastly, we need to know some of the good practices to follow; for instance, how we can 
maintain the Transaction Log and especially to know when we can count on the Transaction 
Log to help us out of a jam. 

Why the Transaction Log Exists 

This history of the existence of the transaction log is difficult to trace, and is to a small degree 
controversial due to the fact that certain aspects are based on other applications. One 
example is the method to use transaction logs to restore databases; it is primarily based on 
proven methods used in Microsoft Access, which in turn is based on other application(s) and 
standards. This means there is no single document that states the history of Transaction Logs 
and most current documentation is partially based on personal experience, knowledge, and/or 
interpretations. 

I’ll make no attempt to determine the exact history of transaction logs. I just want to point out 
that transaction logs are largely based on Microsoft Access methods to store information for 
transactions. This is important to know because it has become a common misunderstanding 
that using the TRUNCATE command should not only remove old transaction information, but 
also should SHRINK the file down. This is absolutely, without a doubt…WRONG! I’ll get into 
this more as this article progresses. First, to be able to understand why TRUNCATE will not 
make the log smaller in physical size you will need to understand how the transactions are 
inserted into the log - both physically and logically. 

The primary purpose of the transaction log is to provide a method to enable one to restore a 
database to a point-in-time when necessary. This can include rolling back transactions to a 
certain time or to roll forward transactions from a full backup restoration. 

In recent years the transaction log is starting to be used for additional purposes. They are 
being used in mirroring databases, quickly importing data from old database versions to a new 
database version, and security audits. This is just the tip of the iceberg for the way these logs 
are being utilized to gain “useful” information. The last point, security audits, is a relatively new 
and undocumented (officially, that is) use of transaction logs. Information stored within 
transaction logs can be very powerful, but can also be tricky to learn at first while the structure 
and information being stored is new to you. If you take your time to learn what you can get out 
of the transaction log, you can produce very useful information that can help to increase your 
productivity (especially in the Security Audits area)! 

An example of how to use these logs for security audits is that you can view a transaction log 
and be able to detect transactions that have occurred and who (what user or system account) 
had produced the transaction (this is no trivial task). In addition, if you know your database 
very well you can quickly deduce if someone is accessing parts of the database they shouldn’t 
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be; or even worse, if an unauthorized user has accessed your database! The techniques to 
use the transaction logs for security audits go beyond the scope of this article; the preceding is 
intended to provide a broader understanding of methods being used to obtain useful 
information. You can search sites such as MSDN, SQLServerCentral.com and Google for 
discussions and articles detailing many different ways to audit the logs and obtain additional 
useful information. It is also worthwhile to note that there are third party applications that utilize 
the transaction logs for security auditing, data movement and many other purposes. As 
always, evaluate any third party application when possible, and test on TEST servers before 
ever using new techniques or applications in a production environment. 

Structure of the Transaction Log 

A transaction log is a file (physical and logical) that contains information regarding every 
change that has been made to the database. This includes data modifications (transactions), 
database modifications and backup/restore events. 

Logical Architecture (Concept) 

These “transactions” (and other events) are logged in the transaction using a Log Sequence 
Number (LSN). The LSN for each transaction that is subsequent to the previous logged 
transaction will have a value that is higher (incremented) than the previous LSN. I like to use 
the analogy of the Transaction Log file as a journal, and each logged transaction is a journal 
entry. Try to picture a paper with a line being used for each transaction, and the next obvious 
entry would be the following line (keep this in mind when working with these logs, it will help 
you to understand why things work the way they do. I’ll elaborate in a little bit on this analogy). 

Each transaction reserves enough space to support a successful rollback, either by an explicit 
action requesting the rollback or from an error occurring within the database. This amount of 
space can vary; however, it typically mirrors the amount of space that is used to store the 
logged operation. Transaction logs are loaded into a virtual log; this cannot be controlled or set 
by the administrator. The virtual log is used and maintained, as needed, by the SQL Server 
Database Engine. 

At the time this article was written you can read the MSDN: Transaction Log Logical 
Architecture at: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms180892.aspx.  

Physical Architecture (Concept) 

Transaction logs can span multiple physical files. You can truncate the transaction log to free 
internal log space (this will not shrink the log file; I’ll cover shrinking the log file later in this 
article). The basic concept of the physical file is it will append to the end of the log file; once 
the physical end of the log is reached the transactions will wrap around to the beginning of the 
log file (assuming there is free space at the beginning). 

If the log file does not contain any free space (internally), there are two possible outcomes: 

1. If FILEGROWTH is enabled and there is free disk space on the hard drive, the file will 
automatically increase in accordance to the settings and then will re-organize the 
transaction log and append the new record to the end of the log, OR 

2. If FILEGROWTH is NOT enabled, or there is NOT enough free disk space on the 
hard drive, then SQL Server will return a 9002 error code. 

At the time this article was written you can read the MSDN: Transaction Log Physical 
Architecture at: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms179355.aspx.  

How the Transaction Log Works 

As mentioned in the “Logical Architecture (Concept)” portion, transactions are recorded into 
the log in a sequential manner. The LSN for each transaction will have a value that is higher 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms180892.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms179355.aspx
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than the previously written transaction. It’s actually just that simple; no complicated 
mathematical methods are used. There is no clever programming to add new transactions. It’s 
literally the same as taking a piece of paper and writing in each event that has happened in 
your day and using an ID number starting with 1 and increasing by 1 for each event occurring 
to give the order of the sequence. And, just like your day, the next event that occurs to you 
must happen after the previous event; thus you’d give the next event a higher ID number than 
the previous event.  It’s safe to say that most of the following events have happened in this 
order for you to read this article: 

1. You told your computer to go to the link, or to open a document, containing this 
article. 

2. Your device displayed the article on your display, or printed the article to another 
format to be viewed. 

3. You started reading this article. 
As with these events, you can’t have the second and third events occur without the first event 
(obtaining the article), and you can’t read the article unless you view/print it (thus #3 can’t 
occur without #2 occurring first). As you can see, you can’t have these steps logged out of 
order to recreate this process, so each step has a higher ID number than the previous step. 

A transaction log is just exactly that in concept: a journal of events that occur within your 
database. The main points to remember here is that each event is given an LSN that is higher 
than the previous LSN (to keep track of what event happened and in what sequence), and that 
there is enough information being stored so that SQL Server may recreate the event should a 
restore of the database be required. 

Truncating the Log 

TRUNCATE is the most misunderstood command used with transaction logs. It is quite 
common to find a conversation within a group of SQL DBAs about how they are using 
TRUNCATE and don’t see their Transaction Logs decreasing in size. This is most common 
with beginning DBAs, but there are a few seasoned DBAs with this misconception. This is the 
reason I’ve created this article! I’m not saying that this should be something everyone 
automatically understands. I know this is difficult to understand at first; the purpose of the 
article is to provide a point of reference where someone (such as you) can gain knowledge 
and understanding. 

If you have a piece of paper and erase some entries from earlier transactions, you wouldn’t 
tear up the paper and start a new one. The most you might do is to move some entries up a 
few lines (or down a few lines) to ensure that the entries are sequential and no blank area 
exists. This process on the paper obviously would NOT make the paper any smaller in actual 
size; all you have done is to make the writing area on the paper easier to read (by grouping 
the entries together, if there were any blank lines between entries) and freed up space to enter 
new journal entries (transactions).  To make the paper smaller you’d have to cut or tear off the 
blank lines, which obviously wouldn’t be caused from erasing the old entries. Making the paper 
smaller involves an entirely different process. This is exactly how the TRUNCATE command 
works with transaction logs! 

At the time of writing this article you can find the exact definition and recommended usage by 
Microsoft at: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms189085.aspx 

In particular note that under the section labeled “How Log Truncation Works,” the first two 
sentences state: 

“Truncation does not reduce the size of a physical log file. Reducing the physical size of a log 
file requires shrinking the file.” 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms189085.aspx
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Shrinking the Log 

As discussed in the previous section, to shrink the transaction log the process is completely 
different than truncating the log. You actually will need to use the FILESHRINK command to 
make the log smaller. However, before you use this command take a moment to think about if 
you want to do this. There are a few things to keep in mind. Some have already been covered; 
others are good practices to think about. 

First of all, think of the reason why the transaction log became larger? Remember that a 
transaction log will increase in size automatically (default behavior) when there is no additional 
space within transaction log to store the transaction being written to the log. Because SQL 
Server must keep track of the transactions (to allow for point-in-time restores), the log MUST 
be increased to accommodate the space required to rollback (or forward) the transaction. 

Why does this matter? Why should you take this into consideration? Well, this can mean a few 
different things. First, how did this transaction being recorded come about? Was it from normal 
use of the database, or was it from an extraordinary event? If this is caused from normal use, 
then this will meant that after you shrink the file it will most likely need to increase in size. This 
is assuming that the next time the database is backed up or the log is truncated it will be after 
the same amount of use (number of transactions) has occurred. So, this also means that when 
SQL Server needs to increase the file size there are two concerns that come to mind 
immediately. First concern is if the hard drive has the space available; if you are out of space 
then this can cause problems. Second, it takes resources to process the increasing of the file 
size; this will include CPU, RAM, and I/O resources. Using up additional resources can mean 
lower performance from SQL Server until the increasing of the file has been completed; also, 
this process will be repeated to decrease the file size. 

Now, if this log had increased in size due to unusual circumstances then shrinking the file 
could be optimal for performance and drive space considerations. An example of an unusual 
circumstance would be during a year end archiving of data; this would mean to export a year’s 
worth of data to an archiving database or backup file, and this means you are “modifying data” 
within your database. So, this means SQL Server will record the action within your transaction 
log(s) in case you need to roll the transaction back, and most likely would create a ”ballooning” 
effect of your log. Obviously, in this case it is a yearly occurrence and thus depending on the 
size of the data being archived can create a large amount of space reserved in the transaction 
log (after backing up your database or truncating the log) that is unused and won’t be used 
again for a year.  In this case I’d recommend shrinking the log after you’ve successfully 
backed up your database making sure, of course, to use care and common sense as to when 
to perform this due to the resources that will be required to shrink the log. 

At the time of this writing, you can find more information about shrinking the transaction log on 
the MSDN website at: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms178037.aspx 

Analogy anyone can follow (and even perform) 

Here is where picturing the journal entries will help the most. Remember that the log nearly 
duplicates the information being stored in the database.  Let’s say you are recording each 
event that occurs within your database onto a piece of college ruled paper. So, you can fit 
around 34 lines of events (assuming each event can be fit on to a single line).  Now, let’s say 
you have around 100 pages filled with events. Now, say you want to archive a few records (to 
make room for new records), maybe 20 records. So you would record the archive records onto 
a different piece of paper to be stored in an archive location, and then would erase the original 
records. So, now you have freed up some space. 

So, now you decide you need to TRUNCATE the paper before adding new records; this is so 
you can easily find the transactions should you be required to replicate them if something 
occurs within your database. After all, you don’t want data transactions intertwined with old 
and new; otherwise you have to sort through that to figure out which belongs where if you 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms178037.aspx
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need to only repeat the new data. The best method to follow here would be to compact all of 
the lines on a single page into a sequential order. Mark where the old data ends and the new 
data will begin. After all, you don’t want to do this for the entire 100 pages of data…that would 
take up a lot of time and resources to rewrite all 100 pages for 20 lines of data being removed. 

This is exactly how TRUNCATE works with transaction logs; you don’t want to re-adjust the 
entire log because a few rows were removed. This takes up time and effort (not to mention 
that if you need to insert 25 lines of new data and only have 20 available, you will have to start 
another page anyway). In this case it would be best to just use up the twenty free on a single 
page and then put the remaining five onto a new page, leaving the other ninety-nine pages 
alone. Now, there are circumstances where you will want to shrink the file, such as if you freed 
up fifty pages and expect to never use more than thirty pages to store the new data. In this 
case you can gain performance and disk space by removing the twenty pages. However, if 
you know you’ll need all of that space again at some point then you may as well leave that 
space available; otherwise, the server will have to recreate that space when the data is being 
inserted and you won’t know when this will be! 

Good Practices to Use with the Transaction Log - Microsoft Recommendations 

The Transaction Log is recommended, by Microsoft, to be located on a mirrored drive in a 
fault-tolerant storage system. It is also recommended, by many experts, to ensure that the log 
is located on its own physical hard drive. These two recommendations are based on the idea 
that should the database (or the hard drive holding the database) become corrupt that you can 
ensure that you have access to the Transaction Log during your recovery operation. Also, this 
setup will help to ensure you have minimal impact on your database performance due to the 
consistent writing to the Transaction Log; obviously, to have a hard drive write to the database 
and then to write to the Transaction Log would require it to physically write twice. If the 
database and hard drive are on separate drives then each drive can only write once, thus 
improving your performance. 

Author’s Recommendation 

I personally recommend that when creating a database that you run some test server data if 
possible, and to try to mimic the amount of data being passed through the database on a 
regular basis. If you are unsure of the amount of data being passed, or are unable to simulate 
the proper amount of data, then I’d recommend starting off with a modest amount of space for 
your transaction log (ranging from 5% to 10% of the database size). The objective is to get a 
picture of how big the transaction log will need to be from regular usage. Assuming there are 
not any drastically unusual amounts of data being passed through the system, after about 
three full backups (using your regularly scheduled intervals) with NOT shrinking the log file, 
you can feel fairly confident in knowing the size the transaction log needs to be. 

It is common to use the log size being produced after the database has had enough regular 
usage data passed through, plus another ten to twenty percent of the transaction log size for 
small abnormal transactions and maintenance such as a small number of records being 
archived (if archiving is done on a more regular basis, such as monthly or quarterly). 
Additional tables are added later to hold new data requirements, or reports are being created 
and stored within the database. These are all concerns that are best addressed earlier in the 
development cycle; however, if the transaction log needs to be increased later that can always 
be accomplished by the administrator (or by SQL Server if left at defaults). 

Keep track of the log file size throughout the life span of the database; if you notice it grow 
suddenly, look into the cause. The highest concern would be a massive amount of data being 
modified (either from archiving, or even worse, deleting); if either of these are the case then 
make sure that the transaction log is not truncated. You may find that you will need this to 
rollback that large transaction if this occurred during a non-planned time (such as a misuse of 
the DELETE or DROP commands by a database user). This is where the transaction log can 
literally save your job! 
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The last, and probably most helpful, recommendation I can give is to take a proactive 
approach to sizing your database’s transaction log file. Be generous in the amount of space 
you reserve for the transaction log. And most importantly, if you expect (or even suspect) the 
log will need to be increased do this as soon as possible during off-peak hours.; This will have 
the least amount of impact on your system and will result in the optimal performance of the 
system (while avoiding any unexpected performance degrading that might occur during peak 
hours!); remember that the fewer resources you utilize means the more resources that can be 
given to help your queries and reports! 

Conclusion 

As you can see from the analogy the Transaction Log is a fairly simple concept to get, yet it 
has a level of complexity due to the amount of data it will hold to allow you to be able to 
restore to a specific point in time. Hopefully, you can also understand why TRUNCATE only 
frees up space for internal use by SQL Server, as well as the reasons you will typically not 
want to shrink the transaction log file. As with any rule or concept, there are exceptions. I’ve 
pointed out common exceptions that would warrant at least the consideration of shrinking the 
file. 

I’ve also given a brief introduction to the non-traditional ways of using the transaction log to 
increase productivity, such as Security Audits. And I’ve also pointed out how you can control 
the size of the transaction log to ensure that you get the most optimal performance. 
Remember that as with any other area of SQL Server, gaining the optimal performance can be 
a fine line and there can be occasions where the optimal settings are no longer optimal (rather 
it be for an unusual circumstance, or the database requirements have changed). 

I’ll close with one final recommendation of periodically reviewing the capacity of the 
transaction log by using the “sys.database_files” view; this syntax will show how much space 
is currently available within the log (Ref: MSDN – DBCC SQLPERF- http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ms189768.aspx): 

DBCC SQLPERF(LOGSPACE); 

This can be very helpful in determining when you should proactively increase the log size; if 
you start to notice the free space level dropping over time and it continues to drop even after 
having backed up the database, this could be an early indication that there is more data 
flowing through the database then originally estimated. At this point keep an active watch 
(potentially daily if getting very low), and determine the cause of the log increasing in size and 
the appropriate actions to take (such as increasing log size or stopping excessive 
transactions). 

With all of this information you are prepared to handle transaction logs with grace and know 
that you can control how the transaction logs will affect the performance of your system! 

Additional Resources: 

TechNet: Working with Transaction Log Backups - http://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ms190440.aspx 
TechNet: Restoring a Database to a Point Within a Backup - http://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ms190244.aspx 
TechNet: Recovering to a Log Sequence Number (LSN) - http://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ms191459.aspx 
TechNet: Best Practices for Recovering a Database to a Specific Recovery Point - 
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms191468.aspx 
TechNet: Security Considerations for Backup and Restore - http://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ms190964.aspx 
MSDN: DBCC SHRINKFILE (Transact-SQL): http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms189493.aspx 
MSDN: DBCC SQLPERF (Transact-SQL): http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms189768.aspx 
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Job Execution System 
By TJay Belt 

In a production environment as a DBA protecting the environment, you do not want to give out 
Admin rights to many, if any, individuals in the company. You hold that right to be sacred, and 
selfishly keep it to yourself. This is a bit of job security, as well as protection for you and the 
system. What if multiple non-trained individuals were to access the database system and 
make changes? Who typically gets the call to fix the system- the DBA, of course. 

The person who is denied this opportunity of power may see it as a slight on their education, 
intelligence or even their person. After all, they have often been around the system longer than 
the DBA has. They have been involved for many years, and have many work arounds and 
even some favorite sql scripts that they have stored off for when they need to do certain tasks. 
As control of their system has shifted from their influence, to a process and policy-driven 
environment where division of duties exists, they become frustrated. "I used to be able to do X 
or Y," they exclaim. 

As the DBA on the receiving end of these attitudes and complaints, I often feel empathy for 
them. I want them to be empowered. But I also want them to be controlled and monitored. I 
want them to be able to perform certain job functions in a controlled fashion where their level 
of influence is limited, and their actions are logged. There is nothing like being told that the 
data in a table is all gone and I have to restore it... only to find out that the individual reporting 
this discrepancy was the one who did the delete from table statement, and forgot to include 
the where clause. 

So, with all that said, let's talk specifically about jobs. This individual whom I described above 
has been with the company for many years, risen up in the ranks, is used to having a 
backdoor to the system, and suddenly finds they are unable to run a simple SQL job. They 
receive the phone call from the client begging for process X to be executed, yet they are 
helpless in this new process and policy-driven environment to satisfy the request immediately 
and under their own power. They must create a ticket in the change control system and make 
a request for job X to be executed. This takes time to enter into the system, more time for the 
ticket to go thru the system to be approved and to eventually reach the intended party. More 
time for the intended party (DBA) to perform the action. As far as I, the DBA, am concerned, I 
just barely heard about the requested job needing to be run and I did it as soon as I could. 
However,  I am unaware of the time that has passed since the client requested it. 

Let's be honest - running a job is not the most exciting task you may perform in a day as a 
DBA. Sometimes it’s monotonous enough that you want to scream. So, how can I grant this 
access back to the individual who used to have this power? How can I allow this person to run 
a job, and do so in a controlled and monitored manner? How can they do their job effectively, 
but not have too much power? 

We all know that we cannot make them admins, for with that level of access way too much 
power is granted. So, the way I accomplished this is to create a Job Executions System 
comprised of a table, a stored proc, a job and a couple write rights granted. 

System 

I created a table called [_JobSystem] in the master db. This table has the following columns :  

[JobName] [sysname] NOT NULL, 
[Enabled] [tinyint] NULL, 
[Execute] [tinyint] NULL, 
[User] [sysname] default SYSTEM_USER NOT NULL, 
[Datetime] [Datetime] default GetDate() NOT NULL, 
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This table will be the reservoir for a requested job and the preferred action to be taken on this 
requested job. The user will insert a record with the [JobName] they want and whether they 
want to enable the requested job or execute it. The table has a trigger on that checks if the 
[JobName] they input exists in the system and will raise an error to that effect if it does not. 
This provides automatic feedback to the user that the requested job doesn't exist. If it does 
exist, then the record is added. The [User] field will be the SYSTEM_USER which is filled in 
with a default constraint. The [Datetime] field is also automatically filled in with the current 
DateTime. This record will sit in this table until the Job Execution System job fires off, finds the 
record and executes the request. Keep in mind that the job executed by this Job Execution 
System runs under the SQL Agent service account privileges and will be able to execute other 
jobs. But the user has only been given access to write into a single table - nothing more. 

When the record is successfully inserted, a trigger fires off and a historical record is generated 
into another table [_JobSystemHistory]. This table has the following fields:  

[ID] [int] Identity(1,1) NOT NULL, 
[Datetime] [Datetime] default GetDate() NOT NULL, 
[JobName] [sysname] NOT NULL, 
[Enabled] [tinyint] NULL, 
[Execute] [tinyint] NULL, 
[User] [sysname] NULL, 
[DatetimeCompleted] [Datetime] NULL, 

When the user requested job is processed, this record is updated with a [DatetimeCompleted] 
field. This new value, along with the others previously inserted, becomes our historical record 
of all jobs that have been processed, who processed them and what processing occurred. The 
Job Execution System job that fires off on an interval of your choosing and polls for records, 
calls a stored proc called [spProcessJobSystem]. This proc simply steps thru the 
[_JobSystem] table and processes the records it finds. If we are to execute the requested job, 
we dynamically call sp_start_job. If we are to enable the requested job, we dynamically call 
sp_update_job. We then compose an email to be sent to the user that requested the action. 
This lets them know what happened, when, etc. They receive this on a delay from their 
inserting into the table, but then will eventually get this notification that informs them of actions 
taken. 

The Job Execution System job we just described can be scheduled to execute as often as you 
wish. This produces a delay in the request the user inputs. They must be made aware that the 
job will not fire off, except at a certain interval. A couple of minutes is sufficient for our shop, 
and seems to keep the users satisfied. 

Modifications and improvements to this system can obviously be made and will not be 
described here. You can add to this idea as much as you see fit. Most the individuals I have 
dealt with, and given access to this system, are familiar enough with SQL syntax that they 
were more than happy to insert records into a table. Obviously you could create a front end 
application that displayed the possible jobs, and did the work that way. I chose the less 
obvious route, and added a level of security by forcing them to know the job name they wished 
to process. Most people will not know the job names. 

There you have it. Users who no longer have the cowboy abilities they once used can now fire 
off a job, with historical tracking of their actions and security to prevent them from performing 
operations they should not perform. They are empowered to run jobs at their whim, and you 
are left to do what DBAs do best.  

Monitoring on a Budget 
By Bert Carles 
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 Introduction 

Have you ever been asked for information you couldn't provide because you didn't have a 
historical monitoring tool? Try this light weight technique which records high level performance 
statistics for both SQL Server and SQL Server databases. 

Technique 

1. Select a SQL Server instance and database to host the data. I used one of our 
development servers and called my database SrvStat.  

2. Create two tables; one for server statistics and one for database statistics: See the 
CreateTables.sql in the resources section at the bottom.  

3. Create a DTS package to transfer data from the servers you want to monitor into 
these tables using the following queries. I created one DTS for server monitoring and 
one for database monitoring:  

 

For server monitoring (You can add as many source servers as you choose. The process is 
the same for each.)  

Each transform task contains the counters that you need in a query.  

 

Query Excerpt: (These counters are cumulative and are reset to zero when SQL Server 
is restarted).  

select @@servername AS ServName, 
 getdate() AS SampDate, 
 @@connections AS ConnQty,  
 @@cpu_busy AS CPUBusyMSQty, 
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 @@io_busy AS IOBusyMSQty, 
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 @@idle AS IdleMSQty, 
 @@pack_received AS PackRecvQty, 
 @@pack_sent AS PackSentQty, 
 @@packet_errors AS PackErrQty, 
 @@total_read AS TotReadQty, 
 @@total_write AS TotWriteQty, 
 @@total_errors AS TotIOErrQty 

 

 

 

As you can see we are making simple transforms of each set of data. 
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Script Excerpt: (::fn_virtualfilestats is cumulative and are reset to zero when SQL Server is 
restarted)  

The code for this section is in the Resources section as MonitoringServers.sql  
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4. Schedule each package to run on a fixed schedule each day. 
5. Since the counters listed above are cumulative, create the following two views (one 

for each base table) to break the data down to the interval you have chosen (daily in 
our case). Basically, these views subtract the previous row's counters from the 
current row to get a time interval total. (This code is in the Resources section online 
as MonitoringServers2.sql).  

Results 

Now, when you query these views, you get totals by server/database based on the time 
interval you choose. I'm reasonably certain these views are correct. If you find a bug, please 
let me know. 

For our presentation layer, we created Excel spread sheets which link to these views and 
create bar graphs (managers love graphs) for trend analysis. We are currently working on 
upgrading this process (mostly for the learning experience) to SQL Server 2005, SSIS, SSAS, 
and SSRS for the presentation layer. 

Conclusion 

If you have any questions about the @@ counters or ::fn_virtualfilestats, they are well 
documented in Books Online. Obviously, there are a variety of ways to accomplish each step. 
We chose to keep daily statistics but you can keep more or less frequent intervals by simply 
changing the execution schedule on the DTS packages. This facility is relatively simple to set 
up. I admit we're a small shop, but we've been running this process since Dec '04 and the 
database which hosts this data is only 180 MB. It has a small footprint and runs very quickly 
and reliably. I usually forget about it until management comes to us with capacity planning 
questions. 

Multiple Server Queries with SSMS 2008 
By Jonathan Kehayias  

As DBAs we often do repetitive tasks when it comes to managing our servers. Often we run a 
script on one server, and then change the connection to run the same script again, and repeat 
this until we have looked at all of our servers. SQL 2008 and Policy Based Management will 
help to reduce the redundant tasks that we as DBAs do, but there will always be those tasks 
that don't exactly fit into Policy Based Management. For these, there is another feature that 
should help simplify your life as a DBA: Multiple Server Queries. 
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I happened upon these by accident, and they aren't documented well in the Books Online. In 
fact, the only reference I could find for inclusion in this article was a blog on the SQL Server 
Manageability Team blog site. However, actually performing multi-server queries is very 
simple, and if you have already done Policy Based Management then you probably already 
meet the only requirement, that being that you have at least one registered server group. 

To create a registered Server Group in SSMS is really simple, only takes a few seconds and is 
identical to SSMS 2005. First, open the Registered Servers Toolbar by pressing Ctrl+Alt+G, or 
selecting it from the View menu. Then open the Database Engine. By right clicking on Local 
Server Groups, you can create a new Group. Then add registered Servers to the Group. To 
start a Multiple Server Query, right click on the group folder that you want to run the query 
against, and then select New Query. 

 

When you do this, some specific environmental changes will occur. First, the Database 
Dropdown box will only contain the names of databases that are common to all of the Servers 
in the group you selected, 

and the status bar will turn pink to show you that this is a Multiple Server Query Window: 

 

You can now execute any query that is valid to run on all of the servers in the group. Some 
really good examples of queries that this would be good with exist in the Troubleshooting 
Performance in SQL 2005 Whitepaper from Microsoft. To find out what the most inefficient 
query plans are on all of the servers in a group you can issue the following command, for 
example. 

select top 2 
 highest_cpu_queries.total_worker_time, 
 q.[text] 
from  
 (select top 50  
 qs.plan_handle,  
 qs.total_worker_time 
 from  
 sys.dm_exec_query_stats qs 
 order by qs.total_worker_time desc) as highest_cpu_queries 
 cross apply sys.dm_exec_sql_text(plan_handle) as q 
order by highest_cpu_queries.total_worker_time desc 

This particular command requires that the servers be SQL 2005 or SQL 2008 since it is 
utilizing the dynamic management views, but you can also query SQL 2000 servers as a part 
of a group if the query is coded to run against SQL 2000. If you were to run the above query 
against a SQL 2000 Server, you would get an error like the following: 
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SQL2000TEST(OUTBACKNT\jkehayias): Msg 170, Level 15, State 1, Line 11 
Line 11: Incorrect syntax near ”apply.” 
SQL2005TEST(OUTBACKNT\jkehayias): (2 row(s) affected) 
SQL2008TEST(OUTBACKNT\jkehayias): (2 row(s) affected) 

To demonstrate the cross platform abilities, you can issue the following query: 

SELECT updatedate 
FROM syslogins 
WHERE name = ”sa” 

This will provide the last date that the sa user was updated, in the case of this environment 
updates to the sa user account only occur for password changes so this represents the last 
date that the sa user account password was changed. When you get the results back they are 
aggregated, and will include an additional column containing the Servername in it. 

  

You can turn this on or off as an option in Management Studio in the Options dialog: 

 

Multiple Server Queries bring yet another powerful new way of managing tasks on multiple 
servers and with multiple versions of SQL Server running. The number and kinds of queries 
that can be run against multiple servers are really unlimited. 
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Operations Manager and SQL Server 
By Thomas LaRock 

 Use Operations Manager to Monitor Your Instances of MSSQL 

Like many shops, the number of servers and applications under our roof has grown over time. 
As a result we have many rogue installations of MS SQL running on our network. And with our 
recent switch to Operations Manager (OpsMgr) as our primary monitoring tool, the number of 
servers running an instance of MS SQL was found to be more than twice the number of 
instances being managed by our team. 

Now, OpsMgr is very effective in identifying these instances, but we wanted OpsMgr to be 
equally effective in displaying information pertinent to only the subset of servers we 
administer. The easy answer was to create custom groups, thereby allowing us to create 
views on these custom groups. But since we wanted to avoid having to explicitly define the 
servers, we were searching a solution that was dynamic. 

Create New Group 

In OpsMgr you create a new group from the Authoring tab. The initial screen is as follows: 

 

Figure 1 

In Figure1, I have named the group “Our SQL Servers.” On the left you will see options for 
Explicit and Dynamic Members. Since we wanted to avoid the explicit listing of servers, we 
needed to find a way to dynamically populate this group. Doing so required us to find 
something that the servers we administered had in common that the rogue installations did 
not. 

The answer for our team was to focus on the service accounts being used to run the 
instances. If the instance was using one of our accounts, then the assumption would be that 
we must have done the install, and therefore we would want this server to be in our newly 
defined group in OpsMgr. The next problem we had was to find a way for OpsMgr to recognize 
the accounts being used to run all instances. 
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Create a New Attribute 

The answer lay in the use of attributes. We decided that we wanted to create three groups in 
total. One group for our SQL 2000 instances, another for our SQL 2005 instances, and the 
third group would simply contain the first two. This way if we ever had the need to target a 
particular version of MS SQL, we would be able to do so easily. So, we needed to create a 
new attribute for the SQL 2000 DB Engine and SQL 2005 DB Engine targets. This attribute 
would examine a registry key and return the value. 

We got started by creating a new attribute. This is done from the Authoring tab by doing a 
right-click on “Attributes” (Figure 2). 

  

Figure 2 

The initial screen for creating a new attribute is shown in Figure 3 below. Select a name that 
clearly identifies the attribute and select “Next.” 

 

Figure 3 

The next screen is for identifying the method that OpsMgr will use to capture, or discover, the 
attribute (Figure 4). The discovery type we are going to use is ”Registry,” and we now need to 
define a target and management pack. Originally I had selected the “SQL 2005 DB Engine” 
target, but Figure 4 shows that my target was modified and you can also see the message 
displayed below that explains why. 
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The SQL management pack is considered ”Sealed.” If you navigate to the Administration tab 
and click on the Management Packs you will see a view of all installed management packs, 
including a column showing if they are sealed. The SQL management packs are sealed, which 
means you cannot make changes to them. So, when we selected this target and new target 
was created by default, this new target will then be associated with the management pack of 
our choosing. In this case, I have selected the Default Management Pack, but most likely you 
would want to create for yourself a new management pack. 

 

Figure 4 

We then click “Next,” and are shown the screen in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 

We define the key path here 
(SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\MSSQLSERVER\ObjectName), and also define that we 
want a value, that the Attribute Type is a String, and to check every hour. Now we can use this 
attribute to dynamically populate the groups we want to create. So, going back to Figure 1, we 
can continue with the new group creation. 
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Figure 6 

Figure 6 shows the screen used to dynamic include instances inside of the group. Click on 
”Create/Edit rules” and you will be prompted with the screen in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 

Here you will use the drop down to select the target class created previously (SQL 2005 DB 
Engine_Extended), then click ”Add.” You will see that I have inserted three rows as we have 
three accounts that can be used to run our instances at this time. I have placed a generic 
domain\user in this example. When complete, click “OK,” and then verify the formula that will 
be displayed. It should be similar to the following: 

(Object is SQL 2005 DB Engine_Extended AND (SQL 2005 DB Engine Service Account 
Equals domain\user) OR (SQL 2005 DB Engine Service Account Equals domain\user) OR ( 
SQL 2005 DB Engine Service Account Equals domain\user) ) 

Create a New State View 

Then, in the management pack used during the creation of the new attribute, create a new 
database engine view. You do this by right-clicking on the name of the management pack, 
select “New”’ and then “State View.” You should see something similar to Figure 8 below. 
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Figure 8 

You will want to show data related to the SQL DB Engine and narrow your focus by navigating 
to the group you have just created. The end result should be a view of only the database 
engines that you want to see. This is the view that our team uses every day to make certain 
our servers are available. With one look we can quickly see what servers need our immediate 
attention (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9 

I hope you find this information useful. OpsMgr is a useful tool for any DBA to have, especially 
in shops that are growing in the number of servers administered. Being able to customize 
OpsMgr allows for a DBA to narrow their focus on the servers that are the most important. In 
short, OpsMgr allows for a DBA to use their time efficiently. 

Querying the INFORMATION_SCHEMA 
By Mike DiRenzo  
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Overview 

Having been involved with numerous IT projects, there is usually a database involved and one 
person who knows where "all the bodies are buried." In effect, this person knows how the 
database is setup, where and what all the database objects (tables, columns, views, stored 
procedures, etc.) are/for. That person is sometimes too busy to help you in understanding or 
finding something in the database. Obtaining clarity of the database on your own is not always 
the easiest thing to do. Enter the INFORMATION_SCHEMA views to rapidly aid you in your 
quest. 

• INFORMATION_SCHEMA - The INFORMATION_SCHEMA views have been around 
since SQL 7.0 of the MSQL DBMS and are available in the latest version. Using the 
INFORMATION_SCHEMA views is similar to using the SYSOBJECT and other SYS 
like tables but affords easier querying because there are no JOINS to write. The 
INFORMATION_SCHEMA views are stored in the MASTER database and are 
available globally. 

Database Schema Object Searches 

I have used the INFORMATION_SCHEMA views extensively when performing wild-card 
searches of various objects in a database. For example, when searching for a particular table 
whose column name contains "PRE" I would use the following query: 

Select * from INFORMATION_SCHEMA.COLUMNS where COLUMN_NAME like '%PRE%' 

The result would return all attributes of INFORMATION_SCHEMA with the predicate 
containing a wild card search of '%PRE%.' Of most importance is the column TABLE_NAME. 
It contains the table(s) with which the wild-card search is associated. 

The same holds true for other INFORMATION_SCHEMA views: 

Select * from Information_Schema.tables where table_name like '%some value%' 
Select * from Information_Schema.views where table_name like '%some value%' 
Select * from Information_Schema.views where view_definition like '%some 
value%' 
Select * from Information_Schema.routines where routine_name like '%some 
value%' 
Select * from Information_Schema.routines where routine_definition like 
'%some value%' 
Select * from Information_Schema.parameters where parameter_name like '%some 
value%' 

Unless your typing abilities are error free, these queries will save you a lot of time in digging. If 
you are me and often mistype SLECT or INOFRMATOIN instead of SELECT or 
INFORMATION, I often have to correct my typos and get frustrated. However, creating a 
macro using the following script will completely remove typo-graphical errors involved with 
querying the INFORMATION_SCHEMA views. 

• dbo.sp_FindFromSchema - dbo.sp_FindFromSchema aids in schema object searches. I 
use this script as a macro (CTRL+3) and can easily return INFORMATION_SCHEMA 
data without having to type "Select * from Information_Schema..." 

Macros 

The following procedure applies to SQL Query Analyzer (SQA) for versions SQL 7.0, SQL 
2000. Although SQA does not necessarily exist in SQL 2005, the ability to add macros exists 
in the management console when using the "New Query" option. To add macros, mouse-click 
the menu item "TOOLS," "CUSTOMIZE," "KEYBOARD..." (button in SQL2005) and type/paste 
a stored procedure script of your choice. Further, you can add simple SQL statements as well. 
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The SQA version before SQL 2005 allowed for dynamic parameters to predefined keyboard 
macros. For example, from within a query session/connection, highlighting some comma 
delimited syntax and using CTRL+5. The comma delimited syntax would act as parameter(s) 
to a stored procedure defined at keyboard macro CTRL+5. Without a macro, typing 
My_StoredProcedureName 1, 0, 4, ”T” and highlighting and executing it (F5) would work too 
but I would no doubt misspell, mistype, and get frustrated. For parameter-less macro 
functions, using SQL 2005 query sessions will not pose any issues. Much to my extreme 
disappointment, I have had little success in passing parameters into macro defined stored 
procedures using SQL 2005 Management Studio. Maybe there is an obscure "SET" statement 
that needs to be turned on or off. 

You will, of course, have to create this script in your local database in order for the macro to 
work. Or if you are the DBA, add the script to the MASTER database and it will be globally 
available. 

 

sp_FindFromSchema Usage: 

<KeyValue>, <ObjectType>  
ObjectType  
0 - Table name 
1 - Column name 
2 - Stored procedure, trigger, user defined function name 
3 - Stored procedure, trigger code pattern 
4 - View name 
5 - View code pattern 
6 - Parameter name 

Example without using a macro: 

sp_FindFromSchema cus ,0 

Example using a Macro: 

Once the stored procedure script has been created, press CTRL+3 on any blank area of your 
SQA workspace. The following should be returned: 
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Invalid parameters supplied! 
============================ 
Title: dbo.sp_FindFromSchema 
Purpose: Aids in table, column, sproc, view searches. 
Note: Use this sproc in a keyboard shortcut of SQL Query Analyzer 
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Usage: 
<KeyValue>, <ObjectType> 
ObjectType 
 0 - Table name 
 1 - Column name 
 2 - Stored procedure, trigger, user defined function name 
 3 - Stored procedure, trigger code pattern 
 4 - View name 
 5 - View code pattern 
 6 - Parameter name 
Example: 
sp_FindFromSchema <string pattern>, 0 

Using Northwind Database 

Table Names: 

I want to find all table names that have "cus" in the name; 

cus,0 -- highlight and press CTRL+3 

 

Column Names: 

I want to find all column names that have "cus" in the name; 

cus,1 -- highlight and press CTRL+3 

 

Stored Procedure Name: 

I want to find all stored procedure names that have "cus" in the name; 

cus,2 -- highlight and press CTRL+3 

 

Stored Procedure Content: 

I want to find all stored procedures that have ”Total=” contained within 
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'Total=',3 -- highlight and press CTRL+3 (single ticks enclose the pattern) 

 

Using the script behind the defined macro, searching for other objects such as views, view 
code, and parameters to stored procedures, is easily accomplished. 

Conclusion 

The INFORMATION_SCHEMA views contain all the information about a particular database. 
Accessing the views using "SELECT * FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA" or a macro will, in 
rapid time, aid schema object searches. The inspiration behind dbo.sp_FindFromSchema 
came from an article that I read on SQLServerCentral.com involving a work around to 
querying tables in SQA without having to type "SELECT * FROM." You will note my CTRL+4 
macro that calls sp_SelectFromTable. This is a similar script to dbo.sp_FindFromSchema, but 
is for another article. 

I am a hands-on typist when creating queries as it affords me a direct grasp as to what is 
happening; for example, complex join creation - rather than using a tool (call me old-school). 
During the testing of several of my macro procedures in the SQL 2005 Management Studio, it 
was clear that parameters simply cannot get passed dynamically by highlighting delimited text 
and executing. Changing the procedure name to something very short will work but it would 
not be a macro. I would gladly be open for suggestions. 

Scripting Traces for SQL 2005 
By Simon Facer 

Recently, a set of AS 2005 Cubes on one of our production servers began to fail repeatedly 
with fairly meaningless messages. The cubes in question are processed at 20-minute 
intervals, from data replicated from an Oracle server. As part of the troubleshooting that I did, 
in conjunction with an MS rep, I gathered Trace data - Perfmon Counters, SQL Trace data and 
AS Trace data. As this server was in 24-hr use, I was limited in how and when I could run 
Traces - they couldn't be left running permanently (among other restrictions). To stay within 
the established bounds, I added steps to the cube processing job to turn the Perfmon 
collections and SQL and AS Traces on and off around the Cube processing step. 

As DBAs we are all familiar with Profiler (to one degree or another), and many of us are aware 
of how to script SQL traces to run in a scheduled job. However, I had a hard time finding the 
information to set up an AS trace in a job. This write-up is going to document how to set up 
SQL and AS traces in scheduled jobs. The exact events / data fields you want to trace are up 
to you; I ended up using the default trace templates. 

I wrote this with the assumption that you will be running traces around job steps, but you can 
adapt this for other situations. 
I used the default traces for both SQL and AS traces, but removed most of the Events from 
both the trace definitions in this write-up. For the sake of brevity, you can generate the full 
definitions from Profiler by following the steps below. I have sections for SQL Server and 
Analysis Services.

 

SQL Trace 

1. Create the Trace you want in SQL Profiler, on a SQL connection, setting a Trace 
Name (I used ”OLAP Error SQL Data”), Save To File with a file name and a file size 
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large enough to hold the data in a single file (I used 32MB), and the Events / Data 
fields you want to trace. Run the Trace. 

2. Stop the Trace - we don't actually want to collect anything at this point. 
3. Export the trace definition - select "File|Export|Script Trace Defintion|For SQL 

2005..." Export the definition to a .SQL file of your choice. 
4. Close Profiler; we're done with it at this point. 

In the SQL job with the step you want to trace, you're going to add a couple of steps before 
the step you want to trace... 

5. Add the following code to a T-SQL job step, named “Delete SQL Trace File,” before 
the step you want to trace (this step is just to make sure there isn't a file from a 
previous run, just in case): 

DECLARE @OS_Cmd VARCHAR(1024) 
SELECT @OS_Cmd = ”DEL /Q /F ’C:\Trace Files\OLAP Error SQL Data.trc"' 
EXECUTE master.dbo.xp_cmdshell @OS_Cmd 

NOTE - you will get an error code 12 from the sp_trace_create call in the next step if the 
output file already exists. 

6. Add the code from the SQL file you just created to a T-SQL job step, named “Start 
SQL Trace,” immediately after the ”Delete SQL Trace File” step. Replace the literal 
“InsertFileNameHere” with the destination you want for the trace file (don't add .trc to 
the end of the file name - it will automatically get added for you). It should look like 
this: 

Editor’s Note: Code is available online at SQLServerCentral.com  

Now you're going to add a couple of steps after the step you want to trace... 

7. You need to stop the trace. Add this code to a T-SQL step named ‘Stop SQL Trace’; 
note that the file name in the WHERE clause must match the file name you specified 
above in the ‘Start SQL Trace’ step, with the '.trc. added to the end: 

DECLARE @TraceID INT 
SELECT @TraceID = TraceID 
FROM :: fn_trace_getinfo(0) 
WHERE CAST([value] AS VARCHAR(256)) = 'C:\Trace Files\OLAP Error SQL 
Data.trc' 
IF @TraceID IS NOT NULL 
BEGIN 
PRINT 'Closing Trace ID ' + CAST (@TraceID AS VARCHAR(5)) 
EXEC sp_trace_setstatus @TraceID, 0 
EXEC sp_trace_setstatus @TraceID, 2 
END 

8. If you want to keep generations of the Trace file, you can add this to another step, 
named “Rename SQL Trace File,” to add a date-time stamp to the filename: 

EXECUTE [sp_RenameFile]  
@Folder = 'C:\Trace Files\' 
,@FileName = 'OLAP Error SQL Data.trc' 
,@NewFileName = NULL 
,@DateTimeType = NULL 
,@Debug = 0 

This requires the proc sp_RenameFile, which I have posted under Scripts on SSC. In order to 
enumerate the running traces, you can use this code: 
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SELECT * 
FROM :: fn_trace_getinfo(0) 

Analysis Services Trace 

1. Create the Trace you want in SQL Profiler, on an Analysis Services connection, 
setting a Trace Name (I used “OLAP Error OLAP Data”), Save To File with a file 
name and a file size large enough to hold the data in a single file (I used 5MB), and 
the Events / Data fields you want to trace. Run the Trace. 

2. Stop the Trace - we don't actually want to collect anything at this point. 
3. Export the trace definition - select "File|Export|Script Trace Defintion|For Analysis 

Services 2005..." Export the definition to an .XMLA file of your choice. 
4. Close Profiler; we're done with it at this point. 

In the SQL job with the step you want to trace, you're going to add a couple of steps before 
the step you want to trace... 

5. Add the following code to a T-SQL job step, named 'Delete OLAP Trace File,' before 
the step you want to trace: 

DECLARE @OS_Cmd VARCHAR(1024) 
SELECT @OS_Cmd = 'DEL /Q /F "C:\Trace Files\OLAP Error OLAP Data.trc"' 
EXECUTE master.dbo.xp_cmdshell @OS_Cmd 

6. Add the code from the SQL file you just created to an SQL Server Analysis Services 
Command job step, named ”Start OLAP Trace,” immediately after the ”Delete OLAP 
Trace File” step. Remove the <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>, and add a 
LogFileName line. The result should look like this: 

<Batch xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/analysisservices/2003/engine"> 
<Create xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/analysisservices/2003/engine"> 
<ObjectDefinition> 
<Trace> 
<ID>OLAP_Error_OLAP_Trace</ID> 
<Name>OLAP_Error_OLAP_Trace</Name> 
<LogFileName>OLAP_Error_OLAP_Trace.trc</LogFileName> 
<Events> 
<Event> 
<EventID>15</EventID> 
<Columns> 
<ColumnID>28</ColumnID> 
<ColumnID>32</ColumnID> 
<ColumnID>36</ColumnID> 
<ColumnID>44</ColumnID> 
<ColumnID>1</ColumnID> 
<ColumnID>25</ColumnID> 
<ColumnID>33</ColumnID> 
<ColumnID>37</ColumnID> 
<ColumnID>41</ColumnID> 
<ColumnID>45</ColumnID> 
<ColumnID>2</ColumnID> 
<ColumnID>42</ColumnID> 
<ColumnID>3</ColumnID> 
</Columns> 
</Event> 
</Events> 
<Filter> 
<NotLike> 
<ColumnID>37</ColumnID> 
<Value>SQL Server Profiler - 54043a84-7877-4b36-b048-e70f72bf42cf</Value> 
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</NotLike> 
</Filter> 
</Trace> 
</ObjectDefinition> 
</Create> 
</Batch> 

NOTE - the file name you specify in the LogFileName parameter will be generated in the 
OLAP Log folder for the AS instance; e.g., C:\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.2\OLAP\Log. You 
have no control over this location. 

Now you're going to add a couple of steps after the step you want to trace... 

7. You need to stop the trace. Add this code to a SQL Server Analysis Services 
Command step named “Stop OLAP Trace”: 

<Delete xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/analysisservices/2003/engine"> 
<Object> 
<TraceID>OLAP_Error_OLAP_Trace</TraceID> 
</Object> 
</Delete> 

8. If you want to keep generations of the Trace file, you can add this to another step, 
named ”Rename OLAP Trace file,” to add a date-time stamp to the filename: 

EXECUTE [sp_RenameFile]  
@Folder = 'C:\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.2\OLAP\Log\' 
,@FileName = 'OLAP_Error_OLAP_Trace.trc' 
,@NewFileName = NULL 
,@DateTimeType = NULL 
,@Debug = 0 

This requires the proc sp_RenameFile, which I have posted under Scripts on SSC. 

In order to enumerate the running traces you can execute this code, after connecting to the AS 
instance and opening an XMLA Query window: 

<Discover xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-analysis"> 
<RequestType>DISCOVER_TRACES</RequestType> 
<Restrictions> 
<RestrictionList> 
</RestrictionList> 
</Restrictions> 
<Properties> 
<PropertyList> 
</PropertyList> 
</Properties> 
</Discover> 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, I'm not an XMLA / ASSL expert (add one more area where I need more 
practice), but I searched high and low for this information and wanted to share it as a cook-
book style write-up. Oh, and many thanks to Jon at MS for his help in figuring this out. I 
wouldn't have got it without his help. 

If you want to get into Analysis Services Scripting Language (ASSL) in more depth, it's in SQL 
2005 BOL, or you can start here: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms128525.aspx. 

http://www.sqlservercentral.com/scripts/Miscellaneous/63094/
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms128525.aspx.
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So You're the New DBA 
By Daryl Quadros 

I've worked as a DBA for several years now. I've been in a variety of different companies - 
ranging from the large charity to the legal firm - and there are a couple of things that, while 
they would seem to be logical and elementary tasks, can sometimes be overlooked. Taking 
the time to do them properly is definitely worth it in the long run and sometimes gives you 
some extra credit with your co-workers! 

Investigate your environment  

And I'm not talking about finding the location of the nearest coffee machine and restrooms, 
although this is no less important! 

In my experience I've found that no matter how professional the incumbent DBA may seem (if 
there even is one), there is invariably a degree of differentiation between the documentation 
and what you're told about the SQL server environment, and what is actually in place. 

I've found that collecting information on the following things can make the difference between 
showing yourself to be a true professional and making a complete fool of yourself by 
presenting second hand knowledge passed down to you as gospel: 

• Windows and SQL Server versions  
• Service packs installed (if any!)  
• SQL collations and Windows regional settings  
• Total/available disk space and other relevant server specs  
• page file locations  
• Database physical file locations  
• Backup schedules and agent jobs  
• Replication in place  

Here's an example: one company that I temporarily contracted for had several people looking 
after their servers. They couldn't figure out why their SQL database-backed intranet server 
was constantly falling over and denying client connections. Firstly, they had the SQL Server 
database on the same server as that running IIS. Now this is generally not a big issue, IF the 
server has enough resources and, more importantly, they have been properly allocated. In this 
particular instance the SQL Server engine had been allowed to use all but 100 MB of the 
available memory, leaving only the remaining 100 available for the operating system and IIS 
(including client web connections) - most definitely not an ideal situation.  

Drawing this fact to the attention of the sys admins, we quickly resolved the situation by 
upgrading the server to 2GB of RAM and preventing SQL Server from using it all. No more 
Intranet server failures and a pat on the back from the whole team. 

Performance monitoring 

There are plenty of guides around that give you the in depth details of what performance 
counters to use and what they mean; etc., so I won't go into too much detail.  
I will say that this can be a very time consuming task, but most definitely a worthwhile one. 
Identifying the source of long running performance issues is not only satisfying to yourself, but 
it can also turn a badly performing database application that everyone in the company hates to 
use into the time saving and worthwhile application that was envisaged when it was first 
budgeted for. 

Take the time to do it right, collect performance data for the CPU, Memory, physical disk, SQL 
Buffer Manager and all the other counters that are relevant. 
Even if people aren't complaining about performance, it's still a good idea to take the time to 
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do this - you will get a good idea of what kind of resources your servers use when under a 
normal load. 

I normally collect performance data (including SQL Profiler traces) over the space of a week, 
insert all the data into a sql database and then create averages per hour or half hour that I can 
analyze at my leisure to find the busy periods, etc. Using this method I've been able to point 
out to the business servers operating at 100% load for extended periods, when they'd 
sometimes been informed to the contrary. 

Doing all the above in your next DBA role will definitely improve your chances of not only 
impressing your new boss, but also to better prepare you for any critical issues that may arise, 
requiring you to know this information right off the bat. 

SQL 2005 vs. SQL 2008 Part 1 - (Backup File Sizes & Times) 
By Kevin van der Merwe 

Backup File Sizes 

Databases are growing bigger and bigger by the day and this seems to only be the start of 
what we can expect in the near future with more content being accumulated and stored than 
ever before. 

In SQL 2005 there was no capability of the engine to compress database backup files to disk 
at the time of the backup being executed. 

In SQL 2008 there are 3 options while backing up databases; these are: 

• No Compression (same as SQL 2005) 
• Server Setting (if server backup compression setting is on/off - use this setting) 
• Compression (Compress backup file during backup) 

Scenario 

We have a 3.5GB Database Backup File from a SQL 2005 Server Backup. 

 

This 3.5GB Database was then restored to the SQL 2008 Server. 

(Note: No additional transaction activities on this database after restore) 

SQL 2008 Backup Options: 

Backup without Compression: This will be the same as the SQL 2005. The General Page does 
not have any visible changes, as can be seen below: 
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The second Page - under Options has a new section titled "Compression" - here we get our 
first look at the options available- use the default server setting 

• Compress Backup 
• Do not compress backup 

 

For this first option we are going to be using "Do not compress backup" CPU Activity during 
Backup without Compression: 
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CPU activity is for the entire backup process - averaging approximately 18% CPU usage. SQL 
2005 BAK File Database SQL 2008 Backup File - no compress: 

 

Note that these are virtually identical in size - as the backup method used is the same for 
SQL 2008 and SQL 2005 

Backup WITH Compression:  

The Options Page now looks like the following: 
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For this first option we are going to be using "Compress backup" The SQL 2008 Backup File 
Size - using the above setting: SQL 2008 - No Compression SQL 2008 with Compression 

 

CPU Activity during Backup WITH Compression: 
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Note the CPU usage during backup with Compression is on average 35% - approximately 
double 

File Size Summary 

• The SQL 2005 .BAK file that we created the Database with was 3.5GB 
• The SQL 2008 Backup without compression was 3.5GB 
• The SQL 2008 Backup with compression was 986MB. For this database the reduced 

space is 2.5GB; the compressed file is only 28% of the original size! 

Note: Not all databases will have this compression factor or CPU usage due to systems and 
data types, etc. 

Backup Time Summary 

The SQL 2008 Backup without compression took approximately 6 minutes and the SQL 2008 
Backup with compression took approximately 3 minutes. You might be asking - how is that 
possible? 

Well, the CPU is used to compress the data before it is written to disk, so LESS data is written 
to disk. The less data that is required to be written to disk the faster this can be done by SQL 
Server and the operating system.  

Summary 

With databases growing daily, the knock-on effect of this additional data has various cost and 
time factors. If you are managing a 100GB database the speed of the backup window, which 
can now be reduced, is excellent news for DBAs. The size of the actual backup file that needs 
to be stored on disk and then archived to tape or preferred method is using up less space, 
which reduces costs ultimately. The quicker backups as well as smaller backup files are more 
than enough to warrant an investigation into SQL 2008, especially for VLDBs. 

SQL Server DBA Fights a Demon 
By David Bird  

How creating an Alert turned into a Fight with a Demon  

I was tired of developers and business analysts running monstrous SQL, eating up a 20 GB 
TEMPDB database, and still wanting more. Rarely am I asked for assistance with the SQL 
before it causes problems. Having such a large TEMPDB would allow poorly written SQL to 
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run, but consume more resources than it really needs. Running more than one of these 
queries at the same time would cause problems. It is time to be proactive and create an alert.  

 

First, I shrink TEMPDB to 1 GB in size. Next, I need to create an alert to e-mail me when it 
starts growing again. This will allow me to catch the troublesome SQL while it's running and 
perhaps find the means to make it more efficient. Being that this is my first attempt at creating 
an alert in SQL Server 2005 I try Books Online, but it's no help. Next, I switch to using the 
Internet to find some SQL Server 2005 examples.  

I find a site with SQL for creating SQL Server 2000 demo alerts in 2005. A quick cut and paste, 
removing some unknown commands, and then execute. Wallah, I get a bunch of alerts with 
names containing some unrecognizable characters. Ah! I can't update or delete them because 
of those characters. The source SQL split the names across lines so those characters were 
probably a carriage return or line feed. My mistake; I should have examined the SQL more 
closely.  

This being a development server with no one currently using it, I restore the MSDB database 
to last night’s backup. To accomplish this, I stop the SQL Agent and kill the remaining SA 
connection. The restore is successful. Next, I fix the names in the SQL and create the demo 
alerts.  

These alerts do not provide what I am looking for. I decide to create alerts using WMI. 
Searching the Internet, I find some sample alerts on site1 and site2. My attempts to create them 
fail with the message:  

"The @wmi_query could not be executed in the @wmi_namespace provided. Verify that an 
event class selected in the query exists in the namespace and that the query has the correct 
syntax."  

Well, that's as clear as mud.  

I Google the message and get two hits. One has a Microsoft fix for computer names longer 
than 15 characters. No good - my server name is only 8 characters. Another link blamed the 
problem on moving the MSDB database files, which I have not done.  

Searching with part of the message gives me a hit on another site that recommends running 
wbemtest.exe to confirm WMI is working. I run it and it works with the command "SELECT * 
FROM CREATE_DATABASE." So WMI is working but not from SQL Server.  

It's time for Plan B. I verify that I can create alerts with WMI on other SQL Server 2005 
instances. Next, on a fresh install of SQL Server 2005, I successfully create an alert with WMI, 
drop the alert, restore MSDB and try creating the alert.  

It fails with the dreaded "@wmi_query" error message. Shaking my head, I decide to confer 
with a coworker who is a Unix Oracle DBA. He smiles while I recount what happens when I 
restore the system database. I knew he would not be much technical help but talking out 
technical problems can be useful. Being that it is Friday afternoon; I decide to wait until 
Monday before giving Microsoft Tech support a call. Calling Microsoft for support can be - let's 
just say - tiresome.  

So back to my original goal; I need to create an alert to e-mail me when TEMPDB starts 
growing. This is something I know I can do in SQL Server 2000 so it does not matter that WMI 
for SQL Server 2005 is not working. Since Books Online doesn't have the answer, it's time to 
try another resource. I try the book, "SQL Server 2000 High Availability," and find what I am 
looking for.  
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I create the alert and go to Database Mail to check on the configuration. Clicking on manage 
accounts I get a pop-up saying that the service broker needs to be enabled. What, I never 
enabled it before. I click, "Yes," to enable it and it hangs. Ahhhh!  After killing the hung 
window, I reboot the server and check every setting I could think of. No luck.  

Back to the Internet, I find a hit on the SQL Server Central blog by Haidong Ji. It describes my 
problem and explains how to fix it. Thanks, Haidong Ji.  

• Stop SQL Agent  
• Execute SQL "ALTER DATABASE MSDB SET ENABLE_BROKER"  

After executing the SQL, I check Database Mail and it is working. Now I create an alert using 
WMI. Success - it worked! Shouting, "I am Beowulf," in my head, for I had just defeated a 
demon.  

Conclusion:  

If you restore MSDB on a SQL Server 2005, remember to:  

• Stop SQL Agent  
• Execute "ALTER DATABASE MSDB SET ENABLE_BROKER"  

Howl in triumph for you have just defeated a demon.  

SQL Server Scalabilty - An Introduction 
By Kev Riley  

A while back I was asked to look at the salability of our database environment, and what could 
be done to achieve a 'doubling in capacity' for what was going to be a busy trading period. [For 
info: the db was supporting a load-balanced server farm of web servers (providing both UI and 
web services) - daily traffic was expected to hit the 1 million mark] 
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Here is a summary of what my research found.... 

Scalability of SQL server can be achieved in two ways - either scaling up or scaling out. Scaling 
up involves increasing the performance of a single server, i.e., adding processors, replacing 
older processors with faster processors, adding memory, etc., and is essentially what can be 
achieved by replacing existing hardware with a newer, bigger, faster machine. Scaling up 
works in the short term as long as the budget allows; however, there are ultimately levels of 
volume that one server cannot handle. 

Scaling out is to distribute the load across many (potentially lower cost) servers. This concept 
works for the infinite long-term, and is constrained by the amount of physical space, power 
supply; etc., far less than the constraints of budget and individual server performance. 

There are two approaches to scaling out: 

Multiple servers that appear to the web site as a single database, known as federated 
databases. The workload is then spread across all servers in the federation. This can be 
implemented in SQL Server by using Distributed Partitioned Views.  

Multiple servers that appear as individual servers; however, the workload is load balanced or 
the servers are dedicated to a particular function or work stream (e.g., a set of 1 or more web 
servers).  

The main concern at the heart of any scaled-out SQL solution is how to ensure that data is 
consistent across all the database servers. With option one the data is consistent as there is 
only one database, and data is spread rather than replicated across each server. The main 
downfall of this approach is the poor availability; if one of the federated databases fails, the 
whole federation fails. 

With option two, some data needs to be replicated from all servers to all servers. There are 
many methods of implementing such an architecture; however, it seems to be clear that this 
general approach is the best, long-term, for scalability in this environment. Some data can 
differ across each database server as long as the user remains 'sticky' to that database (for 
example, session information). Investigations started into this idea, using the web servers to 
remain 'sticky' to a particular database. [The idea was to split the load-balanced web farm over 
2 database servers and issue a cookie from the Content Services Switch to keep the users on 
one half of the web farm - we never actually got this to work successfully] 

It is worth pointing out a common misunderstanding at this stage about clustering SQL servers 
using Microsoft Cluster Services. Clustering itself does NOT provide scalability - it only 
provides high-availability. The only true way to scale a clustered SQL solution is to scale up; 
i.e., increase the power of each server in the cluster. 

Tracer Token 
By Mohan Kumar  

SQL Server 2005 has lot of new and improved components, and the Tracer Token in replication 
is one of them. It allows us to validate connections and helps in measuring latencies between 
the publisher, distributor and subscriber(s). This functionality allows an accurate calculation of 
latencies that ultimately helps in finding which subscribers take more time than expected to 
receive a change from the publisher. 

You may be wondering whether it puts an extra load on your system or if it will slow down 
replication? The answer is NO because it only writes a very small amount of data in the 
transaction log of the publication database. 
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I used this feature recently in a company where they had transaction replication failures almost 
every night. The SQL Server was reporting the following errors: 

Query timeout expired 
The agent failed with a 'Retry' status. Try to run the agent at a later 
time. 

I did not want to just setup any value for the QueryTimeout without knowing what it should be. 
So, I setup the Tracer Token feature and ran it for two days. Afterwards I knew what value to 
use and configured the system accordingly. Today, it is the fourth week using that setting and 
it has not failed yet. 

This is a wonderful new feature SQL Server 2005 introduced, and here is how you can 
implement it and start using it today. 

Method #1. (Replication Monitor) 

Launch Replication Monitor, and then Expand the Server => Select Publication 

 

Click on the Tracer Token Tab in right pane and then click on Insert Tracer as shown below 

 

After SQL Server sends the token through the replication process, it will display Latencies as 
shown below: 

 

The latency will be recorded when you click on Insert Tracer. Every time you click on Insert 
Tracer, a new date/time will be added in Dropdown box (Time Inserted). Hence, you can view 
your latency at any given time using this dropdown box provided you had Inserted a Tracer 
Token. 

The Publisher to Distributor column displays the time elapsed between a transaction 
committed at the Publisher and the corresponding command entered in the distribution 
database. 
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The Distributor to Subscriber column displays the time elapsed before the commit of the 
transaction at the subscriber. 

Limitation of using Replication Monitor 

There is a limitation in setting up the Tracer Token using Replication Monitor. The Tracer 
Token has to be inserted manually and it limits you to viewing one value at a time. 

To overcome this limitation, we have another method to accomplish same thing. 

Method #2. (Thru SQL Server Agent) 

You can automate your tracer token insert using this method. You need to follow the steps 
below: 

Create a SQL Server Agent Job on Publisher Server  

Add a Job Step with the following T-SQL command:  

sp_posttracertoken 'xyz' -- substituting xyz for the name of your 
publication 

Schedule this Job to run at whatever interval you want to insert a token into your replication 
process.  

How to analyze these tracer values? 

This data is stored in the distribution database. There are a few system defined stored 
procedures available to view the recorded data. They are:  

sp_helptracertokens - returns data for every tracer token inserted at publisher for specified 
publication  

sp_helptracertokenhistory - returns tokenid specific data  

But, I have simplified a way to get the data by writing a query mentioned below: 

use distribution 
GO 
select publisher_commit, 
       distributor_commit, 
       datediff(ss, publisher_commit, distributor_commit) 'Latency bw Pub 
and Dis', 
       subscriber_commit, 
       datediff(ss, distributor_commit, subscriber_commit) 'Latency bw Dis 
and Sub' 
 from MSTracer_tokens join MSTracer_history  
    on tracer_id = parent_tracer_id 

The result of this query will have the following data: 

Date and Time when transaction committed at publisher  

Date and Time when Command for same transaction inserted at Distributor  

Time (in Seconds) Elapses to commit data between publisher and distributor  

Date and Time when transaction committed at Subscriber  

Time (in Seconds) Elapses to commit data between Distributor and Subscriber.  
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Conclusion 

Tracer Token is an excellent feature to measure latencies and validate connections that can 
be used to validate or set Agent profile settings and/or identify timeout related problem that 
can cause replication to fail. 

Using SQL Management Objects to create and restore SQL 
Databases. 

By Amriteshwar Singh  

SQL Management Objects  

SQL Management Objects (SMO) is a new set of programming objects that expose the 
management functionalities of the SQL Server Database. In simpler terms, with the help of 
SMO objects and their associated methods/attributes/functionalities, we can automate SQL 
Server tasks which can range from:  

• Administrative Tasks - Retrieval of Database Server Settings, creating new 
databases, etc.  

• Application Oriented Task - Applying T-SQL Scripts  
• Scheduling Tasks - Creation of new Jobs, Running and maintenance of existing Jobs 

via SQL Server Agent  

SMO is also an upgraded version of SQL-DMO (Database Management Objects), which came 
along in earlier versions of SQL Server. Even the SQL Management Studios utilizes SMO; 
therefore, in theory one should be able to replicate any function which can be performed with 
the help of SQL Management Studios.  

Scope of the Article 

The scope of this document is to explain the use of SMO dynamic linked assembly for creation 
and restoration of databases .This involves creating copies of databases from an existing 
database template backup (.bak). 

Possible Applications 

Such an approach to database creation can be effectively used in scenarios such as:  

• Automated Database creation and Restoration 
If a need arises, to create ”N” number of database and restore them from a common 
database backup (.bak)  

• Creation of a new database  
• Overwriting an existing database  

I would elaborate on the first application - creation of copies of databases from a common 
database backup. Below is a list of the implementation in detail: 

Reference SMO 

For us to make use of the builtin functionality that SMO objects offer we have to refer the SMO 
assemblies via a .Net application. This can be done by adding via the Visual Studios 2005 by 
browsing to Project ->Add Reference Tab and adding the following. 

• Microsoft.SqlServer.ConnectionInfo  
• Microsoft.SqlServer.Smo  
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• Microsoft.SqlServer.SmoEnum  
• Microsoft.SqlServer.SqlEnum 

Also, include the following in the code editor of your Visual Studios 2005 project 

Using Microsoft.SqlServer.Management.Smo; 

The Configurable Values which are required are: 

• Server Name - Name of the Server which you want to connect to and at which you 
want to restore the databases. 

• User Name and Password in case of SQL Authentication 
• Name of the Database 
• Data File Path of the Database - By default it will be stored under SQL Server 

Directory 
• Log File Path of the Database - By default it will be stored under SQL Server 

Directory 

Step1: Connecting to the Server 

This can be done either by using SQL authentication or by using the built in NT authentication, 
depending upon your usage and application. 

a) SQL Authentication 

ServerConnection conn = new ServerConnection(); 
//Windows Authentication is False 
 conn.LoginSecure = false; 
//Specify the UserName 
 conn.Login = <UserName> 
 //Specify the Password 
 conn.Password = <Password> 
//Specify the Server Name to be connected 
 conn.ServerInstance = <ServerName>; 
 Server svr = new Server(conn); 
//Connect to the server using the configured Connection  
 //String 
 svr.ConnectionContext.Connect(); 

b) Windows Authentication: 

ServerConnection conn = new ServerConnection(); 
//Windows Authentication is True 
 conn.LoginSecure = true; 
//Specify the Server Name to be connected 
 conn.ServerInstance = <ServerName>; 
 
 Server svr = new Server(conn); 
 
 //Connect to the server using the configured Connection  
 //String 
 svr.ConnectionContext.Connect(); 

Step2: Obtaining Information of the New Database to be Restored. 

a) Use Restore object to facilitate the restoration of the new Database. Specify the name of 
the New Database to be restored. 

Restore res = new Restore(); 
 res.Database = <New DataBase Name> ; 
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b) Specify the location of the Backup file from which the new database is to be restored. 

//Restore from an already existing database backup 
res.Action = RestoreActionType.Database; 
 res.Devices.AddDevice(<Location of the BackUp File>,  
 DeviceType.File); 
 res.ReplaceDatabase = true; 
//Data Table to obtain the values of the Data Files of  
 // the database. 
 DataTable dt; 
 dt = res.ReadFileList(svr); 
//Obtaining the existing Logical Name and Log Name of  
 //the database backup 
 string TemplateDBName = dt.Rows[0]["LogicalName"].ToString(); 
 string TemplateLogName = dt.Rows[1]["LogicalName"].ToString(); 

c) Specify the new location of the database files which with the relocate property (This is 
similar to the restoration of a database from SQL Server Script with the help of WITH MOVE 
option). 

// Now relocate the data and log files 
 // 
 RelocateFile reloData = new RelocateFile(TemplateDBName, @"D:\" + <New 
Database Name> +  
 "_data.mdf"); 
 
 RelocateFile reloLog = new RelocateFile(TemplateLogName, @"D:\" + <New 
Database Name> +  
 "_log.ldf"); 
 
 res.RelocateFiles.Add(reloData); 
 res.RelocateFiles.Add(reloLog); 

d) Restore the Database. This will restore an exact replica of the database backup file which 
was specified. 

//Restore the New Database File 
 res.SqlRestore(svr); 
 //Close connection 
 svr.ConnectionContext.Disconnect(); 

Conclusion 

Such an implementation of SMO for automated database restore can be put to use by a 
Database administrator for ease of use and customization. 

Another possible utilization which I had implemented was to improve the efficiency of a data 
intensive operation .This was done by automating the restoration of multiple copies of the 
database. A real time scenario where such an approach can be made use of is to process bulk 
data with the help of staging databases. A particular data intensive operation was spilt across 
similar databases to process individual units of data and split the load. 

Virtualization for Database Development 
By Grant Fritchey  

Our company has had virtual servers in place for quite some time. We've used them for testing 
new operating systems or software, hot fixes, service packs and the like. For a long time our 
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development teams have been stepping on each others’ toes, attempting to develop software 
in a shared environment. We've decided to implement virtual servers in order to separate the 
various development teams into their own isolated environments. From a DBA perspective, 
this has introduced a number of interesting challenges, ranging from simple connectivity to 
complex process issues around deployment. 

I'm going to attempt to document the issues that we've encountered and how we overcame 
them, or didn't. To a degree this may read like a series of blog entries. I'm trying to describe 
the events in the order in which they occurred, not simply laying out a problem statement and 
a solution, and skipping over the fact that the problem statement evolved over time and the 
solution was a horror show of trial and error followed by resets and reexaminations, as well as 
a few recriminations. In other words, I'm going to include the sloppy parts of the process. 

In the Beginning 

Let's start off with the good news. Once a virtual environment is configured, creating a new 
server and getting SQL Server installed and configured is a piece of cake. It's no different than 
any other SQL Server install - seriously. The virtual server environment defines itself as a 
Windows Server; the SQL Server install routine recognizes this. All the virtual disks and virtual 
disk space and virtual memory appear to be the real thing once you're working within the 
virtual environment. So, the install came off without a hitch. 

Once installed, an application under development was chosen for use in a pilot program. We 
had to begin deploying databases. This is where things got interesting, and quickly. We're 
using VMWare's LabManager. It's a great tool. It has this concept called a fence. It allows you 
to expose the virtual environment to the outside through an IP address and a port number. 
You have to either use this through the connection windows in the various tools or you need to 
set up an alias in the SQL Server Configuration Manager. This is a very small hurdle, but it 
was our first management concern. A given instance of an environment will only exist for a 
short period of time - approximately 8-12 weeks on average. After deleting an environment 
and creating a new one, it might have the same IP address or a different one. The individual 
DBAs will have to clean out the aliases in Configuration Manager periodically or they'll end up 
connecting to the wrong server. This issue will also affect developers writing and testing stored 
procedures on the virtual SQL Server. 

Our first deployments went well. We use Visual Studio Team System 2005 Database Edition 
for most of our new development. Once the alias was set, deploying from here went very well. 
No issues. The problems came up around the definitions of what we were to deploy. Our 
applications have a great number of dependencies on other applications and the services 
those applications supply and, of course, the various databases that feed those services. 
While we deployed the app we intended to test we didn't deploy all its dependent systems, 
their databases and systems they were dependent on. Now began the long period of extreme 
fun where we'd deploy the three or four things we knew about in order to get one or two steps 
into the application so that we could find the next system or the correct version of a given 
system that we needed. Finally we started running into some of our older code and older 
systems that we haven't yet moved into the VSDB deployment process. Here we found 
ourselves running backups and restores from different locations in an attempt to find the 
correct version of the database and then running differential scripts to update this version with 
newer bits of code that have been released to QA. As deployments go, it was a debacle. 
Beginning to end, it took well over a week to complete although the actual labor involved from 
the DBA team was only about two days. The rest was taken up by testing and documentation. 

Believe it or not, that was declared a success. We were then asked to go to phase II, outlining 
the implementation methodologies for all the other development teams. 
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A New Process 

The biggest issue that we were running into was a combination of defining the dependencies 
for a particular system, followed by the dependencies that its dependencies had, etc. One 
DBA would be required to deploy all those systems. We only wanted one DBA because of the 
need to make each development team independent of the others. We have a DBA assigned to 
a development team, sometimes committed full time to a single team, sometimes one person 
shared amongst several teams. That DBA would be responsible for deploying all the 
databases because we didn't want every virtual server reset to be an all hands on deck 
operation requiring every DBA on the team to drop what they were doing each time any 
individual team needed a deployment. 

We began exploring methods that would allow a team to operate on their own AND have all 
their dependencies in place. Finally, one of the lead developers came up with the idea of 
treating our virtual environments like source code. Using this approach, we create a common 
environment that all the teams can check out (create a copy). We'll ensure that this 
environment functions prior to allowing any team to have it through a series of automated 
application tests maintained by the QA team. When a given project team has completed 
enough functionality that they want to put it into testing, they'll then do a build to the common 
environment. Once the build is done, they have to re-run the full suite of QA tests to verify that 
they didn't break anything. Upon successful completion of these tests, they'll check that 
environment back in so that it is available for other teams. 

If another team needs the new version of the code, they can now make a copy for themselves. 
As any given team completes an iteration, they can perform the build and test on their own 
schedule. This narrows the focus for integration to a single team at a time. The approach 
solved a lot of the problems we were encountering. It correctly put the responsibility for seeing 
that the code functioned on the team that was introducing changes. This also makes it so that 
instead of two to five DBAs (as well as all the developers for multiple teams) involved in a 
single build only one DBA - the one responsible for the database(s) for that project - is 
performing all the work. 

We've started trying to bring teams online, slowly... 

Never Mind 

Every time we tried to bring a team in, we ran into two identical sets of problems. First, the 
security was always a horror show. We never could keep the user permissions synced 
properly between our real environment and the sets of virtual servers that defined the fenced 
off development environments. I'm not an Active Directory expert. I'm not even an AD 
beginner, so I don't know the details of everything that they tried, but suffice to say the amount 
of work to try to keep these environments synced with our ever changing regular environment 
was pretty intense. Second, performance was always an issue. No matter how many times we 
prepped dev teams with "you'll probably see about a 20% decrease in speed" they were 
always horrified to see a 20% decrease in speed. 

Finally, one day, in a meeting that I was not involved in all this was discussed and the whole 
project, despite the weeks and weeks of work and planning and the nearly flawless new 
process, was scrapped. 

I'm using a virtual server for testing SQL Server 2008. I've also got a little set of networked 
virtual servers with their own little AD network, not synchronized with our production network 
that I'm using for evaluating new monitoring software to replace our current tool set. I know the 
server teams are still using virtuals for testing patches. The whole idea of using virtuals to 
create ad hoc development environments is currently off the table. 
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What do you do with a new SQL Server?  
By Carolyn Richardson  

One thing I've noticed as a contractor is the inconsistencies of the configurations of SQL 
Server installs. So now I ensure I always follow some basic steps when I arrive at a new 
company. Some of these apply to new server installs as well. 

Backups 

Are there any database standards? 

Scripts or maintenance plans? Are there any standards or do I set something up? Either way 
set up regular backups of all databases.  

Check if the company has any documentation on this, and ensure that if servers are backed-
up locally that they are backed up prior to a file backup being taken off the server (is this 
happening? with SQL 2005 you can mirror a copy of the backup. I use this as another way to 
ensure that copies of backups are available off the server itself if other backup tools aren't 
performing this function).  

Test if you can restore backup files that are being kept. It is especially important that you know 
how to do restores if third party tools are being used; you don't want to try a restore for the first 
time when a disaster happens.  

I check disk space and documentation to help make the decision on how long local files are 
kept. If I'm fortunate I might get some documentation from users dictating what service 
availability should be and how much data loss could be lived with if the server fails. I must 
admit I've never found this document yet, unless I've created it, but I live in hope. I would use 
this document to decide on the frequencies of backups, retention and whether the mode 
should be simple or full. It is up to the business to specify database business decisions.  

I check all the databases to see what mode they are running under. If any databases are set 
to Full, I ensure that the backup jobs include backing up the logs, as well as the databases.  

Maintenance Tasks 

• Reindexing/deleting files, retaining history 
• Check how frequently you should be running database maintenance tasks such as re-

indexing.  
• Review fragmentation and impact of indexing jobs  
• Is performance an issue; have you got a baseline  
• What are the user issues re: performance; are there any issues? Any priority  
• Are the service packs up to date?  
• Know the configuration of any mirroring or replication jobs. Script them and keep a 

backup. Likewise, with the configuration of Cluster servers or any other complex 
component, ensure that you are aware of the configuration and can reproduce it if it’s 
ever needed.  

• If 2000 servers have DTS packages script them and store them as local files as a backup.  
• Ask questions; seek out problem areas and prioritize a review of the issues.  
• If performance is an issue, one of the many things to check is the fill factors. Be aware 

when you use SQL Server 2000 maintenance plans and accept the defaults that it 
sets all tables in the plan to a fill factor of ninety percent, but SQL 2005 defaults to 
one-hundred percent, so it’s often missed as an area to look at in SQL 2005. - It can 
make a big difference to performance on busy servers.  

• Put in place disk space monitoring jobs; scripts on this site can get you started with this.  
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This list can be endless but concentrate on the necessary first, then move on to the nice-to-
have jobs after. 

Alerts 

Check: are alerts set up? 

I check whether any alerts have been added. SQL 2000 adds some basic alerts as standard 
but SQL 2005 doesn't. I add the normal SQL 2000 alerts as well as a few others that I believe 
may be useful. The script is attached to this article. You may want to review the alerts later 
depending on what the server will be used for and whether you have any issues you may need 
to monitor. The script runs for SQL 2000 servers as well, renaming the original out of the box 
alerts.  

Adding Database Mail 

Is database mail set up? 

I have attached a script that will set up database mail and send a test email. IMPORTANT: 
Before running the script, search and replace the ServerName in the script to the name of the 
server you are installing DB Mail on so that alerts sent include the server name and alter the 
mail server and email address, where marked.  

Lastly, set up the agent to fire alerts by enabling the profile you just created- From SSMS right 
click on SQL Server Agent and select Alert System. Click on Enable mail profile and point to 
the Mail profile created in the previous script.  

 

Enabling the alerts to fire to Windows event log 

Is MOM being used? 

78 

By default SQL Server 2005 will not fire alerts into the application log. This can be an issue if 
you use MOM as it won't pick them up. Run the script from the following site to fix even if you 
don't use MOM to monitor your servers; it may be useful to have a record of errors in the 
application log anyway:- http://weblogs.sqlteam.com/tarad/archive/2006/12/14/51945.aspx  

http://weblogs.sqlteam.com/tarad/archive/2006/12/14/51945.aspx
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• Ensure job failures and alerts fire an email from Database Mail 
• Should alerts and failures send you an alert? 
• The script attached adds a DBA operator using a team mailbox, adding all server jobs and 

alerts. Alter the operator name and email address as marked.  

I do a number of other things relating to monitoring events using Reporting services, but I'll 
save them for another day. If you want to add anything to the list I would be grateful for the 
input. 
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Business Intelligence 

The Business Intelligence (BI) platform in SQL Server is growing with every release. More and 
more features are being added and more and more companies are starting to take advantage 
of them.  

This section includes a number of articles on the various subsystems in SQL Server such as 
Integration Services, Analysis Services, and Reporting Services. 

Anatomy of an Incremental Load...................................................................................... 81 
DTUTIL Utility to Copy / Delete SSIS Deployed in MSDB to File System ........................ 89 
Dynamically Generate Folders for File Output using Variables in SSIS........................... 91 
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Exotic Joins in T-SQL and How They Translate in SSIS.................................................. 97 
Experiences from a Real World Project............................................................................ 99 
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How to Dynamically and Iteratively Populate an Excel Workbook from SQL Server...... 111 
How to Handle NULL Values Loaded by SSIS from Excel Files .................................... 120 
How to use OUTPUT clause result in SSIS 2005 / 2008 (RC0) ..................................... 127 
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Parallel Processing of Large Volume ETL Jobs ............................................................. 136 
Reading Ad Hoc Text Files with OpenDataSource......................................................... 142 
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Reporting Services: Adding extra columns / rows to a matrix ........................................ 149 
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Anatomy of an Incremental Load 
By Andy Leonard  

Introduction 

Steve Jones – MVP, Editor Extraordinaire and Car Guy – has been “gently encouraging” me to 
write something business intelligence-related for SQLServerCentral.com for some time now. 
SSIS 101 is intended to help people up some of the slopes of the SSIS learning curve. I hope 
to make SSIS 101 a regular effort, but we will see how this goes. 

If anyone understands how difficult SSIS can be to learn, it’s those of us who learned it “back 
in the day.” While writing the Wrox book Professional SQL Server 2005 Integration Services 
(http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Server-Integration-Services-
Programmer/dp/0764584359), the author team had to learn the product. Now I’ve been 
learning new software for… well, for several years… and this was challenging for me. This is 
one of the reasons I enjoy training people on SSIS for Solid Quality Mentors 
(http://www.solidq.com), and also one of the reasons I like writing articles and blog posts such 
as this! 

Move It! Move It! Move It! 

SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) was built to move data around the enterprise. It can 
certainly do a lot more than this but if you have data at Point A and you wish it to also be at 
Point B, don’t play; buckle down and learn SSIS. 

I can hear you thinking, “Ok Andy, but why load incrementally?” I’m glad you asked! Time is 
the big reason. Destructive loads – truncating or deleting data first, then loading everything 
from the source to the destination – takes longer. Plus you’re most likely reloading some data 
that hasn’t changed. If the source data is scaling, you may approach a point when you simply 
cannot load all that data within the nightly time-window allotted for such events. So let’s only 
handle the data we need to – the new and updated rows. 

The Setup 

I am using the AdventureWorks.Person.Contact table in this article. I also created a 
Destination database named AndyWorks. I copied the AdventureWorks.Person.Contact table 
into AndyWorks as AndyWorks.dbo.Contact. I am using 64-bit SQL Server 2005 Developer 
Edition with SP2 applied. 

Editor’s Note: The setup and population code is available online at www.sqlservercentral.com 

Anatomy 101 

How does it work? Figure 1 describes the anatomy of an incremental load. It doesn’t matter 
whether you are using T-SQL, SSIS or another ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) tool; this is 
how you load data incrementally. Read, Correlate, Filter and Write. 

http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Server-Integration-Services-Programmer/dp/0764584359
http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Server-Integration-Services-Programmer/dp/0764584359
http://www.solidq.com/
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Figure 1: Anatomy of an Incremental Load 

Feel free to start a new SSIS project in Business Intelligence Development Studio (BIDS) and 
follow along. First, add a Data Flow Task to the Control Flow: 

 

Figure 2: Add a Data Flow Task 

Double-click the Data Flow Task to open the Data Flow (tab) editor. 

Read 

First, you read data into the Data Flow from a source. It could be SQL Server but it could also 
be flat files. SSIS provides a ton of connectivity out of the box: OLEDB, ADO.Net, ODBC and 
more. But those aren’t your only options! You can use a Script Component as a Source 
Adapter, allowing you to access custom data sources from script. If that isn’t enough, you can 
also build a custom Source Adapter – extending SSIS using your .Net language of choice. 

Your source may be a table or view; it may be a query. For those of us who like to squeeze 
every cycle possible out of an application, using a query for relational database sources will 
provide better performance than specifying a table or view name. 

Figure 3 shows a portion of the General page of an OLEDB Source Adapter I’ve added to my 
Data Flow: 

 

Figure 3: SQL Command Data Access Mode for an OLEDB Source Adapter 
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Correlate 

Next you correlate the data you just loaded from the Source with the Destination. You do this 
to load the SSIS data pipeline with enough information to distinguish New, Updated and 
Unchanged rows. How? In T-SQL we would use a left join: 

SELECT Src.ContactID ,Src.NameStyle ,Src.Title ,Src.FirstName 
,Src.MiddleName ,Src.LastName 
,Src.Suffix ,Src.EmailAddress ,Src.EmailPromotion ,Src.Phone 
,Src.ModifiedDate 
,Dest.ContactID 
,Dest.NameStyle 
,Dest.Title 
,Dest.FirstName 
,Dest.MiddleName 
,Dest.LastName 
,Dest.Suffix 
,Dest.EmailAddress 
,Dest.EmailPromotion 
,Dest.Phone 
,Dest.ModifiedDate 
FROM AdventureWorks.Person.Contact Src 
LEFT JOIN AndyWorks.dbo.Contact Dest ON Dest.ContactID = Src.ContactID 

Listing 1: Source-to-Destination Correlation T-SQL Statement 

A couple of things about this statement: 

1. This query returns all rows in the source whether there is a corresponding row in the 
destination or not. We’ll use this to detect new rows in the source data. 

2. This query returns all the columns from the destination. We’ll compare to source rows 
to detect changes (updates) in the source data. 

We do this in SSIS using a Lookup Transformation. If you’re following along in BIDS, drag a 
Lookup Transformation onto the Data Flow canvas and connect the output of the OLEDB 
Source Adapter to it. On the Reference Table tab we add a query against the Destination as 
shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Lookup Reference Table 

On the Columns tab, define the ON clause in the join by dragging ContactID from the 
Available Input Columns to the ContactID field on the Available Lookup Columns. Select all 
columns in the Available Lookup Columns by checking the checkbox next to each. Finally, 
alias the columns by adding the “Dest_” prefix to each Output_Alias as shown in Figure 5 (you 
will thank me later): 

 

Figure 5: Configuring the Lookup Columns tab 

So far, we’ve defined the SELECT clause of our Source-to-Destination correlation T-SQL 
statement. We’ve also defined the ON clause of our join. By default, however, a Lookup 
Transformation performs an INNER JOIN, not a LEFT JOIN. What’s more, if the INNER JOIN 
cannot find a match in the Lookup results (the Destination query in this case) the 
transformation fails. 

Fear not, there is a way to configure the Lookup Transformation so it behaves like a LEFT 
JOIN. Click the Configure Error Output button on the lower left side of the Lookup 
Transformation editor. Change the Lookup Output Error column from “Fail component” (the 
default) to “Ignore failure” as shown in Figure 6. Click the OK button and then close the 
Lookup Transformation Editor. Voila! A LEFT JOIN Lookup Transformation! 

 

Figure 6: Configuring the Lookup Transformation Error Output 

Filter 

The next step is Filtering. This is where we decide which rows are New, which are Changed, 
and perhaps most important, which are Unchanged. In SSIS we use a Conditional Split 
Transformation for filtering. Drag one onto the Data Flow canvas and connect the output of the 
Lookup to it as shown in Figure 7: 
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Figure 7: Adding the Conditional Split 

Before we edit the Conditional Split let’s talk about how it works. If you’ve used a Switch 
statement in C# or a Select Case statement in Visual Basic, you are familiar with the concept. 
One and only one condition evaluates to True for each input, and one and only one output 
path is taken as a result. Comparing the input to all of the conditions, more than one condition 
may evaluate True. Therefore, the Switch or Select Case statement evaluates the input for the 
first True condition and fires that output. Conversely, if none of the conditions evaluate to True, 
there is an Else condition which will fire. 

In SSIS we use this to redirect rows flowing through the Data Flow. Each row entering the 
Conditional Split will be assigned to one and only one Conditional Split output buffer (more on 
Conditional Split output buffers in a bit). We’ll define Conditional Split output buffers for New 
and Changed rows. 

Double-click the Conditional Split to open the editor. Define a new Conditional Split Output by 
typing “New” in the Output Name column. Define the Condition for the New Output by typing 
“IsNull(Dest_ContactID)” in the Condition column. This effectively defines New rows as rows 
where we could not find a matching ContactID value in the Destination when we did our 
Lookup. See why the LEFT JOIN is so important? When there’s no match, LEFT JOIN returns 
a NULL. 

NOTE: The Condition column uses SSIS Expression Language. In learning SSIS, the SSIS 
Expression Language is a steeper (and sometimes slippery) slope on the learning curve. A 
good explanation of why this works the way it does is beyond the scope of this article. 

Add a second Output named “Changed.” The Condition for detecting changes in SSIS 
Incremental Loads is loads (pun intended) of fun. We are not going to go all out and produce 
Production-ready code here because all we’re interested in is demonstrating the principle. We 
need to detect a difference in one or more columns between our Source and Destination. This 
is why we loaded the Data Flow pipeline with all those “Dest_” columns earlier, so we could 
compare them to the Source columns (are you thanking me yet?). The Condition we use to 
accomplish this is: 

((NameStyle != Dest_NameStyle) || ((IsNull(Title) ? "" : Title) != 
(IsNull(Dest_Title) ? "" : Dest_Title)) || (FirstName != Dest_FirstName) || 
((IsNull(MiddleName) ? "" : MiddleName) != (IsNull(Dest_MiddleName) ? "" : 
Dest_MiddleName)) || (LastName != Dest_LastName) || ((IsNull(Suffix) ? "" : 
Suffix) != (IsNull(Dest_Suffix) ? "" : Dest_Suffix)) || (EmailAddress != 
Dest_EmailAddress) || (EmailPromotion != Dest_EmailPromotion) || (Phone != 
Dest_Phone) || (ModifiedDate != Dest_ModifiedDate)) 

Listing 2: Changed Rows Condition 
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The double-pipes (“||”) indicate OR. This logic compares each Source column to each 
Destination column – checking for a difference. If one (or more) difference(s) are detected, the 
OR conditions evaluate to True and this row is sent to the Changed Output. 

NOTE: The Suffix, MiddleName, and Title columns of the Condition expression manage 
NULLs by converting them to empty strings on the fly. This is but one method of addressing 
NULLs when comparing column values in SSIS Expression Language. NULL-handling in SSIS 
Expression Language could darn-near rate its own article! 

Notice there is no check for ContactID. That’s because ContactID is used to LEFT JOIN the 
Source and Destination in the Lookup Transformation. Destination ContactID will either be 
NULL or always match the Source ContactID. And if Destination ContactID is NULL it is 
because that row doesn’t exist in the Destination – which makes it a New row. Since the 
Conditional Split evaluates each Condition in order, New rows are assigned to the New Output 
buffer and are never evaluated by the Changed Condition logic. 

Our Conditional Split Transformation now has three non-error Outputs. “Three?” I hear you 
ask, “But we’ve only defined two, Andy.” That is correct. The third is the Default Output at the 
bottom of the editor. You can change the name from “Conditional Split Default Output” to 
“Unchanged” – because rows that are neither New nor Changed will flow out of this output 
buffer. 

If you’ve been following along in BIDS, your Conditional Split editor will look something like 
Figure 8: 

 

Figure 8: Filtering with a Conditional Split 

Write: New Rows 

Finally, it’s time to write our data to the Destination. If you’re following along in BIDS drag an 
OLEDB Destination Adapter onto the Data Flow canvas. Rename the Destination Adapter 
“New_Rows”. Connect an output from the Conditional Split to the Destination Adapter. When 
you do, you are prompted to select a Conditional Split Output buffer as shown in Figure 9: 
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Figure 9: Selecting the “New” Conditional Split Output 

Select New and click the OK button. Double-click the Destination Adapter to open the editor. 
Create or select a Connection Manager for the destination database instance, choose “Table 
or view” as the data access mode, and select or create the destination table as shown in 
Figure 10: 

 

Figure 10: Configuring the New Rows Destination 

Click the Mappings page and map rows in the Data Flow pipeline to the destination as shown 
in Figure 11: 

 

Figure 11: Mapping the Data Flow Pipeline Rows to the Destination Columns 

Note the mapping between ContactID fields. The source ContactID column is an Identity 
column. The destination ContactID column must not be an identity column or SSIS will 
consider it “read-only” and not allow this column to be updated. 

Click the OK button to close the Destination Adapter editor. 
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Write: Changed Rows 

There are a couple of ways to write changes. When I conduct SSIS training for Solid Quality 
Mentors, I spend some time showing folks why some ways work better than others. Here I am 
simply going to show you how I build this in Production-ready code. In a word, I use set-based 
updates. Ok, that’s three words. And a hyphen. But you get the point. 

To do a set-based update we first stage all the data we need in a stage table. When we’re 
done with our Data Flow task, we execute a single T-SQL UPDATE statement joining the 
contents of this table to the Destination table. It’ll be fun – you’ll see. 

If you’re still with me in BIDS drag an OLEDB Destination Adapter onto the Data Flow canvas. 
Rename it “Changed_Rows.” Connect a Conditional Split Output to the OLEDB Destination. 
When prompted this time, select the Changed Output of the Conditional Split. 

 

Figure 10: Configuring the New Rows Destination 

Click the Mappings page and map rows in the Data Flow 

 

Figure 16: Successful Data Flow Execution 

You can re-execute the package by clicking the Restart button on the toolbar or by pressing 
Control + Shift + F5 (I’m a keyboard person; I like the shortcut keys…). Re-executing the 
package proves the load is incremental by not loading any new or updated rows: 
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Figure 17: Successful Re-Execution of the package 

Conclusion 

This is one way to implement incremental loads in SSIS. I like this method for lots of reasons. 
Chief among them is that it’s straightforward, which improves maintainability. 

DTUTIL Utility to Copy / Delete SSIS Deployed in MSDB to File 
System 

By Ashish Kumar Mehta  

SSIS developers / DBAs have come across a scenario where they want to copy the SSIS 
package that is deployed in the MSDB database of SQL Server 2005 / 2008 to file system so 
that they can copy the package across different environments like Dev / Test / UAT and 
Production. The best and the easiest way to move the SSIS Package is to use the DTUTIL 
command prompt utility in SQL server. 

How to Copy SSIS Package from MSDB Database to File System 

Once the SSIS Package that needs to be copied from MSDB Database to the file system is 
identified, the first step will be to establish a Remote Desktop Connection with the Source SQL 
Server where SSIS Package is currently deployed. The second step will be to go to Start > 
Run, type CMD, hit Enter and enter the syntax, which is highlighted below locally on the SQL 
Server. This will copy the SSIS Package Named SAMPLEPACKAGENAME.DTSX available 
under Integration Services > Stored Packages > MSDB to the user specified location. 
Please provide the path where the package needs to be copied in the file system and make 
sure that the file path doesn't have the "<" and ">" signs. 

Syntax: COPY SSIS Package to File System  

DTUTIL /SQL <PACKAGENAME> /COPY FILE;<DRIVE:\FOLDERNAME\PACKAGENAME.DTSX> 
/QUIET 

Example: Copy SSIS Package to File System 

The script below will copy SAMPLEPACKAGENAME SSIS Package from the MSDB Database 
to the user specified folder location entered by the user on the local / remote SQL Server. If 
/QUIET parameter is used it will overwrite the SAMPLEPACKAGENAME.DTSX package if it is 
already existing in the user specified folder location. 
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DTUTIL /SQL SAMPLEPACKAGENAME /COPY 
FILE;C:\SSISPACKAGE\SAMPLEPACKAGENAME.DTSX> /QUIET   

How to Install SSIS Package to be Stored in the MSDB Database 

Another scenario that SSIS developers / DBAs come across is where they want to install the 
SSIS package that is available in the file system to the MSDB Database of SQL Server 2005 / 
2008. The best and the easiest way to install the SSIS Package to MSDB Database is to use 
the DTUTIL command prompt utility in SQL server. This can be achieved by opening a 
Remote Desktop Connection to the New Server and by going to Start > Run, type: CMD, hit 
Enter, and by entering the syntax below. 

  

Syntax: Install SSIS Package to MSDB Database 

DTUTIL /FILE <DRIVE:\FOLDERNAME\PACKAGENAME.DTSX> /COPY SQL;<PACKAGENAME> 

Example: Install SSIS Package to MSDB Database 

The script below will install the SAMPLEPACKAGENAME SSIS Package from the local / 
remote file location to the MSDB Database on the local SQL Server Instance. If /QUIET 
parameter is used it will overwrite the SAMPLEPACKAGENAME.DTSX package if it already 
exists in the MSDB Database. 

DTUTIL /FILE C:\SSISPACKAGE\SAMPLEPACKAGENAME.DTSX /COPY 
SQL;SAMPLEPACKAGENAME /QUIET 

 

How to Delete SSIS Package Stored in the MSDB Database 

One last scenario that SSIS developers / DBAs come across is where they need to delete an 
SSIS package from the MSDB database of SQL Server 2005 / 2008. The best and the easiest 
way to Delete SSIS Package from the MSDB Database is to use the DTUTIL command 
prompt utility in SQL server. This can be achieved by opening a Remote Desktop Connection 
to the Server from where the user needs to remove the SSIS Package which is deployed 
under Integration Services > Stored Packages > MSDB. The use needs to go to Start > Run, 
type CMD, hit Enter and follow the syntax. 
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Syntax: Delete SSIS Package from MSDB Database 

The below script will delete the SSIS Package from MSDB Database on the local instance of 
SQL Server 

DTUTIL /SQL <PACKAGENAME> /DELETE /SourceS <ServerName> 

Example: Delete SSIS Package from MSDB Database 

The script shown here will delete SAMPLEPACKAGENAME SSIS Package from Integration 
Services > Stored Packages > MSDB. The /SourceS parameter should have the server name 
from where the SSIS Package needs to be removed. 

DTUTIL /SQL <PACKAGENAME> /DELETE /SourceS AKMEHTA 

 

Conclusion 

Using the DTUTIL Command Prompt utility allows the SSIS Developers and DBA to easily 
Install / Copy and Delete the SSIS packages, which are deployed on the MSDB Database. It 
helps to save a lot of time when packages need to be deployed across Dev / Test / UAT and 
Production environments. 

Dynamically Generate Folders for File Output using Variables 
in SSIS 

By Ken Simmons  

Introduction 

A lot of times I need to move files and rename them after generating the output. I used to 
accomplish this by either using xp_cmdshell or operating system tasks in a job. Either way, it 
was some sort of DOS command and wasn't a very elegant solution. Now with all the options 
in SSIS this is no longer an issue. 
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Solution 

First, create a SQL Task to load a folder variable. This will be the name of the folder that will 
be dynamically generated. In the SQLStatement add... 

select datename(month,getdate()) + cast(Year(getdate()) as varchar(4)) 

Change the Result Set to "Single Row." 

  

In the Result Set Tab, store the results in a new string variable named "Folder" and change 
the Result Name to 0. 

 

 Next, create a new File System Task. Change the operation to Create Directory. 
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In the Source Connection choose new connection. Change the Usage Type to Existing folder 
and browse to the directory where you will be creating the folders. 

 

 In Properties for the new connection you just created, add a new Expression for the 
ConnectionString. "C:\\Test\\" + @[User::Folder]. 
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Next, create a new Dataflow Task. Choose a Source and Destination as usual. 

 

In the Properties for the FlatFile Connection Manager, add a new Expression for the 
ConnectionString.  

"C:\\Test\\" + @[User::Folder] + "\\DatedFolderFile.txt." 

 

Now you can run the package and it will generate a file in the folder that was just dynamically 
created. 

Conclusion 

This scenario was set up to store monthly extracts without having to archive the files before 
the next month. You can change the folder variable to daily, hourly or anything else you can 
think of that can be returned by a query. Variables give you a lot of flexibility and are relatively 
easy to use. Once you start using them, you'll realize they save a lot of time and coding. 

ETL for Free-Form Data 

By Michael DeYoung  

Would you like to learn a handy little process for extracting, transforming and loading data 
fields from a free-form source like a web page or word processing document into something 
structured like a staging table? Maybe you have a public database of some sort that you need 
information from but can only get it by way of a web page. You could always just have an 
assistant type it in a spreadsheet but then you have to worry about consistent formatting and 
all kinds of other evils. A lot of us have been asked from time to time by the company top dog 
to find a way to gather information on the Internet into a database for some kind of reporting 
purpose. I want to show you (3) steps for getting information from a free-form source like a 
web page into a SQL staging table. I will demonstrate the tools needed and the sequence in 
which it must be done. 
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Step #1: The Data Source 

The data source can be any free-form document like a web page, word processing document 
or whatever. The key here is that the anatomy of the document needs to be consistent and not 
change. The only thing that should change is the data field value itself. For example, I created 
this procedure to get GPS data from web-based truck fleet reports into a Data Warehouse 
staging table. The reports were generated in HTML and were consistent (for the most part) in 
terms of margins, font sizes, orientation, field placement and the only thing that changed from 
report to report was the data field values that I needed. 

Step #2: The XML Virtual Printer 

You need to get the data into a format that is readable by SQL Server Integration Services 
(SSIS) and the technique I'm explaining uses XML. Unless the data source will export to XML 
the easiest way to get your data into XML format is to print it to an XML virtual printer which 
creates a physical file on your drive. I purchased the XML Printer software created by Archae 
(www.xmlprinter.com) for a very small fee and found it to be easy to configure. The printer is 
installed, configured and shared on a print server (your SQL Server will do unless the DBA 
gives you a hassle), and then you add a new printer from the share on a client computer 
designated to someone who will be pulling up the data source reports and doing the printing. 

One cool thing about the Archae XML printer is that you can tell it to parse the print job and 
extract only the data fields you need. This saves you from processing a ton of unnecessary 
data. The parsing is based on a "definition" file that you create using a small application that 
comes with the paid license of XML Printer called XML Printer Composer. The definition file 
defines the data fields in the data source print job that the XML Printer parser must find and 
extract. This is what my definition file looks like... 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<!-- do not edit this file manually, use Composer --> 
<definition> 
<field type="text" id="ArbitraryFieldName1" pos="absolute" 
anchor="461;605/35" align="left|top" elemsize="0;0" page="1" font-
face="Verdana" font-size="7.5" /> 
<field type="text" id="ArbitraryFieldName2" pos="absolute" 
anchor="389;939/5" align="left|top" elemsize="0;0" page="1" font-
face="Verdana" font-style="bold" font-size="7.5" /> 
<field type="text" id="ArbitraryFieldName3" pos="absolute" 
anchor="1475;712/34" align="left|top" elemsize="0;0" page="1" font-
face="Verdana" font-size="7.5" /> 
<field type="text" id="ArbitraryFieldName4" pos="absolute" 
anchor="1011;611/57" align="left|top" elemsize="0;0" page="1" font-
face="Verdana" font-size="7.5" /> 
</definition> 

This is what my parsed print job looks like... 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<data> 
<ArbitraryFieldName1> ArbitraryFieldName1Value </ArbitraryFieldName1> 
<ArbitraryFieldName2>ArbitraryFieldName2Value</ArbitraryFieldName2> 
<ArbitraryFieldName3>ArbitraryFieldName3Value</ArbitraryFieldName3> 
<ArbitraryFieldName4> ArbitraryFieldName4Value </ArbitraryFieldName4> 
</data> 

Finally, for this step you might want to consider manually inspecting a number of parsed print 
jobs before you go on to step (3) for quality control and definition file tweaking purposes. 
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Step #3: The SSIS Package 

Now we're getting to the fun part. You will need to create an SSIS package that will pick up the 
files with an XML Control Flow Task in a Foreach Loop Container and for each file transform it 
and load it into your staging table. Here's the process... 

Foreach Loop Container: Nothing fancy here. Use the Foreach File Enumerator and define 
the Enumerator configuration properties. You also need to create a user variable of type string 
and configure under Variable Mappings. This variable will store the full path to the parsed XML 
print job. 

XML Control Flow Task: A couple tricky things here. In order for the XML Data Flow Source 
(used next) to read the XML file correctly you must first transform the parsed XML file and 
convert each data element into attributes of the <data> element and at the same time add a 
<table> parent element . This is done using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations 
(XSLT). In the interest of efficient processing, you should create and store the transformed 
XML in a user variable of type string to be read by the XML Data Flow Source instead of a 
physical file. This is what my XSLT file looks like... 

<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" 
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">  
<xsl:strip-space elements="*"/>  
<xsl:output method="xml" indent="yes"/>  
<xsl:template match="*">  
<xsl:choose>  
<xsl:when test="text()[normalize-space(.)]">  
<xsl:attribute name="{name()}">  
<xsl:value-of select="."/>  
</xsl:attribute>  
</xsl:when>  
<xsl:otherwise> 
<Table>  
<xsl:copy>  
<xsl:copy-of select="@*"/>  
<xsl:apply-templates/>  
</xsl:copy>  
</Table> 
</xsl:otherwise>  
</xsl:choose>  
</xsl:template>  
</xsl:stylesheet> 

XML Data Flow Task: Before you configure this Task to get the XML data from the user 
variable you created you need to first point it to a physical parsed print job file and generate an 
XML Schema Definition (XSD) file to use for each file during runtime. Then after you've 
created the XSD file you re-configure this task and point it to the user variable. The XSD file 
defines the specific format that the XML Data Flow Task should expect to see for each print 
job. This is what my XSD file looks like... 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<xs:schema attributeFormDefault="unqualified" 
elementFormDefault="qualified" 
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
<xs:element name="Table"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element minOccurs="0" name="data"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:simpleContent> 
<xs:extension base="xs:string"> 
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<xs:attribute name="ArbitraryFieldName1" type="xs:string" 
use="optional" /> 
<xs:attribute name="ArbitraryFieldName2" type="xs:string" 
use="optional" /> 
<xs:attribute name="ArbitraryFieldName3" type="xs:decimal" 
use="optional" /> 
<xs:attribute name="ArbitraryFieldName4" type="xs:string" 
use="optional" /> 
</xs:extension> 
</xs:simpleContent> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
</xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
</xs:schema> 

SQL Server Destination: Onward to the SQL Server. You could also use an OLEDB 
Destination if you’re loading it into a different platform. You might also have to perform some 
Data Conversion (see figure 1) to convert the types before this task will execute. The designer 
in Visual Studio does a good job at showing type mismatches. 

Other: Depending on your auditing and recovery requirements you may also want to setup 
auditing functionality in your SSIS package. In my case ease of implementation was a priority 
so I put some simple file tasks into operation (see figure 1) to move each processed print job 
into another folder after the data flow completed for that file and also a file task to delete that 
batch of files at the beginning of the next package execution time. This allowed me the window 
of time between post-processing and the next execution to resolve any discrepancies. 

You might also want to consider setting up an OnError Event handler to e-mail you in case of 
error. For example, if your staging table has a primary key to ensure integrity and your data 
pipeline contains duplicate records (maybe your assistant accidentally printed the job twice) 
the job would fail and you would want to know about it. Occasionally I also find that the parser 
didn't recognize, and therefore didn't extract, a data field because the anatomy of the data 
source document exceeded the tolerance level defined for that field in the parser definition file. 

There is a lot of power in XML and SQL Server tools to deal with data transfer between 
heterogeneous systems. I have found this handy little process for extracting, transforming and 
loading data fields from a free-form source like a web page to be very helpful in a variety of 
applications. This certainly isn't the only way but I'm confident that if you adapt this to your 
unique situation you too will succeed. 

Exotic Joins in T-SQL and How They Translate in SSIS 

By Nick Maroudas  

While developing a project the other day I needed to create an SSIS package that would 
include a range lookup. Having limited experience with SSIS I endeavored to first create the 
project using T-SQL and then translated the code into an SSIS package filled with wonderful 
components which - if my plan worked - would mimic my code. 

While working through the T-SQL coding process of my project I had to run several lookups on 
the data and one of the lookups was a range lookup. What a perfect time to show off and 
introduce the "exotic join," although there's nothing exotic about the join (not a bronzed sun 
goddess on a golden beach!)It's not your simple standard join, and although many developers 
use them they may not refer to them as "exotic." An exotic join is when you institute criteria 
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against the join such as, for example, when using a select statement as a join or ANDs, ORs 
or BETWEEN statements. 

I settled on using BETWEEN as I was joining onto the lookup table and doing a range lookup! 
Success! This worked quite well and the data that was expected was returned. 

e.g., INNER JOIN TableB b ON (a.ValueA BETWEEN b.LowRangeLimit AND 
b.HighRangeLimit) 

Then how would this translate in an SSIS package? 

Having some basic knowledge using BIDS (Business Intelligence Development Studio) and 
having done some complex queries and transformations only using the SQL Task component, 
I decided to tackle SSIS head on and break up my code into what it would equate to if they 
were run by the corresponding component in SSIS. 

 

Once reaching the range lookup, no number of books or trawling through the Internet had any 
decent example on how to institute a lookup and use the extended features to allow for a 
range lookup. Very simply, I created a lookup component. I then selected the lookup table in 
the reference table tab. This could either be chosen using your OLE DB Connection or using a 
SQL statement. 

When mapping the columns, I mapped the field that needed to be checked against the lower 
range value field in the columns tab (columns must be of the same data type). 

 

Moving on to the advanced tab, I checked the Enable Memory restriction and then checked 
the Modify SQL statement checkbox; this enabled me to now place a range lookup in the 
query by using <= or >=.Remember to click on the Parameter button and assign the parameter 
to a field; all the parameters (indicated by ?) were assigned the same fieldname (ValueA). 
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E.g. 

SELECT * FROM 
 
 (SELECT LowRangeLimit,HighRangeLimit,LookupValue  
FROM LookupTable) AS refTable 
WHERE([refTable].[LowRangeLimit] = ? OR [refTable].[LowRangeLimit] < ?)  
 
 AND  
 
 ([refTable].[HighRangeLimit] = ? OR [refTable].[HighRangeLimit] > ?) 

Having done all these steps my range lookup seemed to come to life. Originally processing 
through 9.5 million records with 2 data conversion components, a derived column component, 
2 sort components, 1 merge component, and 1 merge join component, my processing time 
was approximately 23 minutes on my development machine and 19 minutes running in our 
production environment. Having instituted the range lookups and having had removed it as 
SQL code from a SQL task, I decreased my processing time to 13 minutes in our production 
environment. This was a savings of ten minutes in development and six minutes in production. 

Going forward from here there are various ways to institute the range lookup. The way I have 
explained is the simplest and with the least fuss. Another way would be to reverse the way the 
lookup works now by making the data the lookup table and the lookup table the data, although 
in my situation the time SSIS took to cache the project before actually processing caused the 
package to run longer. If there is enough interest in wanting to know how the reverse process 
works I will happily explain in a future article. 

Experiences from a Real World Project 
By Jamie Thomson 

It is a commonly held conception that you can't learn everything from a book, and this, in my 
experience, is particularly true in technology. You can sit down and study a new technology 
but it isn't until you start using it  that you find out: 

• What is it capable of?  
• What are the best ways of going about things?  
• What are the shortcuts that you can employ?  
• What works and what does not work?  
• How does it really hang together?  
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I have recently completed a nine month stint of implementing SQL Server Integration Services 
(SSIS) in a commercial environment and this has given me a chance to answer some of these 
questions. I want to relay some of these answers to you and give you some insight into my 
experiences of implementing an SSIS solution. As such, this article assumes a familiarization 
with SSIS. 

That's enough of an introduction. Let's not waste any more time and instead deep-dive into a 
real world SSIS implementation. I hope you find it useful. I have broken this document into 
headed sections, one for each nugget of information that I want to give you. 

Replicate Variables and Reduce Variable Scope 

The potential for resource locking is a problem in SSIS, just as in relational DBMSs. SSIS 
gives us ample opportunity to run tasks in parallel with each other and if parallel operations 
within a package are competing for resources then in extreme cases you may experience 
locking problems. 

Quite often those resources are within the SSIS package itself – most commonly variables. 
Variables are often used in different places concurrently – sometimes when you don't even 
know it. For example, eventhandlers can make heavy use of variables and you have limited 
control of how and when eventhandlers fire. 

In extreme cases, then, you run the risk of getting errors such as: 

Reading the variable "System::PackageName" failed with error code 0xC0014052  

The expression for variable <var_name> failed evaluation. There was an error in the 
expression.  

A deadlock was detected while trying to lock variable "<variable_list>" for read access. A lock 
could not be acquired after 16 attempts and timed out  

These are symptoms of being unable to put a lock on a variable. 

There are various common-sense things you can do to mitigate the risk of this occurring: 

Don't give your variables global scope; only scope them to the containers in which they are 
used. 

If you are using a variable in different places to do the same job consider using multiple 
identically named variables instead, one each for every place where it is used, and scoped 
appropriately. We found that doing this resulted in a significant decrease in the number of 
variable locks. 

In script tasks don't lock the variables using ReadOnlyVariables and ReadWriteVariables 
properties. Instead, use the Dts.VariableDispenser object to manually lock and unlock as and 
when required. This will cause your variable to be locked for a shorter period. 

Similarly, for script components use Me.VariableDispenser instead of ReadOnlyVariables and 
ReadWriteVariables. 

The problem is more likely to occur when running tasks in parallel, so if you are experiencing 
these problems you may want to consider decreasing the amount of parallel activity – as long 
as it does not impact your business requirement, of course. 

There were also fixes that went into the post-SP1 hotfix pack to mitigate the risk of variable 
locking so I would urge you to install that as soon as possible.  The fix is that system variables 
(which are immutable) now get locked for read rather than read-write. Note that this does NOT 
mean that the problem will never occur. 
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Consider Custom Logging 

SSIS has a first-class configurable logging infrastructure and even provides the capability to 
develop your own logging mechanisms through a custom log provider or by use of 
eventhandlers. 

I would urge you to consider implementing custom logging as it provides a number of 
opportunities that aren't possible with the out-of-the-box log providers. For example: 

Log the Major, Minor and Build version numbers of your packages. These are available as 
package-scoped system variables and the Build version number is incremented each time you 
save the package. This way you will always know which version of a package has been 
deployed to your various dev, system test, QA and live environments. Used in harness with a 
revision control system such as Visual SourceSafe or Visual Studio Team Foundation System 
enables us to easily rollback to previous installed components.  

Log the number of rows processed into a table of its own. This makes it easy to see how data 
volumes increase or decrease over time. You should have separate fields for rows inserted, 
rows deleted and rows updated. At Conchango we use this technique extensively on all of our 
data integration projects.  

If you have a parent-child-grandchild package structure you can log what we call the package 
stack (i.e., a comma delimited list of the packages that have been called) so that you always 
know how and why a package was called.  

Log an explicitly created LoadID, which should change for every execution. The LoadID can 
be inserted into every table that is populated as part of your ETL process, thus making it easy 
to tie processed rows back to the load in which they were processed. This is an invaluable 
step for auditing.  

Log the execution duration of each container in your package(s).  

This is not a definitive list. There are a multitude of things that can be logged in addition to 
those listed here. 

One more point about this - if you DO implement custom logging it is still a good idea to adopt 
what an old boss of mine used to call a "belt-and-braces" approach. In other words, consider 
using the out-of-the-box providers alongside your own custom logging. 

Do Not Put Small Discrete Operations into a Separate Package 

The lowest executable unit of reuse in SSIS currently is a package. It is not possible, for 
example, to reuse a single data-flow in different places and then make a change in one place 
to be reflected in all places that it is used. 

Reuse of packages is useful but you should guard against modularizing small amounts of 
functionality that will be executed often into a separate package, because there comes a point 
at which the overhead of spinning up a package many times outweighs the advantage of 
reuse. 

Annotate, Annotate, Annotate 

SSIS packages are, to some extent, self-documenting. It is possible to look at a data-flow or 
control-flow and instantly get some idea of what the package does – this isn't really possible 
by looking at, say, a list of stored procedures. 

Having said that, there are things you can do to make it easier for another SSIS developer to 
inherit your package and change it: 
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Always annotate your packages. Annotations are SSIS's equivalent of code comments. At a 
bare minimum drop an annotation onto your control-flow with a high level description of what 
the package does.  

Every object in an SSIS package has a property called Description. Use it. Fill it in. 
Descriptions are part of the metadata of the package and, hence, can be extracted by auto-
documentation tools to provide a better illustration of what your package does.  

Employ Naming Conventions 

It is not possible to look at a log file created by a package and identify what each task or 
component actually does unless you have prior knowledge of the package; hence, it is useful 
to employ naming conventions to specify the type of each object. 

For example, if a component called "Get rows" throws an error you have to open up the 
package to see what that component does. If the name of that component was prefixed with a 
code indicating that that component is an OLE DB Source adapter, then instantly you can get 
an idea of what the component is doing and why it might have failed. 

Data Viewers and Excel 

Data viewers are a great debugging tool but they are fairly static. As a matter of course the 
first thing I do whenever using a data viewer is to copy the data into Excel where it can be 
more easily manipulated. The standard grid data viewer includes a "Copy Data" button that 
copies the contents of the data viewer (i.e., the current pipeline buffer) to your clipboard. 

 

Store All Expressions in Variables 

Expressions are great ways of altering package behavior at execution-time, but it is always 
helpful to see what an expression has been evaluated as and the ability to do that is not 
naturally inherent in SSIS. 

There's a great way around this, though. If you store your expression in a variable and simply 
reference that variable wherever the evaluated expression is required you will be able to view 
the evaluated expression in the Watch window of Visual Studio. There is also the added 
benefit that once an expression is in a variable it can be reused in multiple places. 

This is a particularly useful technique if you are using a dynamic SQL statement in an Execute 
SQL Task or OLE DB Source adapter. Storing all your expressions in variables is a great habit 
to get into! 

Here we show a very simple example of this. The two screenshots show the same expression 
being evaluated, once at design-time and once at execution-time. 
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In this second screenshot you can easily see what the expression is evaluating to and this 
would not be possible without putting the expression into a variable. 

 

Here we highlight the simple point that an expression can get evaluated differently at 
execution-time than it does at design-time.  Hence, it pays to be able to see what that 
expression is being evaluated as. 

Use Templates 

I can't really stress this one enough. Making use of package templates is a great way of 
maintaining consistency in your development practices and is something that ALL SSIS 
development teams should be using. One of the common uses is to ensure that you are 
always using the same logging and configuration set-up. 

On my last project we also included an annotation in our template to ensure that the package 
developer was adding the high-level description of what the package was for, just as I have 
already suggested that you should be doing. 

If you want to know how to use templates simply search out "SSIS template" on Google and 
you will find what you need to know. 

DontSaveSensitive in Template 

The default setting of the ProtectionLevel property of a new package is 
ProtectionLevel=EncryptSensitiveWithUserKey. If you use this setting then you will experience 
problems either when another developer tries to edit the package or when you attempt to 
execute the package via a different user (as is usually the case when executing via SQL 
Server Agent). 

My tip here is to change the property setting to ProtectionLevel=DontSaveSensitive. 

 

In fact, why not make it easy on yourself and put this setting into your package template. 

I must add a caveat here by saying that if you do this then you will have to use configurations 
in which to store sensitive information. However, if you are following best practice you should 
be doing this anyway so ProtectionLevel=EncryptSensitiveWithUserKey is not required. 
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Use OnPipelineRowsSent 

OnPipelineRowsSent is a configurable option in whatever logging options you have chosen for 
your package. It’s really useful for debugging your packages because it tells you exactly how 
many rows are being output fro -m - and provided to- each component in your pipeline. This is 
invaluable information if you are not receiving the expected number of rows in a destination 
adapter. 

 

So do yourself a favor - turn on logging of OnPipelineRowsSent. 

Combining this with something I have already said – why not include OnPipelineRowsSent in 
the logging configuration of your template? 

One Configuration per Connection Manager 

In the current version of SSIS a package will throw a warning if a configuration that it is using 
references an object that does not exist in the package. 

The package path referenced an object that cannot be found: 
"\Package.Variables[User::SQL_string].Properties[Value].’ This occurs when an attempt is 
made to resolve a package path to an object that cannot be found. 

This may change in the future, but in the meantime you should mitigate the risk of this 
happening – you do not want warnings popping up here, there and everywhere because it 
makes it harder to identify those unexpected warnings that you DO want to know about. 

A good policy to employ here is to only have one configuration setting per configuration file. 
This means that when building a new package you can cherry-pick whichever existing 
configurations you want to use and hence promote reusability of a configuration. 

Organize Your Configuration Files 

The previous bullet point explains a policy that I follow religiously but it does mean that you 
can end up with a plethora of configurations that you are required to manage. For this reason 
you should ensure that all your configuration files exist in a dedicated folder. 

Taking the idea further, why not employ a common folder structure on all of your projects? 
Having separate folders all at the same level for raw files, log files, configuration files and 
checkpoint files simplifies management of your SSIS execution environments. 

New Log File per Execution 

If you are using the SSIS Log Provider for Text Files, then by default SSIS will log all events 
from multiple executions to the same log file. This makes it extremely difficult to separate one 
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execution's log entries from the next so it is a good idea to have a separate log file for each 
package execution. 

There is a very easy way of achieving this. Use an expression on the connection string of your 
log file connection manager to specify a different log file name for each execution. The name 
of the file should be relevant to the execution so it is a good idea is to concatenate the value 
within the @[System::StartTime] variable to the log file name, thereby ensuring a distinct name 
for each execution. 

The screenshot here shows how easily this is achieved. 

 

The expression shown concatenates the path and filename with the date in the format 
YYYYMMDD, thus ensuring that log files appear in Windows Explorer in execution order. The 
expression can easily be extended to include hour, minute and second precision if desired. 

That concludes my write-up on some of my experiences and tips gained from implementing 
SSIS in a real production environment. I hope that some of the points raised here prove useful 
to you in your SSIS implementations, and even if you don't agree with what I have said then it 
will hopefully have given you some food for thought. What I really want to achieve with this is 
to promote a culture of sharing experiences so as to derive some best practices from which 
we all can learn. 

Gantt charting for the holidays 
By David Leibowitz  

Gantt charts in SSRS aren’t included in the 2005 release. You can purchase a third-party add-
on or, if you can wait, these powerful project tools might make it in the 2008 release. 
Alternatively, you can do this now with the native RS Chart control by using the methods David 
Leibowitz provides. 

Saint Nick feels the pressure 

With three weeks left until Christmas day, I decided to brave the elements and the crowds at 
my local shopping mall to search for some last last-minute stocking stuffers. Ok, so I was 
really just looking to see what goodies I could pick up on holiday sale for my own fireplace 
stocking (a new 60” Plasma might just stretch those red nylons out nicely), but let’s just keep 
that between us. 

As I glided up the escalator, I surveyed the robust holiday decorations and spotted the 
perennial favorite in the center promenade...’ol Saint Nick. Starting at the end, I scanned the 
long line of children who waited for the mere chance to request some lead-free toys for 
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Christmas. And then our eyes met. Santa had me stuck in his gaze, and then beckoned me 
forth with gestures by waving a large white-gloved hand. 

 Giddy as a school boy, I ran down to meet him just as he hung a sign on the chair that he’d 
“Gone feeding the reindeer, be back in 45 minutes.” He pulled me aside and said we had to 
talk. 

“Did I finally make the nice list?” I blurted. It had been a long time since I’d seen anything but 
coal. 

“Let’s talk about that later. I have serious problems this year.” he lamented. 

He proceeded to tell me how production lead time went through the roof on toys, the elves 
were on strike for part of the year, and demand for the “Made by Santa” label tripled this year 
as parents purchased fewer toys with concerns over lead and questionable pharmaceutical 
content. 

With a furrowed brow he sighed, “I really need some project reports, and I had high hopes for 
SQL Reporting Services.” Apparently Santa moonlighted as a developer as well.. 

What he really needed was a Gantt chart, to visualize all of his tasks in an easily digestible 
graphical format. The Gantt is fairly common for displaying project tasks, complete with start 
and end dates and percent completion. It helps project managers- and Santa apparently- to 
program resources and dependencies on projects while being able to easily illustrate the 
timeline and duration to stakeholders. 

But I knew his dilemma before he continued.  A native Gantt chart does not exist within SSRS. 
Sure, he could wait until SQL Server 2008 when that product ships with additional Dundas 
charting technology sold to Microsoft. But that’s nearly a year away, and nobody but the 
Reporting Services team knows what controls will actually make it to the released product. 

“It’s not even in the latest SQL Server 2008 CTP (Community Technology Preview),” he said 
with a grunt. Apparently Santa is active on MSDN, too. 

 I suggested he could purchase a third party tool to accomplish this task today, but he’d have 
to pony up the scratch. 

That’s when he broke the news. 

“Being Santa Claus really doesn’t pay all that well. In fact, it doesn’t pay at all. I do it all for the 
kids,” he chuckled. I thought for a moment, then whipped out my laptop and told him he’d have 
a solution by the end of his lunch break. Yes, I take my laptop with me when I shop…free 
wireless at the café, anyone?? 

Sixty minutes and three gingerbread lattes later, this is what I shared with him. 

Set up your project 

For this sample I created a new table on the Adventureworks database, but there are no ties 
to AW at all. Use the script in Listing 1 to add the ProjectStatus table and some sample data. 

CREATE TABLE[dbo].[ProjectStatus]( 
   [Project] [nvarchar](50) NOT NULL, 
   [Task] [nvarchar](50) NULL, 
   [TaskSequence] [tinyint]NULL, 
   [StartDate] [smalldatetime] NULL, 
   [EndDate] [smalldatetime] NULL, 
   [PercentComplete] [decimal](8, 2) NULL 
) ON [PRIMARY] 
GO 
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INSERT INTO ProjectStatus 
VALUES('Holiday Planner 2007', 'Make List',1,'2007-07-01','2007-10-01',1) 
GO 
INSERT INTO ProjectStatus 
VALUES('Holiday Planner 2007', 'Check List Twice',2,'2007-08-01','2007-11-
01',1) 
GO 
INSERT INTO ProjectStatus 
VALUES('Holiday Planner 2007', 'Make Gifts',3,'2007-09-01','2007-12-01',.9) 
GO 
INSERT INTO ProjectStatus 
VALUES('Holiday Planner 2007', 'Pack Gifts',4,'2007-12-10','2007-12-24',.65) 
GO 
INSERT INTO ProjectStatus 
VALUES('Holiday Planner 2007', 'Deliver Gifts',5,'2007-12-24','2007-12-
26',0) 
GO 

Next, create a new report or just download the RDL file from the link at the end of the article 
and follow along after changing your database connection info on the dataset). 

If you are starting from scratch, create a new data with a new datasource pointing to the 
database with the ProjectStatus table you created. Use the select statement below to extract 
the data and perform some necessary conversions. 

SELECT     Project, Task, TaskSequence,  
           StartDate, EndDate, PercentComplete,  
           DATEDIFF(DAY, StartDate, EndDate)  
                  * PercentComplete AS CompletedDays,  
           DATEDIFF(DAY, StartDate, EndDate)  
                  * (1 - PercentComplete) AS RemainingDays  
FROM         ProjectStatus 
 

You’ll notice that the percent of completion is used to derive some new fields to be used in our 
report. With this data we will be able to easily visualize if each task is on track. Depending 
upon your actual application, you may already have those inputs in place. 

No such thing as a free lunch 

Before we get started I should explain that there are a few limitations to this approach that I 
will define. The first, and most important, is that time is always on the X-axis of the report in 
SSRS. Second, labels on bar charts are centered. Therefore, the only way to make the start 
and end dates easy to read option for readability of our start and end dates is to angle the text 
and to place them on “hidden” segments. You would typically present major and minor 
gridlines on a Gantt chart to help derive the timeline visually. You’ll see later why we cannot 
use this approach. To be kind to our users so that our users can read them easily we’ll display 
the start and end dates of the project task for readability on each task line, and to do so we’ll 
add a hidden label segment. We’ll just need enough real estate to display a label without 
stomping on top of our percentage label. 

I have found that a good rule of measure in a multi-month report is about 10 days for this 
hidden segment. Since your results may vary, we’ll add that as an internal parameter. 

So, create your label buffer parameter called LabelBuffer, set it to Integer and Hidden with a 
default value of =10. 
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Layout the Report 

Switch to Layout view in your report and add a Chart control from the Toolbox. Right click the 
chart, then hover over Chart Type, then Bar, and select Stacked Bar. Our approach will 
provide stacked bar elements for the completion and remaining components of each task.  
While most stacked bars begin at the Y-axis, (or 0), ours will begin with a hidden segment so 
as to show the relative starting point of each task. We’ll do this with default setting first so you 
can see the approach before we dress it up a bit. 

Bind to Data 

Right click the chart again and select Properties. Click the Data tab and select DataSet1 for 
your connection. Next we’ll add some values, following this order: 

Value 1 

Series label:  Start Date – Value 
Value: =DateAdd("d",(Parameters!LabelBuffer.Value) *-1,CDate(Fields!StartDate.Value)) 

What this does: Sets the starting point for our stacked bar not at the start date, but at the task 
start date minus our “label buffer.” All we need is a small margin to place a date label for the 
real component of the chart. 

 

Value 2 

Series Label: Start Date – Label 
Value: =Parameters!LabelBuffer.Value 

On the Point Labels tab, select “Show point Labels” 
In the Data Label area, select “=Fields!StartDate.Value.” 
For Format code “d” will suffice, then slide the Angle indicator to -35. Next, click the Label 
Style button and set the output to Arial and 8pt which should be fine for a little label. 

What this does: Provides the actual space for our label; in this case, the Start Date. 
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Value 3 

Series Label: Completed 
Value: =Fields!CompletedDays.Value 

On the Point Labels tab, select “Show point Labels.” 
In the Data Label area, select “=Fields!PercentComplete.Value.” 
For Format code, P0 will display a properly formatted percent for our decimal value. Next, click 
the Label Style button and set the output to Arial and 7pt. Note that you will have to manually 
enter any values below 8pt as they do not appear on the drop down selector. 

What this does: This is the segment that will visualize the amount of completed work for the task. 

Value 4 

Series Label: Remaining 
Value: =Fields!RemainingDays.Value 

What this does: This segment will provide a bar segment for the amount of work to be done. 

Value 5 

Series Label: End Date – Label 
Value: =Parameters!LabelBuffer.Value 

On the Point Labels tab select “Show point Labels,” then in the Data Label area select 
“=Fields!EndDate.Value.” 
For Format code “d” will suffice, then slide the Angle indicator to -35. Next, click the Label 
Style button and set the output to Arial and 8pt, just as we did for the Start Date Label. 
What this does: Provides the actual space for our End Date Label. 

Back on the Data tab of the Chart Properties, we’ll add the categorization by Task. In the 
Category groups section, click Add. For the Expression and Label properties, use 
=Fields!Task.Value. Then, on the Sorting tab, ensure that the Expression is set to 
=Fields!TaskSequence.Value and Ascending. 

We use TaskSequence because your layout might display by Task description or start date of 
the activity. On a Gantt chart we want to ensure that the task sequence is correct since that 
typically notes dependencies of those activities. 
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With this last property set, your chart control should look like this: 

 

Dressing it up – Let’s Make a Gantt! 

Now, back in Chart Properties, click the X Axis tab and mark a checkbox in “Side Margins” and 
“Reversed.” 

On the Y Axis tab uncheck “Major gridlines” and “Side Margins.” In the Label format code use 
M/yyyy, which will convert the dates to a Month / Year. Lastly, set the Scale Minimum property 
to =Min(DateAdd("d",Parameters!LabelBuffer.Value * -2.2,Fields!StartDate.Value)) and Scale 
Maximum to =Max(DateAdd("d",Parameters!LabelBuffer.Value * 2,(Fields!EndDate.Value)). 
This will fix the range to our start and end points, plus add a little more buffer for readability. 
Note that the expression editor button is absent from these fields, but you can add code to be 
evaluated at run-time. Hopefully this will be more intuitive in SQL Server Reporting Services 
2008. 

If you click Preview now it won’t be so terrible, though the default color scheme may leave you 
a little nauseated. Hopefully you can see what we’ve been working towards, though. The 
“Make Gifts” section below illustrates this nicely. The hunter green and blue sections are our 
hidden segments that tell us when the task starts and also provides a placeholder for the label. 
These “push” out the start of our task data to a relative position on the chart. Unfortunately, 
there is no “Transparent” color setting for the bar chart elements but we can achieve this 
functionality by simply setting the background and border colors to match the background of 
the Chart. You might be wondering why we have the blue section at all. Earlier I mentioned 
that labels within bar groups are placed in the center and you have no other options for layout. 
The later a task starts the larger its hidden segment is; therefore, the start date label will be 
rendered further away. In order to maintain some consistency, I’ve added the blue segment to 
ensure that labels are no more than the equivalent of 10 days away. As discussed earlier, your 
needs may vary and that’s why we’ve made that a parameter. 

The bulk of the Gantt reporting is in the purple and lime green sections to note completion and 
remaining time. The last pink segment is the label placeholder for the end date of the task. 
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Now that you understand the framework, our next steps will be some final dressing up. Click 
the Layout tab on your report then return to the Chart Properties. 

On the Legend tab ensure that “Show legend” is unchecked. Gantt’s are fairly visual and we 
don’t need the loss of screen real estate. On the General tab click ”Plot Area Style,” select the 
Fill tab and change the background color from Light Gray to White. 

On the Data Tab, double click the value “Start Date – Value,” select the Appearance tab and 
click “Series Style.” On the Fill tab, set the color to White. Make the same color settings for the 
value “Start Date – Label” and “Project End – Label.” 

For “Completed,” go to “Series Style” on the Appearance tab. On the “Bonder and Line” tab, 
ensure that Style is Solid and the color is Gainsboro. On the Fill tab, select the color Khaki. 
For the “Remaining” value, also set the Border to Solid and Gainsboro. But on the Fill tab, 
select Beige. 

If you’ve followed the bouncing ball, your project plan should look like the following image. 

 

Note that you will have some considerations to make with your Gantt charts, such as label 
buffer size and buffers on either end of the chart (added in the Y Axis Min/Max Scale 
properties). Also, you might be tempted to add major and minor gridlines which are common 
on Gantt charts. Unfortunately, it will look choppy as the lines fall behind our white colored 
hidden segments. Such is the cost of a work-around.  

Epilogue 

I handed the .RDL solution over to Santa and he immediately deployed to his server. Without 
a moment to spare, he heaved himself onto his sleigh and hastily prepared to return to the 
North Pole. 

“So did I make it to the nice list?” I anxiously questioned. 

“Let’s talk about that later,” he said as his sleigh took flight. As he ascended I could hear in the 
distance, “In the meantime, now that I see the value of this report, I have another report 
request for you…” 

Typical end-user. 

 Happy Holidays! 

 How to Dynamically and Iteratively Populate an Excel 
Workbook from SQL Server 

By M. Deschene  
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Introduction 

A need was identified: to be able to send data from a database to multiple Excel workbooks 
dynamically depending on the number of different criteria identified by the client. In our case it 
was to be by a large grouping such as Group1, Group2, etc.  

Within the Excel workbooks there were to be individual spreadsheets/tabs for each sub-
grouping within the larger Group areas. Within each Group there would be a spreadsheet/tab 
for sub-group1, the sub-group2 and sub-group3. Each of these spreadsheets would then be 
populated with data specific to that sub-group from a database. 

The requirement was to be able to do all of the above dynamically with as little (or no) manual 
intervention. 

Purpose of the Document 
To document a procedure to create a new Excel output file, populate the file with discrete 
spreadsheets containing specific data from a database. This document provides details on the 
Microsoft Visual Studio SSIS processes involved from variable creation through various 
packages. 

Requirements 
1. Must be able to create the Excel file automatically including the name (dependent on 

the identified naming convention). 
2. Must be able to create each spreadsheet or tab, name it and have top line column 

headers. 
3. Must be able to populate each spreadsheet or tab with discrete data for that 

spreadsheet or tab. This would be based on a select statement. 
4. Must be re-runnable. 

Conceptual Approach 
The approach is: 

1. Using a “Foreach Loop” iterate through a set of commands to create the Workbook 
as desired. 

2. Create a new Excel Workbook with new filename iteratively dependent on a query 
from a database table. 

3. Within the new Excel Workbook, create a spreadsheet or tab for each new dataset. 
The spreadsheets are determined through a sql select statement. 

4. Populate each spreadsheet or tab with data appropriate to the spreadsheet or tab. 
The data is determined through a select statement from the database. 

High Level Steps 

1. Add Execute SQL Task to the canvas and using the various properties populate the 
columns (will be variables) with the values to be iterated over. 

2. Add a “Foreach Loop” container.  
3. Define “Foreach Loop” variables (see below) 
4. Add an Execute SQL Task within the “Foreach Loop” which will create the new 

Spreadsheet/tab for each identified value 
5. Add a “Data Flow Task” within the ”Foreach Loop” which will perform the data pull for 

a specific Spreadsheet/tab value and push to the Excel Workbook 
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Visual Studio Canvas 

Here is what the components of the Visual Studio canvas look like: 

 

Visual Studio Canvas Components: 

1. Create new file with tabs 

Called “Create New file with tabs,” which is a user defined definition. This is an Execute SQL 
Task module where the variables to be used in the Foreach Loop are defined. 

The purpose of this component is to define the columns of data to be included in the ”Foreach 
Loop.” 

 

The critical properties to set in this example are: 

1. Set Result Set to “Full result set.” 
2. Under SQL Statement set Connection Type to ”OLE DB.” 
3. Under SQL Statement set Connection to your database (here it is Server.db1) where 

the data resides. 
4. Under SQL Statement set SQLSourceType to “Direct Input.” 
5. Under SQL Statement write your first select which will determine the columns of data 

to be used in the Foreach Loop. 
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Note that the select statement here selects two columns of data. These two columns are then 
uploaded into one result set variable called obj_ListofGroups: 

 

You must define the Result Set as it is the container that holds the columns of data to be 
iterated through in the Foreach loop. 

2. Foreach Loop Container 1 

Called “Foreach Loop Container 1,” this component can also be renamed as desired. This is 
the component where all the tasks to be done iteratively are defined. In our case we have an 
Execute SQL Task and a Data Flow Task. 

The Foreach Loop allows the user to iterate through a set of components, sql, etc., for a 
selected set of data. This means the loop will not stop until it has run for all values identified. 
The values the loop to be run for can be a set of data selected from a table in the database 
and is identified in the Execute SQL Task that precedes the Foreach Loop.  

Double click on the Foreach Loop box to bring up the Foreach Loop Editor. 

To define the ADO object source_variable (under the Collection part of the Foreach Loop 
editor), set the following properties: 
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All values as noted above should be set similarly with the ADO object source variable being 
the same as was populated in the Execute SQL component that is outside the Foreach Loop 
container. 

The variables to be used in the Foreach Loop are defined in the Foreach Loop editor: 

 

Note that the two variables defined in the Variable Mappings screen of the Foreach Loop 
editor were populated in the initial select statement in the Execute SQL before the Foreach 
Loop.  

The value of the “Index” column above is dictated by the order that the variable/column 
appears in the initial Select statement in the initial Execute SQL component. In this case 
“Subgroups” appeared before “Groups” in the select statement. 

Either column - Groups or Subgroups - could be used to determine how many times to iterate 
through the Foreach Loop. 

To create a new file each time with a dynamic naming convention set the Excel Connection 
Manager (note that you do not use a specific Excel Connection Manager, but rather the 
generic one) to use a new Property expression: 
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To access the Property Expressions Editor box, click on Excel Connection Manager and then 
the Expressions property to bring up the Editor. Select the shown property from the drop down 
box and populate the Expression field with the variable which will create the new filename 
dynamically (see below for the definition of the ExcelFileName variable). 

3. Execute SQL Task within Foreach Loop 

Called “Execute SQL Task,” this component creates the required spreadsheets or tabs within 
the Workbook that was created in the pre-Foreach Loop Execute SQL Task. 

The Execute SQL Task within the Foreach Loop creates a tab for each value populated into 
the ”Subgrouping” column of the “ListofCountries” container from the initial Execute SQL Task 
outside the Foreach Loop. Configure the  ”Execute SQL Task Editor” as follows (bring up the 
Editor by double clicking on the Execute SQL Task box within the Foreach Loop): 

 

Set the Connection property to: Excel Connection Manager to allow for iteration through a 
dynamic file creation (as noted earlier in this document). If you set the connection to a specific 
Excel Connection Manager (i.e., Excel Connection Manager 1 or 2, etc.) then the Excel 
workbook file must be present and existing on the filesystem.  

Set the SQLSourceType to: Variable to allow for the use of a variable to create the tabs 
iteratively. There appears to be no way to use a Select statement here with an embedded 
variable. Rather, use a variable that contains the select statement with an embedded variable 
for the tab or spreadsheet name (see below for the definition of the ExcelTab variable). 
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4. Data Flow Task Canvas Components 

Called “Data Flow Task,” this component pulls the data from a database source and, in this 
instance downloads the data into an Excel Spreadsheet within an Excel Workbook that was 
defined in the Execute SQL Task. 

 

1. OLE DB Source Component 

This component defines the database to pull the data for the reports from as well as the exact 
sql Select statement to be used to pull the columns required by parameter. Double clicking on 
the OLE DB Source box brings up the OLE DB Source Editor: 

 

Note the connection to the server and specific database (Server.db). In the Data access mode 
“SQL command from variable” is used as, again, a Select statement here and trying to embed 
a variable within the syntax did not prove successful. Rather, using a variable which is the 
Select statement and is itself an embedded variable allows iteration through the populated 
“SubGroup” successfully. 

2. Excel Destination 

Called ”Excel Destination,” this component identifies the name for the new Excel 
spreadsheet/tab as well as the connection manager to be used. 

This component defines the connection to the Excel Workbook. Keep in mind that previously 
in this exercise we have created the workbook dynamically. At this point create the 
spreadsheet/tab dynamically using a variable to name the spreadsheet/tab and to “dump” the 
data from the OLE DB Source Select into the appropriate spreadsheet/tab.  

Double clicking on the Excel Destination box brings up the Excel Destination Editor. 
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In this Editor the connection manager is again specified to ensure that the correct Excel file or 
workbook is populated. To ensure that the correct spreadsheet/tab is populated the variable 
”Subgroups” is used for the Data access mode property. If a specific table or view had been 
used here the workbook and the spreadsheet/tab would have had to previously exist, which 
defeats the purpose of a dynamically created push to the Excel report. 

Note: To be able to create the Excel Destination the first time when developing the solution an 
actual Excel workbook with at least one tab must exist. Once the Excel Destination Editor has 
been successfully set up the ”template” workbook must be deleted or renamed to ensure that 
it does not interfere with the dynamic creation of files going forward. 

Before leaving the Excel Destination Editor double check that the mappings have been 
successful. These indicate that the input columns from the database are not only mapped to 
output columns to the Excel workbook but that they are mapped correctly. They should look 
something like this: 

 

Use of Variables 

It was found that variables containing the actual required sql statements were the best 
(perhaps only) methodology when working within Visual Studio’s “Foreach Loop.” Essentially, a 
variable for the replaceable data was created and then that variable was made part of another 
variable containing the actual select statement. 

EG: "Select Region, Subsidiary, StreetAddress1, City, AccountID 
From dbo.Subgroupingarea 
Where Subsidiary=’ + @[User::Subgroup] +’ 
Order by AccountID" 
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Note that in the above statement (which was assigned to a variable) a variable called 
“Subgrouping” is embedded. This overall variable is used in the OLE DB Source to pull the 
data to be downloaded to the Spreadsheet within the Excel Workbook. 

Variables 

The variables declared for this exercise were: 

ExcelTab – This variable defines the creation of the spreadsheets or tabs within a Workbook. 
It is defined as follows: 

 

Note that the Expression box contains the filepath with a variable. The variable was populated 
from the initial Select statement. 

Things to keep in mind: the syntax here is critical. If using a variable then you must use double 
quotes around all sections that are not part of the variable string. As well, given that a slash (\) 
is a reserved character it must first be declared in this case as a literal. This is done with a 
slash in front of the slash (yep, a little strange). 

SubDataSet – This variable selects the data from the database for a specific spreadsheet 
value or tab definition. Note the use of the ”SubsidiaryName” variable that was populated in 
the initial Execute SQL Task. 

 

ExcelFileName – This variable is used to define a new Workbook file name for each retrieved 
value. By introducing the ”Grouping” variable that contains values from the database the new 
file name will contain a value from the population of that variable. 
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obj_ListofGrouping – This is the “bucket,” or container, that holds the values to be used in the 
Foreach Loop. It can contain any number of actual columns. Each column can contain any 
number of values. The Foreach Loop will iterate through the values. 

Grouping – This variable is used to create a new file or Workbook of a specific name as 
selected from the database. It is also used when identifying the sub-areas to be reported on 
within a specific Workbook. It is populated in the first Execute SQL Task. This is the bucket 
that contains the data selected into it in the initial Execute SQL Task and defines how many 
times the Foreach Loop will iterate through the loop creating a new Workbook of unique 
filename. 

SubGrouping– This variable is used to create a new spreadsheet/tab in the Excel workbook or 
file, naming the tab, and also is used to populate the spreadsheet/tab with the appropriate 
data. 

Conclusion 

I have shown how it is possible to dynamically create an Excel file on a filesystem and have 
the Excel file contain a number of named spreadsheets/tabs. From this you can easily develop 
a custom set of Excel workbooks and tabs suited to the requirements of your organization. 

There are a number of advantages to this type of approach. One advantage of this approach 
is that the Excel file becomes a vessel for the static output rather than containing any code. 
This keeps all code in one place for easy modifications as necessary. The second advantage 
is for inclusion in a one button solution. By having all components or steps for the solution, 
from database manipulation to Excel report creation in one place, the solution can be more 
easily automated. Seamless automation allows for the handing off of the repetitive running of 
the report to either a timed server job or to Tier 1 support in your organization. 

This type of approach can be used for almost any situation where something must be done 
iteratively more than, say, three times. While the solution above involves pushing data to an 
Excel file, data can be pushed to a number of other formats including Access, MS Word or a 
straight text file. 

How to Handle NULL Values Loaded by SSIS from Excel Files 
By Ying Zhang  

I was assigned a project to import two Excel files to our SQL 2005 server. Some DBAs or 
developers may have experienced that the Excel Source of SSIS would load NULL values of 
some columns even though the Excel file has real values. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show one 
example: cell I11 in the Excel file (Figure 1) appears as NULL in SSIS if you preview the file in 
SSIS (Figure 2). This happens because the driver samples the first eight rows of data and 
determines the data types of the fields (according to, “Excel Inserts Null Values,” by Allen 
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Mitchell). Obviously, the Zip_Code field was considered as a number field and any values 
having a dash were replaced by NULL. 

Figure 1 

 

Figure 2 

 

Because our client could not provide the data in other formats and we must return the same 
zip codes to them, I had to find a way to resolve this problem. I tried to save the file as CSV 
format or bulk insert the data to SQL in Script Task; however, they did not solve the problem. 
After spending a few hours trying different methods and reading articles online, below are the 
two solutions I found. I chose to go with the second method so that the process is completely 
automated. 

Method 1 

The quick fix is to convert the values in the Zip_Code column to TEXT format in Excel. As you 
can see in Figure 1, the values in SSN were aligned to the left which means it was a text field. 
And the values in Zip_Code were aligned to the right indicating it was a value field. If you 
convert it by right click on the column and choose convert to Text, then SSIS will be able to 
see all the data correctly. If your Office is an older version, you can create a new column next 
to it and use the Text() function to make the conversion. Figure 3 shows the new column 
generated. This method is fast but needs some manual work. 

Figure 3 
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Method 2 

This method is to use Script Task inside SSIS to open the Excel as a connection, query the 
data from the spreadsheet, and then load them to SQL. I had two Excel files to load so I used 
a Foreach Loop Container to load the two files. Below are the steps to setup the task. 

• Declare variables to be used by the Foreach Loop Container. 
• Map values to variables in Foreach Loop Container. 
• Pass variables to Script Task. 
• Add code to Script Task to import data from Excel. 
• Declare variables to be used by the Foreach Loop Container. 

As mentioned earlier, I have two Excel files to import which means there are two source files, 
two select queries, and two destination tables. Thus, a set of variables need to be setup for 
them. Table 1 illustrates the variables and their values. The variable "path" was used in case 
the two files are saved in different locations. A variable - "run," - was also added to 
enable/disable the import of a certain file. 

Table 1. Variables and Their Values 
Variable Name Data Type Variable Value for File 1 Variable Value for File 2 
path String H:\ H:\ 
excelfile String Customers.xls Employees.xls 
destinationtable String Customers Employees 
querystring String select 

F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,F8 
from [Sheet1$] WHERE 
F1<>'SSN' 

select F1,F2,F3 from 
[Employees$] WHERE F3<>'Zip' 

run Boolean TRUE FALSE 
 

Declaring Variables 

In the Control Flow tab, add a Foreach Loop Container from the Control Flow Items under 
Toolbox. Right click on the package area and choose Variables; a Variables window will 
appear on the left panel where the Toolbox normally locates. Before adding new variables 
click on the Foreach Loop Container so it is chosen. This will default the scope of the added 
variables to be "Foreach Loop Container." If the scope of these variables were set to 
"Package" you may receive an error telling you the Excel file defined by the variables is locked 
or read only because it is used by another procedure in the SSIS even though you have no 
other processes to do with your variables.  

Click the first icon in the variables window to add variables. Figure 4 shows the inputs. 
Because the paths of both files are the same, I specified it in the default value. The default 
value for the "run" variable was also set to be "true." 
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Figure 4 

 

Map variables in For Each Loop Container 

Double click on the Foreach Loop Container, the Foreach Loop Editor appears. Click on 
Collection on the left hand side, the contents of the editor changes (Figure 5). 

Figure 5 

 

In the dropdown box next to Enumerator, choose "Foreach File Enumerator" (Figure 6). 

Figure 6 
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Click on the "Columns..." button at the bottom on the right and a For Each Item Columns 
window will pop up (Figure 7). Click the Add button multiple times to add 4 columns. These are 
for the four variables to be used by the container. Change the data type of the last column to 
Boolean and this is for variable "run." Click OK and you are back to the Foreach Loop Editor 
window. 

Figure 7 

 

Click on Variable Mappings from the list on the left to map the variables to the columns you 
created earlier. Choose variable by clicking the drop down box under the Variable column. 
Remember to specify the index on the second column. 

Figure 8 

 

Figure 9 

 

Click on the Collection on the left hand side again, and now you can input the values for each 
variable. Figure 10 shows the values input of the variables. Click OK. 
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Figure 10 

 

Pass variables to Script Task 

Still in the Control Flow tab, drag a Script Task from the Control Flow Items in Toolbox to the 
Foreach Loop Container (Figure 11). 

Figure 11 

 

Double click on the Scrip Task and a Script Task Editor appears (Figure 12). 

Figure 12 

 

Choose Script on the left panel, contents of the Script Task Editor changes as shown in Figure 
13. Since the variables used in this package will not be modified by the Script Task, they are 
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handled as "Read Only Variables." That being said, type in all the variable names separated 
by a comma in the ReadOnlyVariables area (Figure 13). Click on the Design Script. button and 
the Visual Studio for Applications Designer appears. Now we can add the code to load data. 

Figure 13 

 

Code Script Task to import data from Excel to SQL. 

The codes are shown below. If you have not added the reference System.Xml.dll, you need to 
add it by right click on the References on the left panel under Project Explorer and choose Add 
Reference. 

Editor’s Note: The code is available at www.sqlservercentral.com 

In the connection string for Excel, I added "IMEX=1" to tell handle the Excel file in "Import 
Mode." 

0 is Export mode 
1 is Import mode 
2 is Linked mode (full update capabilities) 

I also specified HDR=NO so SSIS reads the first row with column names as a record; that way 
all columns would be considered characters and this is what I believe helped avoid loading the 
NULL values. I worried if this would cause a data type conversion problem when loading the 
DOB and DOH columns because the data types of the destination fields are smalldatetime. 
Fortunately, the data types were converted implicitly with no errors. 

Click OK for multiple times to get back to the Control Flow tab, run the package. Figure 14 
shows that all the zip codes were loaded correctly. The Employees table was empty because 
the run variable for the second file was set to be false. 

Figure 14 
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This is the best way I can think of to solve this problem using SSIS. If you have a better 
solution or feedbacks, I'd like to know. Thanks to the web links below that provided me with 
the codes and configurations. If your projects requires loop through multiple worksheets in 
multiple Excel files, the codes give in the first link below should help. 

Source: 

http://weblogs.asp.net/mikebosch/archive/2007/10/26/ssis-skipping-rows-and-stripping-
subtotals.aspx 

http://www.sqldts.com/254.aspx 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/194124 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms403358.aspx 

How to use OUTPUT clause result in SSIS 2005 / 2008 (RC0) 
By Gennadiy Chornenkyy  

Inserted identity column value 

As a Senior Database Developer I am involved in different aspects of business process 
automation for my company and SSIS is very widely used for that purpose. I do not think I 
need to explain how important  it could be to get identity column values for inserted rows. In 
SQL 2005 you can obtain inserted identity values in several ways; for example, use identity 
functions or the OUTPUT clause for INSERT statements. 

The problems come when you need to catch inserted identity values in SSIS and save them 
into package variables to be used later. Sure, it can be done by developing with the special 
tracking output tables using for OUTPUT clause in an INSERT statement. The pattern for such 
a T-SQL statement is provided below. 

INSERT INTO <table name> (<columns>) 
OUTPUT Inserted.<columns>into <tracking table name> 
SELECT ... 

This works perfectly in the Execute SQL Task control for both SSIS versions - 2005 and 2008 
- but the main disadvantage is that you have to develop custom logic for inserted values for 
each tracking table. Actually, there is another way to do that. Let’s imagine that we have a log 
table defined as shown below. 

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[JobLog]( 
      [JobLogID] [int] IDENTITY(1,1)NOT NULL,-- Process execution time ID 
      [JobID] [int] NOTNULL,                -- Process ID 
      [Status] [smallint] NULL,               -- Execution Status 
      [ts_Start] [datetime] NOT NULL,         -- Process execution start 
time 
      [ts_End] [datetime] NULL               -- Process execution end time 
      ) 

Then we could develop SP as shown below to retrieve inserted ID value. 

CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[GetJobLogID] 
      @Job_ID int, 
      @Job_Log_ID intoutput 
AS 
BEGIN 

http://weblogs.asp.net/mikebosch/archive/2007/10/26/ssis-skipping-rows-and-stripping-subtotals.aspx
http://weblogs.asp.net/mikebosch/archive/2007/10/26/ssis-skipping-rows-and-stripping-subtotals.aspx
http://www.sqldts.com/254.aspx
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/194124
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms403358.aspx
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      SET NOCOUNT ON; 
      insertinto JobLog (JobID, ts_start, status) 
            values (@Job_ID,getdate(),0) 
      select @Job_LOG_ID = scope_identity() 
END 

This SP can be executed in the Execute SQL Task control and package variables can be used 
to save values for each inserted ID. This is an elegant enough solution except for the fact that 
you need create such an SP for each logging table. 

I expected to have this functionality enabled in SQL 2008 - according to the citation below 
(May 2008 SQL 2008 BOL). 

Enhanced SQL Statements 

Integration Services includes the following enhancements to Transact-SQL statements: 

• … 
• Retrieve data about changes to a data source - The INSERT operation supports 

inserting rows into a target table that are returned by the OUTPUT clause of an 
INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE or MERGE operation. For more information, see 
INSERT (Transact-SQL).  

• … 

The INSERT operation supports inserting rows into a target table that are returned by the 
OUTPUT clause of an INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE or MERGE operation. For more 
information, see INSERT (Transact-SQL).  

But for some reason it was not implemented in SQL 2008 RC0 (or maybe I just couldn’t find 
the right way…) 

That’s why the way #3 – described below - was chosen. 

Solution 

I am going to provide a description for how to assign result generated by OUTPUT clause to 
package variable – it works perfectly for both 2005 and 2008 versions. An ADO.NET 
connection type was used for provided examples. 

To get the values generated by the OUTPUT clause as a single row you need to:   

1.1 Define package variables with proper types by using package level scope  

 

1.2 Configure Execute SQL Task control  

2.1. Select Single Row as a Result Set 
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2.2. Provide the following code for the SQLStatement parameter 

set nocount on 
insert into test_table (ID, date) 
output inserted.id, inserted.date 
select top 1 object_ID,getdate() 
from sys.objects 

2.3. Configure Result Set 

 

Click the OK button in the Execute SQL Task editor to save changes – that’s it for a single row 
result.  

To get the values generated by the OUTPUT clause as a row set you need:  

Define additional variable with Object data type  

 

For Execute SQL Task control  

2.1. Select “Full Result Set” as a Result Set value 

 

2.2. Provide the following code for the SQLStatement parameter 
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insert into test_table (ID, date) 
output inserted.id, inserted.date 
select top 5 object_ID,getdate() 
from sys.objects 

2.3. Configure Result Set as show below 

 

Click OK button in Execute SQL Task editor to save changes.  

To process obtained row set you need to use For Each Loop container to get the values from 
each row into set of package variables.  

3.1. Set up Collection properties as shown below 

  

3.2. Provide Variable Mappings 
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Press OK. Now you can provide the needed functionality for your For Each Loop container.       
For example process the rows from User::@output variable one-by-one and save it into 
different tables with different attributes according to your business logic needs.  

Summary 

I think this functionality could be very helpful if you need to, for example, provide predefined 
process execution monitoring, custom logging and auditing. In my case I have several 
automated production processes and each process may have several steps. Process (and 
process’s step) execution may be triggered at any time by a predefined set of events but 
execution may be terminated if process / step pre-requests is not completed. The process 
execution conditions, input and output process parameters and process / step verification 
rules are described in a set of tables where each process and step has its own “definition” ID. 
During the execution time each process / step gets its own “execution”/ logging ID that’s used 
for process monitoring. 

For example, one of the processes generates a set of PDF reports. If the report consumers 
are internal users, then reports can be delivered via email immediately. If reports have to be 
delivered to outside consumers, delivery will not be provided until confirmation of the reports 
verification will be provided from the QA group. In other words, one “definition” ID produced 
two “execution” IDs with its own process execution rules.   

The attached package represents 2005 version and can be run in 2008 as well (it’ll be 
converted automatically if you open the solution in 2008 BIDS). 

Gennadiy Chornenkyy 

Senior Database Developer, Empathica Inc. 

MCITP (DBA & Dev), MCDBA, MCAD 

Migrating SQL Server 2000 DTS Packages across 
Environments 

By Owais Bashir Ahmed  

Migrating the developed DTS Packages across environments is an inherent and implicit 
activity that is required in all database projects as a part of code deployment and release 
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activities. In repetitive mode of deployments there will be cases when some DTS packages 
are modified and the rest remain the same. These changed packages need to be migrated to 
another environment. 

The pain point in such migration activities is the cyclic and repetitive nature of work. This is 
more of an issue when the source and target servers are not within the same network and a 
direct network link is not possible between the servers. 

If network connectivity was not the problem then the stored procedure sp_OACreate could be 
employed to do the job. However, in many cases this might not be feasible. Besides the 
network connection between the source and the target, there are some other pertinent issues 
when considering migration. The most evident is the "version issue." A DTS package can have 
multiple versions. This fact, combined with the possibility of calling a package from within 
another package, can create issues when migrating a limited set of packages and when the 
migration of entire DTS package set is too time consuming. E.g., suppose initial development 
demanded creation of packages, PACK1(Version 1) and PACK2(Version 1). Then we bundled 
these two into another package - PACK3. 

Later we update the package PACK1, so it gets a new version - Version 2. However, PACK3, 
unless embedded, package PACK1 is not re-referenced, is referencing an older version of 
PACK1. So migrating just the Package PACK1 is not sufficient. You need to update all the 
dependent packages, either manually or otherwise, to point to the latest version of package – 
PACK1 (Version 2) 

Another activity that needs to be done after migrating the packages is updating the 
username/password and server details of connection objects. Doing this manually and for a 
dozen odd packages every alternate day can make you lose your patience. 

Thankfully, SQL-DMO and DTS Object model can overcome these issues. 

The idea is to employ the DTS Object Model library of Visual studio and use its classes, 
methods and properties to: 

6. Download the latest version of packages from source environments in form of Structured 
Storage Files(.dts) and - 

7. Import these structured files to the target database and do the following:  

• Reset the connection properties.  
• Reset the version of all embedded packages to the latest one.  

This article presents a tool created using DTS Object Model and VB to do the basic migration. 
Even if there might be complex scenarios in DTS steps, this tool can do the bulk work and 
some manual intervention can complete the migration instead of doing all the work manually. 

Steps to make use of the tool: 

• Place the ExtractDTSVBApp.exe and ImportDTSVBApp.exe in a folder.  

• Place the ImportDTS.bat and ExportDTS.bat in another/same folder.  

• Edit the ImportDTS.bat and ExportDTS.bat and replace the occurrence of 
ExtractDTSVBApp.exe and ImportDTSVBApp.exe with the correct folder location of these 
exes.  

• Create a folder C:\DTS in the source and target servers. On the source, a 
log(DTSMigrate.log), a list of dts packages extracted (DTSFileListMigrate.txt) and one .dts 
file per dts package is created after executing the ExtractDTS. On the target you need to 
ship the list of packages file(DTSFileListMigrate.txt) and all the .dts files you need to 
migrate. You can also delete from DTSFileListMigrate.txt the dts files that you don't want to 
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import on target. The ImportDTS will look for the files listed in the DTSFileListMigrate.txt and 
import them with updated reference on the target.  

• Use ImportDTS –HELP and ExportDTS –HELP to see options.  

• SQL-DMO, VB Runtime and DTS object library should be installed.  
The code listing below shows two modules – One for Export and another one for import: 

Export or Extract of Latest DTS packages: 

Example Workflow: 

1. Source Database Server with three packages. Embedded calls DTSPack1 and DTSPack2 

 

2. C:\DTS folder created. The Extract DTS –Help specifies option. 

 

3. Execute ExtractDTS ServerName UserName Password. Creates the log, package list and 
the individual DTS packages in C:\DTS. 
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4. Target server doesn't have any package. 

 

3. Copy the files from Source to Target: 

• DTSFileListMigrate.txt  
• DTSpack1.dts  
• DTSpack2.dts  
• Embedded.dts  
• Exes  
• Batch files as in indicated in the section (Steps to make use of the tool)  
• See help on ImportDTS by typing 

ImportDTS -help 

4. Execute the command: "ImportDTS TargetServerName Username Password." 

5. Packages imported in the Target Server. 
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6. Execute the embedded Package on target. 

 

Scope for further development: 

The tool functionality can be broadened to customize and generalize the migration. Some of 
ideas are: 

• Create a mapping file (source connection:target connection) and then replace all the data 
sources in the dts packages on target server with respective target connection settings.  

• Ability to filter out DTS export and import based on certain criteria like name matching or 
regular expression checking.  

• More error logging and handling.  
You are free to use the code and improve on it. 

NOTE: NO GUARANTEE OF ANY SORT IS UNDERTAKEN FOR THE USAGE OF THE 
CODE OR PROGRAM. PLEASE TEST THE CODE IN YOUR ENVIRONMENT BEFORE 
USING OR MODIFIYING IT. 
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Parallel Processing of Large Volume ETL Jobs 
By Raghavendra Narayana  

Introduction 

ETL processing generally involves copying/moving, transforming and cleaning the 
records/transactions from one or multiple sources. Most of the batch processing or 
warehousing projects involve such data processing in millions on a daily/weekly basis. 
Typically, there is a Staging area and production area. Records are cleaned, transformed, 
filtered and verified from staging to production area. This demands SQL Set theory based 
queries and parallel processing with multiple processors/CPU. The article focuses on the need 
of SQL Set theory approach and parallel processing while processing large volume of ETL 
records using programming approach. This article is NOT a comparison between stored 
procedures and ETL Tools, and it does NOT detail hardware features/requirements. 

Parallel Data Processing - Concept 

Typically, large warehousing or batch processing systems are equipped with good hardware. 
Processing of high volume data usually happens in the time window where there are fewer 
activities happening on the servers. Considering this aspect, the hardware resources/features 
like multi-CPU, multi-processor, etc., can be used to their maximum strength during data batch 
load into warehouses/ODS/ETL environments. 

Most of the new versions of databases are focusing on database internals to implement as 
much intelligence during SQL Query execution and in other database activities. This article 
focuses on dividing the huge data into smaller chunks to execute/process in parallel. With the 
combination of dividing large volume data into smaller chunks AND database internal 
parallelism in SQL execution, we can expect good performance gains. 

The batch processing ODS/DWH/ETL kind of applications involves the following activities. 

• Validating  
• Filtering  
• Transforming  
• Copying/Moving to Production area  

The first three steps may involve few/many business logics. For each record, a set of condition 
checks and data transformations need to be applied before moving it to production space. 
These condition checks and transformations may involve joining other tables, looking for 
specific data values, etc. Some of the business logics may require a set of 
operation/statements to be executed as part of validation/transformation. All of these should 
be applied for every incoming record. Now, processing these records sequentially in a record 
by record manner may consume more time. As much as possible, we need to apply SQL Set 
theory, parallel data processing and function based approaches to process quickly. 

Considering the improvements/enhancements provided with the new releases of Databases, 
the scope of performance tuning is going beyond the SQL query tuning. The database 
internals are becoming more and more intelligent in data read/writes/management. Even the 
poorly coded SQL queries are translated into reasonable/fair execution plans by the 
optimizers. Given such situations, there is a need to look beyond SQL queries or indexes or 
statistics, etc. That is what triggering usage/improvements in Partitions, Materialized/Indexed 
Views, multiple intermediate storage/state of data, etc. This article is an effort to share the idea 
of processing huge volume of data in parallel fashion with SQL programs. 
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Illustration 

Below sections explain one of the ways of divide and conquer method data parallelism. 
Pseudo code / algorithm is given instead of code to keep it independent of database. Few 
tables that are required for recording the status/history-audit and for customization parameters 
used during program execution are also explained. 

Assume that there is a daily feed coming in .CSV format; it is being read and data is stored in 
Staging tables in a Database. From staging to production, data needs to be processed by 
applying business rules in data validation and transformation steps. 

Tables – Data Dictionary 

tblFileStatus 

To store information about the incoming .CSV files: 

Column Name Data Type Comments 
FileID INT Primary Key 
FileName Char Name of the incoming CSV file 
FileType Char Type of the file if any to be recorded 
TotalRecords INT Total number records in the CSV file 

To identify whether file is processed from Staging to 
Production area. 

0 – No 
1 – Yes 

IsProcessed INT 

9 – Error (Manual intervention is required to solve the 
problem) 

CreateDateTime DateTime Audit column to record creation date 
UpdateDateTime DateTime Audit column to record data update date 

 

tblParamCustomize 

To record information about customizable parameters which are used during the program 
execution. The value of these parameters can be changed, if needed, depending on the 
requirement. 

Few parameters in tblParamCustomize are explained below… 

Column Name Data Type Comments 
ParamID INT Primary Key 
ParamName Char Name of the parameter 
ParamValue Char Value of the parameter 
ParamPurpose Char Purpose of the parameter 
IsEnabled INT To identify whether parameter is enabled/disabled 
CreateDateTime DateTime Audit column to record creation date 
UpdateDateTime DateTime Audit column to record data update date 

 

ParamName ParamValue ParamPurpose 
MaxThreads 5 Maximum threads that can be spawned 
MaxRecsInThread 10000 Maximum records that a thread should process 
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MaxThreadTryCount 2 Maximum number of times thread can be tried in 
case of errors. 

 

tblFileProcessing 

To record the thread/job information spawned by program for processing the data:  

Column Name Data Type Comments 
FileProcessingID INT Primary Key 
FileID INT Foreign Key to tblFileStatus.FileID 
ThreadInstance INT Identification sequential number of the 

thread/job spawned 
ThreadStartRecord INT Starting record number that the thread should 

start processing 
ThreadEndRecord INT Ending record number that the thread should 

end processing 
ThreadStartTime DateTime Execution start time of the Thread/Job 
ThreadEndTime DateTime Execution end time of the Thread/Job 
ThreadLastBreath DateTime Update from thread from time/step to time/step 

about its life/existence 
Status of the Thread 
0 – Not started 
1 – Completed 
2 – Under Process 
9 – Error 
3 – Processing Validation rules 
4 – Processing Data Transformation rules 
5 – Copying records to production 

ThreadStatus INT 

10 – Thread is missing from track, no updates 
from it from long time 

ThreadDBInfo1 Char To record database internal information about 
the thread being run 

ThreadDBInfo2 Char To record database internal information about 
the thread being run 

ThreadDBInfo3 Char To record database internal information about 
the thread being run 

CreateDateTime DateTime Audit column to record creation date 
UpdateDateTime DateTime Audit column to record data update date 

 

tblFileProcessingHistory 

To record every change that happens in tblFileProcessing data. In case troubleshooting the 
errors/problems of the threads processing, the history of changes gives clarity on the 
processing/timing of processing of different steps/stages of a thread/job.  

The table structure is same as tblFileProcessing with additional columns detailed below: 

Column Name Data Type Comments 
AudFileProcessingID INT Primary Key 
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AudCreateDateTime DateTime Audit column to record creation date of history 
record. Since it is only inserts happen on this table, 
updateDateTime column is not required. 

 

tmpDataTransaction 

Assume that the daily feed .CSV file data is put into one staging table. The data need to be 
processed from this Transactions staging table to production. Before putting to production, 
data undergoes a lot of validation/transformation. These validations/transformations logics are 
applied to many columns in every record. To carry out all these activities, let us have a 
temporary table called tmpDataTransaction which acts as an intermediate stage between 
Staging and Production area. This will be the same structure of staging table with additional 
columns for recording errors/status which are detailed below. This tmpDataTransaction tables 
should be created with nologging option by making it nologging; logs are not generated for 
insert/update/delete/truncate, which saves a good amount of time without a need to write into 
Redo/Undo logs. 

Additional columns required in tmpDataTransaction table: 

Column Name Data Type Comments 
0 – Not processed record 
1 – Valid to process 
8 - Warning 

RecordStatus INT 

9 – Error 
Errors Char For recording Error(s) 
RecordID INT PrimaryKey, in case if it is missing in Staging tables. 

 

Data Processing 

Let us look at the steps involved in processing the records from Staging to Production. 

Two programs’ algorithm is given below. One is the main program which decides the number 
of threads to spawn and monitor/control the threads, another sub program which actually 
carries out the processing of data. 

Thread spawning Program 

Main program which spawns threads/jobs also keeps track of execution details and status of 
threads/jobs. 

Step 1 and 2 refers to picking the file for processing 

Step 3 and 4 refers to spawning the jobs/threads 

Step 5 to 7 refers to the threads responsibility to update information about its status/details 

Step 8 refers to handling the errors, if any, during sub-program execution 

Step 9 refers to handling business logics which requires complete set of incoming data 

Step 10 refers to concluding the processing 

1. Scan tblFileStatus table for unprocessed records in ascending order as per 
CreateDateTime column 

2. Pick up one file which is not processed to Production 
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3. Depending on MaxThreads and MaxRecsInThread in tblParamCustomize and 
TotalRecords value in tblFileStatus, derive number of threads to be spawned for 
processing the current file. Enter the details in tblFileProcessing with appropriate 
details in ThreadInstance, ThreadStartRecord, ThreadEndRecord. Note: if the total 
number of records cannot be processed in one cycle of maximum threads repeat the 
cycle till all the records gets processed. 

4. Fire job/thread – it is basically calling the same procedure/job by providing starting 
record and ending record numbers of the Staging table for processing. This step calls 
“Data processing Program” (sub-program explained below). This step repeated 
based on the number of threads derived from the step 3. 

5. Now the required number of threads are fired for execution. Each thread is 
processing the data as per their respective Starting Record Number and Ending 
Record Number. Each thread should update ThreadDBInfo columns in 
tblFileProcessing table with appropriate database ProcessID and other required 
details. Also, thread should update ThreadStatus column. 

6. Each thread should update their respective ThreadEndTime, ThreadStatus in 
tblFileProcessing once it completes execution. 

7. Every X minutes; i.e., every three or five minutes, tblFileProcessing is checked for 
completion of all threads using ThreadStatus column. 

8. If any of the threads reported Errors during execution, then the same should be fired 
again for processing. Depending on the MaxThreadTryCount customizable 
parameter, stop executing the thread if it reports errors repeatedly. Manual 
intervention is required at this stage. 

9. Some of the business logics may need complete set of incoming data to validate 
certain rules; for example, elimination of duplicate records if any in the file. But while 
running individual threads on sub-set of data, these validations could not be 
performed because thread is focusing only on specific/sequential sub-set of data. 
Such rules can be executed at this step OR before spawning the jobs/threads step; 
i.e.; before Step 4. 

10. If all the threads have completed the processing without errors, then update the 
IsProcessed status accordingly in tblFileStatus and exit the program. 

Data Processing program 

Actual data processing is done here. The validation/transformation plus copying to production 
is carried out depending on Starting record and ending record numbers. 

Step 1 refers to initiating the processing/setup of threads/jobs 

Step 2 to 4 refers to processing transformation/validation checks 

Step 5 refers to copying records to Production area 

Step 6 refers to handling errors while copying records Production area in bulk batches 

Step 7 and 8 refers to monitoring the progress of thread/job 

1. Copy records as per Starting Record and Ending Record Number parameters from 
Staging table to tmpDataProcessing table. This step can be done in one shot by 
copying all records from Staging to tmpDataProcessing before spawning the threads. 
Keeping this step here makes it a parallel task. 

2. In the execution of Step 3 and 4 scope should be given to Set theory SQL statements 
and function-based SQL statements. Try to process business logics code/sql on the 
complete set of records that the current Thread need to process. Avoid record-by-
record processing as much as possible, even if business logic requires a set of 
statements be performed, consider using function based SQL and Function based 
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indexes database features. A few sample SQL Set theory based queries are given 
below: 

 UPDATE tmpDataTransaction SET RecordStatus = 3 WHERE fldFirstName 
is null or fldDOB is null fldCity is null 

 Update tmpDataTransaction SET RecordStatus = 2 WHERE 
fnQuarterCalcTranscation(AccountID) < 5 

  Update tmpDataTransaction t1, mstAccountType t2 SET t1.AccountName = 
t2.AccountName WHERE t1.AccountType = t2.AccountType 

Executing the validation checks: 

After each below steps it set theory, not record by record, in single statement update the 
invalid column to 1 wherever applicable… introduce function if code is more… if impossible, 
such vericiation can be carried out in set only once using one scan only… e.g. 

3. Execute all Data validation checks against the set of records and mark the 
RecordStatus column accordingly such as Valid, Erroneous/Invalid, Warning status. 
The erroneous/invalid records need to be filtered in the consecutive validation 
SQL/steps; i.e., SQLs should include extra condition “WHERE RecordStatus != 3 “ 
(RecordStatus = 3, is erroneous/invalid record).  

4. Execute all Data Transformation logics for the valid records. 
5. After steps 3 and 4, the validated and transformed records need to be pushed to 

production database/tables. This may involve copying records to one or multiple 
tables. We can consider two options for this step. 

 Copy all valid records starting from Start Record Number to End Record 
Number from tmpDataTransaction to Production tables. If there are 
constraints in doing it, then try option B. 

 Copy records in bulk batches like 500 or 1000 records in loop. 

Data Commit/Rollback statements/logs/settings should be handled properly in both the 
options. 

6. During execution of 5th step, option b, if we encounter errors for that particular batch 
of 500 or 1000 records, record by record insertion needs to be done. This allows us 
to filter only the particular erroneous records that are causing the problem in bulk 
insert. 

7. Update tblFileProcessing.ThreadStatus periodically like after validation checks, after 
transformation rules, in between every batch bulk insertion into production area, etc. 
This assists in monitoring the jobs/threads. If the thread has any problems or it has 
gone to hanging state or taking more time than expected, then the ThreadStatus and 
other time columns in tblFileProcessing tables plus records in 
tblFileProcessingHistory table gives us an idea about the task status/progress. 

8. After completion of all steps update tblFileProcessing.RecordStatus as processed for 
this particular thread. 

The above algorithm of “Data Processing program” uses only one tmpDataTransaction table 
based on starting record and ending record number; each thread works on its own set of data. 
If required, we can increase the maximum records processed by a thread to a higher value 
and create an individual tmpDataTransaction table for each thread; this allows each thread to 
work on its own table for all validation/transformation. Since nologging is used while creating 
these temporary intermediate tables, the time to log information in redo/undo logs is saved. 

Additional 

Additional thoughts can be put on like, partitioning the tmpDataTransaction table and 
production tables based on category/type of records like city wise, date-range wise, 
transaction type wise, etc. This helps database optimizer to work on independent sets of data. 
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In many new versions of the databases the optimizer tries to introduce as much parallelism as 
possible while executing the query. Looking/Tuning the Database settings based on project 
needs can also contribute in performance. 

Conclusion 

As discussed in the article, while looking at the performance in batch/ETL kind of data 
processing, considering/using of set theory, processing data in chunks in parallel, having 
nologging temporary intermediate stages in validation/transformation logics results/yields more 
gain in performance. While developing ETL/Batch processing SQL Programs we can plan plus 
implement innovative approaches in design/coding. Hence, looking at SQL Set theory, 
function-based SQL/Indexes, parallel processing in chunks, studying execution plans of query 
for tuning purpose, plus using other new features of the database, processing of huge volume 
data can be made faster. 

Reading Ad Hoc Text Files with OpenDataSource 
By Timothy A Wiseman 

Microsoft SQL Server has numerous ways of importing and working with text files including 
bulk insert, DTS (SQL Server 2000), and SSIS (SQL Server 2005). Each technique has 
advantages and disadvantages. One of the most overall flexible ways of handling text files is 
through the use of the OpenDataSource command. 

OpenDataSource allows ad hoc access to any OLE DB accessible file, and it offers a great 
deal of versatility. It will allow full access to files which bulk insert will not process properly, and 
unlike using DTS or SSIS it can be conducted entirely within T-SQL. It allows full access to the 
data without fully importing it into the server as a table. In most instances bulk insert will be the 
more efficient technique; however, OpenDataSource will handle situations where bulk insert 
simply will not work such as reading text files where the number of columns is not equal in 
each row, and it allows temporary access to the information immediately rather than through 
creating a temporary table. 

The basic structure of OpenDataSource in reading a text file is: 

select *  
from 
OpenDataSource('Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0',  
'Data Source = C:\;  
Extended Properties = "Text;HDR=NO;"')...test1#txt 

The actual OpenDataSource statement is treated as the server that is used in a select 
statement with the actual file to be read being listed as the table; periods, as always, serve as 
placeholders for the qualified table name. Note that the period in the filename is replaced by 
the octothorpe (#) since periods are already a control character in SQL Server. The data 
source option lists the directory from which SQL Server should read. The Extended Properties 
must include the option Text. Optionally, it can include the HDR=NO option, which will instruct 
SQL Server not to use the first row as the column headers. If HDR = NO is on, then it will use 
F1 - F... as the column names. 

Greater control can be gained through the use of a schema.ini file located in the same 
directory with the text file being read. The schema.ini permits defining the exact format of the 
file including how it is delimited, as well as the data type and column name for every column. 
Every entry in the schema.ini must begin by specifying the filename in brackets [ ].  

Then, it can specify the format with Format = options and specify if the first row has the 
column names with ColNameHeader =. The most common options for the Format option are 
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TabDelimited, CSVDelimited for comma separated values, Delimited() with the character used 
to delimit between the parenthesis or FixedLength. If the FixedLength option is used, the 
length of each column will be specified with the column information. If a format option is not 
specified or if there is no schema.ini file, the ISAM will default to comma delimited.  

After that, it will specify the column names and data types for the ISAM reader to use. The 
column information is optional for delimited files, but is required for fixed width files. Each line 
of column information will be formatted as ColN = ColumnName datatype width n, with the 
width not being used on delimited files. The datatypes must be one of the Microsoft Jet data 
types rather than the SQL Server column types, and would commonly include text for any 
character data, integer, and double for floating point data.  

A sample schema.ini entry would look like: 

[test1.txt] 
Format=TABDelimited 
ColNameHeader=False 
Col1=num1 text 
col2=num2 text 
col3=num3 text 

 
Each file can have any number of entries, but each entry must begin with the specific file 
name. Though the schema.ini must identify the files it will apply to by name, it can be used 
with any file by dynamically copying the file to the name the schema.ini expects and then 
deleting it, or a schema.ini file can be created dynamically in a script through use of 
xp_cmdshell commands for the particular file. The schema.ini file is fully documented on 
MSDN. 

One of the strengths of using OpenDataSource over bulk insert is its ability to handle 
imperfectly formatted files. For instance, it will read missing columns in the file as nulls rather 
than exiting out with an error or improperly combining lines of data. For instance, this text file: 

a 
b b 
c c c 

With the above select statement and schema.ini file reads in as: 

Sample Data 
NUM1 NUM2 NUM3 
a NULL NULL 
b b NULL 
c c c 

under Microsoft SQL Server 2005. Where trying to use bulk insert results in everything being 
merged into one column line as: 

Sample Data 
Col1 Col2 Col3 
a b b c c c 

due to the way it reads lines without all columns. 

In addition, it will permit insert statements against OpenDataSource with a text file, but it will 
surround character data with the text delimiter, which by default is the quotation mark ("). This 
provides one way of appending to the file dynamically. But, it does not allow update or delete. 
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As with most tools within SQL server, the security settings must be set properly. By default, Ad 
Hoc Distributed queries are disabled in Microsoft SQL Server, which prevents using 
OpenDataSource this way. To enable it, an administrator must execute: 

EXEC sp_configure 'show advanced option', '1'; 
GO 
Reconfigure 
GO 
EXEC sp_configure 'Ad Hoc Distributed Queries', '1' 
GO 
Reconfigure 

With its ability to handle files that bulk insert cannot handle as well, as to work with ad hoc 
queries immediately and to append to the text file, OpenDataSource used with text files is a 
potent tool for certain instances. 

Further Reading: 

http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa276845(SQL.80).aspx - The MSDN general 
OpenDataSource reference page. 

http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms709353.aspx - The MSDN reference on the schema.ini 
file. 

Real World Foreach Loop Container example 
By Paul Clancy  

The Foreach Loop container is one of the most flexible and useful controls available to SQL 
Server Integration Services developers, but the fact that it's relatively poorly documented 
means that it may not get used as often as it deserves. 

In this example I'll describe how I used it to build a workaround for a problem in SQL Server 
log shipping. Due to low disk space we needed to delete log files as soon as they were no 
longer needed without changing the log maintenance configuration, but this had to be both 
automated and failsafe. The Foreach Loop container made this possible. You can adapt this 
solution for any situation where operations need to be regularly performed on an unknown 
number of files with no fixed filenames.  

http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa276845(SQL.80).aspx
http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms709353.aspx
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I'm assuming that you're familiar with using the SQL BI Dev Studio tools and building basic 
packages. If this isn't the case, I recommend working your way through the Integration 
Services Tutorial in SQL Books Online to become familiar with the basic concepts. Jamie 
Thomson's blog is an invaluable resource when you're ready to go further with SSIS. 

Connections and Variables 

I defined two connections in a new SSIS package; a regular SQL Server data source pointing 
towards the SQL log shipping monitor/target server and a connection pointing towards 
TEMPDB on the target SQL server. 

I also defined four package-scoped variables (as shown below). These will be explained in 
more detail as we go on. 

 

Setting the stage 

The first step was an Execute SQL Task that creates a temporary table for the list of filenames 
we'll be handling. I used the TEMPDB connection and added this code to the SQLStatement 
property with a SQLSourceType of “Direct input”: 

create table tmpTLogFileList  
 (id int identity(1, 1) not null, 
 FileName nvarchar(128) not null) 
else  
truncate table tmpTLogFileList 

Building the list of files 

The next step was to populate this table with a list of files found in a given folder. To do this I 
added a Foreach Loop Container to the package. On the Collection tab I selected the  
”Foreach File enumerator” and entered the path to the folder. I could have used a variable 
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here, but in this case the path was fixed so that wasn't necessary. The :Name and extension” 
option was also selected. 

 

On the  ”Variable Mappings” tab I added a mapping to the varTLogFileName variable I defined 
earlier. The Foreach Loop will move through each file in the folder I defined and update this 
variable each time with each file name it encounters. 

 

The container's properties were now correctly set. I then added an Execute SQL task within 
the container. This used the TEMPDB connection again with the following code: 

insert into tmpTLogFileList (FileName) 
 values(@FileName) 

On the ”Parameter Mapping” tab I added the varTLogFileName variable as an Input parameter 
with a mapping to the @FileName variable used in the SQL command (as shown above). At 
runtime, the Loop container runs this command once for each filename and the 
tmpTLogFileList SQL table is populated. 

Checking which files can be safely deleted 

I now had a table with a complete list of all the files found in the folder, but in this particular 
case I needed to be sure that these backup files had been correctly restored on the log 
shipping target server before deleting them. 
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I created a Data Flow task to build the list of files to be deleted. The source was an OLE DB 
connection to the log shipping target SQL server with a SQL query joining the tmpTLogFileList 
table with the system table used by SQL to store the restore status: 

select FileName 
from tempdb.dbo.tmpTLogFileList 
where id <= 
 (select id - 16 
 from tempdb.dbo.tmpTLogFileList 
 where FileName in 
 (select max(last_file) 
 from msdb.dbo.log_shipping_plan_history 
 where succeeded = 1 
 and activity = 1)) 
and FileName like '%.TRN'  

(The “ID – 16” select merely ensures that the newest 16 backup files are always excluded 
from the delete in any case, as an additional safety measure). 

The result set is a single-column list of filenames. I stored this in the Object variable 
varDeleteFileList that I'd created earlier using a Recordset Destination control with the 
”VariableName” Custom Property set to varDeleteFileList as shown above. 

Deleting the files 

After this last step I now had a variable containing the list of files that could be safely deleted. 
To actually delete these files I added another Foreach Loop Container to my package.  

 

This time I selected the ”Foreach ADO enumerator” as the enumerator type. I selected the 
varDeleteFileList variable from the ADO object source variable list and added a mapping to the 
varDeleteFileOName variable on the Variable Mappings tab. This is an Object-typed variable, 
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allowing me to store a recordset. This recordset is then used to delete the files one-by-one as 
follows: 

 

I added a Script task in the container. This was necessary in order to convert the value of the 
varDeleteFileOName variable from an Object to a string that could be used in the File System 
Task step (described below). 

The Script Task was defined as follows: 

 

The script code is short and simple: 

Imports System 
Imports System.Data 
Imports System.Math 
Imports Microsoft.SqlServer.Dts.Runtime 
Public Class ScriptMain 
Public Sub Main() 
Dim varStringFileName As String 
varStringFileName = Dts.Variables("varDeleteFileOName").Value.ToString 
Dts.Variables("varDeleteFileSName").Value = "\\SERVERNAME\TLog_Backups\" + 
varStringFileName 
Dts.TaskResult = Dts.Results.Success 
End Sub 
End Class 

The path listed in the code is, of course, a hard-coded reference to the folder where the files to 
be deleted are stored but could also be populated by a variable if you so choose. The 
varDeleteFileSName variable is populated with a string-valued path and file name and the Script 
Task is complete. 
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The last step in the package was to add a File System Task inside the second Foreach Loop 
container. On the “General” tab I selected “Delete file” in the Operation drop-down ”True”' for 
IsSourcePathVariable and varDeleteFileSName as the SourceVariable. 

And that's it! Running the package deletes all backup files that haven't been restored except 
the newest sixteen. I deployed the package to the production SSIS server and scheduled it 
with a regular SQL job to run hourly. 

This is a fairly simple example that doesn't include much error-trapping, logging, and so on, 
but I hope that it at least illustrates the power and flexibility of the Foreach Loop Container in 
SQL Server Integration Services. 

Paul Clancy 
360Data 
http://www.360data.nl 

Reporting Services: Adding extra columns / rows to a matrix 
By Martin Cremer  

Introduction 

In Reporting Services (2005) it is very easy to create a crosstab (a so called matrix). However, 
if you want to add additional rows or columns, this is limited to the functionality of totals or 
subtotals. In this article I will describe how to add extra columns by using a stored function in 
the underlying dataset. 

For this article, I will use a very simple database containing sales per month. The final report 
should show the sales per customer and month. Additional columns should show the target 
sales per customer and the delta (actual - target) per customer: 
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Built-In Functionality 

The basic crosstab is very easy to create: 

We are creating a new Report. The report's dataset is set to an SQL statement returning 

• the identifier / name for the column  
• the identifier / name for the row  
• the value of the cell defined by column / row  

In our case we have a simple statement: 

SELECT Customers.CustomerName, Months.Monthname,  
  ArticleSales.ArticleSold, ArticleSales.MonthID 
FROM ArticleSales INNER JOIN 
 Customers ON ArticleSales.CustomerID = Customers.CustomerID  
 INNER JOIN 
 Months ON ArticleSales.MonthID = Months.MonthID 

This SQL statement retrieves the following values: 

CustomerName MonthName ArticleSold MonthID 
Franz Beckenbauer Jan-08 10 200801 

Franz Beckenbauer Mar-08 7 200803 
Franz Beckenbauer Apr-08 12 200804 
Toni Schumacher Jan-08 3 200801 
Toni Schumacher Feb-08 5 200802 

 

In the layout tab we create a matrix element with 

• rows set to =Fields!CustomerName.Value  
• columns set to =Fields!Monthname.Value  
• value set to =Sum(Fields!ArticleSold.Value)  

Now the simple matrix is there. The columns are sorted alphabetically - which is not what we 
want, of course. Therefore, we edit the sorting of the column group and set it to 
=Fields!MonthID.Value. 

With this approach we have our first result: 

 

Adding Totals 

By right-clicking in the cells with MonthName and CustomerName you open a context menu 
where you can add a subtotal. So we see that with this standard approach the totals are 
computed in the layout of the report and not in the dataset (The underlying dataset was not 
changed). 
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If you want to format the total row or column, click on the green triangle. In my example I 
formatted the totals in bold. 

Our second example looks like: 

 

How to get additional columns 

Unfortunately, the matrix control is very limited and we cannot add another column holding the 
target values per customer. 

Therefore, we have to use a different approach. The idea is to set up a stored function in the 
SQL Server which retrieves all the columns and rows including the target column and all the 
computed columns (delta and total as well). 

First step: stored function 

The stored function is of type "table-valued function." With right-clicking on Programmability > 
Functions > New > Multi-Statement Table-valued Function ... the SQL Server Management 
Studio opens a nice template (which is out of the scope of this article). 

In the first step, we want to use our function to create a report as in Example 1 (just the 
crosstab, no totals or computations): 

CREATE FUNCTION dbo.createReportAsExample1 () 
RETURNS  
@CrossTab TABLE  
( 
 rowSort int,  
 rowDesc nvarchar(50), 
 colSort int, 
 colDesc nvarchar(50), 
 value int 
) 
AS 
BEGIN 
 /* basic crosstable data */ 
 INSERT INTO @CrossTab (rowSort, rowDesc, colSort, colDesc, value) 
 SELECT ArticleSales.CustomerID, Customers.CustomerName,  
   ArticleSales.MonthID, Months.Monthname,  
   ArticleSales.ArticleSold  
 FROM ArticleSales INNER JOIN 
 Customers ON ArticleSales.CustomerID = Customers.CustomerID  
 INNER JOIN 
 Months ON ArticleSales.MonthID = Months.MonthID 
 
 RETURN  
END 
GO 
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The function retrieves a table which holds the following information: 

• rowDesc: The name which should be displayed in the row (in our case the customer 
name)  

• rowSort: The sort value in order to sort the rows properly (in our case the customer 
id)  

• colDesc: The name which should be displayed in the column (in our case month 
name)  

• colSort: The sort value in order to sort the columns properly (in our case the month 
id)  

• value: The data value to be shown in the cell defined by (row/column)  

The building of the report is straightforward: 

As dataset use select * from dbo.createReportAsExample1 () 

In the layout, use a matrix element with 

• rows set to =Fields!rowDesc.Value  
• columns set to =Fields!colDesc.Value  
• value set to =Sum(Fields!value.Value)  
• the sorting of the column group changed to =Fields!rowSort.Value  
• the sorting of the row group changed to =Fields!colSort.Value  

With this we have only achieved the functionality of example 1, but in such way that we can 
easily expand it. 

 

Second Step: extend the stored function with target value and computations 

Add an extra column 

When we want to add the target value to the matrix, we simply need to add records to the 
@CrossTab table for a colDesc=”Target.” The colSort - column needs to hold a value which is 
bigger than all the other colSorts used until now, in order to see this column as rightmost 
column. 

This can be easily achieved by adding the following code to the stored function: 

 /* add target column */ 
 INSERT INTO @CrossTab (rowSort, rowDesc, colSort, colDesc, value) 
 SELECT ArticleSalesTarget.CustomerID, Customers.CustomerName,  
   300010, 'Target', Target 
 FROM ArticleSalesTarget INNER JOIN Customers ON  
   ArticleSalesTarget.CustomerID = Customers.CustomerID 

As you can see, rowSort and rowDesc are set to the same values as before. This makes the 
target values and the actual values (of step 1) show up in the same rows. 

Totals 

With this method, the built-in functionality of totals / subtotals cannot be used anymore 
because this would add up all the values in the dataset, and not only the actual values. 
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Therefore, we have to add the totals manually as part of our stored function. (So, in contrast to 
example2, where the totals were computed in the layout, here the totals are computed in the 
database.) 

We are doing our computations in the stored function one after the other. Every computation is 
an INSERT into the @CrossTab-table. Therefore, the second computation can use the result of 
the first computation and so on. Here are all the computations: 

fill the actual values per month (as in step 1)  

add the "totals"-column: for each row sum up the columns (you can use a query only using a 
SELECT from the @CrossTab table)  

add the "target"-column: read the target from the appropriate table  

add the "delta" column which - for each customer - subtracts the target column from the totals 
column (see next paragraph)  

add the "totals"-row by summing up all values of the @CrossTab-table per column  

Henceforth the stored functions will retrieve the following values: 

rowSort rowDesc colSort colDesc value 
1 Franz Beckenbauer 200801 Jan-08 10 
1 Franz Beckenbauer 200803 Mar-08 7 
1 Franz Beckenbauer 200804 Apr-08 12 
1 Franz Beckenbauer 300000 Total 29 
1 Franz Beckenbauer 300010 Target 20 
1 Franz Beckenbauer 300020 Delta 9 

2 Toni Schumacher 200801 Jan-08 3 
 

Especially to be noticed is the column colDesc with the following values: 

• Jan 2008 ... May 2008  
• Total  
• Target  
• Delta  

This is in contrast to the built-in functionality (see example 2) where we only retrieved Jan 
2008 ... May 2008 as column values from the database. 

The Delta-column 

Since we are doing our computations on the data and not on the layout, we need to be careful 
that we fill the data for all rows where it is needed. 

One good example is the Delta column. For every row of the final table we need to subtract 
Actual - Target. Since there can be customers with no actual values but target values and vice 
versa, we need to use a full outer join. Otherwise we might end up with rows in our final table 
which do not have the delta column filled (See the final code down there). 

Our final code for the stored function looks like: 

Editor’s Note: The code is available at www.sqlservercentral.com 
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With this, we have almost finished the report shown in the introduction. The only thing left is to 
make some columns bold. 

Formatting the total columns / rows 

Since we do not use the built-in subtotals-feature there is only one column holding all the data 
in the layout. Therefore, this column needs to be formatted according to its contents. 

Henceforth, we need to use an expression in the Font.FontWeight-Property of the data-cell: 

=iif(Fields!colDesc.Value="Total"  
or Fields!rowDesc.Value="Total"  
or Fields!colDesc.Value="Delta", "Bold", "Normal") 

With this we finished our task. 

Advantages / Disadvantages of this solution 

Disadvantages 

The formatting has become a little more difficult and less straightforward - as I showed in the 
last paragraph. 

With the solution shown here we have moved the coding into the data source and the 
computation is not done in the layout. Especially if we have column-based computation (such 
as the delta column: = column "Totals" - column "Target"), it would be nicer to be able to do 
this in the layout. 

Advantages 

First of all, I do not see any other way to achieve the same result. Tricks with two tables next 
to each other, and so on, do not really work (especially when thinking of exports to Excel, etc.) 

Since we are using stored functions for gathering the data we have full flexibility of T-SQL 
which seems to be without limits (at least limits are far away) and the knowledge of T-SQL is 
wide-spread. 

Furthermore, this solution can be extended to show data from different SELECTs in one 
reporting table. 

To go even further, this solution can be extended to show data from different data sources 
(such as Analysis Services and SQL Server) by using Linked Servers. 

Some words on the examples 

Of course, these examples are fictional and only set up for giving a good example. In real life 
several changes would take place: 

The SQL code might be streamlined (for example, customer ID and name are used 
redundantly and could be updated in a last SQL statement).  

The example does not use parameters used. On the other hand, they can be easily added.  

I used an example with only one group on the columns / rows. Of course this can be easily 
extended to use nested groups as well (Just add col2Sort, col2Desc, col3Sort, col3Desc 
to the @CrossTab in the Stored function).  
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If you do not want to type all the examples, you can download them here (including the 
Reporting Services solution and the SQL Statements to create the structure and load some 
example data). 

Rethinking Analysis Services 

By David Pruden  

Introduction 

Most data warehouse and data mart OLAP training and examples center on sales and 
manufacture scenarios to provide business intelligence for making financial decisions. 
Occasionally other business problems arise that can make use of this technology and provide 
quick and accurate analysis of other types of data. The challenge can be taking something you 
know and finding a new application for it. This solution integrated SQL 2005, ASP.NET, 
Reporting Service and Analysis Services to rapidly develop and deploy an application for data 
entry and analysis. 

Problem 1: Create a user interface 

It was a typical Friday afternoon and I was trying to wrap-up some projects prior to the 
weekend when one of the department's Directors came to me with a problem: create an 
interface for survey results input with real-time results reporting. In addition, it needed to be 
completed in three days. The 8000 paper surveys had already been mailed and the questions 
and format established. The survey results need to be tabulated quickly due to critical time 
constraints. Using optical recognition is out of the question and it is too late to use a third-party 
or COTS (commercial off the self) application. Manual tabulation or a spreadsheet would be 
too time-consuming. Enter the Database Administrator. 

The Basics - Day 1 

Some quick relational database design based on the survey requirements should not be too 
difficult. A transactional database with three or four tables to store the survey questions and 
results should work. Each of the surveys was, fortunately, marked with a unique number to 
make sure copies were not made and that an individual could only respond once. The survey 
id is the primary key to work with. Although this is supposed to be a one-time event, I plan for 
the future and create a structure for future surveys and include a "survey" table to hold 
information about a specific survey: survey "from date" and "to date," who initiated the survey 
and what system is being surveyed. I add another table for the survey results: a column for 
what corresponds to each question number and comments. I also decide to add a table to 
enter the questions that were asked on the survey. If the original paper survey is lost the data 
would be meaningless. The last table I add is one for the possible results for each question. A 
few of the survey questions are open-ended but most are either "yes" or "no." 
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Figure 1: Database Diagram 

The next step is to build an interface. I ask myself, "Who will need access and what 
application should I use?" Rapid development and testing would be straightforward using 
ASP.Net. I begin by building a simple form for data input, including some field validation and a 
method for identifying the user entering the data. Now, it is time to modify the results table to 
add a user id field to store the identity of the data entry operator. Two of the questions have 
multi-part answers, which is easy to accommodate. 

 

Figure 2: User Interface 

As I begin testing the input form I realize that the yes/no questions are not really "bit" data 
types. Someone could choose not to answer the question. So now there are three choices: 
yes, no or not answered. I decide to use the integer data type for these questions. I now 
change the structure of the answers table to add an entry for each question and the value that 
corresponds to a "yes," "no" or "n/a." The survey also contains demographic questions: age 
ranges, salary ranges, years of service ranges, gender, etc. What started as a simple thirteen-
question survey is now beginning to look more complex so I need to rethink the database 
diagram and relationship. 
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Day 2 

Once the kinks are worked out and some additional data validation is added to the input form 
the data entry works. Using reporting services I can quickly create a report to show the results 
as they are entered in real-time. With a few additions to the report I have added some pie 
charts. The question numbers, the text of the questions, the possible answers and the number 
of responses are presented in the Reporting Service Report- all of which are pulled from the 
database tables. Things are looking good, or so I think. The data entry operators and Director 
like the input form and things are going smoothly. Duplicate numbers are caught, and the 
integrity of a single user response is validated. The survey results start pouring in: 2500 
results, which are about thirty percent. Not bad for a mailed survey.  

 

Figure 3: Reporting Services Survey Summary Report 

Problem 2: Time to Re-think 

The data is now being viewed as information. However, one of the "higher-ups" wants to 
analyze the information and compare the summarized results to the "audience" demographics. 
I could export the results to a spreadsheet and then start sorting and filtering the data. This 
would be cumbersome and the survey results’ deadline is fast approaching. How can I start to 
make this analysis easy and available to the multiple people in the office who need it? It is 
hard to know what questions to ask about how they want to analyze the data because those 
questions depend being able to group the data by multiple demographics. This sounds like a 
perfect application for an OLAP database. I will have to re-think how the OLTP database 
structure and data will translate and transform into an OLAP database. 
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Figure 3a: OLTP to OLAP Diagram 

Now the re-thinking of Analysis Services comes in. I had developed data marts and cubes at 
my last job for transactional sales and manufacturing data. I have experience extracting and 
converting transactional history records and converting the data to a format that can be used 
to build facts, dimensions and measures. The question is "how do I create measures and facts 
from transactional data that has 3 possible results, counts, and no financial information or time 
data that I have traditionally worked with in data warehouse projects?" These kinds of 
questions keep me up at night. 

Day 3 

The survey results have been entered into a transaction database and the easy part of 
tabulation reporting is complete. I must figure out how to translate the data into a fact table 
and dimension tables. I wake up at 3:00 a.m. with the solution and write it down. The next 
morning I can't remember where I put the paper on which I wrote the solution, but I remember 
what I need to do. That morning I created six views for dimension data based on the 
demographic information stored in the survey answer table. The facts are extracted for the 
cube using a view based on the results table. By using a case statement in the view select, I 
can assign a one or zero value to the each of the survey answers: yes = 1 or 0, no = 1or 0, n/a 
= 1 or 0. That way the cube can total each of the possible answers and sum the total for each. 
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Figure 4: OLAP Database Diagram 

The views for the dimensions use keys to link to the fact table. One other consideration was to 
translate a pay-grade into a more meaningful salary scale. Noticeably, a time dimension is 
missing. Since this survey is not tracking any historic transactions there is no need to create a 
time dimension. The cube will only need to be processed once since all of the survey results 
have been entered into the relational tables. 

 

Figure 5: OLAP Cube Explorer 

I was able to use Reporting Services to create reports based on the cube and show results 
based on each dimension. However, without a third party application interface available for 
slicing and dicing the OLAP cube I publish an html version of Excel pivot table with interactive 
cube functionality to our intranet. Now the front office could really analyze the data and slice 
and dice across results and demographics. This information provides more insight into the 
response rather than just a summarized tally of the overall results. 
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Figure 6: Reporting Service Analysis Services Report 

 

Figure 7: HTML Excel Pivot Table Reports 

What's next? And other considerations 

Although the solution was quick and provided the analysis the office needed there is room for 
improvement. The transactional database could be redesigned to allow flexibility in adding 
new surveys and questions. An interface could be developed to allow the office to create a 
new survey and populate the fields in the database. It would also be helpful to identify 
demographics up-front. The view that is used for the fact table could also be redesigned to use 
a stored procedure to pull the possible answers for each corresponding question rather than 
hard coding the case statements in the view. The other consideration is, should there be one 
cube for each survey? 

Simple Method for Importing Ragged files  
By Paul Ibison  
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There may come a time when you are not in control of the input file format and it is in a 
decidedly non-standard format. I recently had to process such a feed file which had a 
metadata row both at the start and the end of the file. The file could be represented something 
like this, with only the “x,y,z” records being of importance (along with the column headers if we 
can get this info). 

Col1   Col2  Col3 
 xxx start     
 x  y  z 
 x  y  z 
 x  y  z 
 xxx end     

 

The existence of a problematic first row is itself not a huge problem, as we can select to omit 
"n" rows from the start of a flat file when defining the connection manager; it's the last row that 
causes the problem. 

Datawise, the issue is that for the red rows there is only one column: "xxx start" and "xxx end" 
and no comma separators, while the general data row is defined as "x,y,z." 

This is not an easy problem to describe but I tried various keyword combinations on Google to 
see how others were coping with this issue. 

Some people advise using the script task: http://www.sql-server-
performance.com/article_print.aspx?id=1056&type=art 

Some use the Conditional Split: http://www.sqlis.com/54.aspx 

I've also seen packages which call VBscript code to open the text file, read all the lines and 
then write them back into the text file minus the problematic rows. 

All of these are interesting technical solutions; however, I decided against them for various 
reasons:  

1. I didn't want to write any code. I really wanted the package to be as simple as 
possible so that it would be easily maintainable for other people who have to support 
it later on. Also, I have found adding scripts to slow down processes so I generally try 
to avoid them. 

2. In my case there are dozens of columns (maybe 70 or so), so I wanted the designer 
to define the column names for me by looking at the text file. The problem with the 
conditional split is that the column names are all manually defined one-by-one and 
many substring functions need coding. 

3. Finally, I didn't want to use a script outside the package. I don't like deploying 
anything more than a dtsx file when moving between environments which, again, 
would make maintenance more difficult. 

In short, my aim was to have the entire process encapsulated in a single package with no calls 
being made to outside processes and have it as simple as possible to build and maintain. 

So, how to do this? The way I do it now is quite simple (below): 

http://www.sql-server-performance.com/article_print.aspx?id=1056&type=art
http://www.sql-server-performance.com/article_print.aspx?id=1056&type=art
http://www.sqlis.com/54.aspx
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Initially I import the entire file into a single staging table. The Flat File source is defined as 
"Ragged right" and has one column which is 8000 chars long. The name of this column is 
meaningless as it is simply a placeholder. This is imported into a staging table which has one 
column - defined as varchar(8000). This way the entire file is always imported successfully. 
We now have the table populated with the correct rows, and additionally the two problem 
rows. 

Next we remove the extra rows. In my case this is a delete statement with a simple where 
clause as the length of the problem rows is constant and is significantly shorter than that of a 
normal data row. You'll need some way of distinguishing this row(s) from the others and if 
you're lucky it'll be as simple as my case. If not, you might have to filter using the column 
delimiters. You might even try to use an identity column on the table and use min and max 
functions to find the problem rows (actually min + 1 because of the column headings). I didn't 
try using the identity method as I'm always concerned (probably needlessly) that the order of 
inserts might not necessarily be guaranteed to be identical to that of the text file, so I prefer to 
use separate logic. If the source file is generated from another process, the format of the 
problem lines should be constant so the logic should be straightforward. 

Next I export the remaining rows into a temporary file. This is a Flat File defined as "Ragged 
right," again with one column. The staging table above is the source and data is exported from 
it to the staging Flat File. 

Finally, this staging file is treated as a standard Flat File and imported as per usual in another 
data flow task. This means that the column names can now be determined from the source file 
by the designer. 

We have added a couple of data-flow tasks which complicates the package a little, but it's all 
pretty straightforward and transparent. If / when a recordset source can be used, we can do 
away with the persisted staging Flat File to make it even neater in the future. 

SQL Server Integration Services Automation 
By G Vijayakumar  

It has been quite a long time since I wrote an article on SQL Server, due to other commitments 
with different clients and other technologies. Now I am back with an article on SQL Server 
Integration Services.  

I had recently completed a data warehousing project for a client using SQL Server 2005. I 
have decided to share the knowledge "as is" with the SQL Server community. The article is 
about SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) automation.  

The user requirement is described as follows:  

1. Client gets extracts from five different source systems (.txt, .csv and .xls file) every 
month on different weekdays. 
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2. Client would save the files in a folder on a SQL Server box.  
3. SQL Server should perform the Extract, Transfer and Load (ETL) process in an 

automated fashion for the five different source systems using the Extract -> Staging -
> Fact table methodology. 

4. The process should be a one-time setup in SQL Server and should execute every 
month without manual intervention. 

The client message is strong and clear. The ETL process using SSIS should be automated 
without manual intervention. There is more than one way to accomplish the client requirement; 
however, I have selected the following tools/components to accomplish the task:  

• Microsoft SQL Server 2005  
• Microsoft Data Access Components  
• Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS)  
• Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel  

Please make sure you have installed Microsoft SQL Server 2005 & Service Pack 2.0, the 
Microsoft Data Access Components 2.8, the Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 and the 
"Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.dll" file in a GAC folder before you read further. 

SQL Server Integration Services 

Integration Services is a platform for building high performance data integration and workflow 
solutions including extraction, transformation and loading (ETL) operations for data 
warehousing.  

SQL Server 2000 Data Transformation Services (DTS) have been replaced with Integration 
Services in SQL Server 2005. VB.Net is only scripting language supported in integration 
services. You can always read more information on Integration Services at SQL Server 2005 
books online.  

Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel 

I have used the above mentioned dll for reading excel file data such as cell value in a 
worksheet. The Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.dll file will be installed along with .NET 
Framework 2.0 installation. Otherwise you could download the file in your machine and follow 
the instruction to install the DLL in GAC folder. 

Thought Process 

I decided to create an SSIS package for each source system. I knew I could schedule the 
SSIS packages using SQL Server Agent. The interesting process would be to execute the 
primary job, calculate & set the schedule start date for the subsequent month, rename & 
disable the job on success and rename & enable the next job for execution. The cycle spins 
for the other jobs until the final job for a month (Figure 1). Let us read further to find out how 
the "Thought Process" has been executed in SQL Server 2005 using integration services. 

Prerequisites 

I enclosed the "automation" zip folder below that contains dbscript.sql, SSIS package and 
extract files. You could download and unzip the automation zip folder in your local machine. I 
had used trusted connections for SSIS package execution. You could use user name & 
password connection strings for SSIS package execution, but you must change the 
connection string property in .dtsConfig files.  

After downloading and extracting the dbscript.sql file, SSIS package, and extract files, make 
the required changes before you execute the dbscript.sql file in your local SQL Server 
machine. The steps are explained below: 

http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa163987(office.10).aspx
http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ex0ss12c(VS.80).aspx
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The code is available at the bottom in the "Resources" section. 

1. Create an "automation" folder in your C:\ drive. Save the dbscript.sql file, SSIS 
package and .config file in the same folder. You must change the SSIS package path 
in dbscript.sql file and config file path for SSIS package if you save the SSIS package 
and config files in a different location.  

2. Save the Extract Files (.txt, .csv and .xls file) in the same folder (automation). 
3. Change database primary, secondary and log file path in dbscript.sql file.  
4. Change the data source value (Data Source=<SQLServerName>;) to your SQL 

Server name for the connection string property in .dtsConfig files.  
You can execute the dbscript.sql file in your local SQL Server machine after you complete the 
prerequisites points.  

The dbscript.sql script file would create a database, user defined data types, tables, indexes, 
constraints, foreign keys, base data, stored procedures and jobs. You should have an "FMR" 
database in your database drop down list box after you execute dbscript.sql successfully. 
Please make sure your SQL Server Agent is started and running for job execution. 

Automation Process 

I have created five SSIS package for five source systems. I have scheduled the SSIS package 
as a job using SQL Server Agent. The jobs have been scheduled to run on every hour on 
weekdays. You could change the frequency interval at your convenience. The primary (Control 
Report) job has been enabled by default and rest of jobs is not enabled & rename with suffix 
as "—Disabled. 

The enabled job would start execute, calculate and set the schedule start date for the 
subsequent month, rename (suffix as "-- Disabled") and disable the job on success. Rename 
(remove suffix as "-- Disabled") and enable the next job for execution. The cycle spins for 
other jobs until the final job for a month.  

Per user requirements, I disable the job running on weekends and holidays. The system 
calculates subsequent months’ scheduled dates and excludes weekends & holidays. The job 
would execute on the next business day if the subsequent month's scheduled date falls on a 
holiday or a weekend. I had provided the explanation how I had accomplished those 
challenges below.  

Weekends dates have been calculated & identified using DATEADD & DATEPART SQL 
Server system functions. I used a Holiday look up table to find the list of client holidays for the 
current year. The OthCalculateNextDate & ConCheckHoliday stored procedure has the 
weekend & holiday calculation and business rules.  

ConCheckHoliday: 

The stored procedure would return 0/1 value for a provided date parameter (@Hol_Date). The 
row might not exist or does not match a value in the holiday master table for the provided date 
and the procedure returns a 0 value. Otherwise, the stored procedure returns a 1 value for the 
provided date row if it exists in the holiday master table. 

Editor’s Note: The code is available at www.sqlservercentral.com 

OthCalculateNextDate 

The stored procedure adds a month for a provided date parameter (@FromDate) using 
DATEADD functions and extracts the weekday using the DATEPART function. The extracted 
weekday should be between M-F and the weekday should not be a holiday. Otherwise, the 
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loop continues until the criteria matches. The holiday business rule and stored procedure have 
been explained earlier in the article.  

Editor’s Note: The code is available at www.sqlservercentral.com 

You can read the code to understand the stored procedures. I provided comments in those 
store procedures to help make it self-explanatory.  

 

Figure 1: FMR Automation 

MSDB database 

SQL Server stores SSIS package and SQL Agent job information in the msdb database. I had 
used a couple of msdb database system stored procedures to accomplish the automation 
process. I provided the procedure names (msdb.dbo.sp_update_job & 
msdb.dbo.sp_update_schedule) and parameters below for your information. Both stored 
procedures have many parameters; however, I had used only a few parameters relevant to 
accomplish the task. SQL Server Books Online explains the syntax & use of 
msdb.dbo.sp_update_job & msdb.dbo.sp_update_schedule procedure in detail.  

I used the enclosed stored procedures, OthSetCurrentAndNextSSIS, to rename & disable the 
current job and rename & enable the next job. I had explained the parameters that I had used 
for those system stored procedures. 

msdb.dbo.sp_update_job 

msdb.dbo.sp_update_job changes the attributes of a job and changes only those settings for 
which parameter values are supplied. If a parameter is omitted, the current setting is retained. 
The parameters are designed a follows for msdb.dbo.sp_update_job 

@job_name: The name of the job.  

@new_name: The new name for the job.  

@enabled: Specifies whether the job is enabled (1) or not enabled (0).  

msdb.dbo.sp_update_schedule 

msdb.dbo.sp_update_schedule changes the settings for a SQL Server Agent schedule and 
changes only those settings for which parameter values are supplied. If a parameter is 
omitted, the current setting is retained. 

The parameters are designed as follows for msdb.dbo.sp_update_schedule: 

@name - The name of the schedule to modify. schedule_name is sysname, with no default. 
Either schedule_id or schedule_name must be specified.  
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@new_name - The new name for the schedule. new_name is sysname, with a default of 
NULL. When new_name is NULL, the name of the schedule is unchanged.  

@enabled - Indicates the current status of the schedule. Enabled is tinyint, with a default of 1 
(enabled). If 0, the schedule is not enabled. When the schedule is not enabled, no jobs will run 
on this schedule.  

@active_end_date - The date on which execution of a job can stop. active_end_date is int, 
with a default of 99991231, which indicates December 31, 9999. Formatted as YYYYMMDD.  

You can also verify the job on next month’s scheduled date by selecting and right click the job 
properties on sql server agent job folder. The start date on the duration section on the job 
schedule properties on the schedules page would show the selected job’s scheduled date in 
the subsequent month. 

Summary 

The customer’s taste changes as life moves on. The client wants to spend & use their time to 
enrich their work and life instead of allocating more than one dedicated resource to run this 
process every month. It is nice to provide what the customer needs using current technologies 
available on the market. The information technology field is growing fast with innovative 
methods, and a technical expert might enhance this automation in a better way in later years 
in order to accomplish what the customer might need at that time. 

SSAS Database Backup 
By Dinesh Asanka  

Introduction 

SQL Server Analysis Service (SSAS) Databases are another type of database which stores 
cubes, dimensions, etc. Data for these databases are taken from SQL Server relational 
databases and other sources. The SSAS databases and SQL Server databases are linked by 
data sources in SSAS and the SSAS database is often updated using an operation called 
"processing" the cube. 

Though these databases' data is not row data, you still need to take backups for these 
databases to improve the usability. Unlike relational databases, the options for SSAS 
database backups are limited. This article focuses on the available backup options and how to 
achieve other required backup options. 

Backup from SSMS 

SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) can be used easily to take backups of SSAS 
databases following the steps below:   

1. Login to an SSAS instance from SSMS.  
2. Right Click the SSAS database that you want to backup. 
3. Select the Back Up... option and you will be taken to following page. 
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You can see that the selected database name appears in the Database field and you can 
provide the name of the backup file. If you didn't specify the path, the database backup will be 
written to the default folder C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL 
Server\MSSQL.2\OLAP\Backup. In this screen there are three additional options available.  

Allow file overwrite option will allow existing database backup to overwrite.  

Apply compression option will compress the database backup.  

Encrypt backup file option will allow SSAS database backup to be secured with a password.  

The apply compression and encrypt backup file options are very handy as they are not 
available for even relational databases in SQL Server 2005. However, the release of SQL 
Server 2008 for relational databases will add these options as well.  

Scheduling SSAS Database Backup 

This seems to be a frequent question in the forums. To achieve this, you can create SQL 
Server Agent Job and schedule that job as per your requirement. 

1. Right click Job folder of the SQL Agent node from the SSMS. 
2. Select New Job… option. 
3. Enter a Job name to identify the job 
4. Go to Steps page. 
5. Click New… button 
6. After entering Step Name, select SQL Server Analysis Services Command as job 

type. 
7. Enter the server name. 
8. Enter the following XMLA script. In this, you can change the SSAS database name 

and the backup name. 

<Backup xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/analysisservices/2003/engine"> 
  <Object> 
    <DatabaseID>AdventureWorksDW</DatabaseID> 
  </Object> 
  <File>AdventureWorksDW.abf</File> 
  <AllowOverwrite>true</AllowOverwrite> 
  <Password>password</Password> 
</Backup> 
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Following image shows the step page after configuring it as above.  

 

9. Click OK button. 
10. Go to the Schedule page and create a schedule as per your need.  

Backup All SSAS Databases 

The next question, which I often hear, is how to take a backup of all the SSAS databases in 
your instance. Of course, you can create the SQL Server Agent jobs above for each and every 
database. However, there will be issues whenever a new SSAS database is introduced as we 
need to remember to create a new job.  This can be quite tricky.  

To overcome this, a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package is created. This SSIS 
package can be scheduled from SQL Server Agent to schedule the SSAS database backup 
creation. First create an SSIS project and add an SSIS package to it.  

In this SSIS package, we are going to use the above XMLA script. We will loop through all the 
databases available by using Foreach Loop Container and pass the database name into the 
the XMLA script in which it has a parameter to accept the different database names.  

First we have to create a Connection Manager using the Microsoft OLE DB Provider for 
Analysis Services 9.0, which will point to the SSAS Server where you want to take a backup 
of all the databases. 

Next, let us configure Foreach Loop Container. Double click the ForEach Loop Container 
and select the Collection option. In the Collection option, select the Foreach ADO.NET 
Schema Rowset Enumerator as the Enumerator. Set the Connection to connection that you 
created before and set the Schema to Catalogs.  

Create a string variable to hold the SSAS database name, ssas_database_name and assign 
index 0 to this variable in the Variable Mappings option in the ForEach Loop Container. 

Drag and drop Script Task inside the ForEach Loop Container, set ssas_database_name as 
ReadOnlyVariables and newly created string type variable ssas_backup_script as 
ReadWriteVariables.   

Below is the script that should be written. (This is available at SQLServerCentral) 
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In the script above you can see that the database name is a variable that was updated from 
the ForEach Loop Container. The backup name is also parameterized. You can improve this 
by including date and time in the database backup name if you wish, as well.  

Next, Drag and drop Analysis Services Execute DDL Task control and in the DDL option set 
the SourceType to Variable and Source to the variable to ssas_backup_script.  

With this, the SSIS package is ready to run and it is just a matter of configuring this SSIS to 
run from SQL Agent Job so that you can schedule it.  

Conclusion 

This article has tried to address a frequently asked question in the SQL Server public forums, 
and I hope this will answer many questions that many people have. 

The Unpopular SELECT Statement 
By Vincent Rainardi  

Most of us are familiar with the SELECT statements to query a table but not many know how 
to use SELECT statements to query a cube. Some of us have spent thousands of hours 
SELECT-ing data from tables but have never done any SELECT on a cube - not even for a 
minute. So the purpose of this article is to provide a hands-on experience querying a cube 
using MDX SELECT statements. 

In the next ten minutes we will: 

1. Understand why it is important for us to know how to query a cube 
2. Understand what a cube is 
3. Create a cube by restoring from backup 
4. Review the cube structure 
5. SELECT the data from the cube 

1. Why is it important for a SQL Server developer or DBA to understand how to query a 
cube using MDX? 

It’s important because more and more data is stored in cubes. We (SQL Server people) are 
lucky that Analysis Services is the most popular OLAP tool in the market with a 31% market 
share in 2006, according to The OLAP Report. Analysis Services market share is growing every 
year. And with Analysis Services bundled up into SQL Server, a new world is opened to us, 
providing us with opportunity to move across from the relational world to the OLAP world. 
MDX is the defacto standard language in the OLAP world not only for Analysis Services, but 
also for Hyperion Essbase, another very popular OLAP tool. 

Having OLAP skills could mean better job opportunities. If you are a SQL Server DBA, and 
you are capable of administering both database server and OLAP server then you have the 
leisure of choosing the jobs that require either of those skills, or both. If you are a SQL Server 
developer, here in the UK the job market for Analysis Services developers is smaller than SQL 
Server database developers and the average salary is higher according to ITJobsWatch, a 
widely used web site for salaries of UK IT jobs. Analysis Services is £44k with 738 jobs in the 
last three months, compared to £39k for SQL Server developer with 1041 jobs. How about in 
the US and Asia? Other countries? I welcome your comments in the discussion forum. 

http://www.olapreport.com/market.htm
http://www.itjobswatch.co.uk/
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2. What is a cube? 

As I explain in my book, Building A Data Warehouse: With Examples in SQL Server, a cube is a form 
of database where the data is stored in cells and the position of each cell is defined by a 
number of hierarchical variables called dimensions. Each cell represents a business event, 
and the value of the dimensions shows when, where and how this event happened. Actually 
the term ”cube” is technically incorrect because mathematically a ”cube” is a 3D shape with six 
identical faces, each face being a square. The correct term is ”Multidimensional Database.” 
But since “cube” is easier to understand and widely used in the field (especially in Analysis 
Services), for the purpose of this article I’ll use the term ”cube.” 

Figure 1 shows a Sales cube for retail industry with 3 dimensions: product, date and store. 
Each cell in the cube represents the event of an item going through checkout. The position of 
each cell is defined by the value of the dimensions. Each cell contains three numbers: 
quantity, sales amount and sales cost. 

 

Figure 1: A sales cube with 3 dimensions 

3. Create a cube by restoring from backup 

One of the main reasons why we have never done SELECT from a cube is because we don’t 
have a cube. There may be lots of tables around you but there is no single cube. So let’s 
create the cube shown in Figure 1. 

Backup of an Analysis Services database: Sales.abf (see the download in the Resources 
section below) (176 KB). 

Download the above backup file and follow these steps to restore the cube. For this exercise 
you need SQL Server 2005 (or SQL Server 2008 Nov CTP), with Analysis Services installed. 

Make sure that SQL Server Analysis Services is running. If not, start it in the SQL Server 
Configuration Manager.  

Open SQL Server Management Studio; connect to your Analysis Services instance.  

On the Object Explorer, expand the Analysis Services instance by clicking + to the left of it, 
right click the Databases folder and choose Restore... as shown in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2: Restoring an Analysis Services database 
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On the Restore Database window, type Sales as the Restore database and click Browse... 
to select the Sales.abf that you downloaded as shown in Figure 3, and click on OK. 

 

Figure 3: Restore Database window 

On the Object Explorer, right click on the Database folder again and click on Refresh. You will 
now see the Sales database that you just restored on the Object Explorer.  

4. Review the Cube Structure 

Before we do the SELECT statement, let’s familiarize ourselves with the Sales cube we have 
just restored. This is done by browsing the cube. 

Expand Analysis Services instance by clicking + sign, expand the Databases folder, expand 
the Sales database, expand the Cubes folder, right click on the Sales cube and choose 
Browse as shown in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4: Opening the cube browser 

SSAS cube browser opens. Close Object Explorer pane and expand date, product and store 
dimension by clicking on their + sign. It looks like Figure 5 below.  
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Figure 5: Browsing a cube 

Let’s drag <Sales Amount> to Drop Totals or Detail Fields Here, drag Month to Drop Row 
Fields Here, drag Product Category to the Select dimension area and set it to "Book." The 
result is shown on Figure 6 below.  

 

Figure 6: Monthly sales amount for Book products 

4. We can see that the cube has three measures and three dimensions - 

- And we know the attributes of those dimensions. Please feel free to explore the cube further 
by changing the dimension attributes on the row, column and filter areas to get yourself 
familiarized with the cube.  

5. SELECT the Data from the Cube 

Now that we know cube structure, we are ready to select data from the cube. 

On the toolbar, click on the MDX icon (it’s the third icon from the left) and click Connect to 
connect to your Analysis Services instance.  

Close the Object Browser if it’s open so you have wider area to write your query.  

Select Sales database on the drop down list as shown on Figure 7.  
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Figure 7: Choosing Analysis Services database 

On the empty space on the right hand side, type the following MDX statement and click on 
Execute (or press F5).  

select {[Measures].[Sales Amount]} on columns, 
{[Date].[Month].members} on rows 
from sales 
where [Product].[Product Category].&[Book] 

The query output is shown in Figure 8 below.  

 

Figure 8: Query output 

Please take a moment to look at the basic MDX statement on Listing 1 above. Sales Amount 
is on the column, Month is on the row and Product Category is on the where clause. We say 
that Sales Amount and Month are on the query axis and Product Category is on the slicer axis. 
To put it simply, query axis means SELECT clause; whereas slicer axis means the WHERE 
clause.  

Please familiarize yourself with this basic syntax of MDX by changing the query on listing 1 a 
little bit. For example: 

• Change [Month] to [Year] or to [Date]  
• Swap Month and Sales Amount: [Date].[Month].members on the columns and 

[Measures].[Sales Amount] on the rows  
• Remove the where clause  
• Swap Product Category and Month: “… {[Product].[Product Category].members} on rows 

where [Date].[Month].&[December]”  
• Remove the “on columns” clause: “select {} on columns, {[Date].[Month].members} on 

rows … ”  

The result on figure 8 displays empty tuples (tuple means cube cell). To filter the empty tuple; 
add “non empty” like this:  
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select {[Measures].[Sales Amount]} on columns, 
non empty {[Date].[Month].members} on rows 
from sales 
where [Product].[Product Category].&[Book]  

With that, we have achieved the purpose of this article: to provide a hands-on experience 
querying a cube using MDX SELECT statements. I hope this exercise has enriched your 
knowledge horizon. 

You may ask “why do we have to select from the cube if we can browse it?” It’s a good 
question. The best way to explore an Analysis Services cube is using a cube browsing tool. 
The cube browser in Analysis Services 2000 was not so user friendly, but in Analysis Services 
2005 Microsoft had done a good job of improving it. The SSAS cube browser is now very easy 
to use. To make it even more user friendly in terms of drilling down, up, across and analyzing 
data, people use third party tools. One of the most popular tools for browsing Analysis 
Services cubes is ProClarity, which is now owned by Microsoft. 

So why do we need to understand how to SELECT data from a cube? Because we need to 
define custom calculation such as custom measure, default member, Key Performance 
Indicators, etc. Yes, we can survive in today’s Analysis Services world without knowing MDX, 
but sooner or later we will come across it. There will come the time where we will need to 
create derived attribute or measure in our cube and we need to use MDX; also, when we need 
to import the content of a cube into a table for reconciliation purposes. 

Lucky for those of us who use SQL Server Reporting Services, we can visually compose the 
MDX SELECT statements in Business Intelligence Development Studio. SSRS 2005 has a 
built-in tool called MDX Query Designer which allows us to use the drag and drop approach to 
compose the MDX query when building the data set for the report. I explained how to use this 
tool and how to build a report querying data from Analysis Services cubes in Chapter 12 of my 

book, Building A Data Warehouse: With Examples in SQL Server. But 
sometimes we are not so lucky; for example, where the company or client 
we work for uses SQL Server 2005 only as a database engine but they 
use Business Object or Cognos for their reporting tool rather than 
Reporting Services. 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1590599314?ie=UTF8&tag=dkranchnet&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=9325&c
reativeASIN=1590599314 

In the Resources section below I included the DDL script, the Data Population Script, the cube 
creation XMLA and the SSAS Solution if you want to check any details or want to develop/play 
a bit more with the cube. So you can recreate the database by executing the DDL and 
populate the database. When opening the SSAS solution you need to change the data source 
to point to your SQL Server. The XMLA is for recreating the cube (empty) directly on the SSAS 
server. 

Thank you for reading. As usual I welcome any comments and feedback in the discussion 
forum. 

Vincent Rainardi 
21th December 2007 
Author of Building a Data Warehouse: With Examples in SQL Server  
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Using XML to pass Multi-Select parameters from SSRS to SQL 
Server 

By Wayne Sheffield  

When passing Multi-Select parameters from Reporting Services to SQL Server, the only way 
normally mentioned is to pass a comma-delimited string (built with the JOIN() VB function in 
SSRS) to SQL Server. However, you cannot use this parameter directly in a query, and must 
either use dynamic sql or utilize a process for converting this string into separate entries into a 
temp table. 

An alternative is to pass the Multi-Select parameter as an XML string. 

The format of the XML string that we need to pass to SQL is in this format: 

<ROOT> 
<NODE> 
<ELEMENT>element data</ELEMENT> 
</NODE> 
</ROOT> 

If we have a multi-select parameter of months (where the month name was displayed and the 
month number is the value), the XML for the selected months (of January and July) would look 
like: 

<Months> 
<Month> 
<MonthNumber>1</MonthNumber> 
</Month> 
<Month> 
<MonthNumber>7</MonthNumber> 
</Month> 
</Months> 

Now, building an XML string can be a bit of hand coding of strings and values. Here is the VB 
function that I utilize; you can either use it in the Code tab of the report properties or you can 
build it into a library and link the dll into the report from the References tab of the report 
properties. 

Function ReturnXML(ByVal MultiValueList As Object, ByVal Root As String, 
ByVal Node As String, ByVal Element As String) As String 
 '************************************************************************** 
 ' Returns an XML string by using the specified values. 
 ' Parameters: 
 ' MultiValueList - a multi value list from SSRS 
 ' Root, Node, Element - String to use in building the XML string 
 '************************************************************************** 
 Dim ReturnString = "" 
 Dim sParamItem As Object 
 ReturnString = "<" & Root & ">" 
For Each sParamItem In MultiValueList 
 ReturnString &= "<" & Node & "><" & Element & ">" & 
Replace(Replace(sParamItem,"&","&amp;"),"<", "&lt;") & "</" & Element & 
"></" & Node & ">" 
Next 
 ReturnString &= "</" & Root & ">" 
 Return (ReturnString) 
End Function 
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So, for the above example, I would build the XML string by the statement: 

ReturnXML(Parameters!MultiValue.Value, "Months," "Month," "MonthNumber") 

Now, we need to use this in SQL. Since I always use stored procedures to access the data, I'll 
use this as an example. In the parameters section of the stored procedure, add a new 
parameter of the XML datatype; i.e., @Months XMLIn your selection criteria, add a join 
condition: 

Select (column list) 
 From (table/view to retrieve data from) a 
 INNER JOIN @Months.nodes('/Months/Month') AS m(item) 
 ON month(a.DateField) = m.item.value('MonthNumber[1]', 'integer') 

To add this procedure to your report go to the data tab and select <New Dataset> from the 
combobox. Set the command type to Stored Procedure, enter the procedure name, and click 
on Ok. Then edit this dataset. On the Parameters tab, change the expression for this 
parameter to: 

 "=Code.ReturnXML(Parameters!MultiValue.Value, "Months", "Month", "MonthNumber") and 
click Ok, where "MultiValue" is the name of the multi-value parameter to use. Note that if this 
is an existing multi-value parameter, you may have to delete the "[0]" that is added by clicking 
on the parameter in the expression builder. 

Congratulations. You're now passing the multi-value parameter to your SQL Server stored 
procedure as an XML dataset to your stored procedure, and retrieving the data for the options 
selected from the report parameter. 

Yet another way to include portability on DTS packages 
By Alceu Rodrigues de Freitas Junior  

Introduction 

An issue that comes up when using DTS packages in enterprise sized projects is the several 
environments that usually are used: one for development, one for testing (sometimes called 
QA) and another one used in production. 

The problem arises when it is necessary to move the DTS package developed in the 
development server to the other environments, using the minimum effort necessary and 
avoiding new bugs by changing the packages during the transport. 

Getting started 

Initially it is necessary to make all configurations of the DTS package that will probably be 
changed during movement from one environment to another to be dynamic; database 
connections, files paths and properties related to business rules enforced by the package. 
Those values could be fetched from somewhere like an INI file; anyway, using hard coded 
values is always a bad idea and DTS already has a good support for INI files. 

Once an INI is created and ready for use the next step is to add some intelligence in the DTS 
package to fetch the correct INI file, depending on the environment in which it is located. While 
manually changing a property to identify which INI files to read, there is always a chance to do 
something wrong since this procedure can be repeated many times. 
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There is a very simple solution for this case: all INI files could be located in a shared directory, 
using a defined pattern for the path name of the shared resource. The INI that the DTS must 
read should be fixed. The result should be something like: 

\\<servername>\DTSConfig\dw_load.ini 

where <servername> should be replaced by the MS SQL Server name where the DTS 
package is located, "DTSConfig" the shared directory and "dw_load.ini" the INI file. This value 
could be fetched easily by using a Dynamic Property Task with an assignment to a global 
variable using the value from the Environment Variable COMPUTERNAME. 

An image should give you a better idea of the concept: 

  

Of course, in each database server there should be available a shared directory, "DTSConfig." 
The INI file should be available there as well, with the expected values for each environment. 

Once the INI location is done, now the rest is ready in the INI file and the necessary properties 
set. The properties that must be changed will depend heavily on what the DTS package will 
do, but usually the following properties will demand some attention: 

• Database connection properties (as Datasource, Catalog, Username and Password).  
• Paths for logging activities of the package and datapumps.  
• Profiles (and passwords) for SendMail tasks.  
• Path and filenames for importing/exporting data from/to text files.  

You will probably be using a Dynamic Property Task to read the INI and set the properties as 
necessary. Once the task is configured by the first time in development server, the task will 
have all assignments with the property SourceIniFileFileName defined as 
\\devserver\DTSConfig\dw_load.ini. The "devserver" part must be replaced by the value 
fetched in the previous Dynamic Property Task ("Fetch server name" in the screenshot). To 
have some automatization on that some code is necessary. See below for an implementation 
example in VBscript: 

Function Main() 
 
    Dim oPackage 
    Set oPackage = DTSGlobalVariables.Parent 
    Dim sShareName 
    sShareName = "DTSConfig" 
 
    Dim sINI 
    sINI = "dw_load.ini" 
    Dim oCustomTask 
    Dim oTask 
    Dim oAssignment 
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    Set oTask = oPackage.Tasks("Tsk_ReadINIFile") 
    Set oCustomTask = oTask.CustomTask 
    Dim sPath 
    sPath = "\\" & DTSGlobalVariables("computer_name").Value & "\" _ 
        & sShareName & "\" & sINIFilename 
 
    Dim iCounter 
 
    for iCounter = CInt( 1 ) to oCustomTask.Assignments.Count 
 
        Set oAssignment = oCustomTask.Assignments( CInt ( iCounter ) ) 
        oAssignment.SourceIniFileFileName = sPath 
    next 
    Main = DTSTaskExecResult_Success 
End Function 

This code will loop over all assignments in the second Dynamic Property Task (called 
"Tsk_ReadINIFile" in this example) and change the property SourceIniFileFileName of each 
one of them. The most important part of the code is the line: 

Set oTask = oPackage.Tasks("Tsk_ReadINIFile") 

If an invalid name or the name of other Task is passed as a parameter, the whole code will not 
work (and probably may cause other errors as well). It is also a good idea to keep all reading 
of INI properties in a single Dynamic Property Task to simplify the automatic configuration. In 
the end, you will end up with something like the screenshot below: 

 

You just need to copy the same three steps above in each of the DTS packages that will be 
created, not forgetting to change: 

• The INI filename.  
• The share name (if changed).  
• The DynamicPropertyTask name.  

But that's not all. There are some details that will need attention in order to avoid problems 
when moving the DTS package to other environments. That will be discussed in the next 
section. 

Additional stuff 

Some details still need to be changed in order to avoid problems that are usually difficult to 
detect when you migrate a DTS package while using this configuration schema. 

The first one - and probably the most important - is to avoid fully qualified name of tables when 
configuring a DTS Datapump Task that will execute some operation in a SQL database. In the 
cases that a datapump will fetch rows or populate a table, the properties SourceObjectName 
and DestinationObjectName will be populated by default with a value like 
"[Testing].[dbo].[CONTACT]." If the Catalog name of each server changed from one 
environment to another, that value must be changed to "CONTACT" only. Anyway, the 
configuration of the connections used by the datapump task will be (hopefully) correct 
configured and that should be sufficient to avoid problems regarding operations in the wrong 
table. Every time a new datapump is configured, the properties SourceObjectName and 
DestinationObjectName will used fully qualified values when pointing to a table in a database. 
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Another problem would be using Execute Package tasks: when such a task is created and the 
PackageName property is set, the property PackageID is populated automatically with the DTS 
package ID that will be called by the task. When this property is populated, the package will be 
searched by its Package ID and not by its name. This is a problem, because the Package ID 
property will have a different value every time a new version of it is created in a database 
server. Using only the name would make it possible to alter one or both packages (the caller 
and the called) in a server without breaking any configuration. Of course, this will only work if 
the DTS packages have unique names in each server. 

Suggestions 

Do not used mapped resources into drives: DTS supports reading directly from UNC shared 
resources without issues and that is much more flexible than having to map the same drive in 
each server (development, QA and production) to the proper shared directory. 

Try to break the INI in two new files. One INI will hold infrastructure information (connections, 
users and passwords) and the other will hold business related information. The INI with 
infrastructure information should be shared by all DTS packages while each DTS should have 
its exclusive INI for business information. By using configuration like that, you will be able to 
change business related information without needing to have access to user and passwords 
that will probably be held by the IT team with care. 

Conclusion 

Although there are other methods described in SQL Server Central, this article combines 
using INI files for DTS configuration with a simple server name resolution. While it is quite 
simple to use COMPUTERNAME as a point to change the configuration dynamically, it may be 
impossible to be used if the database server is configured in a cluster or if there are security 
policies that do not allow shared directories to be available in the database server. 

A minor issue, also, may be the need to copy the three initial steps in each DTS package. 
While it is easier to do during development, it could be a problem if there are many DTS 
packages that will need to be updated if something needs to be changed. 

If those are not issues in your project, then you might be able to enjoy very easily transporting 
a DTS package from one server to another without having to worry (too much) about forgetting 
changing some tiny property somewhere. 
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Database Design and Development 

Being able to design a database is not something that is asked of all DBAs or developers as a 
formal process. However it seems that at some point in their careers, most DBAs will end up 
creating their own schema and design to support some application. 

This section contains a set of articles that show a variety of techniques that might help you the 
next time you set about creating a schema. 

Five Tips for Becoming a Better Data Modeler............................................................... 181 
Email reports directly to the hands of your Executives................................................... 183 
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Five Tips for Becoming a Better Data Modeler 
By Troy Ketsdever  

"This above all: to thine own self be true,  
And it must follow, as the night the day,  
Thou canst not then be false to any man." [emphasis added 

- William Shakespeare, "Hamlet," Act 1 scene 3 (1564 - 1616) 

During an exchange in the SQLServerCentral.com user forums a while back, I was asked to 
give a summary of tips for good data modeling and db design. I answered with what I 
considered to be a well-thought response, but I realize that the points bear some further detail. 
At the risk of being compared to Hamlet's voluble antagonist quoted above (hey - at least he 
made an attempt at being a logician; see emphasis), I offer these five tips to help improve your 
data modeling and db design. 

The Summary 

To start with, here are the five tips summarized: 

• Educate yourself on data fundamentals 
• Learn the various success criteria against which a design can be judged 
• Expose yourself to other software modeling disciplines 
• Devise techniques to ease design changes for your environment 
• Practice, practice, practice 

 Fundamentals 

First and foremost, educate yourself on data fundamentals. Everything else follows from the 
fundamentals. This can be easier said than done, however. For starters, relational theory 
tends to get minimal treatment in computer science degrees, and the presentation of the 
subject matter tends to favor vendor-specific training over general principles. 

Therefore, a more accessible route (especially for the busy professional) is probably self-study 
using books, internet resources, and for those with the benefit of training budgets, seminars or 
conferences. 

Rather than giving you a full list of the books I think are important, I'll limit myself to my "top 
five" titles, and rely on the readers to help round out the list in the discussion postings... 

• Data and Reality, by William Kent: First published in the '70s, this is a classic text that will 
help the practitioner think about data apart from its specific representation in a 
particular DBMS (e.g., SQL Server). Since it was written around the time of the 
relational model's rising popularity, there is enough to give the reader a sense of 
some of the other data models in use at the time.  

• An Introduction to Database Systems, 8th Edition, by C.J. Date: Simply stated, a data 
management practitioner's bookshelf is incomplete without this text (or, at the very 
least, a recent edition).  

• Applied Mathematics for Database Professionals, by Lex de Haan and Toon Koppelaars: 
This is a recent release that will help the reader understand the translation from pure 
set theory and logic into the relational model. The book has a number of examples 
and exercises, and culminates in a fully formed sample project that is based upon an 
Oracle implementation. An excellent exercise is to work the sample for T-SQL.  

• Database in Depth, by C.J. Date: A well-condensed summary of much of the thinking that 
has been going on with the relational model for the last 30 years.  
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• Practical Issues in Database Management, by Fabian Pascal: This book highlights the 
disparity between relational "the theory," and relational as implemented in current 
SQL DBMSs. Understanding where SQL falls down in this regard is essential to 
avoiding many common traps in database design.  

A couple of online resources that I recommend include the Google newsgroup 
"comp.databases.theory," and the website DBDebunk.com. The latter, although not actively 
maintained, has a lot of food for thought, topic-specific papers written by C.J. Date and Fabian 
Pascal, and good references. 

Tradeoffs 

Learn and understand the tradeoffs that you will face during design. Any given conceptual 
model will have many potential logical models that satisfy the information requirements stated 
therein. The discipline of design is little more than making decisions about which of the various 
success criteria are important and choosing a logical model accordingly. This trivialization 
assumes, of course, that the designer has created the options from which to choose. 

A good summary article by Graeme Simsion [Simsion, 2005] outlines these tradeoffs. For a 
more in-depth treatment, I refer you to Simsion's book (co-authored by Graham Witt), Data 
Modeling Essentials, Third Edition. 

Other Modeling Disciplines 

For data modeling alone there are numerous approaches and notations that one needs to be 
familiar with. For instance, UML, ER, and Object-Role Modeling are various notations that can 
be used for logical and conceptual modeling, and can even represent certain details of 
physical implementations. If you work primarily with OLTP systems, take some time to 
familiarize yourself with the modeling concepts used on the BI side of things -- OLAP, cubes, 
star schema, etc. (and vice-versa if your forte is BI). 

Beyond the data management arena, we have UML (for OO design and other software 
development artifacts), state and control flow diagrams, XML hierarchies, and OO design 
patterns to name a few. Although I have my own bias on what provides the most business 
value (it's all about the data, after all!), there's always something to be learned from other 
similar disciplines. 

Have an Upgrade Plan 

Accept that you will make mistakes, and those mistakes will make it into production. OK... 
even if you're perfect, yesterday's requirements will change and new requirements will arise 
for the applications that depend on your db design. Develop techniques to deal with this. 

The constraints imposed by your deployment environment are going to play a big factor in 
what you can get away with. Are you shipping a database as part of a shrink-wrapped 
package? You'll likely need a utility that will be able to bring your customer's installation up to 
the latest rev no matter what state it's in. Is your production environment a 5-9's installation 
with db sizes in the hundreds of GB or larger? You'll need strategies for in-place updates to 
your design that take these scales into account. 

Multiply the foregoing with all of the different types of changes we may encounter -- removing 
and adding keys and constraints, breaking tables down for better representing distinct 
concepts, etc. -- and it should be apparent that this tip alone is worthy of its own article (or 
series). 

Practice... 

...practice, practice. This includes reviewing the work of others as well as trying new things out 
yourself. 
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One way to get exposure to numerous design problems is to participate in the forums here on 
SQLServerCentral.com. Keep in mind, however, that the real benefit in this is learning to 
recognize when important requirements are left unstated in a problem. For example, witness 
the number of replies and back-and-forth for "simple design" questions. 

Another approach is to consider the work of others and think about how you might model 
things differently given your own hypothetical requirements. For instance, you might review the 
backend for an off-the-shelf software package in use at your company. Additionally, you could 
review the models in a db design guidance website like 
http://www.databaseanswers.org/data_models/. The point is to gain experience iterating over 
solutions more often than if you only constrain yourself to problems presented at your work. 

Conclusion 

I hope you enjoyed these tips for becoming a better data modeler. I believe that if one keeps 
these in mind and works at it, they will find themselves an increasingly valuable member of 
their development teams. 
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Email reports directly to the hands of your Executives 
By Austin Zellner 

Getting Data to the Hand (helds) of your Executives 

Creating content for mobile devices is an exciting prospect, but it often requires either having 
an external website that users can access or developing specifically for the operating system 
of the device you are targeting. If you don't have the time or the inclination, another option is to 
send a nicely formatted email. All mobile devices have email capability, and most executives 
are often more interested in metrics over flash         (individual results may vary!). 

In my case, I had several executives with Blackberry’s who wanted to receive metrics on their 
phones. While there is a Blackberry development kit, we did not have the time to learn it so a 
simpler solution was to email them with the information that they wanted. The information was 
metrics out of sales and quoting systems, and was stored in a SQL Server 2000 database. 

I had sent emails with information before using xp_sendmail, and used string manipulation to 
line up the numbers. While it got the information across, the formatting was tedious and didn't 
really come across like a report; it was more of a data dump than a dashboard. Another 
wrinkle was that my manager wanted to be able to show this year’s and last year’s metrics 
side by side with the proper headings above them. I quickly realized that my old way of 
formatting the email using padded varchars was not going to be flexible enough to provide the 
layout we wanted. 

To solve the problem I created a solution consisting of a table to hold my desired results, a 
procedure that would allow me to build a formatted table in memory, and then build up the 
string value of it in a predictable pattern to return. Coupled with a new function that would 
center a value, I had myself a primitive xp_sendmail report writer! 

http://www.databaseanswers.org/data_models/
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The following articles walk you through setting up the components needed to get a "pretty" 
email output. 

1. Create table to hold the report values 
2. Create stored procedures that get the metrics that you want. 
3. Create the procedure that loads the report table with your metrics. 
4. Create the procedure that returns a formatted report. 
5. Create the procedure that rebuilds the report table and emails the formatted report. 

"Pretty" Output 

Here is what I wanted my output to look like: 

------ Metric 1 ----- 
Apr-08   Apr-07 
11.94   6.28 
======= ======== ====== 
--------- Metric 2 --------- 
  Apr-08   
  13.03   
====== ======== ======== 
-------- Metric 3 ---------- 
Apr-08   Apr-07 
7.67   11.98 
======= ========= ======= 

 

Step 1: Create table to hold the report values 

To accomplish this, I first created a table to store the metric values that I would want to 
present. The table was very simple: a key describing what the row contained, a full value, and 
a value in millions as this was the format that I wanted to present in. Because I would be 
loading everything into a string eventually, I set all my columns to by varchar. 

Here is the SQL to create the table: 

Editor’s Note: The code is available at SQLServerCentral.com 

Step 2: Create stored procedures that get the metrics you want. 

One unique point is that while your metrics will often be a number, in this case I am storing 
them as a varchar, and so I return varchar from my procedures that build up my metrics. 

Editor’s Note: The code is available at SQLServerCentral.com 

One really important thing to note is that I use the datatype of money instead of numeric. This 
allows me to convert it to a varchar and preserve the commas and decimals in the string, 
which makes the number look really great in the output. Compare 12345678 to 12,345,678.00 
and you can see what a difference the commas make. 

I create one of these procedures for each metric that I want to include in my report. 
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Step 3: Create the procedure that loads the report table with your metrics. 

To load the values, I created specific stored procedures that would load up exactly what I 
wanted, in this case called up_report_display_value_metric_one, with @as_invoiced_string as 
the output that I wanted to return. 

I created a separate up_report_display_value_[ metric name ] for each metric that I would 
want to store. 

Editor’s Note: The code is available at SQLServerCentral.com 

In my case each metric was very different from each other, so having a specific stored 
procedure to load it allowed me to compartmentalize my logic. Also note that if you want to 
display the real number instead of the in millions number, uncomment the lines at the bottom. 

Step 4: Create the procedure that returns a formatted report. 

To get the output for the email, I had a stored procedure that would create the output in a 
format that would be exactly what I wanted to display. It would return the output as a select 
statement so that it could be put directly into an email from xp_sendmail. 

Editor’s Note: The code is available at SQLServerCentral.com 

The procedure creates a table variable called @report with report_line. This table will act like a 
grid, holding the output together for me. I then set up some variables to handle displaying the 
date information nicely. Then we get down to business and start loading the @report table one 
row at a time. 

Think of loading this as you would be writing out a report one line at a time. The first line is the 
heading, so I pass a token of <sl> to my centering function which will return a single centered 
line of six dashes, like this: 

------ 

I set the middle column to my metric heading, in this case "METRIC ONE," and then set the 
right column to be another set of dashes using the <sl> token. 

The next line will be the headings for the individual numbers, this year’s and last year’s. I set 
the left column by passing the date display and year to my centering function. The center 
column should be blank, so I pass an empty string to the centering function. The right column 
in the heading is for last year, so I pass the date and last year to the centering function. 

Next will be the actual values, which I can get for the left column by using a sub select to my 
report table, getting the value for ”mertic_one_this_year” that I populated earlier. The center 
column is blank, and the right column is a sub select for the value “metric_one_last_year.” 

The final row of this section is just a break row filled with equal signs, using the <dl> token to 
the centering function. 
 
Finally I select the report_line from the @report table, which returns the nicely formatted table. 

Bonus Function: Centered Content 

The function that will do the centering is: 

Editor’s Note: The code is available at SQLServerCentral.com 

You could create any number of special tokens by extending out the If logic of the @str that 
was passed in, but these were enough to get me a single line and the double line. 
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Step 5: Create the procedure that rebuilds the report table and emails the formatted 
report. 

Now that all of the other pieces are in place, you are ready for the procedure that actually 
sends out the exec pretty report. 

Editor’s Note: The code is available at SQLServerCentral.com 

One important thing to note is that the @no_header flag is set to TRUE; this will keep the 
column name from my report table from appearing at the top of the email and spoiling the nice 
format. 

Conclusion 

My "pretty" email was well received, and several new metrics were immediately requested to 
be added, which was relatively easy to do. 

This whole process is wide open for customization; for example, I locked each of my columns 
at 10 characters wide, and a grid of n rows but only three columns. You could add columns, 
change the size of the columns, and because the centering function can return blank space to 
pad your empty cells, create as many creative layouts as imagination and screen real estate 
will allow. 

File Handling a Different Way 
By shashank bhide  

I would like to discuss an interesting way of file handling through SQL Server that I 
implemented in one of my projects. The problem I was facing was that ASP.NET was not 
allowing file write operations under its default account (ASPNET account). I was not interested 
in impersonating this through the web.config file as you've to write the username and 
password in plain text. Also the runtime impersonation using the WIN32 API is not as easy as 
it sounds. 

Now, to write contents to a file through SQL Server, you can use an extended stored 
procedure called master..xp_cmdshell. However, you can rest assured that good database 
administrators would definitely have disabled the execution of this stored procedure. So the 
trick works only if the execution permissions for this stored procedure are granted for the 
application. 

This stored procedure actually executes anything you provide to it as an argument on the 
command prompt of the machine on which the SQL Server is installed. The execution is the 
same as if you had a Command Prompt window opened and typed a command. 

Now, as we know, that if we redirect a string (call it st1) to any other arbitrary name string (call 
st2), then st2 is created as a file on the machine and st1 is written in that its syntax will be like 
this. 

Echo "your string" >> filename.txt, 

This command on the command prompt will write (actually append) your string in filename.txt. 
If you use”>” in place of”>>” the file contents will be overwritten. In either case a new file will 
be created if it doesn't already exist. Now with this info all you've to do is to execute something 
like this on the SQL server 

exec master..xp_cmdshell 'echo ''your string'' >> filename.txt' 
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and your file will be written with your message 

Trust me, its performance is awesome as you need not create any File object and then call its 
functions to get the work done. This work is done through IO redirection, which is the fastest 
way to write a file. 

The only disadvantage here, and it is a serious one, is that this stored procedure is infamous 
for being used as a SQL injection attack. Granting permission for its execution might require 
that you be extra careful while writing your queries as a small mistake can wreak havoc on the 
database server. This is because any executable can be run on the machine hosting the SQL 
server with xp_cmdshell. 

Mine was a small application; hence, I thought to do the work a bit differently. You can also try 
this if nothing works your way. 

Name Value Pair - Part II 
By Teshome Asfaw  

Background information 

This article focuses on a situation where a client wanted to collect customer information. 
Somebody come up with a brilliant idea of not bothering to modify the database structure, but 
just adding the fields that they needed to collect customer information. The idea behind this is 
that once a customer's details are collected it will be loaded to another database for reporting. 
Initial hype surrounding the idea was hitting even the director's board. This is not the type of 
model that we should use for what the company wanted, but the CTO convinced me that he 
will take full responsibility for any outcome. 

I had then ruled myself out of the project. But as the time went by they started having a lot of 
issues even before going to production. I was then called in to come up with some 
suggestions. The project has gone so far that it was impossible to turn back, so we had to 
continue forward with this design. 

Main issues encountered  

The main issue was scalability. As the table size grew, querying the table became unbearable. 
Though the initial idea of capturing customer information without modifying the database 
structure worked well, getting a customer record became a painful task. 

Suggested implementation 

1. Redesign –  

My outright suggestion for this particular problem was to redesign the database and move it to 
a proper entity- based schema. The suggestion was right in the long run, but as I have 
mentioned previously, the project had gone so far it was very difficult to turn back. So, I had to 
come up with a solution where it was possible to go live with the already developed solution 
and still improve performance. 

2. Partition to improve performance –  

As we all know, the partitioning of database tables is used to improve the performance of large 
database tables. In a name value pair situation we have a database with only one table, so it 
is a straightforward choice. The management of partitioned tables and indexes are very simple 
in SQL Server 2005, as opposed to SQL Server 2000. 
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The assumption here was that there is a defined access pattern for this particular issue, and 
that the data is accessed mostly using CustomerId. This is the logical grouping of data as 
described previously. Therefore, it makes sense to keep the same CustomerId in the same 
partitioned table. If the data access pattern changes then you need to look into the best way of 
partitioning your table. 

If your data has logical groupings - and you often work with only a few of these defined 
subsets at a time - then define your ranges so the queries are isolated to work with only the 
appropriate data (i.e., partition). Obviously, you need to define the partition column, which you 
may not have in case of EAV design. 

The assumption that we need to keep the same customer records in one partition is the 
determining factor in deciding what partition column to use. Due to this a new column is added 
that can be purely used for partitioning the table. 

When implementing partitioning, it is worth looking at filegroups as well. For the best filegroup 
configurations please refer to various articles on that topic. For the purpose of this article I 
have created five filegoups: one for primary data to support the system and user objects and 
the other to spread the partitioned tables. You can look into the script attached to this article 
and see how you can implement partitioning with filegroups. This is only for demonstration 
purposes to show how the partitioned table will be spread across different file groups that can 
be either on the same spindle or could be separated at later stages when you database grows. 

After running the script you can see now where the data is stored. See, now, where the data 
for customerId is gone. 

 

From this table you can see that all the rows were inserted into partition number 4. All 
customers with customerId of three went to partition number four. This has been done though 
the mod function (%) as shown on insertnamevaluepair stored procedure that is attached with 
the script. The partitionId is generated from @customerId%4 + 1. 

There are also some considerations that you need to look into when creating indexes. For this 
article I just want to mention a few. If you are creating an index on partition column then the 
index is aligned with the table. If the index uses the same partitioning scheme as the table and 
is in the same filegroup then index must be aligned to the table. I am not going to go into detail 
of designing the indexes in this article. There are numerous references that can be used as a 
basis for this. 

Most of the logic of creating partitioned tables can be used when implementing the same 
solution in SQL server 2000. The main difference is that you need to create the tables yourself 
and use a union all to join all the tables. Note - you need to enforce any referential integrity on 
individual tables as opposed to implementing it in SQL Server 2005. 

3. Relational-name value pair –  

This section introduces an entity-based concept, which entails adding additional lookup tables. 
This will not only result in less storage space but will also help in implementing solutions to 
improve performance such as partitioning. One lookup table is used to store pair names and 
the other is used for partitioning. You probably do not need to add a lookup table, if you wish, 
as you can use other methods to force your partition. As can you see, I am trying to add 
relational flavor to name value pair modeling.  As there is not a name in the industry for this 
type of modeling, I tend to call it relational-name value pair. 
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Depending on your application, try to ensure that your EAV rows have as many additional 
lookup keys as possible. This will help you in filtering your data based on the lookup keys. 

 

As you can see from the ERD diagram above, I have added customerId column to the above 
table to keep related values together. For instance, if you are storing customer information you 
want to identify a customer with the values associated with it such as first name, last name, 
date of birth, address, etc. 

I have also added another column (partitionId) that can be used in partitioning the NVP table.  

4. Use of Triggers – 

 If you are reporting either on the data captured or want to move your data to a schema based 
entity, the best thing to do is to create a trigger on name value pair table that populates 
another table. This table either can be designed as a partitioned table or as a single table. In 
the scenario that I have outlined, an hourly data load will be performed in the table that is 
populated by trigger. From my experience it has worked very well as the data reporting, and 
transforming into schema based entities will not interfere with the data capture process. This 
has solved the issue of getting meaningful customer information without putting a lot of load on 
the Name value pair table that is used to capture customer information. 

Obviously, you need to do some work on designing an ETL that will transform data. During the 
transformation process you can use the pivot function in SQL server 2005. See the listing 
below of how you would be able to transform a name value pair to load into an entity based 
solution.  

5. Business logic -  

In this scenario I have suggested two possible solutions. 

Database is meant to store and retrieve information, and to some extent used as business 
logic, but in this design the logic should be transferred to business tier leaving the database to 
capture information. New business logic needs to be written to get customer information in a 
name value pair format and transform in the business logic so that the results are displayed in 
a tabular format. Imagine trying to get even one customer information in one row from the 
database. This has fixed the issues of transforming the data in the database and improved the 
performance massively. 

The other suggestion was to use a Pivot operator to transform the data into a tabular format 
from within SQL Server. Use this option if you weren't able to win the previous suggested 
option. 

The PIVOT operator is useful in many situations but I am not sure if this is the best place to 
use it. However,  the option to use it is there. Much of the functionality provided by the PIVOT 
operator requires you to hard code pairvalueId (see listing SQL statement below and the 
result). Pivot is a very useful operator when used for aggregation. But in this situation we only 
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use it to transpose the data which is in a name value format to a tabular format and used a 
max or min operator of the pairvalue field. The drawback here is we are not actually 
aggregating any data. 

  

Conclusion 

The suggested improvements bought the company some time to re-design a database from 
the ground up. 

Database design needs a bit of research and planning. Some of the ideas surrounding 
database design are great, but if you go too far you might end up with a database that is 
unusable. In some cases, for instance, to store configuration settings (setting tables nvp) 
capturing data of unknown attributes the balance definitely shifts in favor of using it. In terms of 
storing data, knowing attributes the balance shifts towards using a properly normalized 
database. 

Ready Made Code Snippet Tool Box Courtesy of SCOM 
By Scott Abrants  

I recently took a chance and opened up a SCOM management pack xml definition file and was 
elated at what I found. The default management packs from Microsoft come chock full of very 
nice goodies. I am talking about lines and lines of VB script code that do everything from 
report drive space to identifying instances of SQL Server running on your network. These 
packs are meant to be run from SCOM on the individual machines but if you're like me you 
love to tinker and know just how something works. I took some of this VB script code and 
easily converted a few interesting methods to VB.Net methods and quickly created some very 
quick fun stuff to report on some of the important things on my servers in a UI that I control. 

For example, I opened the Microsoft.SQLServer.2005.Discovery.xml file and found some great 
goodies for poking around a 2005 instance. I now think of these management pack files as my 
own personal code snippet library. There is a host of methods for reading registry values that 
are specific to SQL Server; no more fumbling around with searching countless posts to find 
this stuff - simply open the pack! There are even clips in there for reading information using 
WMI. What could be easier?  
For example, there is a method found in the Microsoft.SQLServer.2005.Discovery.xml pack 
that simply gets the running instances - GetRunningInstances(ByVal aInstances, ByRef 
aNonRunningInstances). Now you would have to create the connection object, create the 
objects needed to support this method, then use this method to see if the passed in instance is 
running using WMI. What I am trying to show is that just about everything you need is present 
and can really give you some nice ideas for creating a custom toolbox. 

Simply go to Microsoft and download the free trial of SCOM, install it (and I HIGHLY 
recommend installing it on a virtual machine!), and poke into the management packs as much 
as you want. 
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I found the code in the packs amazing, and they sparked my curiosity when it comes to 
peering into SQL Server instances and discovering some valuable information. Of course, you 
need certain levels of privileges to report on some of these attributes but that is nothing a good 
service account can't take care of. The code is easily converted to your language of choice 
and is far easier than hunting and pecking around forums for the equivalent. It's all in one 
place and really has the opportunity for some useful automation and reporting capabilities in 
your own custom solution. The beauty of it is that this is all code that can be found spread out 
on the web, all found in one place and in very simple format.  
I use it to complete my ideas and validate that some useful monitoring or reporting task within 
SQL Server can be done, and help me just start the code to completing this task. 

Stick around and I will try and post something in the future that shows some of this code in 
action and some of the interesting things you can pull out of these packs to put these code 
snippets to work for you. 

SQL Server Table Types 
By Louis Roy  

Introduction 

Aside from the physical tables that reside in a database, there are a several other types of 
tables that database developers should become intimately familiar with. If your goal as a 
developer is simply to provide an environment for the storage and retrieval of data, then 
utilizing physical tables will work just fine. If you're tasked with ensuring that SQL queries and 
stored procedures are highly optimized for performance then you should consider 
experimenting with temporary tables, table variables and derived tables. 

Temporary Tables 

There are 2 types of temporary tables: local and global. Local temporary tables are created 
using a single pound (#) sign and are visible to a single connection and automatically dropped 
when that connection ends. Global temporary tables are created using a double pound (##) 
sign and are visible across multiple connections and users and are automatically dropped 
when all SQL sessions stop referencing the global temporary table. 

How to Create: 

CREATE TABLE #MyTempTable 
( 
 PolicyId INT IDENTITY(1,1) PRIMARY KEY NOT NULL, 
 LastName VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL  
) 

How to Use: 

INSERT INTO #MyTempTable 
SELECT PolicyId, LastName  
FROM dbo.Policy 
WHERE LastName LIKE 'A%' 

Table Variables 

Existing in memory for the duration of a single T-SQL batch, table variables are declared using 
syntax similar to local variable declaration. 

How to Create: 
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DECLARE @MyTableVariable TABLE  
( 
 PolicyId INT IDENTITY(1,1) PRIMARY KEY NOT NULL, 
 LastName VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL  
) 

How to Use: 

INSERT INTO @MyTableVariable 
SELECT PolicyId, LastName  
FROM dbo.Policy 
WHERE LastName LIKE 'A%' 

Once a GO command is issued from Query Analyzer the table variable is no longer in scope 
for any SQL statement issued afterwards. A table variable can be created at the beginning of a 
stored procedure and referenced throughout, since everything declared within the stored 
procedure remains in scope throughout the lifetime of the stored procedure execution. 

Derived Tables 

Derived Tables are similar to table variables in that they exist in memory only but they differ in 
how they are created and used. A derived table is created when a SELECT query is given a 
name and joined to from another table. Performance benefits of using a derived table can be 
quite substantial in many situations and should be considered whenever possible. Derived 
tables exist only for the duration of a single T-SQL statement, and although they can be 
referenced multiple times (through joins and predicates) they cannot be referenced outside the 
T-SQL statement in which they are created. 

Example: 

Let's assume that we have a table called PolicyVehicle that contains one record for each 
vehicle on an auto insurance policy with a reference back to the Policy table via the PolicyId 
foreign key column. Although we could use a simple query to get the newest vehicle and 
associated policy information, for the sake of this example we will use a derived table to first 
retrieve the newest Vehicle for each Policy, alias that derived table with the name 
”NewestVehicle,” and then join to the Policy table to retrieve the PolicyId and LastName 
columns. 

SELECT P.PolicyId, LastName, NewestVehicle 
FROM Policy P 
INNER JOIN  
( 
     SELECT PolicyId, 
            MAX(VehicleYear) AS NewestVehicle  
     FROM PolicyVehicle PV 
     GROUP BY PolicyId 
) MaxVehicles ON P.PolicyId = MaxVehicles.PolicyId 

The derived table portion is in bold and it simply returns a virtual table containing PolicyIds 
along with the highest (max) year of any vehicle (aliased as ”NewestVehicle”) on each policy 
within the Vehicle table. This derived table is given the alias of  ”MaxVehicles” which is then 
used to join to the Policy table via the PolicyId columns. The final resultset of this query 
contains one record for each Policy, containing PolicyId, LastName, and NewestVehicle year. 

Deciding which type of table to use 

Things to be aware of when using temp tables versus table variables versus derived tables: 
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Temp Tables are created in the SQL Server TEMPDB database, and therefore require more 
IO resources and locking. Table Variables and Derived Tables are created in memory.  

Temp Tables will generally perform better for large amounts of data that can be worked on 
using parallelism, whereas Table Variables are best used for small amounts of data (I use a 
rule of thumb of 100 or fewer rows) where parallelism would not provide a significant 
performance improvement.  

You cannot use a stored procedure to insert data into a Table Variable or Derived Table. For 
example, the following will work: INSERT INTO #MyTempTable EXEC 
dbo.GetPolicies_sp, whereas the following will generate an error: INSERT INTO 
@MyTableVariable EXEC dbo.GetPolicies_sp.  

Derived Tables can only be created from a SELECT statement but can be used within an 
Insert, Update or Delete statement.  

In order of scope endurance, Temp Tables extend the furthest in scope, followed by Table 
Variables and finally Derived Tables.  

Table Type Scope 
Temporary Table Session 
Table Variable Batch 
Derived Table T-SQL Statement

Summary 

As you can see, there are several different techniques you can use to work with data within 
SQL Server. 

The scope of this article was simply to introduce you to these table types. A future article will 
be dedicated to performance tuning a slow-running query using the table types discussed in 
this article. So, until then, I encourage you to start researching the use of temporary tables, 
table variables, and derived tables and explore the different ways they can be used to optimize 
your queries and stored procedures. 

Templates and teamwork 
By David Poole  

Introduction 

Back in April 2003 Greg Larson wrote what was pretty much an all-encompassing article on 
using query analyzer templates within SQL Query Analyzer. I use SQL Management Studio so I 
intend this article to be a brief addendum to Greg's work; therefore, I recommend that you 
read his original article before proceeding. 

Differences between SQL Query Analyzer templates and SQL Management 
templates 

Thankfully, the core functionality remains the same. Predictably there are many more 
templates in SQL Management Studio. The other differences are minor, as shown below: 

Property QA SQLMS 
File extension TQL SQL 

http://www.sqlservercentral.com/articles/Administering/usingqueryanalyzertemplates/974/
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Template 
location 

Configurable with Query Analyzer but 
defaults to C:\Program 
Files\Microsoft SQL Server\80\Tools\T
emplates\SQL Query Analyzer\ 

Static within the users profile under 
\Application Data\Microsoft\Microsoft 
SQL Server\90\Tools\Shell\Templates
\Sql\ 

 

One major annoyance that may or may not affect you is the way that SQLMS reacts to XML 
fragments in templates. Basically, it incorrectly interprets the XML fragment as being a 
template place marker and corrupts the resulting code. 

Team templates 

If you work in a team then the chances are that anything worth putting in a template is worth 
sharing. There are a few things you need to think about if you are going to do this. 

Storage Structure for templates 

Using the View menu as shown below or CTRL + T bring up the template explorer. 

 

As you will see the template folders, of which there are a great deal, are listed in alphabetical 
order. 

 

At first alphabetical order seems logical but if you find yourself using the "Table" and "Stored 
Procedure" templates a lot it quickly becomes tiresome to keep having to scroll down the list. 

I have already said, the SQL Management Studio templates are stored in the user profile so 
on my box they are stored under 

C:\Documents and Settings\David.Poole\Application Data\Microsoft\Microsoft S
QL Server\90\Tools\Shell\Templates\Sql\ 

To get the "0. Favorites" folder at the top of the template I have simply created a sub folder  
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C:\Documents and Settings\David.Poole\Application Data\Microsoft\Microsoft S
QL Server\90\Tools\Shell\Templates\Sql\0. Favorites\ 

By numbering our folders we are ensuring that our folders go to the top of the list. As ordering 
is alphabetic you need to remember that 1, 10, and 100 will appear before 2, 20, and 200 in 
the list so if you are going to have more than 10 folders you are going to have to pad them 
with prefixing zeros. I suspect that if you reach the stage where you need to prefix then you 
need to go back and rethink your structuring strategy. 

The choice of favorites is a matter of personal choice so I recommend that all users set up a 
"0. Favorites" folder. This should not be overwritten from the master source and should remain 
specific to the user. 

As to any other folders you may create for the team, if you are going to create for the team 
then you need to speak to the team to decide what is going to be useful and what precedence 
it should take. 

Peer review and checking templates 

I've got snippets of code that I use day to day. They are really a bag of useful tricks rather than 
something I would deploy to my colleagues. I know what the weaknesses are in my snippets 
and how they have to be adjusted to suit different scenarios but I shouldn't assume that my 
colleagues will think or work in the same way. 

All this is a long winded way of saying that shared code needs to be clear, unambiguous, bug 
free and easy to understand. The best way of achieving this is to get at least one member of 
your team to peer review it. It is going to be used by the team so the team needs to be 
comfortable with it. 

Deployment method 

Shared Template Repository 

First of all, you need a shared repository for templates such as a mapped network drive. For 
the sake of argument let us assume that we have a T: drive with a directory structure as 
follows: 

T:\Tools\SQL Management Studio\ 

Deployment Windows Command/Batch File 

The next step is to set up a Windows command/batch file to copy the contents of this folder 
down to your team's local drives. I call this DownloadManagementStudioTemplates.cmd and this 
will contain a single XCOPY command 

XCOPY "T:\Tools\SQL Management Studio" "%USERPROFILE%\Application 
Data\Microsoft\Microsoft SQL Server\90\Tools\Shell\Templates\Sql" /i/e/c/y 

The use of the %USERPROFILE% environment variable ensures that the templates will copy to 
the correct directory on any of your team's PCs. 

The XCOPY switches used are as follows 

Switch Purpose 
c Copy even if an error occurs 
e Copy subfolders 
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i If a destination doesn't exist for multi-file copies assume the destination should be a 
folder. 

y If the destination file exists overwrite it without prompting. 
 

Running the Windows Command/Batch File 

For my own use I put the DownloadManagementStudioTemplates.cmd into my 
\Start Menu\Programs\Startup folder. This ensures that whenever I log on I get the most up-to-
date set of templates. 

To make things easier I set up a second Windows command/batch file called 
InstallSQLTemplates.cmd, which itself contains a single XCOPY command as follows 

XCOPY "T:\Tools\DownloadManagementStudioTemplates.cmd" "%USERPROFILE%\Start 
Menu\Programs\Startup" /c/y 

Refreshing the templates 

Whenever a team member logs on they will get the most up-to-date set of shared templates. 
Also, when they go into SQL Management Studio those templates will be available to them. 

You need to be aware that SQL Management Studio grabs a list of templates when it starts 
up. It does not have a refresh facility should the contents of your local template folder be 
changed while it is running. If you do update the template folder then you will have to shut 
down SQL Management Studio and restart it. 

Using the Technique with Red-Gate SQL Prompt Snippets 

The basics 

Red-Gate SQL Prompt provides SQL intellisense for SQL Query Analyzer and SQL 
Management Studio. 

Useful, though this is a much more interesting feature of SQL Prompt, is its "Snippets" feature 
- a snippet being a piece of boiler plate text that you wish to attach to a macro. For example, 
typing:  

scf 

This allows the user to hit a key and have this expanded to:  

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM 

The snippets supplied with the product are quite short but as the package provides the facility 
to add/amend these items there is no reason why larger blocks of text cannot be attached to 
key combinations. 

Following this train of thought and what SQL Prompt snippets can provide is a sub-templating 
facility. 

At this point I should like to point out that sub-templating can be achieved within SQL 
Management Studio itself using the following technique 

Select a template in the template explorer  

Press CTRL + C or right-click and choose COPY  

In your query window click where you want to insert the contents of the template  
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Press CTRL + V or right-click and choose PASTE  

Like SQL Management Studio templates, these snippets are actually stored in an XML file 
within the user profile under:  

\Local Settings\Application Data\Red Gate\SQL Prompt 3 

If your team uses Red-Gate SQL Prompt then exactly the same technique can be used to 
deploy a master snippets file down to the team’s local drive 

XCOPY "T:\Tools\SQLPrompt\SQL Prompt 3 Snippets.xml" "%USERPROFILE%\Local 
Settings\Application Data\Red Gate\SQL Prompt 3" /c/y 

Additional Considerations for SQL Prompt 

SQL Management Studio Templates are separate files whereas SQL Prompt snippets are 
held in a single file. This means that all team members will have exactly the same snippets 
with no allowances for deviations. 

Deploying the snippets is not the issue; deciding what should go in the snippets is the tricky 
part. 

A further consideration is how to approach the development of snippets. Realistically, we are 
talking about very small fragments of code but if you have a nightly download from a central 
source you need to remember that this is going to happen. You don't want to have created 
several snippets, forgotten to copy them to the central repository, and had them overwritten 
when you next log in. 

Conclusion 

Sharing templates within a team environment should give two advantages: consistency and a 
reduced workload. 

I have shown a method that works with SQL Management Studio templates and also Red-
Gate SQL Prompt. I know that the same technique will also work to share documentation 
templates in Innovasys DocumentX. 

Stand-a-lone tools are all very well, but they become far more useful if they have the ability to 
share information between users. It is always worth having a look at how your chosen 
applications work and whether they can share information either directly or indirectly. 

Bread and Butter of SQL Server DBA - Part 1 
By MAK  

One of the Primary tasks of any Database Administrator is Backup and then to eventually 
restore those backups somewhere. Database Administrators create fallback plans for every 
possible failure. Microsoft introduced the detach and attach commands in SQL Server 7.0. 
Those commands also became part of a DBAs bread and butter when it comes to moving 
databases or cleaning up the log tables. 

Database backups are required when: 

• Database gets corrupted and not recoverable  
• Database Deleted by accident or on purpose  
• SQL Server Crashes and data drive is not recoverable  
• When Operating system crashes and data drive not recoverable  
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• When there is a hardware failure like disk/SAN failures  
• When doing Log shipping  
• Copying a database  
• Information needed from archive  
• Simulate production server  

This article series is going to illustrate the various types of backup, take backups, restoring 
different types of backups, detaching databases, attaching databases, move database, 
Backup a table, compress a backup, encrypting the backups, etc. Microsoft SQL Server 
provides three different types of backups. They are Full Backup, Differential Backup and 
Transactional log backups. There is also another backup called File group backups. We will 
look into all of them in detail with different scenarios. 

A full backup or complete backup is basically a backup of both data the file and log file. When 
taking a full backup SQL Server backs up enough of a transaction log to produce a consistent 
database when restored. At least one full backup is needed in order to take a differential or 
transactional log backup. In order to restore a backup definitely we need a full backup and 
optionally differential and/or transactional log backups. 

Microsoft SQL Server provides three different recovery models for any databases that we 
create. They are Full recovery mode, Simple mode and Bulk Logged mode. We can take full 
backup of any database regardless of database recovery model. Now let us create a database 
by using the following Data definition command as shown below. 

 USE [master] 
 GO 
 /****** Object:  Database [MyDatabase]    Script Date: 06/14/2008 14:34:31 
******/ 
 IF EXISTS (SELECTname FROM sys.databases WHERE name= N'MyDatabase') 
 DROP DATABASE [MyDatabase] 
 GO 
 USE [master] 
 GO 
 /****** Object:  Database [MyDatabase]    Script Date: 06/14/2008 14:34:47 
******/ 
 CREATE DATABASE [MyDatabase] ON PRIMARY 
 ( NAME = N'MyDatabase', 
 FILENAME = N'D:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL 
Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\DATA\MyDatabase.mdf' , 
 SIZE = 1216KB , MAXSIZE= UNLIMITED,FILEGROWTH = 1024KB ) 
 LOG ON 
 ( NAME = N'MyDatabase_log', 
 FILENAME = N'D:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL 
Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\DATA\MyDatabase_log.LDF' , 
 SIZE = 504KB , MAXSIZE= 2048GB , FILEGROWTH= 10%) 
 GO 

Now let us create a table “Employee” in the database MyDatabase and add some data as 
shown below. 

 USE [MyDatabase] 
 GO 
 /****** Object:  Table [dbo].[Employee]    Script Date: 06/14/2008 15:14:38 
******/ 
 IF EXISTS (SELECT* FROM sys.objects WHERE 
 object_id = OBJECT_ID(N'[dbo].[Employee]') ANDtype in (N'U')) 
 DROP TABLE [dbo].[Employee] 
 GO 
 USE [MyDatabase] 
 GO 
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 /****** Object:  Table [dbo].[Employee]    Script Date: 06/14/2008 15:14:49 
******/ 
 CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Employee]( 
          [id] [int] NULL, 
          [Firstname] [varchar](100) NULL, 
          [LastName] [varchar](100) NULL 
 ) ON [PRIMARY] 
 GO 
 Insert into Employee values (1001,'Adam','Smith') 
 Insert into Employee values (1002,'Barbara','Spears') 
 Insert into Employee values (1003,'Robert','White') 
 Insert into Employee values (1004,'Jeff','Carter') 
 Insert into Employee values (1005,'Suki','Chiu') 
 GO 

As a database administrator we should take at least a full backup of all the databases so that if 
in the future any of the above crash scenarios happen we could recover it. So, let us take a full 
backup of this database as shown below. 

 Backup database MyDatabase to disk='d:\Mydatabase_06_14_2008.bak' 

Result: 

 Processed 160 pages for database 'MyDatabase', file 'MyDatabase' on file 1. 
 Processed 5 pages for database 'MyDatabase', file 'MyDatabase_log' on file 
1. 
 BACKUP DATABASE successfully processed 165 pages in 0.776 seconds (1.739 
MB/sec). 

Now let us assume that the database was deleted by mistake. Let us simulate the deletion of 
the database as shown below. 

 USE [master] 
 GO 
 /****** Object:  Database [MyDatabase]    Script Date: 06/14/2008 14:34:31 
******/ 
 IF EXISTS (SELECTname FROM sys.databases WHERE name= N'MyDatabase') 
 DROP DATABASE [MyDatabase] 

Now as a Database Administrator we are supposed to recover the database. Since the 
database is really gone, the only way to recover the database is by restoring the database 
backup. Let us assume that the backup we took was not deleted from the server and the 
backup was not from any other server. We could restore the database using the following 
restore command as shown below. 

 Restore database MyDatabase from disk='d:\Mydatabase_06_14_2008.bak' 

Result: 

 Processed 160 pages for database 'MyDatabase', file 'MyDatabase' on file 1. 
 Processed 5 pages for database 'MyDatabase', file 'MyDatabase_log' on file 
1. 
 RESTORE DATABASE successfully processed 165 pages in 0.457 seconds (2.953 
MB/sec). 

Now, let us query the table and see whether we have all the data. Execute the following 
transact SQL statement as shown below. 

 Use MyDatabase 
 Go 
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 Select * from Employee 
 Go 

Result: 

 

Fig 1.0 

Conclusion 

This is Part I of the “Bread and Butter of DBA” article series. This part of the series explained 
the necessity of the backups and demonstrated how to take full backup and restore that 
backup when the database was deleted. 
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Security 

An area that is increasingly becoming more important for a DBA to master is security. It seems 
that more and more headlines discussing data losses are a part of the news every year. In 
2008 we have even seen some data losses from theft and a new class of technology products 
in the Data Loss Prevention (DLP) area. 

Security should be considered in all parts of all your coding practices, but the security model in 
SQL Server is fairly simple. We have relatively few articles this year devoted to security 
specifically, but they cover it from the regulatory perspective. 

Login creation in SQL Server 2005 for SQL Server Authentication Mode...................... 202 
Monitoring and Recording DDL changes on SQL 2005 (NARC).................................... 205 
SQL Server and SOX ..................................................................................................... 210 
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Login creation in SQL Server 2005 for SQL Server 
Authentication Mode  

By Abdul Basit  

There are two types of authentication mode in SQL Server.  

1. Windows Authentication Mode  
2. SQL Server and Windows Authentication Mode 

Before we start proceeding, a few questions come to my mind. They are as follows: 

What is the meaning of authentication?  Authentication means to identify whether or not the 
visitor/user has privileges or rights to access this. 

Why do we need authentication? We need authentication to prevent our information/secrets 
from anonymous user access. We can limit the visitor/user access by apply the different 
authentication rules. 

Many people don't know the difference between Windows Authentication Mode and SQL 
Server and Windows Authentication Mode (Mixed Mode). They often don't know how to create 
and work with them. In Windows Authentication Mode, only Windows User (Operating System 
User) can access the SQL Server. In SQL Server and Windows Authentication Mode, both 
Windows (Operating System User) and SQL Server User can access SQL Server. 

In this article I am going to explain how to create SQL Server User/Login and how to work with 
it.  

Steps to create and use User/Login in SQL Server 2005 

Open SQL Server 2005, and right click on SQL Server name in your computer; e.g., in this 
"techniqu-6ded0c" and click on Properties. It will change like this. 

 

After clicking on Properties this screen will open. 
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Click on Security and it will change like this. 

  

In this screen click on SQL Server and Windows Authentication Mode and press the OK 
button. Now, both Windows and SQL Server User/Login will be able to access the SQL 
Server.  

Note: If you leave the Windows Authentication Mode as it is then SQL Server User/Login will 
not be able to access the SQL Server. 

After this SQL Server 2005 restarts and comes in the same state as we open it. Here the first 
phase completes; now let’s move to the second phase. Expand Security folder from left panel, 
right click on Login folder and click on New. This screen will open. 

  

Enter Login Name  

Click on SQL Server Authentication  

Enter both Passwords  
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Uncheck checkbox of Enforce password policy (If you want to use this then give 
strong/complex password)  

When you complete this, click on Server Roles and it will change like this. 

 

Here you can define roles of this user. Tick on check box of sysadmin or tick check boxes 
according to your requirement of user roles. When complete click on User Mapping and it will 
change like this. 

 

Set each database (master, model, etc.) role as db_owner and public only or tick check boxes 
according to your requirement of user role. When role completes click on Status and it will 
change like this. 
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Click on Grant and Enabled only and press the OK button. You will receive a User/Login 
created successfully message. If it returns an error then you are missing something in these 
steps. Close the SQL Server and open it again, and now use this newly created User/Login.  

 

Conclusion 

Sometimes graphical representation of things, ideas or processes is the best description and 
elaboration of requirements 

Monitoring and Recording DDL changes on SQL 2005 (NARC) 
By James Greaves  

This article outlines the usage of server and database level DDL triggers in a SQL 2005 
environment to monitor any DDL changes. I affectionately call this T-SQL creation, "NARC," 
meaning "Non-Authorized Recorded Change." The purpose of this code was to ensure that 
changes made to the server configuration or database objects have been done by the people 
who should be doing these changes. Furthermore, I can use this as my internal change 
management to review table or configuration changes that occurred in my SQL 2005 
environment as not only is the change recorded, but all the details of the change including the 
actual DDL used.  

The process of implementing the NARC code is broken down into four steps: 

1. Create two tables, "tblMonitorChange" and "tblMonitorSecurity," that will hold the 
DDL change data gathered in a database of your choosing to record the database 
changes. The database in which you create these tables will require a matching code 
change in the DDL triggers.  

2. Create views that will filter out create statistics. The two views, vwMonitorChange 
and vwMonitorSecurity, are used to filter out the events CREATE STATISTICS and 
ALTER INDEX for this example. Other events that the DBA deems inappropriate for 
reviewing can be added/removed from the views as the DBA deems appropriate.  

3. Create the Server Level DDL trigger "trgMonitorChangeSrv."  
4. Create the Database Level DDL trigger "trgMonitorChange" for each database you 

wish to monitor on the server  
STEP 1: Create tables "tblMonitorChange" and "tblMonitorSecurity." The "tblMonitorSecurity" 
table holds all the changes that occur at the server level for the following DDL events  

DDL_LOGIN_EVENTS  
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CREATE_DATABASE  

DROP_DATABASE  

ALTER_DATABASE  

The "tblMonitorChange" table contains all the gathered data for the 
DDL_DATABASE_LEVEL_EVENTS on each database you have applied the database trigger 
code "tblMonitorChange" on.  

/****** Object:  Table [dbo].[tblMonitorChange] ******/   
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
SET ANSI_PADDING ON 
GO 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[tblMonitorChange]( 
 [EventType] [nvarchar](max) NULL, 
 [SchemaName] [nvarchar](max) NULL, 
 [ObjectName] [nvarchar](max) NULL, 
 [ObjectType] [nvarchar](max) NULL, 
 [EventDate] [datetime] NULL, 
 [SystemUser] [varchar](100) NULL, 
 [CurrentUser] [varchar](100) NULL, 
 [OriginalUser] [varchar](100) NULL, 
 [DatabaseName] [varchar](100) NULL, 
 [tsqlcode] [nvarchar](max) NULL 
) ON [PRIMARY] 
 
GO 
SET ANSI_PADDING OFF 
GO 
/****** Object:  Table [dbo].[tblMonitorSecurity] ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
SET ANSI_PADDING ON 
GO 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[tblMonitorSecurity]( 
 [EventType] [nvarchar](max) NULL, 
 [SchemaName] [nvarchar](max) NULL, 
 [ObjectName] [varchar](100) NULL, 
 [ObjectType] [varchar](100) NULL, 
 [EventDate] [datetime] NULL, 
 [SystemUser] [varchar](100) NULL, 
 [CurrentUser] [varchar](100) NULL, 
 [OriginalUser] [varchar](100) NULL, 
 [tsqlcode] [nvarchar](max) NULL 
) ON [PRIMARY] 
 
GO 
SET ANSI_PADDING OFF 

STEP 2: Create views that will filter out create statistics. The two views, vwMonitorChange 
and vwMonitorSecurity, are used to filter out the events; CREATE STATISTICS and ALTER 
INDEX, for this example. Other events that the DBA deems not appropriate for reviewing can 
be added/removed from the views as the DBA deems appropriate. The attached SQL to this 
article contains the extended meta data for the views and is not shown in the code below.  

/****** Object:  View [dbo].[vwMonitorChange] ******/ 
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SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
CREATE VIEW [dbo].[vwMonitorChange] 
AS 
SELECT     TOP (100) PERCENT EventType, SchemaName, ObjectName, ObjectType, 
EventDate, SystemUser, OriginalUser, DatabaseName, tsqlcode 
FROM         dbo.tblMonitorChange 
WHERE     (EventType NOT IN ('Create_Statistics', 'ALTER_INDEX')) 
ORDER BY EventDate DESC 
 
GO 
 
/****** Object:  View [dbo].[vwMonitorSecurity]  ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
CREATE VIEW [dbo].[vwMonitorSecurity] 
AS 
SELECT     TOP (100) PERCENT EventType, EventDate, SystemUser, OriginalUser, 
tsqlcode 
FROM         dbo.tblMonitorSecurity 
WHERE     (EventType NOT IN ('Create_Statistics', 'ALTER_INDEX')) 
ORDER BY EventDate DESC 
GO 

STEP 3: Create the Server Level DDL trigger. The trigger "trgMonitorChangeSrv" is a server 
level trigger which will record the following DDL events:  

DDL_LOGIN_EVENTS  

CREATE_DATABASE  

DROP_DATABASE  

ALTER_DATABASE  

Feel free to add/remove DDL events at the server level as you see fit. For more information 
about DDL events, refer to the reference links at the bottom of this article.  

SIDEBAR: There are two ways to check if a SQL 2005 server has a server trigger already 
created.  

In the SSMS GUI under Server Objects -->Triggers  

T-SQL CODE:  

SELECT * FROM sys.Server_Triggers 

There are times when during a deployment of an application you may not want to have the 
trigger on for whatever reason. To Disable/Enable the server trigger use the T-SQL code 
syntax: 

(ENABLE|DISABLE) TRIGGER trgMonitorChangeSrv ON ALL SERVER 

NOTE: You will have to change the "dbname" in the trigger below to route the output data to 
the database you created the "tblMonitorSecurity" table.  
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/****** Object:  DdlTrigger [trgMonitorChangeSrv] ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
Create TRIGGER [trgMonitorChangeSrv] ON ALL SERVER 
FOR DDL_LOGIN_EVENTS, CREATE_DATABASE, DROP_DATABASE, ALTER_DATABASE 
 
AS 
 
set nocount on 
declare @EventType NVARCHAR(MAX) 
declare @SchemaName NVARCHAR(MAX) 
declare @ObjectName varchar(100) 
declare @ObjectType varchar(100) 
DECLARE @Message VARCHAR(1000) 
DECLARE @TSQL NVARCHAR(MAX) 
 
SELECT  
 @EventType = 
EVENTDATA().value('(/EVENT_INSTANCE/EventType)[1]','nvarchar(max)')   
,@SchemaName = 
EVENTDATA().value('(/EVENT_INSTANCE/SchemaName)[1]','nvarchar(max)')   
,@TSQL = 
EVENTDATA().value('(/EVENT_INSTANCE/TSQLCommand/CommandText)[1]','nvarchar(m
ax)') 
 
-- Is the default schema used  
if @SchemaName = ' '  
 
SELECT @SchemaName = default_schema_name  
FROM sys.sysusers u  
INNER JOIN sys.database_principals p  
 ON u.uid = p.principal_id   
WHERE u.[name] = CURRENT_USER 
 
 
insert into <dbname>.dbo.tblMonitorSecurity -- Change database name to 
database you are using 
select @EventType, @SchemaName, @ObjectName, @ObjectType, getdate(), 
SUSER_SNAME(), CURRENT_USER, ORIGINAL_LOGIN(), @TSQL 

STEP 4: Create the Database Level DDL trigger "trgMonitorChange." The trigger 
"trgMonitorChange" is a database level trigger which will record the 
DDL_DATABASE_LEVEL_EVENTS, which is a parent to all these DDL events.  

DDL_TRIGGER_EVENTS  

DDL_FUNCTION_EVENTS  

DDL_SYNONYM_EVENTS  

DDL_SSB_EVENTS  

DDL_DATABASE_SECURITY_EVENTS  

DDL_EVENT_NOTIFICATION_EVENTS  

DDL_PROCEDURE_EVENTS  

DDL_TABLE_VIEW_EVENTS  

DDL_TYPE_EVENTS  
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DDL_XML_SCHEMA_COLLECTION_EVENTS  

DDL_PARTITION_EVENTS  

DDL_ASSEMBLY_EVENTS  

Feel free to use a subset of these events if you do not wish to monitor all the DDL events on a 
user database. For more information about DDL events, refer to the reference links at the 
bottom of the article.  

OPTION: You can install this trigger on the "Model" database so that every database created 
on the server has this DDL trigger created by default.  

SIDEBAR: There are two ways to check if a SQL 2005 database has a database trigger(s):  

In the SSMS GUI under the database name --> Programmability --> Database triggers  

T-SQL CODE (use in specific User database):  

SELECT * FROM sys.Triggers 

There are times when during a deployment of an application you may not want to have the 
trigger on, for whatever reason. To Disable/Enable a database trigger, use the T-SQL code 
syntax on the database you wish to disable the trigger on: 

Disable Database Trigger: (ENABLE|DISABLE) TRIGGER trgMonitorChange ON 
DATABASE 

NOTE: You will have to change the "dbname" in the trigger below to route the output data to 
the database you created the "tblMonitorChange" table.  

Editor’s Note: The code for this article is available at www.sqlservercentral.com 

Commentary 

This code was created so a DBA can have a mechanism to monitor the DDL changes to an 
environment. For my case, this code has been useful in environments where accounts have 
"sa" permissions due to legacy applications, required cross domain authentication, or 
whatever excuse someone has that their account needs "sa" level permissions. As much as I 
would like to limit control of the DBA server to only a select chosen few that is not always the 
case. I had to come up with a "zero cost," "no new software," script deployable solution that 
would allow me to know who changed the database/server.  

The classic rhetorical question when diagnosing a technical issue - "what changed on the 
server?" - may now possibly be answered. Since some of my servers do not have Service 
Broker and Notification Services activated or installed, I had to come up with a solution that 
would work on my installed base of SQL 2005 as I originally intended to make this a 
Notification Services running asynchronously just a learning exercise.  

Further development I planned to make:  

Make a trigger on the tblMonitorChange and tblMonitorSecurity that would send an e-mail if 
hostname/domain accounts other than my own tried to delete data as well as record the 
person trying to delete data.  

Add more columns to record data for DDL events. I wanted to record just what information I 
really needed for my environment, but your environment may benefit from other DDL XML 
columns that SQL 2005 tracks during the DDL process  
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Create a central database to use for all environmental changes within my environment. The 
monitoring tables would become one repository that I could query for all databases/servers. 
This would require the database/server triggers to use a linked server with, perhaps, 
synonyms for the linked server name for code portability and deployment.  

References: 

Event Groups for Use with DDL Triggers: http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ms191441.aspx  

Designing DDL Triggers: http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms186406.aspx  

DDL Events for Use with DDL Triggers: http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ms189871.aspx 

SQL Server and SOX 
By Johan Bijnens 

 Oh boy, this article may get me into trouble maybe even for its "simple" approach according to 
the KISS principle, but here we go anyway. 
Public impact of affairs like Enron, WorldCom or Lernhout & Hauspie did create a huge 
shockwave, so much that almost every big company nowadays feels the impact. This is 
especially true for the IT departments, because of the lack of: 

• formal security procedures  
• separation of responsibilities  
• authority of signatures  
• formal procedures for installations, chain of command ..  

Indeed, many companies, which do not consider IT as being strategic to their interests but 
rather a support tool to get their business done, now have to make a huge investment in order 
to get all "theoretical" things done. And it needs to be said: they have to get it to be done 
properly! 

Not only do the procedures need to be written for business processes, they need to provide 
physical evidence that the procedure is applied and works as designed. For SQL Server these 
procedures contain, for example: 

• A formal installation procedure for a SQL Server instance, implementing best 
practices for security  

• The request and install procedure to have a SQL Server instance installed on a 
server  

• The request and install procedure to have a database installed on a certain SQL 
Server instance  

• Backup regimes that are available and have rules for retention for the backups in a 
safe zone  

• Policies for user access and passwords stating, at least, that passwords must be 
different at the various servers.  

For many of us the segregation of duties will have a big impact, especially for system 
engineers that maintain servers, regardless of the logical type of server purpose 
(development, quality assurance, pre-production-approval, production). 

http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms191441.aspx
http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms191441.aspx
http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms186406.aspx
http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms189871.aspx
http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms189871.aspx
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C2 or SOX 

Let's start with C2. 
According to Books Online : 

In Microsoft© SQL Server™ 2000, use the c2 audit mode option to review both successful 
and unsuccessful attempts to access statements and objects. With this information you can 
document system activity and look for security policy violations. 

You can switch it on by enabling the”c2 audit mode” using sp_configure. 

In many heavy duty systems, when you use SQL Profiler you can see Profiler messages 
stating that the tool missed some events because of heavy activity. With C2 you cannot apply 
filters, so if you enable it you may end up with tons of MBs of trace files containing the full 
audit trails, and maybe also including these service messages: "missed some events." 

With SOX, chances are you don't need to trace approved applications because each SOX-
approved application did get tested and approved by a number of responsible parties. So once 
an application is signed off for approval in the SOX-documentation, everything performed with 
that application is considered to be legitimate. 

So, in fact, what you need to do for SOX is to capture all evidence of other activities performed 
on your SQL Server instance. Does this also mean that you have to monitor your operating 
system itself? Probably it does. So restrict access to your Windows server to only those who 
are supposed to actually do something with, on, or for that physical sever. 

SQL Server 2005 will implement folder security at installation time; this way, non-
administrators are prohibited access to the folders created by your SQL Server installation, 
except for the service-accounts you specified at install time or when you modify a service 
account using the SQL Server Configuration Manager. 

So, what else needs to be done for SQL Server? 

You'll have to implement a tracing system, in which you can exclude the approved 
applications. You'll also have to implement a system to backup your trace files to a safe zone 
other than your normal backup safe zone, because most likely access to those saved trace 
files will need to be restricted also(well, certainly not available for your regular system 
administrators of your SQL Server). 

The retention period for these trace files will probably also exceed the normal retention periods 
for databases. That fact by itself may already justify the use of separate safe zones. 

I'm pretty sure software vendors already provide products to support both evidence gathering 
as well as reporting. One example is Idera's SQL compliance manager. 

How did we implement these SOX-traces for SQL Server? 

For the moment all our SOX-affected systems are still on SQL Server 2000. We've 
implemented a startup procedure that starts a proprietary trace. This is actually the C2-trace 
(full audit), but we added filters to it. Applications that have been approved by the SOX chain 
of approval get registered in a table in the master database for the server that hosts their 
database(s). This table is used to configure the filters. 

It needs to be said that applications like Query Analyzer, Enterprise Manager, DTSexec 
certainly, and other tools are to be considered as NOT APPROVED! 

Because we want the trace files to be placed in the instance's \LOG folder, we implemented a 
proc that determines that location, depending on the startup parameters of the SQL-instance. 
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We've also implemented a job to copy the trace files to a safe zone on a very regular base. 
This way, evidence gathering is fulfilled. 

If we need to take action on a SQL Server, we record the justification of the action in a log 
application and it will be approved by our chain of command. 

Reporting, based on the traces, still needs to be implemented. The big question is who in the 
company's security system will be tasked with investigating the trace data, gathering the 
justification of actions and reporting abuse or non-justified actions. For the moment the focus 
is on evidence gathering. 

For our developers, one of the things they need to adjust is the connection string. They need 
to provide the application name and SOX-approval code in every connection string they 
provide. Only in this way will the filter criteria work. 

Any user access using a privileged account will be monitored. 

There is always this question that may have a huge impact regarding data resource you may 
need: "If we detect/suspect abuse, must we also be able to dig into the db-logs for database 
data analysis?" If the answer is "yes," you'll also need to keep all db log backups at least for 
the same retention period as your SOX-traces. You'll also need some type of log analyzer 
software like Red Gate's Log Rescue. 

Our aim is to prevent abuse and put detection in place. There will always be burglars around, 
and they may even get away with some of their actions, but at least we've put systems in 
place to detect and report anomalies on short terms. 

As always I'm still open for comments, suggestions, additions, alternatives, etc. 

Some script remarks when you implement it on SQL2000. If you implement these scripts on 
SQL2000, that startup stored proc will not be able to start the trace because it cannot read the 
registry at startup time! Simply adding a SQLAgent job that starts whenever SQLAgent is 
started executes the startup proc (sp_Proprietary_StartSOXTrace); it is a good workaround for 
this issue. 

Some interesting links: 

http://www.sqlservercentral.com/forums/shwmessage.aspx?forumid=161&messageid=212223  

http://www.sqlservercentral.com/forums/shwmessage.aspx?forumid=161&messageid=118657&p=1  

http://www.sarbanes-oxley-forum.com/modules.php?name=Forums&file=viewtopic&t=988  

http://www.krell-software.com/omniaudit/data_auditing_for_sarbanes_oxley_compliance.asp  

http://www.sqljunkies.com/Forums/ShowPost.aspx?PostID=7888  

http://www.databasejournal.com/features/oracle/article.php/3650681  

http://www.red-gate.com/Products/SQL_Log_Rescue/index.htm
http://www.sqlservercentral.com/forums/shwmessage.aspx?forumid=161&messageid=212223
http://www.sqlservercentral.com/forums/shwmessage.aspx?forumid=161&messageid=118657&p=1
http://www.sarbanes-oxley-forum.com/modules.php?name=Forums&file=viewtopic&t=988
http://www.krell-software.com/omniaudit/data_auditing_for_sarbanes_oxley_compliance.asp
http://www.sqljunkies.com/Forums/ShowPost.aspx?PostID=7888
http://www.databasejournal.com/features/oracle/article.php/3650681
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T-SQL 

The basis for most work done with SQL Server is the primary language of the engine: T-SQL. 
Developing strong query writing skills is an important part of the career and we’ve put together 
a number of articles that cover a number of new and interesting features of the language. All 
of these articles will help you become a better query writer. 

A New (and Hopefully Better) Approach to Constants.................................................... 214 
Building Parent-Child Table Tree information................................................................. 217 
Calculating Age .............................................................................................................. 220 
Common Table Expressions .......................................................................................... 221 
Get a Return Every Time................................................................................................ 224 
Hidden RBAR: Triangular Joins...................................................................................... 226 
Linking to the Previous Row ........................................................................................... 230 
Owning the Spelling Suggestion Feature ....................................................................... 233 
PIVOT Working Incorrectly? ........................................................................................... 238 
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SQL - Derived Tables ..................................................................................................... 243 
The HierarchyID Datatype in SQL Server 2008 ............................................................. 246 
Things You Didn't Know About Temp Tables and Table Variables ................................ 254 
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Two Useful Hierarchy Functions..................................................................................... 260 
Why Object Qualification is important............................................................................. 263 
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A New (and Hopefully Better) Approach to Constants 
By Solomon Rutzky  

Constant Struggle 

While Microsoft SQL Server continues to evolve and improve, one piece of functionality still 
missing is that of constants. They are not always needed, but quite often it is handy to use the 
same constants in the database programming as are being used in the application code, and if 
constants are being used in the application code to avoid the hard-coding of values then it 
certainly doesn't help if they are being hard-coded in the database code. 

Several people have suggested various means of simulating constants. One decent approach 
is to create a Table to hold the constants, and User-Defined Function to retrieve the constant 
values. This approach can be implemented by placing the User-Defined Function in each 
place that you would want the constant. The only real problem with this approach is that you 
have a lot of disk access as SQL Server might have to repetitively get the same value over 
and over again. The solution is then to declare variables to store the needed values so the 
User-Defined Function is only called once per each constant name. This solution works just 
fine (and I have used it myself when using SQL Server 2000), but the more constants you 
have the more variables you have to declare and it could (and sometimes does) get a bit 
messy and/or annoying managing variables that really aren't part of the logic you are coding. 
Might there not be a better way? 

A New Hope 

Why yes, there is a better way. Thanks for asking.  ☺ While the solution about to be 
mentioned only works with SQL Server 2005 and beyond hopefully that is a reality for most of 
us already, or it will be soon enough since SQL Server 2000 won't be supported forever and 
we aren't too far away from SQL Server 2008. 

The proposed solution relies upon the .Net CLR that is built into SQL Server as of SQL Server 
2005 and the ability to create User-Defined Types with it (and, hence, why this will 
unfortunately not work with SQL Server 2000). We will still be creating a regular T-SQL User-
Defined Function to retrieve the constant values, but whether or not you get those values from 
a table is up to you (as I suppose it also was in the typical approach). I will show both methods 
here and you can choose which is best for you. 

First, in order to implement this solution you will need to get (and install) a copy of SQL# 
(SQLsharp) by downloading it from the SQL# website at: http://www.SQLsharp.com/ (the free 
version is all you need for this). SQL# is a .Net CLR-based library of over 65 functions plus 
some User-Defined Aggregates and User-Defined Types. For this solution we will be using the 
Type_HashTable User-Defined Type which allows you to create a variable of name / value 
pairs (known in .Net languages as a HashTable). Please note that while the "value" datatype 
returned by Type_HashTable is an NVARCHAR(4000), NVARCHAR will implicitly convert to 
any numeric datatype, or you can explicitly do a CAST or CONVERT if you prefer. But this 
does give the flexibility of doing both string and numeric constants. 

Before we get into the real guts of getting the constants we first need to deal with the overall 
structure of a typical set of constants. In most cases constants are divided into groups or 
categories or some logical division of meanings. So, let's start by assuming that the theoretical 
application we are dealing with tracks address information for customers. Two pieces of the 
address information we are storing are: AddressType and Region. AddressType can be: 
Home, Work, or Shipping. Region can be: Eastern, Central, Mountain and Pacific. 

So now that we have the two groupings of AddressType and Region, how do we really want to 
distinguish them? There are two main choices: 1) Create a field to store, and filter on, the 
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category (e.g., Category = "Region," Constant = "Eastern"); and, 2) Use dot-notation with the 
constant name itself (e.g., no Category, Constant = "Region.Eastern"). Now, relational-theory 
would have us choose option #1 without a second thought (and some people would go so far 
as to put Category in its own table and put a CategoryId in the Constants table—assuming, of 
course, that we are creating a table for this--but that would be getting further away from our 
goal which has little to do with normalization). 

The main goal is to simplify our lives as database programmers (while not doing anything 
insane) and to that end I advocate the use of the dot-notation within a single Constant field. 
While this does not have a truly clean separation of Category and Constant, it does give us the 
ability to use a set of constants of any size with only a single variable in the T-SQL code (and, 
after all, this data is a programmatic device for database programming and is not data that the 
application needs to manage or query). For me that is a huge plus, but if you do want to go the 
route of using a separate field to indicate the category then you will have only one variable per 
category, which is still better than doing it by the standard approach which requires one 
variable per constant used. 

We will start out by looking at how the end-result works so you can see the two ways of 
dealing with Categories to help you determine which way is best for you. Please note that from 
this point forward I will refer to Categories as "Enum"s, which is short for "Enumeration”s, and 
which is the .Net structure for containing sets of numeric constants. 

/* Using dot-notation (single field contains 
    enum.constant) so we only have one variable */ 
DECLARE @Constants dbo.Type_HashTable 
SET @Constants = dbo.GetConstants('') 
 
SELECT addr.Line1, addr.Line2, addr.City, addr.State, 
 addr.Zip 
FROM Addresses addr 
WHERE addr.AddressType = 
 @Constants.GetValue('Address.Work') 
AND addr.Region = 
 @Constants.GetValue('Region.Central') 
 
--- OR --- 
 
/* Using different fields for enum and constant so we 
    have one variable per enum */ 
 
DECLARE @AddressConstants dbo.Type_HashTable 
DECLARE @RegionConstants dbo.Type_HashTable 
 
SET @AddressConstants = dbo.GetConstants('Address') 
SET @RegionConstants = dbo.GetConstants('Region') 
 
SELECT addr.Line1, addr.Line2, addr.City, addr.State, 
 addr.Zip 
FROM Addresses addr 
WHERE addr.AddressType = 
 @AddressConstants.GetValue('Work') 
AND addr.Region = 
 @RegionConstants.GetValue('Central') 

The beauty of this solution is that there is either only one variable (@Constants in the top 
example) or at most one variable per enum (@AddressConstants and @RegionConstants in 
the bottom example). So the number of variables is kept to a minimum and the disk access is 
also kept to a minimum, especially in the top example with only one variable and, hence, only 
one call to dbo.GetConstants. 
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To Table or Not to Table? 

Now that we have seen the end-result of how this works the next question to answer is how to 
best store and manage the constants. Putting the values in a table is definitely a more 
dynamic means of storing the information since it requires no update to the code of the User-
Defined Function (and is arguably the proper use of the database). However, it also requires 
disk access every time a piece of code (Procedure, Function, Trigger, or View) needs to get 
the constant value on top of reading the definition of the function to get the constant value, 
which it has to do in either case. But I guess if the Constants table is selected from enough 
(and in most cases it would be) then the results will be cached anyway so it won't be any 
slower than just putting the values into the User-Defined Function. Either way, you can see for 
yourself below how the function will look in either case as the GetConstants function below 
has both methods shown in it. 

Editor’s Note: The code is available at www.sqlservercentral.com 

Now that you have seen the options for putting the data in the function itself or in a table (the 
more typical choice), if you decide to put the Constants data in a table then choose from one 
of these two options. 

If you are going to put the Enum (or category) in the Key field using the dot-notation 
(e.g.,”Region.Eastern”), then use the following SQL: 

Editor’s Note: The code is available at www.sqlservercentral.com 

Or, if you want to keep the Enum's as a separate field, then use this SQL: 

IF EXISTS ( 
  SELECT 1 
  FROM sys.objects so 
  WHERE so.object_id = 
   OBJECT_ID(N'[dbo].[Constants]') 
  AND so.type IN (N'U') 
 ) 
DROP TABLE [dbo].[Constants] 
GO 
 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
SET ANSI_PADDING ON 
GO 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Constants] ( 
 [Enum] [VARCHAR](50) NOT NULL, 
 [Key] [NVARCHAR](50) NOT NULL, 
 [Value] [NVARCHAR](50) NULL 
) ON [PRIMARY] 
GO 
 
ALTER TABLE dbo.Constants ADD CONSTRAINT PK_Constants 
 PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Enum], [Key]) 
GO 

Conclusion 

Hopefully this method provides a more workable solution to the Constant problem. Of course, 
a lot more can be done with the Type_HashTable User-Defined Type (as well as the other 
Types, Procs, and Functions in the SQL# library), but this is a good, practical start to show 
how the .Net CLR integration starting in SQL Server 2005 can help make our lives easier. 
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Building Parent-Child Table Tree information 
By Narasimhan Jayachandran  

My Business Users/Testers/Developers had a problem while they were preparing test data.  If 
they would like to do any DML operation (mostly delete) on one or more rows in a table, they 
had to know all its child tables first, then all its grandchild and grand-grand-child and so on. 
How can they get all the child information?   SQL Server Management Studio provided all child 
objects under the “View Dependencies” option, but they needed to click to expand the child to 
see the grandchild information and expand the grand-child to see the grand-grandchild 
information and so on. It also did not list the self referencing information: that is a foreign key 
is referencing the primary key on the same table. From SSMS, they could view only this 
information. If this was in T-SQL, a developer could build a DML script to show this 
information. 

Information about each foreign key constraint is available in the system catalog view called 
sys.foreign_keys. Let’s look at an example. Consider the SalesPerson table in 
AdventureWorks sample database. 

SalesPerson table child information: 

-- Sales.SalesPerson 

            -- SalesOrderHeader                                       -- Level 1 

                        -- SalesOrderDetail                             -- Level 2 

                        -- SalesOrderHeaderSalesReason       -- Level 2 

            -- SalesPersonQuotaHistory                            -- Level 1 

            -- SalesTerritoryHistory                                  -- Level 1 

            -- Store                                                            -- Level 1 

                        -- StoreContact                                   -- Level 2 

The SalesPerson table has children (Level 1) and grand-children tables (Level 2). 

First, we will see how to get the Level 1 child table from the sys.foreign_keys view using 
SalesPerson as input. 

-- Level 1 

select object_name(Referenced_Object_ID) as ParentTable, 
       object_name(Parent_Object_ID) as ChildTable, 
       schema_name(schema_id) as [Schema] 
from sys.foreign_keys 
where Referenced_Object_ID = object_id('Sales.SalesPerson') 
go 

-- Level 2 - For Level 2, we need to use all child table output from Level 1. 
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select object_name(Referenced_Object_ID) as ParentTable, 
       object_name(Parent_Object_ID) as ChildTable, 
       schema_name(schema_id) as [Schema] 
from sys.foreign_keys 
where  Referenced_Object_ID in ( 
object_id('Sales.SalesOrderHeader'), 
object_id('Sales.SalesPersonQuotaHistory'), 
object_id('Sales.SalesTerritoryHistory'), 
object_id('Sales.Store')) 
go 

-- Level 3 - For Level 3, use all child table output from Level 2. 

select object_name(Referenced_Object_ID) as ParentTable, 
       object_name(Parent_Object_ID) as ChildTable, 
       schema_name(schema_id) as [Schema] 
from sys.foreign_keys 
where  Referenced_Object_ID in ( 
object_id('Sales.SalesOrderDetail'), 
object_id('Sales.SalesOrderHeaderSalesReason'), 
object_id('Sales.StoreContact') 
) 
go 

So we need to execute the same query recursively to get all information until we get no rows 
(Level 3). The following Pseudocode is from BOL. Search for “Recursive Queries Using 
Common Table Expressions.” The pseudocode: 

WITH cte_name ( column_name [,...n] ) 
AS 
( 
CTE_query_definition –- Anchor member is defined. 
UNION ALL 
CTE_query_definition –- Recursive member is defined referencing cte_name. 
) 

Here the Anchor member is our Level 1 info and the Recursive member is from Level 2 to 
Level n info. We union Level 1 and Level [2... n] to get the desired output. I used the same 
logic to produce this metadata as follows: 

declare @TableName sysname 
set @TableName = 'Sales.SalesPerson'; 
with cteParentChild (Referenced_Object_ID,Parent_Object_ID, 
     [Schema_ID], 
     [Level]) 
as 
( 
select Referenced_Object_ID,Parent_Object_ID,[schema_ID],1 as [Level] 
from sys.foreign_keys 
where Referenced_Object_ID = object_id(@TableName) 
union all 
select fk.Referenced_Object_ID, 
       fk.Parent_Object_ID,fk.[Schema_ID], 
       [Level]+1 
from sys.foreign_keys fk join cteParentChild pc on fk.Referenced_Object_ID = 
pc.Parent_Object_ID 
) 
select object_name(Referenced_Object_ID) as 
ParentTable,object_name(Parent_Object_ID) as ChildTable, 
schema_name(schema_id) as [Schema],[Level] 
from cteParentChild 
go 
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The query works fine for the “SalesPerson” table.  I checked for the 
“HumanResources.Employee” table and the query went into an infinite loop and I referred 
back to the same information in BOL. I found out the cause is query returns the same values 
for both the parent and child columns. Table ”Employee” has a self reference. Column 
ManagerID (foreign key) is referencing EmployeeID 

(primary key) of the same Employee table. So, I changed the query to ignore if parent and 
child values are the same. But I included the same information (parent and child values are 
the same) after the recursive query; in this example, Employee table itself having a self-
reference. It is also possible to have a self-reference in any of the child tables too. I added that 
information also after the recursive query. 

declare @TableName sysname 
set @TableName = 'HumanResources.Employee'; 
with cteParentChild 
(Referenced_Object_ID,Parent_Object_ID,[Schema_ID],[Level]) 
as 
( 
select Referenced_Object_ID,Parent_Object_ID,[Schema_ID],1 as [Level] 
from sys.foreign_keys 
where Referenced_Object_ID = object_id(@TableName) 
and   Referenced_Object_ID <> Parent_Object_ID  
union all 
select fk.Referenced_Object_ID,fk.Parent_Object_ID,fk.[Schema_ID],[Level]+1 
from sys.foreign_keys fk join cteParentChild pc on fk.Referenced_Object_ID = 
pc.Parent_Object_ID 
where fk.Referenced_Object_ID <> fk.Parent_Object_ID  
) 
select object_name(Referenced_Object_ID) as ParentTable, 
       object_name(Parent_Object_ID) as ChildTable, 
       schema_name([Schema_ID]) as [Schema] ,[Level] 
from cteParentChild 
-- after recursive query 
union all 
-- Finding Parent (input table) self reference information 
select object_name(Referenced_Object_ID) as ParentTable, 
       object_name(Parent_Object_ID) as ChildTable, 
       schema_name([Schema_ID]),1 as [Level] 
from sys.foreign_keys 
where Referenced_Object_ID = object_id(@TableName) 
and   Referenced_Object_ID = Parent_Object_ID 
union all 
-- Finding Child tables self reference information 
select object_name(fk.Referenced_Object_ID) as 
ParentTable,object_name(fk.Parent_Object_ID) as  ChildTable, 
schema_name(fk.[Schema_ID]),[Level] 
from sys.foreign_keys fk join cteParentChild pc on fk.Referenced_Object_ID = 
pc.Parent_Object_ID 
and fk.Referenced_Object_ID = fk.Parent_Object_ID 
go 

For hierarchical order and indentation, I used the same logic from BOL. Search for "Using a 
recursive common table expression to display a hierarchical list." Then I put my whole query 
into a stored procedure called spListParentChildTableTree as follows: 

Editor’s Note: The code is available at www.sqlservercentral.com 

Now we can run query for our first example table SalesPerson: 

exec spListParentChildTableTree 'Sales.SalesPerson' 
go 
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ParentTable ChildTable Schema Level 
- SalesPerson SalesOrderHeader Sales 1 
-- SalesOrderHeader SalesOrderDetail Sales 2 
-- SalesOrderHeader SalesOrderHeaderSalesReason Sales 2 
- SalesPerson SalesPersonQuotaHistory Sales 1 
- SalesPerson SalesTerritoryHistory Sales 1 
- SalesPerson Store Sales 1 
-- Store StoreContact Sales 2 

 

My Business Users/Testers/Developers are very happy to use this procedure to find the child 
details immediately without waiting for someone to help them. This procedure helped me a lot 
while moving data between one environment to another and saved a lot of time as well.  As a 
DBA/Developer myself, the procedure is very handy for me to use any CRUD operation in any 
application/database without knowing the inner details. 

Calculating Age 
By Lynn Pettis  

How do you calculate the age of an individual? This can become an extremely hot topic and 
the number of solutions provided can be numerous. Before attacking this “controversial” topic, 
it actually would help set some ground rules to be used in designing an aging algorithm. 

The most difficult part of this, of course, is figuring out what to do with leap years. When does 
a person (or object or document for that matter) become another year older? For the purposes 
of this short article, I propose that this occurs on February 28th of non-leap years. 

Some Basic Date Arithmetic, SQL Style 

Before diving into the aging calculation, let’s look at some very simple date arithmetic using 
SQL Server 2005. 

First, let’s see what adding one year to February 28, 2008 and February 29, 2008 returns. 

 declare @date1 datetime, 
         @date2 datetime 
 set @date1 = '20080228' 
 set @date2 = '20080229' 
 select dateadd(yy, 1, @date1), dateadd(yy, 1, @date2) 

Result: 

2009-02-28 00:00:00.000 2009-02-28 00:00:00.000 

Interestingly, adding one year to both dates results in the same date. Let’s see what happens 
when you now add four years. 

 declare @date1 datetime, 
         @date2 datetime 
 set @date1 = '20080228' 
 set @date2 = '20080229' 
 select dateadd(yy, 4, @date1), dateadd(yy, 4, @date2) 

Result: 
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2012-02-28 00:00:00.000 2012-02-29 00:00:00.000 

Now that is interesting - both dates aren’t the same. This is what would be expected. Now, 
let’s look at DATEDIFF and see how it works a little. 

 declare @date1 datetime, 
         @date2 datetime 
 set @date1 = '20080229' 
 set @date2 = '20090228' 
 select datediff(yy, @date1, @date2) 

Result: 

1 

But wait, what is the result of the following? 

 declare @date1 datetime, 
         @date2 datetime 
 set @date1 = '20081231' 
 set @date2 = '20090101' 
 select datediff(yy, @date1, @date2) 

Result: 

1 

Wait! That isn’t right. There isn’t a year between those two dates. Something must be wrong. 
As you can see, the DATEDIFF function returned the number of year’s difference between the 
year values of the two dates, not the actual number of years between the two dates. We can 
use this information to create a simple algorithm: 

Age = datediff(yy, date_of_birth, Today) 
– (if Today < dateadd(yy, datediff(yy, date_of_birth, Today),date_of_birth) 
then 1 else 0 

Or, to put it in to T-SQL: 

 declare @dob datetime, 
         @age int, 
         @day datetime 
 set @day = '2008-02-28' 
 set @dob = '2007-03-01' 
 set @age = datediff(yy,@dob,@day) - 
            case when @day < dateadd(yy,datediff(yy,@dob,@day), @dob) then 1 
else 0 end 
 select @age 

Conclusion 

This is just one method to use to calculate the age of person in code. There are numerous 
methods that can also be used. All I can suggest is to use the method that works best for you 
in your situation. 

Common Table Expressions 
By Kirk Kuykendall  
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What is a Common Table Expression (CTE) and why use them? 

A common table expression (CTE) can be thought of as a temporary result set that is defined 
within the execution scope of a single SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, or CREATE 
VIEW statement. A CTE is similar to a derived table in that it is not stored as an object and 
lasts only for the duration of the query. Unlike a derived table, a CTE can be self-referencing 
and can be referenced multiple times in the same query. They permit you to write queries 
more easily and to write queries that could not otherwise be expressed. 

Common table expressions are useful or may be necessary if a query involves multiple 
aggregate functions. This provides a convenient means to temporarily store sets of values. 

The following example demonstrates why you would want to use a Common Table 
Expression. Consider the problem: 

Determine which department has the most number of employees. 

This is a case where multiple aggregate functions are needed. The employee table in the 
sample database lists all the employees in a fictional company and specifies in which 
department each works. The following query lists the department ID codes and the total 
number of employees in each department. 

SELECT dept_id, count(*) AS n 
  FROM employee 
  GROUP BY dept_id 

This query can be used to extract the department with the most employees as follows: 

SELECT dept_id, n 
FROM ( SELECT dept_id, count(*) AS n 
       FROM employee GROUP BY dept_id ) AS a 
WHERE a.n = 
  ( SELECT max(n) 
    FROM ( SELECT dept_id, count(*) AS n 
           FROM employee GROUP BY dept_id ) AS b ) 

While this statement provides the correct result, it has some disadvantages. 

The repeated subquery makes this statement clumsy.  

This statement provides no clear link between the subqueries.  

One way around these problems is to create a view, then use it to re-express the query. This 
approach avoids the problems mentioned above. 

CREATE VIEW CountEmployees(dept_id, n) AS 
    SELECT dept_id, count(*) AS n 
    FROM employee GROUP BY dept_id; 
 
SELECT dept_id, n 
 FROM CountEmployees 
 WHERE n = ( SELECT max(n) 
            FROM CountEmployees ); 

The disadvantage of this approach is that some overhead is required, as the engine must 
update the system tables when creating the view. If the view will be used frequently, this 
approach is reasonable. However, in cases where the view is used only once within a 
particular SELECT statement the preferred solution is to use a Common Table Expression. 
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Common Table Expression Syntax  

Common table expressions are defined using the WITH clause, which precedes the SELECT 
keyword in a SELECT statement. The content of the clause defines one or more temporary 
views that may then be referenced elsewhere in the statement. 

The syntax of this clause mimics that of the CREATE VIEW statement. A CTE is made up of: 

• An expression name representing the CTE.  
• Optional column list.  
• A query defining the CTE.  

After a CTE is defined, it can be referenced like a table or view can in a SELECT, INSERT, 
UPDATE, or DELETE statement. A CTE can also be used in a CREATE VIEW statement as 
part of its defining SELECT statement. The basic syntax structure for a CTE is: 

        WITH CTE_name1 [ ( column_name [,...n] ) 
                 AS 
                  (query defining the CTE1) , 
             CTE_name2 [ ( column_name [,...n] ) 
                 AS 
                  (query defining the CTE2) 

A single WITH clause may define more than one common table expression. These definitions 
must be separated by commas. The list of column names is optional only if distinct names for 
all resulting columns are supplied in the query definition. The statement to run the CTE is: 

       SELECT <column_list> 
        FROM CTE_name 

Using common table expressions  

Continuing with our example… Using common table expressions, you can express the 
previous query as follows. 

     WITH CountEmployees(dept_id, n) AS 
       ( SELECT dept_id, count(*) AS n 
         FROM employee GROUP BY dept_id ) 
     SELECT dept_id, n 
     FROM CountEmployees 
     WHERE n = ( SELECT max(n) 
                 FROM CountEmployees ) 

Multiple correlation names  

Just as when using tables, you can give different correlation names to multiple instances of a 
common table expression. Doing so permits you to join a common table expression to itself. 
For example, the query below produces pairs of departments that have the same number of 
employees. 

   WITH CountEmployees(dept_id, n) AS 
      ( SELECT dept_id, count(*) AS n 
        FROM employee GROUP BY dept_id ) 
    SELECT a.dept_id, a.n, b.dept_id, b.n 
    FROM CountEmployees AS a 
       JOIN CountEmployees AS b 
       ON a.n = b.n AND a.dept_id < b.dept_id 
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Multiple table expressions  

A single WITH clause may define more than one common table expression. These definitions 
must be separated by commas. The following example lists the department that has the 
smallest payroll and the department that has the largest number of employees. 

WITH 
  CountEmployees(dept_id, n) AS 
    ( SELECT dept_id, count(*) AS n 
      FROM employee GROUP BY dept_id ), 
  DeptPayroll( dept_id, amt ) AS 
     ( SELECT dept_id, sum(salary) AS amt 
       FROM employee GROUP BY dept_id ) 
SELECT count.dept_id, count.n, pay.amt 
FROM CountEmployees AS count JOIN DeptPayroll AS pay 
ON count.dept_id = pay.dept_id 
WHERE count.n = ( SELECT max(n) FROM CountEmployees ) 
   OR pay.amt = ( SELECT min(amt) FROM DeptPayroll ) 

Conclusion 

As you can see CTEs can be very useful. I have found them particularly handy when cleaning 
up demoralized tables. Like imported spread sheets. I can create a CTE distinct on columns 
that uniquely define rows. Then by joining to it I can create a result set including the 10’s of 
columns that were requested. This way I avoid using a GROUP BY and having to create 
functions to get the columns not in the group. This task would be near impossible using 
DISTINCT.  

Get a Return Every Time 
By Charles Eaton  

How many times have you been frustrated with debugging your script because of an error? 
Would you like to see where the problem is without trying to decipher the error message? I 
have found that as I pass more and more variables into my scripts and move toward almost 
exclusively using strings, I have incorporated a trick I learned at a former employer. My 
manager (Bill Meck) is an “SQL Guru” (even though he wouldn’t admit it) and taught me how 
to make the script give a return no matter what situation your variables are in. By using a 
variable he called @RunMode we can enable the script to run in any situation (with the 
exception of during development, of course). Most importantly, it allows for the printing of the 
SQL statement for debugging. The @RunMode variable is simply an integer variable that is 
set to one of three values (0, 1 or 2). When set to 0 the query string has “and 1 = 0” added to 
it, causing a result set that consists of only column headers. When set to 1 the script will print 
the query only. And finally, setting the variable to 2 will cause the query to execute normally. 

To build the script I have developed a template that I begin with (insert Template Script). This 
allows me to have a faster start and a way to produce multiple uniform procedures. The 
declaration of a variable @SQL as VARCHAR(8000) allows us to have a large query string. 
We can then dynamically control what the query string looks like through the use of “If” 
statements. As they are executed, they will either add to the @SQL string or exit.  

There are some things to remember with dynamically building a query string in SQL, though. 
First and most important is that all statements must have a single quote beginning and end. 
The string will look like this: 

DECLARE @SQL  VARCHAR(8000) 
SET @SQL ='select LastName, substring(FirstName, 1,1) As Emp_Name from 
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Employees' 
 
EXECUTE(@SQL) 

Next you should remember that quoted items do not behave the same in the string. They take 
special consideration on your part when you are building the query. For example, if we wanted 
a comma and a space between two items, in a standard query we would use this in Query 
Analyzer. 

Select LastName + ', ' + SUBSTRING(FirstName, 1, 1) As Emp_Name from 
Employees 

If we want to produce the same thing using a string variable we need to change the single 
quotes to 2 single quotes per side. The query would look like this. 

DECLARE @SQL  VARCHAR(8000) 
SET @SQL = 'SELECT LastName + '', '' + 
SUBSTRING(FirstName, 1, 1) As Emp_Name from Employees' 
EXECUTE(@SQL) 

I will leave it to you to experiment with the string building.  

We can also control what is returned by the query through the use of the @RunMode variable. 
The template procedure is set up so that if no variables are passed in it defaults to 
@RunMode = 0, causing the procedure to return only column headers. This was 
accomplished through the following Statement:  

SET @RunMode = COALESCE(@RunMode, 0) 

It translates to set @RunMode = return first non-null, else 0 

Here is a complete script that uses the Northwind database. ( Insert 
USP_Get_Customer_Data Script) Once you compile the procedure, run a test with @Country 
= ‘USA,’ @Employee =, ‘’ and @RunMode = 1. This will have the procedure generate only the 
@SQL string. It will look similar to this. 

SELECT  
       C.CustomerID AS CUSTOMER_ID, 
       C.CompanyName AS COMPANY_NAME,  
       C.ContactName AS CO_CONTACT, 
       C.City  AS CITY,  
       C.Country AS COUNTRY,  
       C.Phone AS CUST_PHONE,  
       O.OrderID AS ORDER_NUMBER,  
       SUBSTRING(E.FirstName,1,1) + ' ' + E.LastName    AS ORDER_ENTERED_BY  
FROM  
              Customers     C 
JOIN          Orders        O      on C.CustomerID = 
O.CustomerID  
JOIN          Employees     E      on O.EmployeeID = 
E.EmployeeID  
WHERE C.Country      = 'USA' 
ORDER 
BY 1 

Once we see our result set we can test it in another window. If there are any changes needed, 
merely go back to the procedure, modify it, then re-run the test script. Just seeing how your 
changes affect the @SQL String is a great self teaching tool.  
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By using this slightly longer format for the procedure and turning the query into a string, we 
realize two benefits. One benefit is that we can control what gets returned from the string by 
simply changing the variable @RunMode. The second benefit is that we will not get an error if 
no variables are passed to the procedure. Not getting an error is a great benefit for the 
development team. Instead of trying to come up with every way a user can conceivably enter 
incorrect variable combinations and then writing error handling scripts or code for them, we 
can use the default settings of the procedure to force an empty return. We can then write a 
single popup message that gently reminds the user that they need to enter some variables to 
get the returns they are looking for. 

Hidden RBAR: Triangular Joins 
By Jeff Moden  

If you've been around the forums on SQLServerCentral.com, you've probably seen me use the 
term "RBAR." "RBAR" is pronounced "ree-bar" and is a "Modenism" for "Row-By-Agonizing-
Row." I use the term "RBAR" for anything that isn't set based. Some others have picked up on 
it because it's easy to remember as a form of "Death by SQL." Many folks think that "set-
based" programming means one of two things... 

5. It's all done in a single query or...  
6. It simply doesn't have a Cursor or a While Loop  

Both of those are very bad misconceptions as to what set based programming is. What is set 
based programming? Obviously, it does involve "avoiding the loop," but it's not that simple. To 
me it also means that you touch each row of data only once if you can and as few times as 
possible if you can't. I know... sounds like a loop. And a loop will, in fact, touch a row only 
once... but a loop works row-by-agonizing-row, overrides the natural abilities of the optimizer, 
and only operates on a single row instead of a set of rows. Explicit loops are not set based 
programming and they just crush performance. 

So, good intentioned folks have found some very clever ways of "avoiding the loop" with some 
pretty severe consequences. For example, they'll do something like this to do a running total 
and a running count... 

    USE NorthWind 
 
 SELECT x.OrderID,  
        x.Freight,  
        (SELECT SUM(y.Freight)    
           FROM dbo.Orders y 
          WHERE y.OrderID <= x.OrderID) AS RunningTotal, 
        (SELECT COUNT(y.Freight) 
           FROM dbo.Orders y 
          WHERE y.OrderID <= x.OrderID) AS RunningCount 
  FROM dbo.Orders X 
 ORDER BY x.OrderID 

They'll test that with a handful of rows, see that it produces the correct answer, maybe look at 
the Estimated Execution Plan, and walk away happy NOT realizing that they've just created a 
performance time bomb known as a "Triangular Join." It's not set based programming even if it 
looks like it. It is hidden RBAR and it can be hundreds, and sometimes thousands, of times 
worse than any Cursor or Loop that you'll ever write. Here's why... 
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Review of Cross Joins 

Before you can understand what a "Triangular Join" is, you have to become familiar with what 
a Cross-Join is. If you already know, you might still want to have a look at this. Let's say you 
have two tables that look like this... 

 CREATE TABLE TableA (RowNum INT) 
 INSERT INTO TableA (RowNum) 
 SELECT 1 UNION ALL 
 SELECT 2 UNION ALL 
 SELECT 3 UNION ALL 
 SELECT 4 
 
 CREATE TABLE TableB (RowNum INT) 
 INSERT INTO TableB (RowNum) 
 SELECT 1 UNION ALL 
 SELECT 2 UNION ALL 
 SELECT 3 UNION ALL 
 SELECT 4 

We can create an intentional Cross-Join (sometimes called a Cartesian Join) between the two 
tables that will return every combination of A and B (also known as a Cartesian Product) using 
either of the two following code snippets... 

--===== A cross-join that produces 16 combinations 
 SELECT a.RowNum AS RowNum_A,b.RowNum AS RowNum_B 
   FROM TableA a, 
        TableB b 
 
--===== Same cross-join using ANSI syntax produces 16 combinations 
 SELECT a.RowNum AS RowNum_A,b.RowNum AS RowNum_B 
   FROM TableA a 
  CROSS JOIN 
        TableB b 

The results of both Cross-Joins form a result set that can be depicted much as you would with 
a simple multiplication table (with 1 axis backwards from the other) like this... the blue area 
identifies all combination returns from the Cross-Join. This is why the formula for the number 
of internally spawned rows for a Cross-Join is simply X2 for equal length tables or A*B for 
unequal length tables... 

 

As you can see by the blue area... another lesser known name for a Cross-Join is a "Square 
Join." 

"Triangular" Joins 

A Triangular Join is nothing more than about half of a Cross-Join. The "shape" of the 
Triangular Join depends on the relationship of < or >, <= or >=, or < > between the two tables. 
For very small counts, the number of internal rows spawned is nearly trivial. But it doesn't take 
very many rows to spawn nightmarish numbers of internal rows that can bring a server to its 
knees. Here's what each type of Triangular Join can look like in code and graphically... 

227 
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<= or >= or "Equality" Triangular Join 

If the Triangular Join has both an inequality and an equality in it, as in the following code 
example... 

--===== A triangular-join that produces 10 combinations 
 SELECT a.RowNum AS RowNum_A,b.RowNum AS RowNum_B 
   FROM TableA a, 
        TableB b 
  WHERE a.RowNum <= b.RowNum 

...the result set can be represented as in the blue area of the following graphic... notice that it 
forms a triangle and that's why these are called "Triangular Joins." The formula for the number 
of internal rows spawned for this type of Triangular Join is (X2+X)/2 (the old "sum of the 
sequential numbers formula")... 

 

< or > "Inequality" Triangular Join 

If your code snippet is sans an equality, like this... 

--===== A triangular-join that produces 6 combinations 
 SELECT a.RowNum AS RowNum_A,b.RowNum AS RowNum_B 
   FROM TableA a, 
        TableB b 
  WHERE a.RowNum < b.RowNum 

... you still end up with a Triangular Join, but slightly smaller. If the tables have the same 
number of rows, the number of internal rows generated is calculated by the formula of (X2-X)/2 
and is represented by the blue area in the following graphic... 

 

< > "Not Equal" Triangular Join - Double the Trouble! 

Last, but not least, you can do the "double" triangular join using a full inequality... this is great 
for making schedules of teams to play teams and is represented by the following code 
snippet... 

--===== A triangular-join that produces 12 combinations 
 SELECT a.RowNum AS RowNum_A,b.RowNum AS RowNum_B 
   FROM TableA a, 
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        TableB b 
  WHERE a.RowNum <> b.RowNum 

...and, from the following graphic, you can see why it's called a "double" triangular join. 
Because of the inequality, it makes good team play schedules because no team ever plays 
against itself... the formula to calculate rows is simply X2-X. 

 

The Trouble with Triangles (or, the Execution Plan Lies) 

Many people use triangular joins to do things like make row numbers in their code. The 
problem is the number of internal rows the code generates to produce the row numbers (some 
call this a running count).take the following code, for example... 

--===== Create a small demo table 
 CREATE TABLE TableC (RowNum INT) 
 INSERT INTO TableC (RowNum) 
 SELECT 84 UNION ALL 
 SELECT 5 UNION ALL 
 SELECT 99 UNION ALL 
 SELECT 12 

... and, let's list all the values with a running count... 

--===== List the items with a running count 
 SELECT RunCount = (SELECT COUNT(*)  
                      FROM TableC cs  
                     WHERE cs.SomeVal <= c.SomeVal), 
        c.SomeVal 
   FROM TableC c 
  ORDER BY RunCount 

Notice the correlated subquery (a query that makes reference outside itself) and the big red 
triangular join it makes with the outer query? Although only four rows are displayed as the 
result set, the number of INNER rows the query had to touch is can be calculated as follows: 

10 rows caused by the Triangular join (X2+X)/2  
4 rows in the final result set (X) 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
14 total rows "touched" (X2+X)/2 + X 

Check the actual Execution Plan for the code above. You'll find all 14 rows. 

Now, let's calculate what would happen if we used the above query on a relatively small table 
with 10,000 rows in it... 

((X2+X)/2)+X = ((10,0002+10,000)/2)+10,000 = 50,015,000 internal rows 

That's right, it has to look at over 50 MILLION rows to generate a running count for 10,000 
rows. Let's try it for 20,000 rows... 
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((X2+X)/2)+X = ((20,0002+20,000)/2)+20,000 = 200,030,000 internal rows!!! That means that it 
has to "touch" 10,000 TIMES more rows than the originals. 

That's not set based code... That's "Hidden RBAR." 

Conclusion 

We've all been taught, or a least heard, that writing set based code is the proper road to high 
performance code. We all know that explicit loops are not set based and should usually be 
avoided. But, there's extreme danger in thinking that just avoiding the loop leads to set based 
code. Triangular Joins are a form of "Hidden RBAR" that can and will crush performance in the 
face of even the smallest scalability expectations. 

Learn to recognize Triangular Joins. They appear in the SELECT list as correlated subqueries 
usually with a stand-alone inequality of some sort. They can also appear in WHERE clauses 
with the same type of standalone inequality. 

Not all Triangular Joins are bad. With some restraint and the right criteria, Triangular Joins can 
be used for some pretty remarkable things... make finite schedules... do high speed dupe 
checks... etc. But, you've really got to be careful. Improperly written Triangular Joins are worse 
than even Cursors or While Loops and can bring a CPU and Disk System right to its knees. 

Watch out for "Hidden RBAR." 

Linking to the Previous Row 
By David McKinney  

Two of the coolest additions to T-SQL in SQL 2005 are Common Table Expressions (CTEs) 
and the Row_number() function. In this article we're going to see how you can use these two 
features together to provide an elegant solution to an age old problem. 

First, an extremely quick look at each of them. 

Common Table Expressions 

A CTE is a temporary result set, which is valid for the scope of a single Select Update Insert or 
Delete statement. I've heard it said that this very restricted scope seriously limits their 
usefulness, and that its only function is to improve the readability of your SQL. (Writing 
recursive queries is the obvious area where CTEs come in to play - but I won't be covering this 
in this article.) 

I hope to show in this article that the CTEs’ usefulness is not purely cosmetic. 

One key point that is often overlooked is that the resultset can be referenced multiple times in 
the S/U/I/D statement. We'll see this fact being put to use later on. 

Row_number() 

The row_number() function has been on most SQL Developers’ Christmas list for many years 
now. It provides a sequential row number for each record in a result set. An ordering must be 
specified (to give a basis to the numbering), and optionally a partition may be specified to split 
the result set numbering. We'll look more closely at what this means with our example. 
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The Price History example 

Our retail client is storing a history of price changes in a table: PriceHistory. For each item (in 
the Items table) we can see the initial price, and an additional record for each subsequent 
price change. The table creation script is available below in the Resources section. 

 

Data from the PriceHistory table 

The client would like to see a report showing the Item name, the old price, the new price and 
the date range for which the new price was applied. This type of question has often given 
headaches to sql developers as it usually involved messy subqueries using the max / min 
functions. Some DBAs prefer to store both the start date and end date in the table, but this too 
causes problems as it is difficult to keep subsequent records in synch, especially when a 
modification occurs. 

Item Old Price Range Price Start Date End Date 

vacuum cleaner   250.00 2004-03-01 2005-06-15 
vacuum cleaner 250.00 219.99 2005-06-15 2007-01-03 
vacuum cleaner 219.99 189.99 2007-01-03 2007-02-03 
vacuum cleaner 189.99 200.00 2007-02-03   
washing machine   650.00 2006-07-12 2007-01-03 
washing machine 650.00 550.00 2007-01-03   
toothbrush   1.99 2005-01-01 2006-01-01 
toothbrush 1.99 1.79 2006-01-01 2007-01-01 
toothbrush 1.79 1.59 2007-01-01 2008-01-01 
toothbrush 1.59 1.49 2008-01-01   

 

The format we're aiming for 

If we examine one line from the target report, we can see that it includes information from 3 
consecutive rows in the table. The key to solving this problem lies in linking the current row to 
the previous row and to the next row. 

vacuum cleaner 219.99 189.99 2007-01-03 2007-02-03 
 

ItemId PriceStartDate Price 
1 2004-03-01 250.00 
1 2005-06-15 219.99 
1 2007-01-03 189.99 
1 2007-02-03 200.00 
2 2006-07-12 650.00 
2 2007-01-03 550.00 
3 2005-01-01 1.99 
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3 2006-01-01 1.79 
3 2007-01-01 1.59 
3 2008-01-01 1.49 

 

The first step is to construct a CTE which numbers the rows of the data table.  (Note that the 
semi-colon is required when the CTE is not the first statement in a batch.) 

;WITH PriceCompare AS ( 
SELECT i.Item, ph.ItemId, ph.PriceStartDate, ph.Price, 
ROW_NUMBER() OVER (Partition BY ph.ItemId ORDER BY PriceStartDate) AS rownum  
FROM Items i INNER JOIN PriceHistory ph  
ON i.ItemId = ph.ItemId)  
 
SELECT * FROM PriceCompare  

In the CTE I add a new column, rownum, whose value comes from the row_number() function. 
You can see that I've partitioned by ItemId, which means that numbering recommences with 
each new item. I've ordered on the PriceStartDate column, to tell the CTE how it should apply 
the numbering; i.e., the earliest PriceStartDate for an item will have number 1, etc. 

Item ItemId PriceStartDate Price rownum 
vacuum cleaner 1 2004-03-01 250.00 1 
vacuum cleaner 1 2005-06-15 219.99 2 
vacuum cleaner 1 2007-01-03 189.99 3 
vacuum cleaner 1 2007-02-03 200.00 4 
washing machine 2 2006-07-12 650.00 1 
washing machine 2 2007-01-03 550.00 2 
toothbrush 3 2005-01-01 1.99 1 
toothbrush 3 2006-01-01 1.79 2 
toothbrush 3 2007-01-01 1.59 3 
toothbrush 3 2008-01-01 1.49 4 

 

Now, I'll enhance the SELECT statement which follows the CTE. 

SELECT currow.Item, prevrow.Price AS OldPrice, currow.Price AS RangePrice, 
currow.PriceStartDate AS StartDate, nextrow.PriceStartDate AS EndDate  
FROM PriceCompare currow  
LEFT JOIN PriceCompare nextrow  
        ON currow.rownum = nextrow.rownum - 1 
        AND currow.ItemId = nextrow.ItemId 
LEFT JOIN PriceCompare prevrow 
        ON currow.rownum = prevrow.rownum + 1 
        AND currow.ItemId = prevrow.ItemId 

Note that I use Left Joins as for the first row for an item there is no previous row, just as the 
last row has no next row. I use the aliases before each field to denote which row the data 
should come from. Thus, PriceStartDate from the current row is the Start Date while the same 
field from the next row is the End Date. 

Running the query now gives the resultset required for the Price History report. An additional 
bonus is that you can wrap up the whole CTE in a view! 

CREATE VIEW [dbo].[PriceCompare] AS 
WITH PriceCompare AS  
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( 
SELECT i.Item, ph.ItemId, ph.PriceStartDate, ph.Price,  
ROW_NUMBER() OVER (Partition BY ph.ItemId ORDER BY PriceStartDate) AS rownum  
FROM  
        Items i  
INNER JOIN  
        PriceHistory ph  
ON i.ItemId = ph.ItemId 
) 
 
 SELECT 
        currow.Item,  
        prevrow.Price AS OldPrice,  
        currow.Price AS RangePrice,  
        currow.PriceStartDate AS StartDate,  
        nextrow.PriceStartDate AS EndDate  
FROM  
        PriceCompare currow  
LEFT JOIN PriceCompare nextrow  
        ON currow.rownum = nextrow.rownum - 1 AND currow.ItemId = 
nextrow.ItemId  
LEFT JOIN PriceCompare prevrow  
        ON currow.rownum = prevrow.rownum + 1 AND currow.ItemId = 
prevrow.ItemId 

                         
I hope I have shown with this article why you should be using CTEs in your applications, and 
not just as a way to tidy up your SQL. 

Owning the Spelling Suggestion Feature 
By Bill Nicolich  

There are a couple of barriers in the way of building your own spelling suggestion feature. 
One, you need data; you need some kind of look-up table populated with words. Two, one 
needs some components that use the look-up to evaluate input and to offer some user 
interfaces. I suspect that's why people head straight for the third-party solution. I'd like to 
comment on these barriers and help break them down some. 

What if the user interface were nothing more than a comment such as, "Did you mean <spell 
corrected word>?" marked up on a web page? There goes the interface barrier. That kind of 
interface is probably within reach of many developers. It's also pretty common and, therefore, 
practical. It could be very useful on an e-commerce product search page, for instance. 
However, what are also needed are the look-up table and the data. Is that insurmountable? 

Some will find a data provider such as a web service, sign up, sigh with relief and move on. 
But wait. Maybe the world would be a better place if more of us were able to become our own 
spelling suggestion data provider. If everybody uses an outside Web service and it goes down, 
the feature stops working all across the land. Like oil, maybe the price would drop if we 
weren't so reliant on outside providers. Perhaps a provider doesn't offer some of the technical 
and slang terms used in a particular industry. 

For fun and/or profit, let's explore how to create the spelling suggestion dataset. 

The first step is to create a look-up table. I created a table similar to this: 

--------------------------- 
-- Create Spelling Look-up Table 
--------------------------- 
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CREATE TABLE [tblSpellingLookup] ( 
 [Misspelling] [varchar] (100) , 
 [Correction] [varchar] (100)) 

The next step is to gather the raw materials: words. One might get these from product 
descriptions. A description is a string of words that can be parsed into a set of records using a 
set-based operation. I drew my inspiration for this operation by reading a great article by 
Robyn Page and Phil Factor: http://www.simple-talk.com/sql/t-sql-programming/the-helper-
table-workbench/ 

Robyn suggests using a helper table for set-based operations which is composed of nothing 
more than records having a sequence of numbers from 1 on up. The helper table can look like 
this: 

--------------------------- 
-- Create Helper Table 
--------------------------- 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[tblNumbers](  
 [number] [int]) 
-- Populate the helper table with a sequence of numbers: 
DECLARE @size 
SET @size = 10000 
DECLARE @ii 
SET @ii = 1 
WHILE (@ii<=@size)  
 BEGIN  
 INSERT INTO NUMBERS(NUMBER) SELECT @II  
 SELECT @II=@II+1  
 END  
END 

Then some T-SQL can break apart a product description. 

--------------------------- 
-- Collect Words 
--------------------------- 
DECLARE @description VARCHAR(255)  
SELECT @description= 'this is a great product' 
SELECT SUBSTRING(@description+' ', number,  
 CHARINDEX(' ', @description+' ', number) - number)  
FROM Numbers  
WHERE number <= LEN(@description)  
AND SUBSTRING(' ' + @description,  
 number, 1) = ' '  
ORDER BY number RETURN 

This yields a set of records: 
this 
is 
a 
great 
product 

This step will perhaps also involve cleaning out HTML tags, punctuation and so forth. I found 
that product descriptions were mostly spelled correctly. However, I did take an additional step 
to ensure proper spelling with the help of Microsoft Office COM programming. I suspect there 
are even better approaches out there. 

Getting the correctly spelled words to populate my [Correction] column was pretty 
straightforward. What about the misspellings, one may ask? This was the exciting part for me. 

http://www.simple-talk.com/sql/t-sql-programming/the-helper-table-workbench/
http://www.simple-talk.com/sql/t-sql-programming/the-helper-table-workbench/
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Common misspellings can be derived programmatically from the correct spellings using T-
SQL and the helper table used earlier. 

There are four main misspelling types that can be derived programmatically: 

1. Missing letter. Example: "and" misspelled "nd." 
2. Double-typed letter. Example: "and" misspelled "aand." 
3. Transposed letters. Example: "and" misspelled "nad." 
4. QWERTY keyboard wrong letter: "and" misspelled "anf." 

Wouldn't it be cool to develop T-SQL that returns every misspelling of a word from these 
misspelling types? Let's start with missing letter. 

--------------------------- 
-- Missing Letter 
--------------------------- 
DECLARE @word VARCHAR(255)  
SELECT @word= 'and' 
SELECT 
CASE number 
WHEN 1 THEN 
 SUBSTRING(@word,2,LEN(@word)-1) 
ELSE 
 SUBSTRING(@word,1,number - 1) + SUBSTRING(@word,number + 1, LEN(@word)) 
END  
FROM Numbers  
WHERE number <= LEN(@word)  
ORDER BY number 

This yields: 
nd 
ad 
an 

Let's move on to double-typed letter. 

--------------------------- 
-- Double-typed Letter 
--------------------------- 
DECLARE @word VARCHAR(255)  
SELECT @word= 'and' 
SELECT 
CASE number 
WHEN 1 THEN 
 SUBSTRING(@word,number,1) + @word 
ELSE 
 SUBSTRING(@word,1,number - 1) + REPLICATE(SUBSTRING(@word,number,1),2) + 
SUBSTRING(@word,number + 1, LEN(@word)) 
END  
FROM Numbers  
WHERE number <= LEN(@word)  
ORDER BY number 

This yields: 
aand 
annd 
andd 

And now on to transposed letters: 
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--------------------------- 
-- Transposed Letters 
--------------------------- 
DECLARE @word VARCHAR(255)  
SELECT @word= 'and' 
SELECT 
CASE number 
WHEN 1 THEN 
 SUBSTRING(@word,2,1) + SUBSTRING(@word,1,1) + SUBSTRING(@word,3,LEN(@word)-
1) 
ELSE 
 SUBSTRING(@word,1,number-1) + SUBSTRING(@word,number+1,1) + 
SUBSTRING(@word,number,1) + SUBSTRING(@word,(number + 2),LEN(@word)- number) 
END  
FROM Numbers  
WHERE number <= LEN(@word) -1 
ORDER BY number 

This yields: 
nad 
adn 

The QWERTY keyboard wrong letter query benefits from creating a look-up table variable that 
associates each letter with the surrounding letters on the keyboard. 

--------------------------- 
-- QWERTY Wrong Letter 
--------------------------- 
DECLARE @word VARCHAR(255)  
SELECT @word= 'and' 
DECLARE @QuertyLookup TABLE  
( 
thisLetter VARCHAR(1), 
misspelledLetter VARCHAR(1) 
) 
INSERT INTO @QuertyLookup 
SELECT 'q',SUBSTRING('12wsa',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('12wsa')  
UNION SELECT 'a',SUBSTRING('qwsz',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('qwsz')  
UNION SELECT 'z',SUBSTRING('asx',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('asx')  
UNION SELECT 'w',SUBSTRING('23qedsa',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('23qedsa') 
UNION SELECT 's',SUBSTRING('qwedxza',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('qwedxza')  
UNION SELECT 'x',SUBSTRING('asdcz',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('asdcz')  
UNION SELECT 'e',SUBSTRING('34wrfds',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('34wrfds')  
UNION SELECT 'd',SUBSTRING('werfcxs',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number 
<= LEN('werfcxs')  
UNION SELECT 'c',SUBSTRING('sdfvx',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('sdfvx')  
UNION SELECT 'r',SUBSTRING('45etgfd',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('45etgfd')  
UNION SELECT 'f',SUBSTRING('ertgvcd',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('ertgvcd')  
UNION SELECT 'v',SUBSTRING('dfgbc',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('dfgbc')  
UNION SELECT 't',SUBSTRING('r56yhgf',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('r56yhgf')  
UNION SELECT 'g',SUBSTRING('rtyhbvf',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
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LEN('rtyhbvf')  
UNION SELECT 'b',SUBSTRING('fghnv',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('fghnv')  
UNION SELECT 'y',SUBSTRING('t67ujhg',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('t67ujhg')  
UNION SELECT 'h',SUBSTRING('tyujnbg',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('tyujnbg')  
UNION SELECT 'n',SUBSTRING('ghjmb',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('ghjmb')  
UNION SELECT 'u',SUBSTRING('y78ikjh',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('y78ikjh')  
UNION SELECT 'j',SUBSTRING('yuikmnh',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('yuikmnh')  
UNION SELECT 'm',SUBSTRING('jk,n',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('jk,n')  
UNION SELECT 'i',SUBSTRING('u89olkj',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('u89olkj')  
UNION SELECT 'k',SUBSTRING('uiol,mj',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('uiol,mj')  
UNION SELECT ',',SUBSTRING('kl.m',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('kl.m')  
UNION SELECT 'o',SUBSTRING('i90p;lk',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('i90p;lk')  
UNION SELECT 'l',SUBSTRING('iop;.,k',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('ip;lk')  
UNION SELECT '.',SUBSTRING('l;/,',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('l;/,')  
UNION SELECT 'p',SUBSTRING('o0-[;l',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('o0-[;l')  
UNION SELECT ';',SUBSTRING('op[''/.l',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('op[''/.l')  
UNION SELECT '/',SUBSTRING(';''.',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN(';''.')  
UNION SELECT '''',SUBSTRING('[];',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('[];')  
UNION SELECT '-',SUBSTRING('=[p',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('=[p')  
UNION SELECT '[',SUBSTRING('-=]'';p',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('-=]'';p')  
UNION SELECT ']',SUBSTRING('[=''',number,1) FROM Numbers WHERE number <= 
LEN('[=''')  
ORDER BY 1 
SELECT 
CASE number 
WHEN 1 THEN 
 [misspelledLetter] + SUBSTRING(@word,number+1,LEN(@word)-number) 
ELSE  
 SUBSTRING(@word,1,number - 1) + [misspelledLetter] + SUBSTRING(@word,number 
+ 1, LEN(@word)-number) 
END 
FROM Numbers, @QuertyLookup 
WHERE number <= LEN(@word)  
AND [thisLetter] = SUBSTRING(@word,number,1) 
ORDER BY number 

This yields: 
snd 
znd 
qnd 
wnd 
abd 
amd 
agd 
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ahd 
ajd 
anw 
anx 
ans 
anc 
ane 
anf 
anr 

I hope this exercise inspires others to use set-based operations using the helper table 
technique and to share practical uses with the rest of us. 

As an aside, I recently got a phone call from a very well known internet search vendor 
boasting to me about how their spell suggestion feature was helping a client generate more 
sales. He assumed this feature was a major selling point. For many, it is. Internally, I was able 
to think "Yes. I implemented that myself recently. What else have you got?" 

PIVOT Working Incorrectly? 
By Ryan Clare  

In some situations there may be a reason to total data alongside a column you want to pivot. 
In this example we will get a grand total of saverPoints that each salesperson earns with their 
sales, as well as separating the number of sales by month. 

create table #tmpPivotTest 
(salesPersonsName varchar(25), 
numberOfSales int, 
monthAbv varchar(3), 
saverPoints int) 
insert into #tmpPivotTest values ('Yagnesh', 1, 'Jan', 1) 
insert into #tmpPivotTest values ('Yagnesh', 2, 'Feb', 2) 
insert into #tmpPivotTest values ('Yagnesh', 2, 'Feb', 2) 
insert into #tmpPivotTest values ('Yagnesh', 2, 'Jan', 2) 
insert into #tmpPivotTest values ('Jason', 3, 'Feb', 2) 
insert into #tmpPivotTest values ('Jason', 1, 'Feb', 1) 
--Shows how many sales each sales person gets per month 
select salesPersonsName, [Jan], [Feb] from  
(select salesPersonsName, numberOfSales, monthAbv from #tmpPivotTest) as 
SourceTable  
PIVOT (sum(numberOfSales) for monthAbv in ([Jan],[Feb]) )as PivotTable 
salesPersonsName          Jan         Feb 
------------------------- ----------- ----------- 
Jason                     NULL        4 
Yagnesh                   3           4 

This basic pivot works flawlessly. When we try to add another column to the select we don't 
get everything. 

--Try to get the saver points as well 
select salesPersonsName, [Jan], [Feb], saverPoints from  
(select * from #tmpPivotTest) as SourceTable  
PIVOT (sum(numberOfSales) for monthAbv in ([Jan], [Feb]) )as PivotTable 
salesPersonsName          Jan         Feb         saverPoints 
------------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- 
Jason                     NULL        1           1 
Yagnesh                   1           NULL        1 
Jason                     NULL        3           2 
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Yagnesh                   2           4           2 

We are missing some of the saver points in here and it splits the sales person with each 
distinct value of saverPoints. For some reason pivot isn't working correctly! It's actually losing 
data! Let’s try to sum the values together again... 

select salesPersonsName, sum([Jan]) as Jan, sum([Feb]) as Feb, 
sum(saverPoints) as saverPoints from  
(select * from #tmpPivotTest) as SourceTable  
PIVOT (sum(numberOfSales) for monthAbv in ([Jan], [Feb]) )as PivotTable 
group by salesPersonsName 

select salesPersonsName, sum(saverPoints) as saverPoints from #tmpPivotTest group by 
salesPersonsName 

salesPersonsName          Jan         Feb         saverPoints 
------------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- 
Jason                     NULL        4           3 
Yagnesh                   3           4           3 
salesPersonsName          saverPoints 
------------------------- ----------- 
Jason                     3 
Yagnesh                   7 

The saver points are still missing. The saver points are ignored since they are the same on 
both rows. If we change the rows ever so slightly we can get the correct answer. 

select salesPersonsName, sum([Jan]) as Jan, sum([Feb]) as Feb, 
sum(saverPoints) as saverPoints from  
(select *, newid() as superDecombobulatorV2  
from #tmpPivotTest) as SourceTable  
PIVOT (sum(numberOfSales) for monthAbv in ([Jan], [Feb]) )as PivotTable 
group by salesPersonsName 
select salesPersonsName, sum(saverPoints) as saverPoints from #tmpPivotTest 
group by salesPersonsName 
salesPersonsName          Jan         Feb         saverPoints 
------------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- 
Jason NULL 4 3 
Yagnesh 3 4 7 
salesPersonsName          saverPoints 
------------------------- ----------- 
Jason 3 
Yagnesh 7 

After being frustrated with pivot not working "correctly" and finally looking at books online with 
a cool head, we find that it is working according to the documentation in books online. From 
books online: 

The following is annotated syntax for PIVOT. 
SELECT <non-pivoted column> , 
[first pivoted column] AS <column name> , 
[second pivoted column] AS <column name> , 
... 
[last pivoted column] AS <column name> 
FROM  
( <SELECT query that produces the data> )  
AS <alias for the source query> 
PIVOT  
(  
<aggregation function>( <column being aggregated> ) 
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FOR  
[<column that contains the values that will become column headers>]  
IN ( [first pivoted column] , [second pivoted column] , 
... [last pivoted column] ) 
) AS <alias for the pivot table> 
<optional ORDER BY clause> 

Notice it only has one non-pivoted column and each value of the pivoted column listed. If I 
would have been level headed instead of trying to force pivot to work I would have just done 
two queries: one to get the pivoted data into a temp table and the other to get the summed 
data and update the temp table. So let the lesson be learned. You can sometimes force your 
way through "incorrect" things in SQL Server, but it may just be easier to calm down and read 
the documentation. 

Revenge of the BLOB 
By Andrew Sears  

Binary objects and unstructured data  

In the past my opinion was that a BLOB or Binary Large Object really had no place in a 
relational database. My experiences with these image & binary data types are that they are 
slow performing and a pain to work with in T-SQL. Any operations working with these BLOBs 
were usually performed in a separate business layer outside of SQL. This suggested to me 
that it made more sense to put things like files or images where they were designed to be 
placed - in the file system. 

BLOBs tax relational database performance, and though there are many ways to mitigate this I 
still believe it is better to have a pointer to the data rather than storing the data itself. However, 
sometimes you cannot get away from using a BLOB or inheriting it from another architecture. 
The interesting thing about BLOBs is that they are slowly taking over the database world. The 
offset of this is that more tools are being provided to allow easier manipulation of this data. 

This article will describe some of the new features of SQL Server 2005 and SQL Server 2008, 
and provide an example of pulling a BLOB out of an image column in SQL Server 2005. 

Bacronyms and marketing speak 

In my last article, Why SQL Server is a 4-letter word, I discussed acronyms. The term blob is a 
bacronym. This is an acronym that was constructed after-the-fact to cover up that it really was 
named after "The Blob that ate Cincinnati." The person who first applied the name Blob to a 
database object was Jim Starkey. He tells a hilarious Dilbert-ish story about the origins of the term 
here, and how marketers like acronyms.  

Acronyms are professional and great for marketing buzz, yet they feel a bit impersonal to me. 
Would you rather read about the rich-media framework from Microsoft called WPF/E or a cool 
new technology called Microsoft Silverlight? Which letters makes you feel warmer and fuzzier 
when they are put together, I-B-M or A-p-p-l-e?  

That's a lot of rows 

A problem I had recently was with a third-party financial system. The vendor provides a 
proprietary database with a table containing over 300,000 records, 2.8GB of data, and one tiny 
clustered index on a unique identifier column. Of the 16 columns, it is a column of IMAGE type 
which stores the most data. Digging further into the column, it is storing a binary 
representation of 5000 4-byte float or money data type values. New tables are created after 
each execution of the tool with a unique identifier appended to the table name. The customer 

http://www.sqlservercentral.com/articles/Business+Intelligence/61369/
http://www.cvalde.net/misc/blob_true_history.htm
http://www.cvalde.net/misc/blob_true_history.htm
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would like to have all of the data available for querying at any time after the table is loaded. 
Since this is 1,665,000,000 unfiltered rows per day there could be a problem with scalability 
and performance if the data is staged. 

Not a lot for a cube 

Developing an Analysis Services 2005 cube to aggregate the data would be the 
recommended approach in this situation, since it could handle this scale of data and the 
combinations of queries given to it. However, the customer is most comfortable querying 
subsets of the data in SQL Server, and the timeframe does not allow for an OLAP-based 
approach. The interim solution is to build a parameterized stored procedure and table function 
in SQL Server 2005 to de-BLOB the BLOB and return a subset of the rows. 

The T-SQL approach 

In SQL Server 2000 there is an SDK utility called TextCopy that can manipulate a BLOB within 
an image column. However, this is outside the SQL Server environment. In SQL Server 2005 
you can use the Import Column data flow task in Integration Services. Again, this is outside of 
the Query Analyzer window.  Within SQL Server you can use the new VARBINARY(MAX) 
data type to convert the IMAGE data type to something workable. 

Size up the Data 

The first item of business is determining the size of the data column.  Since I know, based on 
legacy code, that the byte size is 4 I would like to see the number of records stored in each 
column.  The function to use here is DATALENGTH. 

SELECT convert(varbinary(MAX),value) as ColumnValue 
 ,DATALENGTH(value) as Length 
 , DATALENGTH(value) /4as  
RecordCount 
FROM [BigBlobTable] 

Dividing the number by 4 gives us 5000 records in the column. 

The Deblobber Table Function 

I am still looking for a good way to remove the WHILE function, as well as the Table Function; 
however, this does the trick for now.   

The Deblobber Code 

CREATE FUNCTION [dbo].[Deblobber] ( @blob AS VARBINARY(MAX) ) 
RETURNS @Values TABLE ( Value MONEY ) 
AS  
BEGIN 
DECLARE @length AS INT 
  
DECLARE @i AS INT 
SET @i = 1 
SET @length = DATALENGTH(@blob) 
WHILE @i < @length 
BEGIN 
INSERT  INTO @Values 
SELECT  CAST(SUBSTRING(@blob, @i, 4) AS MONEY) 
SET @i = @i + 4 
END 
  
 RETURN  
END 
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The Deblobber table function is used in the stored procedure below. Names have been 
changed to protect the innocent. In no way should these names be used in a professional 
environment. The Select Statement Code 

CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[GetBigBlob] (@TableID AS VARCHAR(MAX) = '17627', 
@PickListID  
AS VARCHAR(MAX) = '12021855,12233944') 
 
AS 
 
-- Create a link to the table BigBlobTable_17627 
IF EXISTS ( SELECT  name FROM    sys.synonyms WHERE   Name = N'BigBlob' )  
 DROP SYNONYM N'BigBlob' 
 
EXEC ( 'create synonym N'BigBlob for N'BigBlobTable_' + @TableID + ']' ) 
 
-- Turn off row counts for performance 
SET nocount ON; 
 
-- Define a Common Table Expression (CTE) 
WITH BigBlobCTE as (  
-- Define an auto-incrementing row identifier 
SELECT    ROW_NUMBER() OVER ( ORDER BY [UniqueID] ASC ) AS  CounterID, 
CONVERT(VARBINARY(MAX), value) AS ColumnValue            
FROM      BigBlob 
-- Use COALESCE function to ignore NULL parameter values 
-- Use Split function to parse comma-delimited list of parameters 
WHERE     (CHARINDEX(',',@PickListID ) = 0 AND COALESCE(@PickListID  
, PickListID ) = UniqueID)  OR (CHARINDEX(',',@PickListID ) > 0 AND  
UniqueID IN (SELECT value FROM dbo.fnSplit(@PickListID,','))) 
) 
-- Return values from the CTE 
SELECT  resultValues.rowid, 
resultValues.PnLValue, 
BigBlobCTE.CounterID [positionUID], 
 FROM   BigBlobCTE  
-- JOIN to the User-Defined Table Function 
CROSS APPLY dbo.Deblobber(BigBlobCTE.ColumnValue) AS resultValues 

The Results 

The procedure above should, for each blob, return a table, union these tables together, and 
return them as a result set with the original data row. The key SQL Server 2005 features 
demonstrated in this stored procedure are: 

Synonyms – Friendly aliases for objects  

Common Table Expressions (CTEs) – WITH syntax presents a table expression above the 
SQL SELECT statement rather than nested below in a derived table. Used for easier 
readability and reuse of the expression.  

User-Defined Table (UDT) function Joins - CROSS APPLY syntax allows UDTs to be joined to 
other tables.  

Dynamic Row Numbering - ROW_NUMBER() syntax provides a dynamic row count over a 
given sort order.  

Large Binary data type - VARBINARY(MAX) removes 8000 character limitation of SQL 2000 
and allows for manipulating Large Binary Objects (LOBs) within SELECT statements.  
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Problems 

There are a few potential issues with this solution. 

Concurrency issues with the synonym could allow this procedure to run only once at a time  

Pulling the data for a large number of records still poses a performance issue  

Dynamic SQL could solve the concurrency issue; however, it was determined that it will be run 
by a single user on an ad-hoc basis so it is not a priority. Performance issues should be 
mitigated as there is no longer a need to pull all data. Instead, data can be joined and filtered.  

Looking forward to SQL Server 2008 

Microsoft is offering some potentially great enhancements to working with BLOB data in SQL 
Server 2008, including the following: 

• Integrated Full Text Search - no more service, it's built-in.  
• Sparse Columns - providing the ability to create millions of BLOB columns.  
• New Index Types - Increasing the performance of querying.  
• Data compression - Shrinking the size and providing various storage alternatives.  
• And last but not least, a filestream datatype in SQL 2008.  

For more information on these new enhancements, take a look at the white paper released in 
August, 2007, entitled, Managing Unstructured Data with SQL Server 2008.  Could it be that the 
SQL Storage Team borrowed some unstructured data ideas from someone on the OneNote 
Team? 

SQL - Derived Tables 
By Prashant Pandey  

With SQL Server you have the ability to create derived tables on the fly and then use these 
derived tables within your query. In very basic terms, a derived table is a virtual table that's 
calculated on the fly from a select statement.  

In concept this is similar to creating a temporary table and then using the temporary table in 
your query, but the approach is much simpler because it can all be done in one step. This can 
be tremendously useful in certain situations. 

Boost Performance 

The biggest benefit of using derived tables over temporary tables is that they require fewer 
steps and everything happens in memory instead of a combination of memory and disk. The 
fewer the steps involved, along with less I/O, the faster the performance. 

Here are the steps when you use a temporary table:  

1. Lock tempdb database  
2. CREATE the temporary table (write activity)  
3. SELECT data & INSERT data (read & write activity)  
4. SELECT data from temporary table and permanent table(s) (read activity)  
5. DROP TABLE (write activity)  
6. Release the locks  

Compare this with the number of steps it takes for a derived table: 

http://msdn.technetweb3.orcsweb.com/manisblog/archive/2007/10/21/filestream-data-type-sql-server-2008.aspx
http://download.microsoft.com/download/a/c/d/acd8e043-d69b-4f09-bc9e-4168b65aaa71/SQL2008UnstructuredData.doc
http://blogs.msdn.com/sqlserverstorageengine/
http://blogs.msdn.com/descapa/
http://blogs.msdn.com/descapa/
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7. CREATE locks, unless isolation level of "read uncommitted" is used  
8. SELECT data (read activity)  
9. Release the locks  

As is rather obvious from this example, using derived tables instead of temporary tables 
reduces disk I/O and can boost performance. 

An example 

Below, I'm going to use the Northwind database that’s included with MS-SQL 2000. Let's say 
you've been asked to generate a report that shows off the total number of orders each 
customer placed in 1996. "Not a problem," you think to yourself. "This is just an easy 
aggregated join query." So, you sit down and generate your query and come up with: 

SELECT C.CustomerID, C.CompanyName, COUNT(O.OrderID) AS TotalOrders 
 FROM Customers C LEFT OUTER JOIN Orders O ON  
 C.CustomerID = O.CustomerID 
 WHERE YEAR(O.OrderDate) = 1996 
 GROUP BY C.CustomerID, C.CompanyName 

It looks good, but there's something missing. Customers that didn't place an order in 1996 
aren't showing up. You could leave off customers that didn't place an order, but in many cases 
the customers that didn't buy place orders are the ones that are of the most interest.  

If you think you can include those customers with a "is null" check, you'd be wrong. Run the 
following code and see if you notice what is wrong: 

SELECT C.CustomerID, C.CompanyName, 
 COUNT(O.OrderID) AS TotalOrders  
 FROM Customers C LEFT OUTER JOIN Orders O ON  
 C.CustomerID = O.CustomerID 
 WHERE (YEAR(O.OrderDate) = 1996 OR O.OrderDate IS NULL) 
 GROUP BY C.CustomerID, C.CompanyName 

At first glance this may look right, but if you examine the results carefully you'll see that the 
customers with the zero count have never placed an order. If a customer has placed an order, 
but just not in the year 1996, they won't show up. This is because the "is null" check finds 
customers that have never placed an order -- it still doesn't do anything to add customers 
who've placed an order, but just not in 1996. 

This is where a derived table can come in handy. Instead of using the "Orders" table, we'll 
reduce the Orders table to a snapshot of itself -- including only data from the year 1996.  

SELECT C.CustomerID, C.CompanyName, 
 COUNT(dOrders.OrderID) AS TotalOrders 
 FROM Customers C LEFT OUTER JOIN  
 /* start our derived table */ 
 (SELECT * FROM Orders WHERE YEAR(Orders.OrderDate) = 1996) AS dOrders 
 /* end our derived table */ 
  ON  
  C.CustomerID = dOrders.CustomerID 
  GROUP BY C.CustomerID, C.CompanyName 

Run the above query and examine the results. You should now see a row returned for each 
Customer and the total number or orders placed in the year 1996 -- including the customers 
that didn't place an order. 
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The Reason 

This works because the LEFT JOIN will include all matches or null values. If the LEFT JOIN 
has matches (like in our first query,), but none that match the criteria, those rows are 
excluded. In our derived table, since we're only running against the orders from the year 1996 
we're ensuring that we return results for each customer.  

"I think this is the best and easiest example to understand the concept of derived tables."  

Now if you asked when and why to use derived tables, then I'll say that it all depends on the 
complexity of your query. You have to decide when to use derived tables, but I think derived 
tables are faster than Temporary tables. Read the following points for the when to use derived 
tables. 

• If you face a challenge of whether to create a temporary table or a view to produce 
the desired query, take a look at using a derived table instead.  

• Experiment with using derived tables, views, and temporary tables to see what yields 
better performance results. There are several articles on the internet that have shown 
that using a derived table is faster than temporary tables, but try it yourself.  

Updating a derived table 

Regarding the question of updating a derived table, I don't think that it is a big issue but still it's 
a question asked about derived tables. So the answer is as follows.  

MS SQL 2000 - Not possible  

MS SQL 2005 - Possible  

So, updating a derived table is not possible in SQL Server 2000. If you try to do so, then SQL 
Server will give you the following error. 

Update T SET Id=0 FROM (SELECT * FROM tt1) AS T 

Error: 

Server: Msg 4421, Level 16, State 1, Line 1 
Derived table 'T' is not updatable because a column of the derived table is 
derived or constant. 

I am not 100% sure that it is not possible to update a derived table in SQL Server 2000, but 
from what I have studied and searched on the Internet I believe that it is not possible. 
However, in the case of SQL Server 2005 it is possible. I have executed the same query 
above in SQL Server 2005, and it is working perfectly and all rows are updated. 

Conclusion  

The power of SQL Server amaze me all the time, to see the power of SQL Server all you need 
is a little creativity and knowledge of the syntax. Sometimes derived tables can be more 
useful. Likewise, you need to create a view for a single query and then you want to use it 
within another query. After that the view should be dropped because no use of the view after 
that action, then here derived tables, can help you and benefits you by saving to create a 
catalog entry in the form of view in the server.  

For repeated queries, a SQL derived table used multiple times performs well with cached 
definition. It will not down your performance. A SQL derived table differs from a temporary 
table in that a SQL derived table exists only for the duration of the query, while a temporary 
table exists until the server is brought down. Also, it uses a lot of disk space compared to a 
derived table in the temdb database. So, it's better to make use of Derived tables wherever 
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possible by eliminating the one time use views and by eliminating the temporary tables. I think 
it will improve the performance of your query.  

The HierarchyID Datatype in SQL Server 2008 
By J P R  

In this article, I will present a new feature of SQL Server 2008: the HierarchyID data-type. We 
will see that this new data-type provides a new way to design trees in databases. It adds 
functionalities to T-SQL language and improves whole performance. This article explains 
deeply the new type and gives you some samples, with a comparison with classic way and 
based on CTE. 

Note: SQL scripts work with SQL Server 2008 CTP2 (July) 

The Issue Description 

Managing a hierarchy is a common issue for information systems. It is so classical that we can 
find many case studies on it; for example, the famous Employee table. Other examples can be 
pointed out, such as managing a tree of categories in a catalog or modeling a file system. 

Employee hierarchy issue is simple: we have to store the employees’ list and each employee 
knows its manager. We represent it with the following design: 

 

Figure 1 – Classical Employee table 

For object-oriented design gurus, that design is similar to Composite pattern (from Gang of 
Four). Even if the diagram is simple, querying it can be a hard job. Here are some sample 
queries: 

• Find all employees below another 
• Know the level of an employee in the company 
• etc. 

SQL Server 2000 users used mechanics based on CURSOR or temporary tables to write 
these queries.  But simplicity, maintenance or performances were sacrificed. 

SQL Server 2005 brings up a smart way in T-SQL language with Common Table Expressions 
(CTE). CTE allows you to script recursive queries. Without writing a chapter on CTE syntax, 
here is a sample of CTE computing level in hierarchy for Employee table: 

 WITH UpperHierarchy(EmployeeId, LastName, Manager, HierarchyOrder) 
 AS 
 ( 
    SELECT emp.EmployeeId, emp.LoginId, emp.LoginId, 1 AS HierarchyOrder 
    FROM HumanResources.Employee AS emp 
      WHERE emp.ManagerId isNull 
    UNION ALL 
    SELECT emp.EmployeeId, emp.LoginId, Parent.LastName, HierarchyOrder + 1 
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    FROM HumanResources.Employee AS emp 
           INNER JOIN UpperHierarchy AS Parent 
                 ON emp.ManagerId = parent.EmployeeId 
 ) 
 SELECT * 
 From UpperHierarchy 

You can run that query against AdventureWorks database. 

 

Figure 2 - Table Employee de la base AdventureWorks 

CTE was a great evolution for tables representing trees but some problems remain. By the 
way, query complexity drops down but what about performance? Even if CTE execution plans 
are optimized, you’ll fall out in a case where no index is possible. 

The HierarchyID 

To provide a real support of hierarchies, SQL Server 2008 introduces a new type of data: 
HierarchyID. It is a managed type (.NET), handled by the SQLCLR of SQL Server. 

 

Figure 3 - System Data Types 

It does not store the identifier of the parent element but a set of information to locate the 
element in the hierarchy. This type represents a node in the tree structure. If you look at 
values contained in a column of HierachyId type, you realize that they are binary values. 
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Figure 4 – HierarchyID Column values 

We can represent the HierarchyID type in a string format. This format clearly shows 
information carried by this type. Indeed, string representation is formatted as: 

/<index level 1>/<index level 2>/…/<index level N> 

This representation corresponds to the tree structure as shown in diagram below. Note that 
first child of a node does not have a value of 1 all the time but can have the /1.2/ value. For 
example: 

 

Figure 5 – String representation of HierarchyID values 

You noticed that query used to display string representation uses the function ToString() 
directly on the column. HierarchyId can be manipulated through a set of functions described 
later. 

Usage 

HierarchyID is used like any other type in the DDL of table creation. In the examples below we 
will work on a table called Organization. At this point, it contains only one column of the type 
HierarchyID and the name of the corresponding employee. 

CREATE TABLE Organization 
 ( 
      EmployeeID hierarchyid NOT NULL, 
 EmployeeName nvarchar(50)NOT NULL 
 ) 

We populate Organization table with data from Employee table of AdventureWorks database. 
We are going to use CTE as described above. To determine the value of the root node, we will 
use the GetRoot() function of HierarchyID type (notice that GetRoot, like other functions of 
HierarchyID type, is case-sensitive): 
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hierarchyid::GetRoot() 

To determine the value of child nodes, on each recursion we use GetDescendant function on 
the parent node: 

Parent.Node.GetDescendant(null,null) 

Parameters of this function make it possible to place the node child at a certain position 
among the other nodes (siblings). 

The modified CTE gives the following T-SQL script. It copies the hierarchy of the Employee 
table to the new Organization table using the new type. 

 WITH UpperHierarchy(EmpId, LastName, Node) 
 AS 
 ( 
    SELECT EmployeeId, LoginId,hierarchyid::GetRoot() 
    FROM HumanResources.Employee 
      WHERE ManagerId is Null 
    UNION ALL 
    SELECT Sub.EmployeeId, Sub.LoginId, Parent.Node.GetDescendant(null, 
null) 
    FROM HumanResources.Employee AS Sub 
           INNER JOIN UpperHierarchy AS Parent 
                 ON Sub.ManagerId = Parent.EmpId 
 ) 
 Insert Into dbo.Organization(EmployeeId, EmployeeName) 
 Select Node, LastName  
 From UpperHierarchy 

HierarchyId characteristics 

Thanks to its binary format, the HierarchyId type has a variable size which makes it extremely 
compact compared to information it carries. As an example, for a hierarchy of 100.000 people 
the size will be of 40 bits, which is just 25% more than an integer. Of course, according to the 
way in which the hierarchy is filled (an average number children by node, density) space used 
will be more or less important. 

The type supports comparison and it is important to understand the way in which the tree 
structure is traversed to know how the elements are compared. The comparison takes place 
initially on the depth in the tree (depth-first), then over the sibling nodes as described in the 
diagram below. 

 

Figure 6 - Depth-first (SQL Server 2008 CTP 2 Books On Line) 

We will see that we can index the table to allow traversing tree breadth-first. 
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Figure 7 - Breadth-First (SQL Server 2008 CTP 2 Books On Line ) 

To set up that kind of indexing, we need to know the level of each record in table. We can get 
this information directly from the HierarchyID column with GetLevel() function. So we add a 
computed column in our table to provide employee level. 

Alter Table dbo.Organization 
Add HierarchyLevel As EmployeeID.GetLevel() 

Once the new column is created, we can index it and so get a breadth-first way to traverse the 
hierarchy. 

CREATE INDEX IX_ParLargeur 
ON Organization(HierarchyLevel,EmployeeID); 

Limitations 

Uniqueness 

Uniqueness is not supported natively by the HierarchyId type. For example, it is possible to 
have two roots in the same table. You will obviously run into integrity problems in your 
application, but it will also be impossible to uniquely index the nodes, and thus the whole tree, 
in a clustered way. To work around that limitation, we can add a primary key (or a unique 
index) on HierarchyId column: 

ALTER TABLE dbo.Organization ADD CONSTRAINT 
      PK_Organization PRIMARY KEY 
      ( 
      EmployeeID 
      ) 

Primary key or unique index on the HierarchyId allows a depth-first indexing of the table. 

With the data populated previously, this DDL will raise an error. Indeed the children of each 
node have the same index, which does not allow uniqueness. To fix that problem, we need to 
reorganize the tree by ordering children at each level. To do it, it is necessary to pass 
parameters to GetDescendant() function. This operation is explained later in the article. 

Foreign Keys 

Contrary to traditional modeling described above, the foreign key referencing the parent record 
is not supported natively. Indeed, the HierarchyId type stores the path of the node in the tree, 
not the parent node. 

Nevertheless, it is possible to easily retrieve the identifier of the parent with the GetAncestor() 
function, as shown in the example below: 

 Select EmployeeId.GetAncestor(1), EmployeeName 
 From dbo.Organization 
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GetAncestor() returns a HierarchyID. If the HierarchyID column is the primary key of the table 
(as in our sample), it is then possible to add a foreign key referencing itself. 

 Alter Tabledbo.Organization 
 Add ParentId AS EmployeeId.GetAncestor(1)PERSISTED 
      REFERENCES dbo.Organization(EmployeeId) 

Now, our table has the same integrity rules as initial modeling. 

HierarchyID functions 

HierarchyID data type can be manipulated through a set of functions. 

• GetAncestor 
• GetDescendant 
• GetLevel 
• GetRoot 
• ToString 
• IsDescendant 
• Parse 
• Read 
• Reparent 
• Write 

We saw the first 5 in previous examples. The next 5 are explained in the table below: 

Function Description 
IsDescendant Allow to know if a record is a child of another in the hierarchy 
Parse It is the opposite function of ToString(); it makes it possible to obtain a 

HierarchyID value from a string 
Read Same as Parse but for varbinary values 
Write Same as ToString but for varbinary values 
Reparent Allows to move a node in the hierarchy modifying its parent 

 

Warning: all functions are case sensitive. 

Insert nodes in the hierarchy 

Since the HierarchyID type is more complex than a simple reference towards the parent 
record, it is thus more complicated to determine its value when inserting new elements. 
GetDescendant() function gives us valid node values. However, in our example the 
HierarchyID column has a unique constraint which does not make it possible to use 
GetDescendant as we did. By the way, we have to provide additional information: the index of 
the node in the list of children. 

To do this we pass sibling nodes as parameters to GetDescendant function. Of course we can 
pass NULL values to place the node in first or last position. In the example below we insert a 
node as the last child of an existing node. Before, there is a step where we retrieve the sibling 
node. 

 --finding sibling node 
 SELECT @sibling = Max(EmployeeID) 
 FROM dbo.Organization 
 WHERE EmployeeId.GetAncestor(1)= @Parent; 
 --inserting node 
 INSERT dbo.Organization(EmployeeId, EmployeeName) 
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 VALUES(@Parent.GetDescendant(@sibling,NULL), @Name) 

We do not always want to (or can) recover the sibling node to perform insertion. There is 
perhaps an implied policy to determine node position. For example, let’s say we have an 
[order] column which positions nodes among its siblings. We can compute node path as string: 

 Declare @Parent As HierarchyID = HierarchyID::GetRoot() 
 Declare @NewPath As varchar(10)= @Parent.ToString()+ CAST([Order] AS 
varchar(3))+ '/' 

In this example, since the node @Parent is the root that will give/<order>/. Thanks to the 
Parse() function, we can use this value to create the new node. 

 INSERT dbo.Organization(EmployeeId, EmployeeName) 
 VALUES(HierarchyId::Parse(@NewPath),'aChild') 

You will have note the new syntax of SQL Server 2008 to declare and assign variables in only 
one line. 

Querying 

Find Referees 

CTE is now useless. To retrieve a whole branch of the hierarchy, the query is simple: 

 Select * 
 From dbo.Organization 
 Where @BossNode.IsDescendant(EmployeeId) 

Warning: a node is included in its descendants so @BossNode is its own descendant. 

Find the boss of somebody 

To go up the chain of managers, the above query is reversed: 

 Select * 
 From dbo.Organization 
 Where EmployeeId.IsDescendant(@BossNode) 

Find all employees of a given level 

No more need to store a column with computed level: 

 Select * 
 From dbo.Organization 
 Where EmployeeId.GetLevel() = 3 

Performance 

We will compare performances of the new type compared to the ones of CTE. For this 
comparison we will take as an example the request recovering all referee of the manager 
”adventure-works \ james1.” The tables are those which illustrated that article: Employee 
(traditional model) and Organization (HierarchyID). 

WITH UpperHierarchy(EmployeeId, LastName, Manager, HierarchyOrder) 
 AS 
 ( 
    SELECT emp.EmployeeId, emp.LoginId, emp.LoginId, 1 AS HierarchyOrder 
    FROM HumanResources.Employee AS emp 
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      WHERE emp.LoginId ='adventure-works\james1' 
    UNION ALL 
    SELECT emp.EmployeeId, emp.LoginId, Parent.LastName, HierarchyOrder + 1 
    FROM HumanResources.Employee AS emp 
           INNER JOIN UpperHierarchy AS Parent 
                 ON emp.ManagerId = parent.EmployeeId 
 ) 
 SELECT EmployeeId, LastName 
 From UpperHierarchy 

The script using HierarchyID column is presented below. You will notice that there are two 
steps: one to retrieve parent node, the second to find referees. 

 Declare @BossNode As HierarchyId    
 Select @BossNode = EmployeeID From dbo.Organization Where EmployeeName = 
'adventure-works\james1' 
 Select * 
 From dbo.Organization 
 Where @BossNode.IsDescendant(EmployeeId)= 1 

Execution Plan, available through Management Studio, gives us information about 
performances. 

 

Figure 8 – Performances Benchmark 

We can see that CTE takes 63% of the whole batch. That implies that HierarchyID is fifty 
percent better. We can see that the step to retrieve parent node (james1) takes a major part of 
the query (with a Scan) because the column is not indexed. But, since it takes the same ratio 
in the two methods, we can ignore that point. 

We can also see that the plan of execution of the CTE is much more complex than one of the 
HierarchyID type. This is because the primary key allows a unique scan of the table. If we look 
at systems resources used by these requests, the conclusions are catastrophic for the CTE. 
Here is a profiler trace showing multiple executions. 
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Figure 9 – System resources usage 

We can see the 1/3 – 2/3 ration in duration column. However, ratio rises up to 300 for IO 
usage. CTE intensively uses temporary tables (Table Spool), which imply a lot of read. Also, 
CPU used is nine times inferior. HierarchyID wins by a KO. 

Conclusion 

According to performances, you can use the HierarchyID type without hesitation when 
modeling tree structures in a relational database. That new type fulfills its goal. It gives 
information which requires complex requests (IsDescendant, GetDescendant, etc.) and 
replaces the use of technical fields (GetLevel, GetAncestor, etc.). 

However, without being a “troublesome meddler,” I invite you to consider the use of this new 
type with wisdom (i.e., only if it meets your needs). Indeed, the HierarchyID type introduces 
some disadvantages. 

First of all this type is more technical and, thus, more difficult to use and maintain. It reminds 
me of anonymous delegates in C# 2.0; everyone found that genius but a lot broke their teeth 
using it in real life. Also, HierarchyID can be inefficient; for example, insertions are more 
complex and need more CPU.  

So, as every technology in IT, you should correctly evaluate your needs before choosing 
HierachyID. Here are some clues to help with your choice. Classic design would be prefer in 
those cases: 

· If the size of the key is big and you need to optimize storage; even if HierarchyID is a 
compact type, you will rapidly exceed 4bytes. 

• If you query directly unique elements, primary key or unique index will be better. 
• If you often move intermediate nodes; hierarchy updates are slower with HierarchyID 

type 

We made a complete overview of this new SQL Server type but some topics are missing, such 
as use of HierarchyID in managed procedures or functions. Also, we could have dealt with use 
in an application using ADO.NET from Framework 3.5. 

Things You Didn't Know About Temp Tables and Table 
Variables 

By Roi Assa  

Introduction 

There are a lot of articles comparing temp tables against table variables. Most articles talk 
about table variables vs. Temp tables - advantages and disadvantages (fewer compilations, 
indexes + statistics, nested procedures, etc.). For example, here are two of them: 

• Frequently Asked Questions - SQL Server 2000 - Table Variables  
• Is a Temporary Table Really Necessary?  

In this article I'll mention a few things I didn't find in any other article and that you should keep 
in the back of your mind when thinking about those options. 

http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx/kb/305977
http://www.sqlservercentral.com/articles/Performance+Tuning/temptabl/662/
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Using TempDB 

One of the common theories is that table variables do not use TempDB. Well, a table variable 
is created in TempDB, the same as a temp table. Both table variables and temp tables use the 
data cache (memory) if available, but can spill into tempdb. Since both of them reside in 
TempDB, when considering whether to use a temp table or a table variable don’t take this into 
account. You can run the script below to find the data for the table variable in TempDB and 
show this: 

CREATE TABLE #TempTable (TT_Col1 INT) 
DECLARE@TableVariable TABLE (TV_Col1 INT) 
SELECT TOP 2 * 
FROM tempdb.sys.objects 
ORDER BY create_date DESC 
name 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
#14E61A24 
#TempTable_______________________________________________________00000000001
E 

Transactions 

"Because table variables have a limited scope and are not part of the persistent database, 
transaction rollbacks do not affect them." You have to understand the meanings of this phrase: 
table variables are not influenced by transactions. It can be an advantage or disadvantage – it 
depends on what you're trying to achieve, but most of the developers will find this fact a 
disadvantage since data integrity is affected. In other words, when you're using transaction 
and table variables you should be fully aware that there are cases when the data you think 
you'll get is different from the actual represented data. Let's run the scripts below to 
understand how transactions influence table variables and temp tables. 

-- Insert value (1) into temp table and table variable 
INSERT #TempTable VALUES (1) 
INSERT@TableVariable VALUES (1) 
-- Insert value (2) and rollback immediatly 
BEGIN TRANSACTION 
      INSERT #TempTable VALUES (2) 
      INSERT @TableVariable VALUES (2) 
ROLLBACK 
-- Select from temp table 
SELECT * FROM #TempTable 
TT_Col1 
----------- 
1 
-- Select from table variable – we except to get only 1 record 
SELECT * FROM @TableVariable 
TV_Col1 
----------- 
1 
2 

On the last query you would expect to get only value TV_Col1=1 (because a rollback occurred 
on this insertion), and you got two records when one of those records was rolled back. This 
behavior can affect and hurt your results when you haven’t thought about it. For example, let's 
assume we are using the above code and joining it with another table for slicing; the results 
could be different than you expect, and you should be aware of that. As I wrote before, it can 
be an advantage or a disadvantage. 
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Disadvantage – data integrity!!! I'm sure not all DBA and developers are aware of this 
behavior, meaning there is a possibility that your code refers to the "wrong data."  

Advantage – Since a table variable is out of the transaction scope you can catch data 
transferred within a transaction, even if a rollback occurs.  

Constraints 

You can't add a constraint on a table variable, but you can add one on a temp table like any 
other table. There are a few ways to add constraints (like a primary key) to a temp table. One 
of the options is to define a specific constraint name or use default name. Adding a constraint 
with a specific name can raise errors and the reason is collision between object names. 

For example: 

-- Create table with default constraint name 
CREATE TABLE #TempTableConstraint 
(TTC_Col1 INT PRIMARY KEY) 
 
-- Create table with explicit constraint name 
CREATE TABLE #TempTableConstraintName 
(TTCN_Col1 INT CONSTRAINT 
PK_#TempTableConstraintName_TTCN_Col1 PRIMARY KEY 
) 

Those two options are valid. Now, run this code (both create statements) on different sessions 
and you'll get the error below: 

Msg 2714, Level 16, State 4, Line 4 
There is already an object named “PK_#TempTableConstraintName_TTCN_Col1” in 
the database. 
Msg 1750, Level 16, State 0, Line 4 
Could not create constraint. See previous errors. 

SQL Server knows how to define between 2 create temp table statements in different sessions 
but can't define constraints with the same name. If you'll use constraint name within your code 
then the first execute will run smoothly while the second parallel execution will get the error 
above. 

Let's assume that you added the second create table with an explicit constraint name to your 
stored procedure, and this procedure executed simultaneously from your application – the 
result will be an error code you didn't except. Therefore, when you'll use constraints within 
temp table do not use explicit constraint name but use default name. For example, if you'd like 
to create a table with primary key (constraint default name): 

CREATE TABLE #TempTableConstraint 
(TTC_Col1 INT PRIMARY KEY) 

Conclusion 

When you are building your solution and need to choose whether to use a table variable or a 
temp table, make sure you are aware of all the differences and match the appropriate one to 
your needs. Be sure you remember the following: 

• Don't consider TempDB use  
• Transactions and table variable – if you're using a transaction (triggers are part of a 

transaction as well) and a table variable is in your code, be aware that a rollback is 
not affecting your data all of the time, when most of the time you'll expect it will. Use it 
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wisely; on rare cases you can use it as "feature" to log attempts to change your data 
within trigger.  

• Constraints names on temp table – most of the time it will be the primary key name, 
but when you create temp table and grant explicit name to constraint be aware that 
this name can cause you problems since it is represented as object in TempDB and 
objects must be unique (as opposed to temp tables when the name is represented in 
a different way on TempDB sysobjects).  

Finally, I found those issues very helpful for me when coding. I'm not using constraint names 
on temp tables anymore (learned my lesson) and until now I didn't find a reason to not use 
default names. Regarding to transactions and table variables, I'm thinking twice when using 
transactions and table variables together (depends on what I'm trying to get) but at least the 
power to use it or not is my hands. 

T-SQL Data Processing 
By Peter Kierstead  

The following scenario is nothing new to the SQL programmer. You have a master table, or 
tables, which persist across processing cycles, and you have periodic updates that need to be 
merged with these master tables. Although this scenario is ubiquitous, it is frequently far from 
trivial. 

Your updates might include rows that don't yet exist in your masters, rows that are duplicates 
of rows in your masters, or rows that should be "merged" with rows in your masters. 

We've all seen many good articles on how to "dedup" our data. But how do you implement 
those "fuzzy" merge requirements? Do your project spec's require that you replace "empty" 
columns (columns with blanks, Nulls, or default values) with more relevant data, replace first 
or middle initials with a full first or middle names, arbitrate meta-data columns like AddDates or 
ModDates, track row update sources via merge bit maps, and perform the above operations 
via multi-row merge? Your job, should you decide to accept it, is to make these tables become 
one, and to do it without resorting to an RBAR process. 

Let's get right into the code; after all, that's really all you need to see! The following TSQL 
script segments represent a simplified implementation using tables with only enough columns 
to demonstrate the requisite techniques. The example code, in its entirety, can be downloaded 
from a link supplied with this article. 

Code Segment 1 - Initialization 

Editor’s note: This code sample is available at www.sqlservercentral.com 

I like to use TempDB for examples because if you forget to drop your tables they go away the 
next time you restart your server! 

Here we just created the resources necessary for our example. I've created and populated a 
master table and an updates table. The final step creates the new master table into which the 
deduped/mered rows will be placed as the process executes. This simple table does not 
contain any computed columns or other entanglements so this works well. 

The utility of the new master is such that all processing and data can be verified before the old 
master is dropped (or renamed) and the new master is renamed into its place. 

Code Segment 2 - Pre-Loop Data Aggregation 

Editor’s note: This code sample is available at www.sqlservercentral.com 
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Here we're pulling together, into one table, all the rows from our master and updates tables. 
These are the rows we want to dedup/merge together. You could include a distinct clause 
here but it is doubtful that it would eliminate anything as the master is already deduped and 
the updates are acquiring current Add/Mod dates which would thwart distinctness. Also, notice 
the inclusion of the Seq identity column. This column is used in subsequent code so that the 
join operation will produce a quasi-combination of matching rows instead of a permutation. 

Code Segment 3 - Matching Dedup/Merge Candidate Rows 

Editor’s note: This code sample is available at www.sqlservercentral.com 

In this segment we're matching row merge candidates. The ON clause of the LEFT OUTER 
JOIN does all the work. This is where you put your "fuzzy" match rules. Remember, you are 
only matching rows here; the merge gets done in a subsequent step. The Seq column is used 
here to limit row matching to useful pairings. Why match a row to itself? Or why match row 1 to 
row 5 and then match row 5 to row 1? l.Seq<r.Seq keeps this from happening. 

Code Segment 4 - Inserting Deduped/Merged Rows into the New Master 

 -- We now have a table with matched, left and right, row images. However, 
 -- since this is a combinatoric LEFT OUTER JOIN, there will be left-side 
 -- row images that do not have a matching right-side row image. With one 
 -- exception these left-side row images are the final, dedup'd/merged, 
 -- output of this row set process. The one exception is that the left-side 
 -- sequence number is not found in any of the non-Null right-side sequence 
 -- numbers. We now insert these rows into the NewMaster table. 
 Insert dbo.NewMaster 
 Select 
  lPartyId[PartyId], 
  lFirstName[FirstName],lLastName[LastName], 
  lSource1|lSource2|lSource3[Source], 
  lAddDate[AddDate],lModDate[ModDate] 
 from dbo.Matched 
 where rSeq is Null 
 and lSeq not in 
 ( 
  Select rSeq from dbo.Matched where rSeq is not Null 
 ) 

Here the disposition of the deduped/merged rows is handled. Obviously, any left-side row 
image with no right-side row match is where you want to start looking for completed rows. Not 
so obvious is the one test in the WHERE clause. A given row is not completely 
deduped/merged if it is still contributing to another match pairing in another row. Also, notice 
how the select-list recombines the source bits back into the original Source column. 

Code Segment 5 - Merging Matched Rows 

Editor’s Note: This code is available at www.sqlservercentral.com 

Now we've got a rowset of left-side, right-side matched row pairs that need to be merged. The 
select-list, in combination with some judicious CASE statements (or UDF's if the logic is 
complex), merges the row pairs back into a single, more robust, row. Notice how the source 
and date fields are processed. After the select-list has done its thing the GROUP BY predicate 
comes along and cleans up the duplicates and facilitates source bit and date merges. Also, 
the WHERE clause rSeq is not Null just tells this step to only attempt to merge where there is 
a left and right side pairing. As this loop iterates there will be less and less data to process. 

Code Segment 6 - Loop Termination 

 -- Test for completion. 
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 -- If there were no matched rows to merge then we are done. 
 If @@RowCount=0 Break 
End 
-- Output the NewMaster table. 
Select Replicate('-',Len('NewMaster'))[NewMaster],* from dbo.NewMaster order 
by PartyId 

You can see what's going on here. With the data I'm processing I generally see 2-3 iterations 
for a complete dedup/merge cycle. Your mileage may vary. 

Altering the contents of the example input tables and dumping the intermediate loop result 
sets may help you to understand the process more fully. 

Discriminating Observations: 

• The Source column in the master table is a bit-mask indicating the origin of the data 
used to update a given row. In the case of this example there are three data 
providers: Source1, Source2 and Source3.  

• The single Source column in the master table is maintained, during processing, as 
three separate source columns. This distinction is important as the number of data 
providers is manifested in the logic.  

• This technique, splitting the bit-mask into separate columns for processing, is used 
because MS SQL does not have a Bitwise-OR aggregate function.  

• SQL 2005 Enhancement: Create a Bitwise-OR aggregate function with the CLR.  
• The inclusion of an Identity column may not be necessary if your data already has a 

primary key; however, it is unlikely that the update data will have a compatible 
primary key.  

• You may want to include some sort of data normalization in one of the preliminary 
steps so that column comparisons function as expected.  

• Place SELECT statements in the loop to help you visualize the data transformations. 
This shouldn't generate too many row sets as most dedup/merges can be performed 
within two or three loops (depending on the input data).  

• After the first SELECT statement in the loop (the LEFT OUTER JOIN), examine 
dbo.Matched to understand the differentiating logic used in the next step (its WHERE 
clause).  

• Obviously, any rows with data in the right-side image are candidates for subsequent 
dedup/merge processing.  

• Rows without a right-side image (all nulls, as it was generated with a LEFT OUTER 
JOIN) can be interpreted in one of two ways:  
o If the left-side Seq column exists in any of the right-side Seq rows then this row 

is redundant. It has already been included in a subsequent match pairing and 
will contribute its "DNA" in the results of the subsequent merge operation.  

o If the left-side Seq column does not exist in any of the right-side Seq rows then 
this row has been completely dedup'd, or merged. It can be filtered out into the 
new master table (the very next step).  

• In the sub-query for the INSERT statement the three separate source columns 
(Source1, Source2and Source3) are recombined, via a Bitwise-OR operation, back 
into a single Source column.  

• The two types of rows with right-side null images are filtered out in the final SELECT 
statement of the loop where the matched data is dedup'd/merged back into a single 
row image.  

• The final SELECT statement in the loop merges the two row images in dbo.Matched 
into a single row image in dbo.Merged and:  
o Eliminates row-pairs that merge to the same result via GROUP BY aggregation.  
o "Rolls-Up" Source1, Source2, Source3, AddDate, & ModDate via GROUP BY 

aggregation (see code for specifics of each column).  
• None of the input tables are modified in any way during the process.  
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• Process verification via before-after comparisons can be made before final 
disposition of the intermediate tables.  

• At the end of the process appropriate checks should be made before dropping 
dbo.ExistingMaster and renaming dbo.NewMaster to dbo.ExistingMaster.  

 

Two Useful Hierarchy Functions 
By John Cawley III  

Two Useful Hierarchy Functions 

Common Table Expressions (CTEs) are wonderful things when you need to deal with 
hierarchical data because they are able to recurse conveniently. There are, however, two 
shortcomings to their direct use for this. 

with subordinates( ... ) as ( -- several lines 
-- of recursive logic 
-- appear 
-- at the top 
-- of every 
-- query needing the CTE 
) 
select * from subordinates 

First, they can look awfully complex at the top of an otherwise simple query, making what 
should be straightforward code more difficult to read: 

What you really want to do is to encapsulate that recursive logic away so that you only have to 
look at it when you are working directly on it, and just use it otherwise. 

Second, when working with very large or deep hierarchies you'd like to restrict yourself to just 
the relevant portion of the hierarchy for performance reasons. Why recalculate the entire 
hierarchical structure every time on the fly when only a small sub-hierarchy is needed? 

It turns out that a simple user-defined function wrapping a CTE can rectify both these 
shortcomings. 

Our Working Example 

The code below creates and populates a simple, fairly generic Hierarchy table with this 
structure: 

 

[Figure 1] 

The year column allows the hierarchy to vary by year (and I wanted to show how you'd work 
that extra bit of complexity into the CTE below). The node_id column identifies the entry in the 
node (whether it's a person, a department, a book chapter, a huge component-assembly tree, 
etc). The node_name is a description of the node/entry. And the parent_node recursively 
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points back into this table with the node_id of the parent (the supervisor, or the book section, 
or the assembly, etc). 

Here's the code to set up the working example: 

Editor’s Note: This code is available at www.sqlservercentral.com 

The Subordinates Function 

The subordinates function is a simple way to find all the subordinate nodes of a given node for 
a given year: 

select * from subordinates( 2007, 1 ) 

This pulls all hierarchy information for 2007 underneath node_id 1 (Alan). The distance column 
indicates how far down the hierarchy each subordinate node is from Alan - distance 1 nodes 
work directly for Alan, distance 2 nodes work for Alan's direct subordinates, and so on. The 
year and node_id identify the node in the Hierarchy table. And the node_seq column indicates 
the parent-child sequence from the given node (Alan) to that node in a dotted notation. For 
instance, Howard has a node_seq of "1.2.4.7.8" below: this indicates that Alan (node_id 1) is 
at the top of this hierarchy, then Barbara (node_id 2), then David (node_id 4), then George 
(node_id 7), and finally lowly Howard (node_id 8). 

 

[Figure 2] 

The same function can be called to produce information on just a sub-hierarchy: 

select * from subordinates( 2007, 2 ) 

In this case we will just see just the direct and indirect subordinates to Barbara (node_id 2, as 
specified in the function call). Here's the code to create the subordinates function: 

----- create Subordinates function using CTE 
if object_id( 'subordinates', 'IF' ) is not null drop function subordinates 
GO 
create function subordinates( @year int, @node_id int ) returns table as 
return 
with subnodes( distance, year, node_id, node_name, node_seq )as( 
 select 0, @year, h.node_id, h.node_name, convert( varchar(80), 
ltrim(str(h.node_id))) as node_seq 
 from hierarchy h where h.node_id = @node_id and h.year = @year 
 union all 
 select distance+1, @year, h.node_id, h.node_name, convert( varchar(80), 
sn.node_seq+'.'+ltrim(str(h.node_id))) 
 from hierarchy h inner join subnodes sn on h.year = @year and h.parent_node 
= sn.node_id 
) 
select distance, year, node_id, node_name, node_seq from subnodes 
GO 
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The Superiors Function 

The superiors function is a simple way to traverse in the opposite direction, back up the 
hierarchy from a given node during a given year: 

select * from superiors( 2007, 9 ) 

This pulls each superior node for 2007 for Ivan (node_id 9). The distance column indicates 
how far up the hierarchy the node is from Ivan (and it is negative as an additional reminder 
that we are moving up the hierarchy) - distance -1 is Ivan's immediate supervisor; distance -2 
is that supervisor's supervisor, etc. The year and node_id identify the node in the Hierarchy 
table. 

 

[Figure 4]  

Here's the code to create the superiors function: 

----- create the Superiors function using CTE 
if object_id( 'superiors', 'IF' ) is not null drop function superiors 
GO 
create function superiors( @year int, @node_id int ) returns table as return 
with supnodes( distance, year, node_id, node_name, parent_node )as( 
 select 0, @year, h.node_id, h.node_name, h.parent_node 
 from hierarchy h where h.node_id = @node_id and h.year = @year 
 union all 
 select distance-1, @year, h.node_id, h.node_name, h.parent_node 
 from hierarchy h inner join supnodes sn on h.year = @year and h.node_id = 
sn.parent_node 
) 
select distance, year, node_id, node_name from supnodes 
GO 

Uses 

Being able to collect all the subordinates of a node from a hierarchy quickly is useful for many 
purposes. Rolling up summary numbers to a parent node is one such case: 

select  
 sum( s.salary ) departmental_salary_total,  
 sum( s.fica ) as departmental_fica_total 
from subordinates( 2007, 2 ) base 
 left join salaries s 
 on s.emp_id = node_id 

This creates Barbara's (node_id 2) sub-hierarchy on the fly, grabs the associated salaries and 
FICA costs and totals them for her sub-organization. Authorization rules can also be enforced 
using these on-the-fly sub-hierarchies: 

select * 
from budget_edits base 
 inner join subordinates( 2007, @login_node_id ) auth 
 on auth.node_id = base.department_id 
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This pulls budget edits, filtering them down to just those that the user has visibility to by inner 
joining with that user's sub-hierarchy. There are many other potential uses for these functions. 

Summary 

Where hierarchical information is stored in a table with recursive "parent" links, it is often 
convenient to pull all direct and indirect subordinates of a node. CTEs permit this, but may be 
made more readable and more efficient by wrapping them in a T-SQL user function. 

CTEs - with proper indexing (note in particular the index on the year and parent_id in the 
working example code above!) - perform quite efficiently. I have worked with hierarchical data 
of up to 12 hierarchical levels among some 24,000 nodes, and the functions above execute in 
less than a second. 

By default, CTEs limit recursion to 100 levels. If you need more than that many levels in your 
hierarchy, that default can be adjusted with a MAXRECURSION hint (see article at 
http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms181714.aspx). 

Hopefully this article has shared two functions that you will find useful in your toolbox for 
dealing with hierarchical information!  

Why Object Qualification is important 
By Roy Ernest DBA  

We all know that you should not prefix stored Procedures with sp_. You all know why you 
should not use it as well because you have read about it. You probably also know why you 
should qualify your Objects. BUT have you tried to prove it to yourself? Maybe it is time you 
tried to prove to yourself that what you read is true. 

Do not believe what others say blindly. 

Let us first see what is meant by Object Qualification. For name resolution, SQL Server uses 
the primitive version of the Strong named .NET assembly for name resolution. Technically, a 
complete name consists of four parts. They are: 

<Server>.<Database>.<Schema>.<Object> 

By practice we do not use fully qualified object names; we typically use two part naming 
convention. That is <Schema>.ObjectName. We can actually disregard the Database name 
since that implies that the database is the Current DB that you are connected to and the same 
applies to the Server. You only include that if you are querying a linked server. But the schema 
part is not easy to infer if it is not explicitly specified. The way SQL Server works is if the 
Schema is not specified, it checks if the Current User is the owner of the object. If it is not, the 
next system check would be to see if the object is owned by the Database owner. If that is the 
case, then the SQL Server has to check if the current owner has permission to use the object 
for that specific context. We will now check what Microsoft says about object qualification and 
what the problems are if not provided. 
Quoted per Microsoft: 

"If user ’dbo’  owns object dbo.mystoredproc, and another user "Harry" runs this stored 
procedure with the command ’exec mystoredproc,’ the initial cache lookup by object name 
fails because the object is not owner-qualified. (It is not yet known whether another stored 
procedure named Harry.mystoredproc exists, so SQL cannot be sure that the cached plan for 
dbo.mystoredproc is the right one to execute.) SQL Server then acquires an exclusive compile 
lock on the procedure and makes preparations to compile the procedure, including resolving 
the object name to an object ID. Before it compiles the plan, SQL Server uses this object ID to 
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perform a more precise search of the procedure cache and is able to locate a previously 
compiled plan even without the owner qualification. 

If an existing plan is found, SQL Server reuses the cached plan and does not actually compile 
the stored procedure. However, the lack of owner-qualification forces SQL to perform a 
second cache lookup and acquire an exclusive compile lock before determining that the 
existing cached execution plan can be reused. Acquiring the lock and performing lookups and 
other work that is needed to get to this point can introduce a delay that is sufficient for the 
compile locks to lead to blocking. This is especially true if a large number of users who are not 
the stored procedure's owner simultaneously run it without supplying the owner name. Note 
that even if you do not see SPIDs waiting on compile locks, lack of owner-qualification can 
introduce delays in stored procedure execution and unnecessarily high CPU utilization." 

Now let us try to prove it. What we will need to prove is exclusive access to a system that has 
SQL Server DB installed (Exclusive access is to reduce the noise generated by other 
applications and users). For this test we can create a test Database and create all the objects 
in it. To create a simple Database with default settings, run this command on the Query 
Analyzer/SSMS (2005) 

if db_id('test') is null 
 create database test 

Now let us create the objects required for this simple test. 

use test 
go 
if object_id('dbo.t1','U') is not null  
 drop table dbo.t1 
if object_id('dbo.spselectfromt1','P') is not null  
 drop proc dbo. spselectfromt1 
-- let us create a user just for this test. 
exec sp_addlogin 'User1','test' 
GO 
exec sp_adduser 'User1' 
GO 
create table dbo.t1(c1 int primary key) 
go 
insert t1(c1) values (987654321) 
go 
create procedure dbo. spselectfromt1 
as 
select * from t1 
go 
grant execute on dbo. spselectfromt1 to User1 
go 

Now all the objects have been created. Open up the SQL Profiler and add just the below 
mentioned events to be monitored and start monitoring. 

• SQLStarting - This is to show that the SP has started its process  
• SP:CacheMiss - If present, it will prove that it could not get the plan from the cache.  
• SP:ExecContextHit - Shows that it was able to find the plan after doing additional 

work.  
• SP:Starting - Now the actual statements have started processing  
• Lock: Acquired - Shows that a lock has been acquired.  
• Lock: Released - Shows that the lock that was made was released.  

Open up a new query window that was authenticated (connected) by using the "Test1" user.  
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Make sure that you are in the right Database (Test). Once you have started the profiler, 
execute the stored proc without giving the Object Qualifier (Exec spselectfromt1). If you look at 
the output of the profiler, you will see these calls in order. 

1. SQL: BatchStarting  
2. SP: CacheMiss  
3. Lock: Acquired  
4. Lock: Acquired  
5. SP:ExecContextHit  
6. Lock: Released  
7. SP:Starting  

We see one CacheMiss, two LocksAcuired, one ExecContextHit, One Lock Released and, 
finally, the SP Starting. 

Now let us see what will happen if the Object is qualified. Execute the Stored Proc specifying 
the Object Qualifier. (Exec dbo.spselectfromt1). Now look at the output from the profiler. You 
can see that there are only a couple of calls. 

1. SQL: BatchStarting  
2. SP:ExecContextHit  
3. SP:Starting  

Although we cannot quantify exactly how much additional work is done by the SQL Server to 
execute when Object Qualifier is not specified, the Engine must be doing something to make 
all the additional calls. For one stored Proc you do not see much but just imagine that all the 
stored procs are being called without the Object Qualifier. SQL Server Engine is going to be 
taxed by all the additional calls. 

We have now proved that not using Object Qualifier is costly. We will continue the test to find 
out how costly it is to execute a Stored Proc that is prefixed with sp_. First, let us examine the 
reason why stored procs with sp_ as prefix is more costly. 

When the SQL Server gets a call to execute a stored proc that has prefix sp_, the first place it 
will look at is in the Master Database. SQL Server will look for a compiled plan in the Master 
Database but cannot find it there. That is the reason why you see a cachemiss, even though 
you have specified who the owner of the stored Proc is. Now let us test to find out if this is 
really true. For that let us create a stored Proc with the name sp_selectfromt1. 

if object_id('dbo.sp_selectfromt1','P') is not null  
 drop proc dbo.sp_selectfromt1 
go 
create procedure dbo.sp_selectfromt1 
as 
select * from dbo.t1 
go 
grant execute on dbo.sp_selectfromt1 to User1 
go 

Clear the profiler window and execute the Stored proc specifying the object qualifier (Exec 
dbo.sp_selectfromt1). Check the profiler window. You will see these statements being 
executed. 

1. SQL: BatchStarting  
2. SP: CacheMiss  
3. SP:ExecContextHit  
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4. SP:Starting  
You can see one additional call than when the stored proc dbo.spselectfromt1 was executed. 
That is the SP: CacheMiss statement. As was mentioned above, we cannot calculate what 
exactly the additional load on the server is but it has to do one additional statement. When 
hundreds and thousands of calls are done to a stored that is prefixed with sp_, then there will 
be additional load on the server. 

Conclusion 

We have seen, based on the test done, why a stored proc prefixed with sp_ is costly and why 
Object Qualifier is costly as well. The best thing to do is to make sure that you qualify all 
objects with the Schema (Also known as Owner).  If you have any user created stored procs 
that starts with sp_, drop it and recreate it without the prefix sp_. 

Writing Faster T-SQL 
By Jacob Sebastian  

This is the first installment of a series of articles which will look into some of the performance 
tips that could be applicable to the day-to-day programming life of most SQL Server 
programmers. Anyone would agree that performance is the key to the success of any 
application. In this series I will try to present some of the common scenarios and will explain a 
few alternate approaches which would provide better performance.  

This morning I read the article by Wayne Fillis where he presented an excellent explanation of 
the NOLOCK query optimizer hint. To demonstrate the performance benefits, he populated a 
table with five million records and ran the queries with and without NOLOCK hint. He warns 
that the TSQL code that generated five million rows will take more than an hour on a high-end 
machine and may take a few hours on a machine with lower configuration.  

Many times we need to generate large numbers of rows to do various performance tests; 
however, most of the time it takes a few hours to generate the data that we need. It would be 
interesting to look into alternate ways to generate data quickly and efficiently. This article 
presents a very efficient approach to generating a large number of rows.  

Most of the time I have seen people writing a loop that runs for N times and executes an 
INSERT statement. Thus, to generate five million rows you need to execute five million 
INSERT statements. This adds to the major part of the delay that we experience while 
generating data. If we could use a single INSERT statement that inserts five million records at 
one go, we could gain amazing performance benefits.  

Approach  

As I mentioned above, we would be using a different approach to generate records. We will 
use a single INSERT statement that will insert 5 million records to the target table. To do that, 
essentially, we need to have a SELECT statement that returns the desired number of rows. 
How do we get into that? The steps below demonstrate that.  

The first step is to write a query that returns ten rows containing numbers 0 to 9. The following 
TSQL query does that.  

    1 SELECT 0 as Number 
    2     UNION SELECT 1 
    3     UNION SELECT 2 
    4     UNION SELECT 3 
    5     UNION SELECT 4 
    6     UNION SELECT 5 

http://www.sqlservercentral.com/columnists/WFillis/2764.asp
http://www.sqlservercentral.com/articles/Performance+Tuning/2944/wft1/step1.txt
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    7     UNION SELECT 6 
    8     UNION SELECT 7 
    9     UNION SELECT 8 
   10     UNION SELECT 9 

 

Now let us write a query that uses the digits above and generate a result set containing 100 
records (0 to 100).   

    1 WITH digits AS ( 
    2     SELECT 0 as Number 
    3     UNION SELECT 1 
    4     UNION SELECT 2 
    5     UNION SELECT 3 
    6     UNION SELECT 4 
    7     UNION SELECT 5 
    8     UNION SELECT 6 
    9     UNION SELECT 7 
   10     UNION SELECT 8 
   11     UNION SELECT 9 
   12 ) 
   13 SELECT (tens.Number * 10) + ones.Number as Number 
   14 FROM digits as tens  
   15 CROSS JOIN digits as ones 

I am using a CTE (Common Table Expression) to simplify the code above.  A CROSS JOIN is 
used on the previous query and it generates 100 records on the fly. CTE is introduced by SQL 
Server 2005. You can get the same results in SQL Server 2000 by running the following 
query.  

    1 SELECT (tens.Number * 10) + ones.Number as Number 
    2 FROM ( 
    3     SELECT 0 as Number 
    4     UNION SELECT 1 
    5     UNION SELECT 2 
    6     UNION SELECT 3 
    7     UNION SELECT 4 
    8     UNION SELECT 5 
    9     UNION SELECT 6 
   10     UNION SELECT 7 
   11     UNION SELECT 8 
   12     UNION SELECT 9 
   13 ) as tens  
   14 CROSS JOIN ( 
   15     SELECT 0 as Number 
   16     UNION SELECT 1 
   17     UNION SELECT 2 
   18     UNION SELECT 3 
   19     UNION SELECT 4 
   20     UNION SELECT 5 
   21     UNION SELECT 6 
   22     UNION SELECT 7 
   23     UNION SELECT 8 

267 

http://www.sqlservercentral.com/articles/Performance+Tuning/2944/wft1/step2.txt
http://www.sqlservercentral.com/articles/Performance+Tuning/2944/wft1/step5.txt
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   24     UNION SELECT 9 
   25 ) as ones 

The above example clearly shows how useful it is to use a CTE. At the next step, let us 
generate 10 million records. 

    1 WITH digits AS ( 
    2     SELECT 0 as Number 
    3     UNION SELECT 1 
    4     UNION SELECT 2 
    5     UNION SELECT 3 
    6     UNION SELECT 4 
    7     UNION SELECT 5 
    8     UNION SELECT 6 
    9     UNION SELECT 7 
   10     UNION SELECT 8 
   11     UNION SELECT 9 
   12 ) 
   13 SELECT  
   14       (millions.Number * 1000000) 
   15     + (hThousands.Number * 100000)  
    16      + (tThousands.Number * 10000)  
    17      + (thousands.Number * 1000)  
    18      + (hundreds.Number * 100)  
    19     + (tens.Number * 10)  
    20     + ones.Number AS Number 
    21 FROM digits AS ones  
    22 CROSS JOIN digits AS tens 
    23 CROSS JOIN digits AS hundreds 
    24 CROSS JOIN digits AS thousands 
    25 CROSS JOIN digits AS tThousands 
   26 CROSS JOIN digits AS hThousands 
   27 CROSS JOIN digits AS millions 

The above TSQL generates ten million records on the fly. It may take one to two minutes, 
depending upon the configuration of your computer. Now that we have the required number of 
records, we can write the INSERT statement to populate the table that we need.  

For the purpose of this example, I would like to take the same example Wayne Fillis 
presented. I am going to rewrite the first example he presented using the new approach that 
we discussed above. The following query generates five million records and inserts them to 
the ORDERS table.   

    1 WITH  
    2 -- first CTE which returns 10 rows (0-9) 
    3 digits AS ( 
    4     SELECT 0 as Number 
    5     UNION SELECT 1 
    6     UNION SELECT 2 
    7     UNION SELECT 3 
    8     UNION SELECT 4 
    9     UNION SELECT 5 
   10     UNION SELECT 6 
   11     UNION SELECT 7 
   12     UNION SELECT 8 
   13     UNION SELECT 9 
   14 ) 
   15 -- second CTE which returns 10 million rows by using 
   16 -- a CROSS JOIN on the first CTE 
   17 , dig AS ( 
   18     SELECT  
   19           (millions.Number * 1000000) 

http://www.sqlservercentral.com/articles/Performance+Tuning/2944/wft1/step3.txt
http://www.sqlservercentral.com/columnists/WFillis/2764.asp
http://www.sqlservercentral.com/articles/Performance+Tuning/2944/wft1/step4.txt
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   20         + (hThousands.Number * 100000)  
   21         + (tThousands.Number * 10000)  
   22         + (thousands.Number * 1000)  
   23         + (hundreds.Number * 100)  
   24         + (tens.Number * 10)  
   25         + ones.Number AS Number 
   26     FROM digits AS ones  
   27     CROSS JOIN digits AS tens 
   28     CROSS JOIN digits AS hundreds 
   29     CROSS JOIN digits AS thousands 
   30     CROSS JOIN digits AS tThousands 
   31     CROSS JOIN digits AS hThousands 
   32     CROSS JOIN digits AS millions 
   33 ) 
   34 -- Third CTE which generates a "Product ID" and "Order Date".  
   35 -- Product ID is repeated after 500,000 records.  
   36 -- after every 1000 records, "order date" moves backward. 
   37 , prod AS ( 
   38 SELECT number, (number % 500000) + 1 AS ProductID, GETDATE() - (number 
/ 1000) AS OrderDate 
   39 FROM dig  
   40 WHERE number < 5000000 -- we need only 5 million records :-) 
   41 ) 
   42 -- the insert statement goes here 
   43 INSERT    Orders (ProductID, OrderDate) 
   44     SELECT productID,  
   45     DATEADD(dd,0, DATEDIFF(dd,0,OrderDate)) -- strips off "time" from 
date value 
   46     FROM prod 

The above code runs in 2.45 minutes on my laptop (Toshiba Satellite Pro, Solo Core, 1 GB 
RAM). It runs much faster compared to the loop that inserts the same number of records in 
close to ninety minutes.  

Conclusions  

I referred to the example presented by Wayne for the purpose of demonstration only. His 
article presented a practical scenario where we need large number of records generated for 
various performance tests. This article presents a more optimized TSQL code that generates 
data.  

http://www.sqlservercentral.com/columnists/WFillis/2764.asp
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Everything Else 

SQLServerCentral publishes a variety of articles about all different types of articles that relate 
to DBAs and developers, but might not fit into any other technical category. Often we delve 
into career or work issues and bring you information from others that are doing the same type 
of work you do. 

This year we have a few articles on careers as well as some other interesting topics. 
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Beginning Professional Development 
By Andy Warren  

I've written a couple of articles recently (Professional Development and Time for Training) 
about professional development topics. This time I'd like to go into more detail about how use 
to books and magazines effectively, building a library, and how to talk your boss into funding 
some of the purchases. 

When most people think of books and magazines they think "print." That is the norm, but more 
and more you can get electronic versions of the content as well. I don't find it as easy to read, 
but that's a personal preference. I think the other thing people think is "money." There are 
quite a few trade magazines that are free (none focused on SQL Server that I know of), but 
few free books. Again, perhaps it's obvious, but you have to invest some money to take 
advantage of books and magazines.  

What do books and magazines have that web based sites like this one do not? I'd argue that 
anything destined for print is better written and edited. I enjoy web articles for their informal 
nature, how they focus on sharing ideas more than they focus on presentation. A good editor 
can help an author render the most technical and confusing subject both readable and 
interesting. The other advantage they share - in print form - is easy portability. 

I enjoy magazines because I don't know what the content will be. It's a lot of fun to open an 
issue and see what the editor has put together in an issue, especially themed issues like my 
friend Steve Jones puts together in our own SQL Server Standard. Invariably I end up reading 
something that I think I otherwise would not have because it has an interesting lead, I 
recognize the author, or maybe just because it follows an article I wanted to read. Books, on 
the other hand, are almost always bought with a clear need or goal in mind. There is 
something very nice about reading a well written book where the author steps you through 
material in well thought out fashion. Note that I'm not saying all books meet that standard! 

Early in my career I bought my own books for two reasons. One is that I preferred to build my 
own library. It's nice to have a set of books that you know and can turn to when you're looking 
for an answer. The other is that at that point my employer wasn't going to pay for it anyway! 
About six years ago my boss finally got his boss to go along with ordering some books for the 
very small team I was on, perhaps five employees total at that time. The deal was that I could 
order eight books. Not bad; happily I go off to Amazon (and Fatbrain, remember that one?) 
and order the eight books. But the next time he went off to beg for bucks I proposed a twist. 
Get approval for x dollars instead of x books and I'll make the most of the money. That 
agreement was reached and with some hard work I will able to procure fourteen books for the 
same amount (around $250, I think) by buying some used books. Over the years we continued 
to invest here and there in our library and when I finally became a manager, increased our 
spending to $250 per quarter, buying a combination of new and used books to fill out the 
library. 

It's fun to see a library grow. It's a very useful tool in many ways. It's handy when you're stuck, 
of course. It's very nice to be able to point younger developers to books on a topic that they 
need to improve in, knowing that you have a good selection on that topic. It's nice as a hiring 
tool, too. When prospects see a hundred or so technical volumes and magazines everywhere, 
they get a sense that learning is encouraged - if not required.  

As a manager I never had enough money to satisfy all the requests for books, so I worked out 
a simple process to help me figure out what to buy: 

http://www.sqlservercentral.com/columnists/awarren/professionaldevelopment.asp
http://www.sqlservercentral.com/columnists/awarren/2594.asp
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• Have my team send me an email if they saw a book they thought was useful and/or 
would just round out the library. I'd queue these in a folder and revisit at the start of 
each quarter.  

• Send out a current inventory once per quarter and ask the team what subjects we 
didn't have enough coverage on.  

• I would look at upcoming product releases that would require new books - SQL 2005 
release, for example  

• Roughly prioritize the list. I say roughly because while I might want a good book on a 
more obscure topic, only if I could get it for $10 or so.  

From that I'd have a list of books and topics. From there I'd spend an hour or two browsing 
Amazon and other sources, looking for used books first. Sometimes it was a new book we 
needed and it didn't make sense to wait for a used copy. A little back and forth time would 
usually yield more books than I could buy, so I'd get the best assortment I could and then opt 
for the cheapest shipping method. Never quite enough money for everything we wanted, but at 
$1000 a year in a few years you can have a nice library. 

On the magazine side I usually paid for SQL Server Magazine, our own SQL Server Standard, 
MSDN Magazine, and Visual Studio Magazine. Those where the core magazines for where I 
worked, using a mix of SQL and .Net. I also had perhaps a dozen more subscriptions to free 
magazines. It's a good idea to read at least one news magazine like Eweek, and one geeky 
magazine like Wired or PC Magazine to see what's going on in the broader IT industry. 

Keeping track of this stuff was never easy or especially effective. Initially we put routing slips 
on everything and passed them around; usually they would all wind up on the desk of a couple 
of people who were too busy to read them and pass them on. Plan B was to email out the 
cover image and table of contents to everyone when it arrived; those who were interested 
could come get it and fight over it. We made no effort to track magazines after that. I'm sure 
we lost a couple occasionally but it wasn't worth any more effort than that. For books we had a 
simple sign out card and maybe once a year we'd try to get everything back on the shelf. We 
keep the books in an office where we could have someone keep a loose eye on it so that no 
one ran amuck, but it really required very little time to maintain. Once a year we'd purge the 
magazines that were more than a couple of years old, and we'd take a look to see if there 
were any books that could be dropped (NT4 books, for example, were no longer needed). 

I promised some tips on using these effectively, so let's do those now: 

• Carry a book or magazine with you everywhere. You'll be surprised (or not) at how 
often a meeting starts late, a friend is late for lunch, or you're kept waiting at the 
doctor/dentist. Read while you wait and you might easily get in an extra thirty minutes 
of reading per month. Please do not read while driving!  

• Teach yourself to read one article in any magazine you pick up. Bonus points for 
reading something that doesn't directly correlate to something you're working on at 
the moment.  

• To learn any subject well you'll need from two to five books about it - most authors 
just don't cover it all. Buy one and read it, then you'll have a better idea when you go 
back to pick the second book.  

• Set a schedule for reading. I used to read for an hour each morning from 6-7 a.m.; 
right now it's usually thirty minutes around 7 p.m. Whether it's daily or weekly, make it 
a part of your routine  

So how do you get your boss to pay for it? Sometimes you just have to ask, but it helps to 
have a plan. You might try some of my thoughts about the basis of the plan. Try to address 
concerns the boss will have. Good talking points are: 

• It's a relatively small investment that you'll leverage across team members  
• The value isn't lost if someone leaves (in contrast to money spent on training courses 

or conferences)  
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• It will be a good thing to mention to potential new hires  
• It's a part of a professional development strategy - over time you may still need to 

attend real training or conferences  
• Spending some each quarter will let him evaluate how effectively the money is being 

spent  
• Offer to take ownership of building the book request list each quarter and keeping 

track of everything  
• Discuss how much of your time it will take away from work, if any  
• Have an idea about where the books will be kept, and if you need money for a 

bookcase  

You can try sizing it to your team by asking for x dollars per developer, or you can just do the 
flat rate thing. I'd try for $500 to launch with (and include the cost of the bookcase in that), then 
$250 a quarter. Get more if you can, take less if that's all you can get. Separately I'd ask for 
him to pay for a few magazines, maybe $100-$200 per year. That dollar range is usually 
possible for either the manager to approve, or at most his/her manager to approve - doesn't 
usually need the CEO to sign off. 

If you can get it started order as many of the free magazines as you can. They'll add a little 
volume to the library and you never know what will appeal to your peers. 

I hope I've got you thinking about whether you're using books and magazines as part of your 
own professional development program as well as whether your current employer might 
support the idea of a central library. A little effort might net some savings and some more 
learning resources, too! 

Changing Career Gears 
By Brandie Tarvin  

Over three years ago I officially joined the IT industry and became a DBA. Since then I've 
received many requests for career advice, especially after people find out that I started out in a 
completely different sector. I may not be up in the illustrious ranks of Steve Jones, Andy 
Leonard, and Brian Knight, but I hold my own. So I feel fairly confident in answering those 
types of questions. 

In any case my recent article, "Certification Myth and Rumors," created a whole new flurry of 
such requests. There were enough of them that I thought I'd write another article targeting 
those ambitious enough to seek a career change to database administrator but who aren't 
quite sure how to go about it. Here's how I did it and there's no reason why it can't also work 
for you. 

About Me 

I've worked in the retail and customer service industry since I was ten years old. I started out 
as a newspaper carrier and worked my way up to selling burgers at McDonalds. In college, I 
held three different part time jobs (simultaneously) -- one in the college library shelving books, 
another at a local comic book store (I'm such a geek!) and the third a weekend job at a 
department store. After college, I worked for two different colleges in a clerical position 
(answering phones, filing paperwork, collecting money). Then I moved on to work for a tool 
rental company and later a records retention firm. It was in this last job that I decided I had 
enough. I needed to get away from answering phones and making my home in file cabinets. 
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The Burn-Out Syndrome 

Nothing is worse than holding onto a job you hate waking up for in the morning. I knew there 
was a problem when I started avoiding answering even my home phone. And I refused to get 
a cell because I couldn't stand the idea of people being able to call me when I was at the mall 
or out for dinner. That's when I knew I had to change careers. Besides, retail / customer 
service barely paid enough to take care of the bills. 

If you're in this situation- cursing as you drag yourself into work, avoiding things at home just 
because they remind you of work and getting angry at your co-workers for no other reason 
than they actually enjoy their job- it is definitely time for you to make a career change, too. The 
only difficult part is making the choice of what new career you want. Think about this carefully. 
Don't choose something because of the money. Choose it because that job fits everything you 
want to do. 

Starting Out 

Volunteer, volunteer, volunteer. So many people have an "it's not in my job description" 
attitude and that's horrible when you're looking for promotions or to switch careers. So what if 
you're a sales clerk? If the company needs someone to set up a few PCs and doesn't want to 
hire a computer tech, offer your services. If a friend is setting up a wireless network, see if he 
needs any help or is willing to teach you how. If a family member is trying to configure their 
internet settings and blows up their computer, politely volunteer to recover their settings. 

Surprisingly, all of these things are tasks you can list on your resume. And if you're coming 
from outside of IT, you need all the resume help you can get. I actually listed a volunteer 
Admin position from a pre-Ultimate Online role-playing game. I'm convinced this little tidbit 
helped me get my current job because it made me stand out from other job candidates. I 
definitely got questioned about it and the interviewers were very amused by my description of 
the job. 

Learning SQL 

When I decided to go into IT, I couldn't make up my mind what to do. I loved programming and 
I loved fixing people's problems. The two goals were incompatible. Or so I thought. Then 
someone mentioned how much more DBAs make than programmers or help desk technicians. 
I looked up the job description on a whim and instantly fell in love. I had finally found a job 
where I could do both programming and fix problems! 

The next step was deciding which type of DBA to be. Honestly, I picked SQL Server because I 
knew where to find the eval software. With a little financial help from a friend, I purchased a 
refurbished PC at a local computer show for under $200. I didn't care that the machine was 
used and didn't come with an OS. OS eval software can be installed. Besides, since I was 
planning to abuse the poor thing, I certainly wasn't going to shell out for the cost of a new one. 

Books were next. SQL Server 2000 had been out long enough so that most of the books 
written for it could be found on clearance shelves everywhere. I picked up Sybex certification 
books because they actually contained instructions a total newbie could follow. After I went 
through the Sybex books a few times, I started grabbing other books to find the things Sybex 
didn't cover. 

For a year and a half I broke my "server" doing things that you're not supposed to do, rebuilt it, 
ran through the exercises in all the books, learned networking and server admin skills 
alongside the SQL Server skills and taught myself basic T-SQL programming. There were 
holes in my skill set. I never learned how to use the DTS Designer, for example. I knew 
Replication theory, but with only one box I couldn't put it into practice. Still, I learned enough 
and soon passed my MCSA (it was only one additional test to the MCDBA). After that, I gave 
myself a Christmas present by passing the last exam and becoming an MCDBA. 
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That was the easy part, though. I had no professional skill set. And no one was in the market 
for a junior DBA, no matter how much unpaid volunteer work she had on her resume. 

Opportunity Knocks 

Six months after I got my certifications, I was still working in customer service. It was rather 
depressing. I kept revamping my resumes and sending them out to every single job that had 
SQL Server in the description. One day, out of the blue, a small software development 
company called me back. They were looking for a Help Desk tech which knew a little about 
MS Access, a little about SQL Server and was willing to learn Crystal Reports. I jumped at the 
chance. It wasn't a DBA job, but it was an IT job and it would put my new skill set to use. 

Turns out the job didn't last long - Only 9 months. But I greatly improved my SQL skills while 
working on it. Not only did I get real life experience with restoring & backing up databases, but 
I learned how to fix data problems with the Import / Export Wizard as well as little things like 
the difference between absolute and non-deterministic numeric data types (learned this last 
one the hard way, unfortunately). 

When I went out searching again it took me a month of unemployment, but I had just enough 
SQL experience to get on the radar for a six week contract job. They wanted someone to set 
up their backup / restore jobs and do basic maintenance. And, oh, they forgot to mention they 
needed Replication set up. 

The contract job was just what I needed. I was able to validate my earlier skills and put into 
practice what I had only learned in theory. Now the job didn't pay what DBAs are usually 
worth, but it did pay more than I had made at my previous two jobs. And since I was gaining 
lines for my resume, I wasn't about to complain. 

After that job I was unemployed again for a couple of weeks. Let me tell you, not having a job 
on the horizon was scary both times around. Just as I started to get worried, I got hired by my 
current employer for a "real" DBA position. My first official, with pay commiserate with the title, 
DBA job; all this in less than two years after I got my certifications. 

Conclusion: The Trick to Making It Work 

It's all about paying your dues. If you want to become a DBA, you have to be willing to work 
your butt off. When I studied for my certs I spent all my lunch hours, all my after work hours 
and a good deal of my weekends playing with my server and learning what I needed to know. 
It wasn't a "when I felt like it" kind of studying. I treated it like I was earning a college degree. 

I volunteered like crazy even though my offer was only taken up maybe two percent of the 
time, and I did this work for free. At the records retention firm I worked for their IT help was in 
another state, so they were more than willing to take advantage of my Power User status. In 
fact, the reason I accepted this particular job was because they needed someone to baby-sit a 
legacy Novell server in addition to the regular customer service duties. I took a little advantage 
myself, volunteering to run new network cables, replace dumb terminals and install new 
software. Nothing I did was something no one else could do but no one else wanted to be 
bothered, so it worked out. 

When I did get into IT, I started at the bottom. There's nothing shameful in that. In fact, it 
helped me out a great deal. I learned just how much I really didn't know and the jobs gave me 
an opportunity to grow professionally. Don't stick your nose up at the low paying IT jobs if 
you've never been in IT before. This is how you make your mark. It’s what you do here that will 
count for or against you in future positions. 

You may have to wait for some time before you get your opportunity to get in, but keep 
studying, volunteering and adding job tasks to your resume. Get that cert if you have 
absolutely no IT experience or degree. It will help. And then start submitting your resume for 
anything that will use your new skill set, even if it's just a help desk job. 
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Lastly, always remember: patience will be rewarded. Everyone started somewhere. And there 
are a lot of employers out there these days that would rather have a junior or mid-level DBA 
with a lot of soft skills than a senior DBA with no communication abilities or willingness to work 
with a team. 

Lesson Learned from Contracting, Revisited 
By Tom Fischer  

A recently published “lessons learned” by a real world contractor naturally enough focused on 
the contractor. What about the companies employing contractors and consultants? Aren’t 
there any good lessons for them to pick up from an experienced consultant?  I think so. This 
article presents a few things I wish my clients and future clients knew about by my trade. 

Expect the Unexpected 

Many companies seem genuinely shocked when the newly arrived contractor fails to meet 
expectations. How could an agency possibly send an unqualified person to their office? 
Personal experience suggests that infamous catchall culprit – communications. The IT trade 
contains many specialties with different labels filled by many people with different levels of 
expertise. No wonder that a process requiring the exact specification of knowledge and 
experience regularly fails. 

Imagine a company project manager asks an agency for a data architect. The agency sends 
over a DBA with data modeling experience.  The volume of blogs and articles devoted to what 
constitutes a data architect suggests there will likely be a disappointed project manager and a 
frustrated DBA meeting - and parting -shortly.  

There is a (happy) flip side to this issue which I have observed.  The more seasoned 
consultants usually exceed expectations. Getting back to our example, maybe our data 
modeling DBA also sports experience with data dictionaries, data warehouses, metadata 
registries, etc. Suddenly disappointment turns into delight. But despite this happy ending, the 
high probability of expectation mismatch motivates the next point. 

Know thy Contractor 

Screen your contractors and consultants. Usually an interview does the trick.  I’m continually 
amazed at how often companies disregard this practice. The common reasons for not 
screening typically fall into one of three categories: lack of time, technical expertise or good 
sense. 

Knowing which of these reasons tells me much about the type of engagement to come. For 
example, if a company does not have the good sense or time to screen contractors they 
probably do not handle outsourcing well which translates into inexperienced IT management. 
That signals me not to assume anything, such as the existence of backups and proper security 
policies. 

I must confess a more forgiving attitude toward companies not screening contractors due to a 
lack of in-house technical expertise. In many cases that’s why they are bringing in a 
consultant. But even a not-so-technical discussion may avoid an obvious mismatch. When a 
client asked me about my (lack of) RBASE experience I think both of us were happy that the 
question had been raised. 

You Get What You Pay For 

I think contractor billing economics closely follows that of corporate staffing, which can be 
summed up in two sentences. First, valuable employees usually earn better wages.  Second, 
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well compensated employees may not always be valuable.  In other words, do not count on 
getting a top notch contractor for a low rate, and don’t assume that a high bill rate guarantees 
a top notch contractor. 

While we have all heard the anecdote about the high priced consultant deleting a production 
database, most of us have seen the low cost consultant place too many indices on a busy 
database table.  There’s a reason why one of these scenarios is an anecdote and the other a 
periodic observation.  Low cost, inexperienced contractors are not uncommon. High cost, 
inexperienced contracts are not common. 

Don’t Blame the Contractors 

All too often I have heard a client blame a questionable configuration, design, implementation, 
and so forth on a prior contractor. The need to justify a mess is understandable. Nonetheless, 
the problem at hand is not the last contractor’s responsibility. It is the client’s. I learned in the 
military many years ago, “You can delegate authority, you can’t delegate responsibility.” The 
adage applies in IT. 

Working with companies that do not understand their responsibility for a consultant’s 
handiwork can be frustrating.  A client once asked me to alter their backup strategy to reflect 
changing business needs.  Unfortunately, the available technology could not support the 
requirements. I recommended several options. After it became clear that no one would take 
responsibility for choosing an option, I did.  (And yes, this client will speak my name in vain 
someday for another questionable implementation.) 

One of the best warnings to any and all companies regarding responsibility came to me 
indirectly via a fellow consultant.  I asked about some questionable schema changes that he 
had introduced. Without pause this very successful fellow declared, “My job is to make sure 
that the client calls me back to help them blow off their remaining foot.” 

Contractors as Internal Auditors 

Occasionally when a gig ends the hiring manager informally asks me if I have any 
recommendations, observations or suggestions. Not a surprising request considering most 
experienced consultants and contractors usually know what constitutes “normal” and maybe 
even “best practices” in their trade.  One manager said she preferred hearing from me rather 
than corporate internal auditors about any potential data management issues. 

Asking for feedback is not the same as acting on it, though. That, I guess, is the challenge 
facing a manager savvy enough to ask for criticism. A few years ago I responded to an 
inquiring manager that their website’s authentication mechanism was susceptible to SQL 
injection attacks. Twelve months later I read in the local newspaper about a security breach in 
the client’s website. C’est la vie. 

PC Energy Use 
By Richard Gardner  

Let's face it, with the extensive use of oil based plastics and a carbon footprint the equivalent 
of the airline industry, IT has a long way to go to even qualify as "not particularly offensive" in 
the environmental stakes. Sure, HP will sell us highly efficient blade servers with reduced 
power and cooling requirements, but they're probably still made in a highly polluting factory in 
China somewhere, the chips produced using some of the nastiest chemicals available, then 
they need to get shipped, and of course we still have to dispose of our old kit in an 
environmentally friendly way (something which is getting a whole lot easier these days, 
thankfully). 
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But does your company care about any of this? If they're anything like mine then it is pretty 
irrelevant; all a business knows how to do is carry on. Sure we make reductions in power 
consumption, and take advantage of government schemes to install new, more efficient plant, 
but at the end of the day it is energy use and therefore money which drives the ROI on these 
investments. Sure we'll trot these initiatives out as evidence of our green credentials in 
marketing literature, but at the end of the day unless your business is highly sensitive to 
consumer opinion, or governments actually start legislating to reduce carbon emissions, the 
only argument a business is going to appreciate is cash. 

That might sound cynical, but it is also a highly effective method of getting a business to 
reduce energy use; it also makes good sense whatever side of the climate change argument 
you happen to be on. 

Available Resources 

As an IT Manager (and sometimes DBA), I have been asked by accounts to estimate the 
amount of energy our department uses. With the amount of green initiatives the UK 
government is churning out you'd think this was easy, right? Wrong. What I needed was a 
spreadsheet into which I can type the number of PC's and monitors on site, the amount of 
money I spend per KwH on power, and then get an answer as to how much I'm spending. 
Maybe somewhere on the web there is a simple spreadsheet which we can all use to calculate 
our energy usage, but with the number of companies trying to sell us the new "green" thing 
you'll probably find it around page 2000 of any given Google search. I couldn't find it. I found it 
interesting, though, that we can save the planet by buying more stuff. I didn't think it worked 
like that. 

I got very frustrated that even the UK Government's Carbon Trust, a body set up specifically to 
help businesses reduce carbon emissions, couldn't help me do something which was so 
obviously useful. 

So I complained - in detail. 

And they sent me this spreadsheet, or something similar, which was a surprise. I corrected 
some minor errors and added a few columns and now I have a pretty good ballpark calculator 
of my energy use which I thought might be useful for some of you guys. No point duplicating 
work, is there? 

So what does it Do? 

You can calculate the energy use of any appliance by looking at the sticker at the back at the 
number of Watts it is using. This figure represents how many Watts are burned in an hour of 
constant operation (in theory). Electricity is billed in kilowatt hours, so essentially if you have a 
300W PC you take your charge per kilowatt hour (in my case £0.074), and multiply it by 
(WATTAGE/1000), a PC with a 300W power supply would cost (300/1000) * 0.074 to run for 
an hour (£0.022). Only it isn't quite that simple, because a PC doesn't drain all that power all 
the time. In fact it very rarely does, which is where the Carbon Trust have helped me by giving 
me an average rate of 74 Watts. I haven't questioned this, I've just accepted it. If you know 
better I'd love to hear about it. 

Ok, so I have many PCs on site, but some of them run all the time, and some of them run nine 
to five, five days a week. Therefore I had to build in the hours of operation per day, and the 
days of operation per week to enable me to calculate the hours of operation per year. This is 
why I've had to use separate lines for 24/7 PCs and 9-5 PCs. 

You can simply calculate CO2 emissions in kilograms by multiplying your kWh by 0.43, and 
then divide the answer by 1000 to get tonnes. 
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In the last column you have cost, which is the total cost for all units with those hours of 
operation. This can be calculated for your site by putting your own KwH cost of electricity at 
the bottom of the sheet. 

So there you have it - I have 100 PCs running 24/7 and 100 PCs running nine to five and 
various other peripherals and the IT departments contribution to electricity costs (excluding the 
server room - I'll get to that) is £17,584.21 a year. We also produce just over 100 tonnes of 
CO2 a year, just from the desktops. That's pretty bad. 

And How Does That Help? 

But once we have these figures we can play with them a little. For example - a monitor running 
a screen saver burns the same power as a monitor running office. I can see my 24/7 PCs run 
for 8736 hours in a year, but these kinds of PCs are really just lightweight servers or 
production management machines. This means they are running their screen savers most of 
the time, say 60%. What a waste of money: 60% of £6464.64, in fact  -£3878.78. 

Which of the following initiatives would most likely succeed in your company? 

1. We want to ban screen savers because they are not energy efficient and they are 
destroying the planet. 

2. If we ban screen savers we will save the company £3878.78 and reduce our carbon 
footprint by 22 tonnes a year. 

Which I hope makes my point. 

Random fact I learned last week; I'm reminded because the savings there come out at 
3878.78. Did you know the official height of Everest was originally 29,002 feet, but the actual 
height of Everest is EXACTLY 29,000 feet? The guy who measured it didn't think anyone 
would believe him so he added 2 feet. I think we all have to do that kind of thing from time to 
time...). 

What about Servers? 

OK, so server rooms are better catered for out on the web. If you're using HP servers I should 
direct you to: http://h30099.www3.hp.com/configurator/powercalcs.asp This is a pretty useful 
resource. 

Air conditioning is also well served on the web; look at the UK government’s Carbon Trust site 
for details here. Their publications ECG019 and CTL004 are pretty useful (but you have to 
subscribe to get them). www.carbontrust.co.uk 

Any Other Ideas? 

Now none of this is exact science, and I'm hoping someone out there has done this job better 
than I and has advice, opinions or web links to things like average office usage patterns (e.g., 
how long does power save mode go into operation in an average office if it is set to five 
minutes, 10 minutes, etc). Maybe you have a better idea of calculating the power profile of a 
PC, or I'm missing something. One reason I've written this is because there seems to be a 
scarcity of resources out there, and I'm very glad Steve sees it as worth publishing despite the 
fact I haven't mentioned databases even once. Except just then. 

http://h30099.www3.hp.com/configurator/powercalcs.asp
http://www.carbontrust.co.uk/
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